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SUMMARY

This thesis is structured in two parts and aims to contribute to 
our understanding of the drama of Fernando Arrahal by the elaboration 
and comparison of two interpretations of the role and significance of 
violence in that drama.

In Part One it is shown that the fundamental opposition between 
individual and authority which stands at the heart of Arrabal's oeuvre 
reflects the terms of the main concerns of the author'b biography.
The meaning of that opposition is then elucidated by a comparison 
which is made between the terms of its expression in the form of 
violence, and the description given by Freud of the sub-conscious 
facets of the individual psyche. It is shown that Arrabal's use 
of violence reflects exactly Freud's elaboration of the psychological 
notions id and super-ego and it is thus concluded that Arrabal's plays 
express the plipht of the individual caupht between the demands of 
the id and those of the super-epo.

While the interpretation developed in Part One depends upon 
a single comparison which is made between Arrabal's drama and the 
schema set out by Freud, the interpretation developed in Part Two 
depends upon comparisons which are drawn between Arrabal's drama and 
three separate schemas. Part Two therefore contains three sections 
which elucidate the content, form, and theatrical structure of 
Arrabal's plays respectively.

In Section 1 of Part Two it is shown that the opposition which 
characterizes Arrabal's plays reflects not only the biographical 
concerns of the author, but equally the fundamental tenets of his 
'panique' philosophy. It is argued that philosophy and plays alike 
may be interpreted in the light of the 'religious' theories elaborated 
by Caillois, Durkheim and Bataille and it is shown that the concept 
of 'la confusion' central to Arrabal's 'panique' philosophy, and 
denoting the nature of total reality, may be understood in the light of 
the concept of violence, as defined by Bataille. It is thus concluded 
that Arrabal's plays may be seen as an attempt to portray violence 
in this sense.

Section ? of Part Two assesses the validity of the symbols used 
by Arrabal to portray 'la confusion' (and hence violence in the sense 
defined by Bataille) on the basis of a parallel which is drawn between 
the notion of violence and the concept of the Collective Unconscious 
as defined by Jung. The archetypes of the Collective Unconscious 
identified by Jung are used as a yardstick for the evaluation of 
Arrabal's symbols, and the assertions made in Section 1 of Part Two 
are effectively substantiated, in as much as it is demonstrated that 
those symbols adequately express what is connoted by the term violence.

In Section 3 of Part Two the method adopted by Arrabal to portray 
violence as theatre is discussed in detail. It is noted that Arrabal'b 
philosophy is supported by a well-developed dramatic methodology which 
indicates the means of presenting the irrational notion of 'la confusion' 
(or violence as defined by Bataille) to a rational audience. The 
appropriateness of this methodology to Arrabal's stated philosophical 
objective is assessed, and the methodology itself is explained as a 
reflection and extension of the principles of drama, which, it is 
noted, perfoms a similar function in uniting the imaginary world of 
the illusion with the real world of the spectator.

In the conclusion the findings of each part of the thesis are re
stated and the relationship between the two interpretations is examined 
and found to suggest, firstly the existence of a relationship between 
all the various, apparently unrelated systems referred to in their 
formulation, and secondly the terms of a final assessment of the 
nature of the achievement of Arrabal's drama.



PREFACE
1

In his article "Essayons de parler calmement d'Arrabal"^

Pierre Marcabru opens with the wordsi

Ne crions pas au scandale. Le scandale est dans 
l'incompréhension-

Significantly, the elements which, particularly during the latter

part of the sixties, made the work of Fernando Arrabal 'nto a
2national scandal of extraordinary proportions also form the 

basis of the means of dispelling incomprehension of that author's 

work. For Arrabal's opponents oroceeded from the correct realization 

that the most consistent feature of an otherwise aoparently dislocated 

and incoherent dramatic output was an irrepressible Droolivity 

towards violence. A putatively obsessional fascination with 

violence, which in his plays took the form of repeated torture and 

murder, unbridled sadism and masochism, all salted with disturbing 

indications of blasphemy and anarchy, was cited, however, as a clear 

testimony of the deoravity of the author and of hi3 work, by critics 

who were either unable or unwilling to discern any positive signi

ficance behind its use. This thesis proceeds from the contention, 

however, that Arrabal's consistent use of violence is an indication 

of the validity rather than of the inadequacy of his plays. Accordingly, 

what follows constitutes a precise elaboration of the significance 

of the notion of violence in Arrabal's theatre, the aim of which is 

to add to our comprehension, and to replace scandal by understanding 

and appreciation.

The thesis is deliberately structured in two parts.

Arrabal's work is considered in the first part as th” product of the 

influence of the author's biograoy, and in the second part as the 

product of the influence of the author's philosophy. In each part 

an interp-etation of Arrabal's work is developed in the light of the

I
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particular influence under consideration and in the conclusion to 

the thesis those two int°roretations are conoared end the relation

ship between them assessed in an effort to provide a final, concise 

indication of the achievement of Arrabal's drama. The method of 

approach, moreover, is similar in each part of the thesis. In 

either case it is shown that the nature of the influence is reflected 

in the drama by the presence of violence, which term is used in two 

slightly different but related senses defined in the text, and by 

the existence of an underlying pattern of construction, which, though 

not necessarily present in its entirety in each individual play is 

nevertheless discernible throughout Arrabal's 09uvre. That oattern 

is then compared in either case to similarly structured patterns in 

other disciplines in an attempt to orovide an assessment of the 

significance of violence, end hence an interpretation of Arrabal's 

work as a whole.

In the formulation of each internretation the widest possible 

use is made of primary sources. Secondary sources are referred to 

only in order to elucidate specific asoects of the argument. All 

plays by Arrabal published before 1978^ are taken into account and 

while not all figure with equal prominence in our considerations 

those held to be most significant are treated in considerable detail.

In addition to plays, other writi-gs of Arrabal have been considered 

where relevant, oarticularly Baal Babylone /1959/ and Lettre au 

General Franco £1971/ as sources of biographical data, and the volume 

entitled Le Panicue £1973/ of which Arrabal was the editor, as a 

statement of ohilosoohy. Close consideration has also been criven 

to statements made by Arrabal, both in personal conversation with the 

writer of the thesis, end in oublished interviews. In the latter

context the aid afforded by the imoortsnt volume entitled Tntretiens
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avec Arrabal £ 1965/ ^  Alain Schifres should particularly he 

acknowledged. In compiling this thesis, and particularly in writing 

the third section of Part II, wh’eh evaluates Arrabal 's work as 

theatre, it has b>-en indispensable to see slays in performance, and 

the writer of the thesis has been fortunate in having had the 

opportunity of seeing performances of a significant number of 

Arrahal's play3, including oroduetions directed by Garcia, Lavelli 

and Arrahal himself. Whilst working on this thesis the writer also 

directed an amateur group in the oerformance of Le Labyrinths and in 

the only known performance ever of Le Clel et la "erdei the 

importance of this experience in gaining an insight into Arrahal's 

work cannot be overstated.

We have stated that the aim of this thesis is to add to cur 

comprehension of Arrahal's drama and it will seek to achieve this aim 

by the.orovision of rational interpretations based on ordered 

argument. From the outset, however, the reader should be aware of 

the limitations of such an undertaking. Ultimately the power and 

originality of Arrabal's work can in no way be adequately conveyed 

in the terms of an academic exercise. We use rational argument here 

with the immediate purpose, above all, of making Arrabal's work more 

accessible,but we would stress that the essence of Arrabal's achieve

ment and the intrinsic value of his drama may be perceived only in an 

experience of the plays themselves. This thesis is thus not an end 

in itself: it cannot and does not seek to provide definitive answers, 

but to furnish a framework of comprehension for that exoerience. Its 

value is in all respects dependent upon its ability to instil in the 

reader the desire to return to the texts upon which it comments.
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Notes to Preface

1 MARCABRU, Pierre "Essayons de parler calmement d'Arrabal",
originally oublished in France-Soir, Paris,
22nd March 1967, reproduced in A3RABAL, Fernando, 
Théâtre IV, Christian Bourgois, Paris, 1969, 
pp.7-11.

2 Arrabal, of course, was not alone in arousing outrage among 
French theatre-goers during this period. Between 1966 and 1968 
particularly, French theatre was characterized by the theme of 
scandal.

3 Vole-moi un petit Milliard, Le Pastaga des Loufs ou Ouverture 
Orang-outang and Funk et Punk et Colégram, which three plays 
appear in Théâtre XII (Théâtre Bouffe), published by Christian 
Bourgois in 1978, when this thesis was in the final stages of 
preoaration, are not taken into account.
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1 "UN V3AI C'îTE PC F^FS"

Arrabal gives an important insight into the t°rms of his 

artistic creation when in Entretiens avec Arrahal. he declares to 

Alain Schifres:

Il faut bien avouer - mais vous l'avez sans dente 
devine' ? - que ,1e suis presque toujours le personnage 
principal de mes pièces, ou, dans es autres cas^ 
qu'il s'agit de quelqu'un de trtss croche de moi.

The author appears, in this 'admission1,to provide us with a clear

indication of the direction from which to approach the dazzling,

yet potentially also puzzling corpus of his drama. For, as we
2shall see, it is in the fertile soil of 'une riche biographie' that 

lie the roots cf Arrabal's provocative and fascinating creative 

writing. The themes which emerge from Arrabal's plays have a clear 

basis in the considerations which haunt his existence: the problems 

explored by Arrabal's characters are related to those which marl< the 

biography of their creator. The complexity of the author's personal 

experience acts as a stimulus, in other words, to a dramatic creation 

characterised by the notion of violence. Accordingly, the prelude 

to our formulation of an interpretation lies in a consideration of 

the nature of the stimulus; in an elaboration of the author's biography, 

followed by a precise definition of the relationship between that 

biography and the drama it inspires.

Arrabal was born in Melilla, in Spanish Morocco, on 11 August 

193?, some sixteen months after the overthrow of the monarchy in 

Spain, to Fernando Arrabal fluiz, an army officer and a Hepublican,

"un homme de gauche mais non un militant"^ and Carmen Teran Gonzalez, 

described as "conservatrice, issue d 'une famille de petits
4commerçants". His sister, Carmen, had been born in September of 

the previous year, and the family was further augmented in August

I
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1934 by the birth of a second hoy, Julio. Arrabal was less than

four years old when there occurred the most dramatic and significant

single event of what was to prove an altogether eventful life. On

17 July 1936 Arrabal's father was arrested hy nationalist troops:

Le coup d'Ptat devait bien éclater le 18, mais à Melilla, un 
des rebelles avait dénoncé ses complices aux autorités de la 
République. Les franquistes l'ont su et, dès le 1?» un petit 
groupe d'officiers a pris le pouvoir dans la ville,arrêtant 
les personnalités dites de gauche.K Parmi elles, figurait mon 
père qui fut surpris dans son lit.'

Fernando Arrabal Ruiz was straightway condemned to death for

'rebellion'. He was later transferred from Melilla to the PI

Hacho prison in Ceuta, where, it is reported, he attemoted to

commit suicide, and subsequently, his sentence having been commuted

to 30 years imprisonment, to Ciudad Rodrigo and Burgos. Françoise

Raymond-Mundschau records^ that Arrabal's father was not alone among

members of the family arrested during the coup. The same fate

befell tw° °f Arrabal's uncles, one of whom was executed within a

short time, while the other, likewise condemned to death, but

subsequently pardoned, survived to see liberty again and to become

the owner of a factory in Toledo.

Before the end of 1936 the truncated family unit had moved

from Melilla to Ciudad Rodrigo, which town figures in Arrabal's
7autobiographical novel Baal Babylone under the name Villa Ramiro. 

Before leaving Melilla, Arrabal's mother had gone with her family to 

the prison, but had refused her husband's request (he was at the time

still condemned to death) to kiss his children goodbye "parce qu'il
8n*en était pas digne, parce qu'il était un homme de gauche". This 

proved to be the first move in a concerted campaign on the mother's 

part to erase all memory of her husband:

pour le .jeune Arrabal en 1936 le père est mort?

The family was dressed in mourning clothes, Arrabal's father's face 

was sedulously removed from all photographs, the inscription
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"Souviens-toi de ton père" on presents which arrived one Christmas

from prison was carefully painted overs all reference to Fernando

Arrabal Ruiz was strictly forbidden. The young Arrabal was thus

left with but a single memory of the man who was his fathers

A l'époque je n'avais même pas quatre ans. Je ne me rappelle 
que ses mains enterrant mes jambes dans le sable de la plage, 
a Melilla. Pour moi c'est un personnage mythique. Des 
années durant, ce mythe a tenu une place considérable dan3 
ma vie. ®

Ciudad Rodrigo was the Teran family home. Arrabal's grand

father, a shadowy figure in his memory, died shortly after the family's 

arrivals the death is recalled in Baal Baby1o n e The playwright's 

other recollections of his mother's family centre around the bizarre 

character of his aunt, Mercedes. The latter combined the demonstration 

of an ostensibly passionate and rigid religious piety with sporadic 

outbursts of a lurid sensuality, to which her young nephew was 

periodically made partys

File arborait un catholicisme extrémiste et aberrant.
Fn même temps, quand j 'ouvrais une oorte de la maison, 
je la trouvais souvent nue, alors qu'elle savait que 
j'allais ouvrir cette porte.

Mercedes thus incarnated a paradox, the ambiguity of which did not

pass unnoticed by the young boy. At the centre of the family

group, and indeed at the centre of Arrabal's universe, however, was

his mother. In fact Carmen Teran was absent for much of the time,

since she had taken a job in an office in Burgos and returned only at

weekends. The eagerness with which that return was awaited, however,

may be imagined from the beautifully naive and spontaneous descriptions

given in Baal Bahylone of the unequivocal feelings that Arrabal had

for his mother during this periods

Aucune, maman, mais aucune n'était comme toi. Aucune 
n'avait la langue humide ni les genoux blancs comme toi, 
maman. Aucune.
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There Is indeed no doubt that, as the novel serves to suggest, 

the years spent in the Teran household at Ciudad Rodrigo 

were memorable above all for the uninhibited tenderness of the 

child's feelings for his mother, a tenderness which we may suppose 

was exacerbated both by the absence of a father and by the puzzling 

nature of the immediate surroundings.

Outside the home were born further memories, though 

arguably more haphazard and less striking. In 1937 Arrabal began 

to attend the Catholic school at which his elder sister was already 

a pupil. The atmosphere at school, like that at home, had a strong 

religious flavour, respite from which occurred only during the 

passage from one to the other when Arrabal would break his .journey 

to play 'bulls and matadors', or to explore the castle moats and 

ramparts with his school-fellows. The war, meanwhile, continued 

until May 1939 when Arrabal, in company with the other inhabitants 

of Ciudad Rodrigo, was present in the main square to hear the 

declaration of the end of the war and to U3her in the new epoch.

The war seems to have impinged on the schoolboy's consciousness less 

in the form of distinct and dramatic memories than as the ever

present, sinister and inexplicable accompaniment to the daily round«

Un jour que nous jouions dans les meurtrières proches du 
pénitencier nous avons demande à l'un des gardiens 
^Pourquoi les prisonniers crient-ils?^....
En ce temps-là on criait dans toutes les prisons.
Et ces hurlements étaient le sourd tam-tam des occupations 
quotidiennes. 1

In 1940 the family moved again, to Madrid. Py dint of 

consistent hard work and considerable self-sacrifice on the part 

of Carmen Teran, and with the aid of a grant won by Arrabal in 

competition with pupils of his age throughout Spain, Arrabal and 

his brother were both able to attend the prestigious and renowned 

Catholic schools run by the Escolapian order, first at San Anton and

I
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subsequently (194?) at Gestafe. Arrabal's memories of his schooldays 

are characterised by the same curious mixture of religious severity 

and sensuality already remarked in the person of his aunti^' the 

harshness and intransigent religiosity of his educators vied with 

and yet paradoxically also supported the growing awareness of the 

playwright as he passed through puberty and into adolescence. It 

was whilst at his devotions that Arrabal first became aware of his 

own sexuality, for example, realising that he had an erection.^

He vividly recalls the tireless efforts of one particular teacher 

to instil into him the evils (and dangers) of masturbation, and yet 

in the execution of penances imposed upon him by the chaplain, he 

was involuntarily to experience "une excitation terrible" and 

even, if the testimony of Baal Babylone is to be credited, seminal 

emission. Education at school was supplemented by membership of 

one of the paramilitary children's groups set up by the nationalists. 

Here Arrabal was taught allegiance to the regime, disdain for its 

opponents,and the importance of the part he could play in denouncing 

to the authorities anyone whom he suspected of harbouring anti-Francist 

sentiments. There were cruel punishments for those boys who had the 

misfortune to grin during official ceremonies, beatings for those 

who failed to raise their arm with sufficient conviction, and
TO

automatic imprisonment for 'more serious offences'. In later 

years Arrabal was to realise the full implications of an educational 

system erected on the twin pillars of nationalism and Catholicism!

L'enseignement avait une double mission -
- ne pas nous informer
- condamner
Ainsi R'est forgee une generation d'etudiants, la mienne ° 

but whilst actually living through these crucial formative years, 

he was, like his fellows, a good and ardent Catholic as well as a

I
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good Spaniard, his attitude characterized less by rebellion than 

by perplexity and nascent disquiet.

Two years before the completion of his secondary education 

(1947) Arrabai was made by his mother to leave school and to embark 

on a course at the Military Academy. The incident is interesting 

primarily as a further illustration of the terms of the playwright's 

relationship with his mother. For Arrabai's description is at once 

a striking reminder of the ingenuous adoration that had marked his 

younger years and which persisted into his adolescence, and also the 

first hint of the dramatic rupture that was to ensue some two years 

later:
Tu m'as dit, maman, que c'était ton reve et que tu serais 
très fière de marcher a mon c^té. Alors moi, maman, ,je 
t'ai dit oui.
Quelques jours nlus tard, maman, je t'ai dit non. Toi, 
maman, tu m'as dit que tu me mettrais à la porte et tu 
m'as appelé poule mouillée. Alors, maman, je t'ai dit 
(<ouij^ , maman. Et toi, maman, tu m'as embrassé.^1

Carmen Teran's dream of seeing her younger son follow his brother

into a career as a military pilot was not to be realized, however.

The unwilling and bored student, whose achievements at the Military

Academy were summed up by his instructors in the description of an

"esprit militaire nul" cut his classes in favour of repeated secret

visits to the cinema, nurturing a growing interest in, and awareness

of,a wider cultural spectrum than that which had been available to

him in school. Arrabai's lack of zeal and enthusiasm for the career

that had been chosen for him led to mounting tension in the home and

a marked deterioration in the relationship between mother and son

which came to a head when in 1949 Arrabai finally refused to pursue

his course at the Academy any further.

The event which provoked Arrabai's open rebellion against 

the authority of his mother and which marked an irreversible 

development in their relationship was the young man's chance discovery

I
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of a packet of lett°rs, documents and photographs (which had 

been hidden by his mother) relating to his father. Not only was 

Arrabai able to gaze on the image of his father for the first time 

since 1936 but he was also able to reconstruct the history of the 

prisoner whom he had, of course, presumed long since dead. He 

learned that his father had spent six years in prison, for the 

majority of the time within easy distance of his family's home.

In December 1941 he had supposedly become mad and had been trans

ferred from the prison in Burgos to a psychiatric hospital in the 

same town. At the end of the next month, on 28 January 1942, 

Fernando Arrabai Huiz had escaped, clad only in his pyjamas and 

without any personal papers, as three feet of snow covered the 

Castille region.

These were the facts. Perhaps even more significant for

■ the 17 year old Arrabai, however, were the implications which lay

behind the facts revealed by his discovery. He became obsessed

with the notion that his father was possibly still alive and at the

same time tormented by suspicions regarding the possible role of his

mother in the arrest of his father:

Ses craintes, ses idées,1 'ont-elles poussée à commettre 
des actes irréparables envers mon père? Ces conflits 
demeurent nébuleux. ^2

21Arrabai was later J to make extensive enquiries aimed at gaining

further information about the fate of his father, before finally

abandoning all hooe of seeing him again. His immediate reaction,

however, took the form of a silent rebellion against his mother:

Je fus extrêmement bouleversé. J'avais dix-sept ans.
Après, pendant cinq ans, je n'ai plus adressé la parole 
à ma mère ni è ma famille. Je mangeais avec eux, mais je ne 
disais rien.?4

These were indeed altogether troubled times for Arrabbi. His 

physical health was poor, since he suffered from some as yet

I
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unidentified disorder of the lungs; he believed himself

abnormally small} he thought his head was disproportionately large:

he suspected that he smelt and that he was the butt of other people's

ridicule. He was struggling to come to terms with his developing

sexuality in a climate whe"e even to speak of sexual matters was

pronounced sinful. He suffered from depression and lived within the

shell of his own silence, suspicions, fears and resentment. It is

thus perhaps little wonder that he decided to kill himself,

seriously believing that this could be achieved by ’excessive sinning':

J'ai tout prevu, j'ai beaucoup péché toute une journée, 
oresque jusqu'au sang. Ensuite, j'ai été me confesser de tous 
ces péchés et j'ai cru que j ’allais mourir le soir même.^5

Temporary relief, at least from the intolerable atmosphere
26that pervaded the home, came when Arrabal's mother, accepting the

failure of her original plan, sent him to Tolosa as an apprentice
27in the paper industry. Arrabal recalls, however, that no relief

was afforded from an awareness of the dcuble-headed repression that 

had marked his schooldays:

Pour toute chose il fallait deux certificats:
- l'un de loyauté envers le régime qui était décerné 

par les fonctionnaires de la Phalange
- l'autre de bonne conduite - c'est à dire prouvant que 

l'on était catholique et pratiquant - délivré par
le curé de la paroisse ...

... En 1949 quand je voulus entrer comme employé dans 
une entreprise Drivée (la Papelera Española) les deux 
certificats me furent exigés, comme à tous les Espagnols 
qui essayaient simplement de se nourrir à la sueur 
de leur front.2®

Arrabal profited from the absence from Madrid to complete

his interrupted secondary education in his own time, and in 1951

29he passed the Bachillerato in Valencia. At the same time

he began to write plays for the fi"st time, many of which he still 

possesses, but which are unpublished. His oh.ysical health, meanwhile,

continued to deteriorate.
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Having obtained the Bachillerato, Arrabal contemplated a 

religious vocation, and decided to become a Jesuit. This decision, 

however, was quickly revoked, and Arrabal returned to Madrid to live 

once more at home, and to pursue his career in the paper industry.

He continued to study on his own and in the three years that 

followed, Arrabal all but completed a university course (the normal 

duration of which was five years) in law. During those years 

Arrabal also spent much time at the "Ateneo cientlfico, literario 

y artistico" where he discovered that the bewilderment, suspicion 

and resentment that were the legacy of the conditions of his childhood 

were not peculiar to himself. A group of friends which included the 

poet Arroyo formed an 'Academia', and introduced each other to the

unsuspected vistas of foreign literature.^ Arrabal read furiously,
32discussed avidly, paid frequent visits to the theatre, and continued 

to write himself, completing Los Soldados (Pique-nique en Campagne) 

towards the end of 1952, and Los Hombres del Triclclo (Le Tricycle) 

the following year. His interest in literature and theatre developed 

into a passioni

Avant de venir en France, J'ai lu Beckett, puis j'ai 
vu la Cantatrice Chauve, la Le^on, Hn Attendant Godot.
Ce fut pour moi une énorme surprise, comparable à ce 
qui s'était passé avec Kafka. Je me suis dit» voici 
un langage libre et exaltant qui est accepté.' Va 
liberté sera reconnue un jour.'
Cette confiance m ’a permis de pousser encore plus loin 
mes expériences et de me laisser envoûter toujours 
davantage par le théâtre. ’

In 1954 Arrabal entered Los Hombres del Triciclo in a 

drama competition in Barcelona. The production, directed by a friend,

obtained second place and failed to win the competition only 

because one of the judges considered that the play was a plagiarism 

of Beckett. Second olace was enough, however, to win for Arrabal 

in the following year a grant to study theatre in Paris for three 

months, which he took up in December 1955« Arrabal had meanwhile
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already visited Paris, hitchhiking from Spain in 1954 specifically 

to see a production of Mother Courage by the Berliner Ensemble and, 

being penniless and ill, having to get back to Madrid as best he 

could, dodging ticket inspectors on the Paris-Marseille train and 

hitchhiking the rest of the way. It was during this first brief 

visit to Paris that Arrabal met Luce Moreau, at the time a student 

and later to become his wife.

Returning to Paris in Eecember 1955* Arrabal had little 

time to familiarise himself with his new surroundings. Shortly 

after his arrival at the Cite Universitaire (where he took a room 

in the Maison d'Fspagne) his by now long-standing illness was 

diagnosed as tuberculosis, and he was admitted to hospital. In 

February 1956 he was moved from the hospital in the cite to the 

sanatorium at Bouffemont, and in November of the same year he was 

operated on at the Hopital Foch (Suresnes) returning to Bouffemont 

for a convalescence which lasted until April 1957* Arrabal stresses 

that this period of unexpected internment constituted an extraordinary 

stroke of good fortune.^ It enabled him to settle definitively 

in Paris, removing, or at least postponing, the problem of what to do 

after the expiry of the three months for which his Spanish grant made 

provision. And "ore specifically the period in hospital afforded 

Arrabal the opportunity to write at leisure, an opportunity which he 

gratefully accented, bringing away from Bouffemont with him at least 

five newly completed plays.

The period at Bouffemont indeed provided a solid foundation 

for a career which blossomed rapidly in th=> months which followed. 

Shortly after returning to the liaison d'Fspagne, Arrabal was 

introduced to Jean-Marie Serreau, who borrowed a number of an ever

growing pile of manuscripts to show *o his wife Genevieve Serrenu, 

who in turn presented them to the publisher Juillard with the result
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that in October 1957 a contract was concluded between Arrabal and 

Juillard, which ensured the author both publication and a modest 

monthly income. 1958 saw both the first public performance of a 

play by Arrabal (Los Hombres del Triciclo)^presented in a single 

performance in Madrid by the 'Dido Pequeffo Teatro' group under the 

direction of Josefina Sanchez Pedrefto on January 29th and, in 

October, the publication by Juillard of the first volume of his 

plays. On February 1st, moreover, Arrabal and Luce Moreau were 

married in Paris, and during the summer of 1958 Arrabal participated 

as an actor85 in a tour of Italy and Spain with a theatre group 

under the direction of Jean-Marie Serreau. This tour provided 

Arrabal with the opportunity of seeing his mother once more, and, 

apparently much affected by their encounter in Madrid, he launched 

into the writing of Baal Babylone which was quickly completed and 

published on January 21st, 1959* On 25 April, 1959 a play by Arrabal' 

was seen for the first time in France, when Serreau directed Pique-Nlaue 

en Campagne at the Theatre de Lut^ce, and a period of striking 

richness in both activity and creation culminated in the award to 

Arrabal of a Scholarship from the Ford Foundation enabling him to 

depart, on November 4th, for a six-month stay in the United States.

If Arrabal's hospitalisation ushered in a period of 

efflorescence and fecundity» however, his trip to America had rather 

the opposite effect. His time in America was mostly spent travelling, 

rather than working, and Arrabal's return to Paris was followed by a 

difficult period during which he wrote little apart from the novel 

1 'Fnterrement de la Sardine ^19607”. His plays, however, were being per

formed (though rather less in France than elsewhere) and the second 

volume of Arrabal's plays was published by.Juillard in November 1961.

In 1962, however, the temoorarily interrupted momentum of 

Arrabal's career was regained through the playwright's association
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with Jodorowski, Sternberg and Topor. Out of the frequent 

meetings of these four In the Café de la Paix, a few yards from the 

main entrance to the Opera, grew the 'mouvement oanique',^ adherence 

to which was to form the basis of Arrahal's activity in the five 

years which followed, during the most flamboyant and provocative 

period of his career. The creation of this movement reflected 

Arrabal's oreoccupation at the time with philosophy, and was born of 

his realisation of the restrictive nature of ohilosoohical and other 

systems which, he claimed, obscured or ignored the fundamental nature 

of reality. The 'mouvement panique' suggested that reality could not 

be reduced to the neatly explicable and comfortingly ordered cate

gories that are the legacy of civilization, and propounded instead 

that its true nature lay in the unolassifiable, the unexpected, the 

arbitrary and above all in the key 'panique' notion of 'la confusion'»

Le Panique serait alors <<1’anti-loi» philosophique, 
le monde de la confusion où préside l'irrationnel. Le 
présent et l'avenir sont le fruit du hasard. Le passé 
se résume en la mémoire. Hasard et mémoire sont les 
cl=s de l'univers panique, aussi énigmatiques l'une 
que l'autre, et qui se fondent en la confusion. 7̂

The first 'panique' texts to be published appeared in the 

Surrealist review La Brèche, later in the same year, following
no

Arrabal's introduction to André Breton, and in August of the 

following year, having accepted an invitation to see Fando et Lis /~19567 

and Les Leux Bourreaux /Ï956/ performed in Sydney, Arrabal delivered 

his now famous lecture "L'Homme Panique" in which 'panique' theories 

were fully, though somewhat enigmatically, expounded to a bemuseo 

audience at the University of Sydney.^® There followed a period of 

febrile activity which saw the writing of a number of new plays, 

clearly influenced by 'panique' ideas (including in 1966 L ’Archi tecte 

et 1'Tmoere’ir d'Assvrle) the writing of the screenolay for two films 

for J.F. Arroyo, and continued collaboration with the 'mouvement
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panique'* particularly in the creation of the 30-called ^éphémères 

paniques»).^ Arrahal also began during this period to collaborate 

with three Spanish painters, Pelez, Arnaiz and Crespo,in the nroduction 

of a series of paintings, executed by the latter in accordance with 

precise indications and sketches provided by Arrabal. Like his plays, 

these paintings have as a starting point the personal fears and 

dreams of the playwrights

il eut un jour l'idée de faire exécuter par des peintres 
académiques espagnols, selon des instructions très précises, la 
représentation de ses fantasmes dont il est toujours l'acteur 
principal et triomphant.^

Meanwhile Arrabal's work was being regularly performed in 

Paris, meeting invariably with hostile and outraged criticism from 

all but a small knot of enthusiasts. The author's association with

the so-called 'Latin-Amerioan School' of directors (Lavelli, Garcia
43

and Savary) lent to the performance of his plays a new dimension 

which was arguably most strikingly in evidence in the creation of 

L'Architecte et l'empereur d'Assyrie which opened on 15 March 1967 at 

the Théâtre Montparnasse Gaston-Baty under the direction of Jorge 

Lavelli. It was indeed this play which finally established the name 

of Arrabal in the minds of Parisian theatre-goers, and which thus 

marks the climax of the steady process of growth in the playwright's 

career, which had begun with his first modest success in tos*. j-itiwo •>*

S < v u lo A C t4 *M (, b u r t U A  1-fCarC C e l t i c /  !

La pièce qui soulève des admirations enthousiastes ou 
des refus écoeurés achève d'imposer le nom de son auteur.

3efore the end of 1967, however, Arrabal's name was to

become familiar to a yet wider public. In July the playwright

deoarted, as he had done the previous summer, for his native Spain,

where, during the course of his stay he accepted an invitation to

sign copies of the Spanish translation of his book Fete et ^ite

de la Confusion at a department store (Galerias Preciados) in
I
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Before the end of 1967, however, Arrabal's name was to 

become familiar to a yet wider public. In July the playwright 

departed, as he had done the previous summer, for his native Spain, 

where, during the course of his stay he accepted an invitation to 

sign copies of the Spanish translation of his book Fete et ^ite 

de la Confusion at a department store (Galerías Preciados) in
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Madrid. Asked for a 'panic dedication' by one of those attending 

the event, Arrahal wrote "Me cago en Eios, en la patria y en todo 

lo demis" (I shit on God, the fatherland, and on all the rest).^'

Re was subsequently arrested in the middle of the night (20/21 July) 

in his hotel bed in La Mansra, where he had travelled from Madrid, 

and taken to prison at La Murcie.^ The next day he was taken back 

to Madrid, where, for the first time, he was told the charges 

against him - he was accused of writing an anti-patriotic and 

sacrilegious dedication - before being led to an underground cell 

of the Las Salesas orison. Arrabal spent five days in solitary 

confinement at Las Salesas, and was then moved to the renowned 

Carabanchel jail. '71 thin twenty four hours of his arrival at 

Carabanchel, however, Arrabal had fainted and he had to be moved yet 

again, this time to the prison hospital where he remaned until August 

14th, on which date he was released on bail pending the trial which 

took place in September.

Meanwhile the Spanish press had launched a vitriolic cam

paign against Arrabal, suggesting, among other suitable punishments, 

that he should be castrated to preclude the possibility of his 

producing children who might also insult the fatherland. Much to 

the authorities' surprise, however, there ensued an equally vigorous 

campaign mounted, apparently spontaneously, on Arrabal's behalf:

Pueblo (a trade union newspaper) printed a full page of 
pro-Arrabal testimonials from Spanish intellectuals and 
noted French writers - including Beckett, Ionesco, Anouilh, 
Rostand, Mauriac and Achard. From Germany P°ter 7eiss and 
Gunther Grass joined over 20 writers in protesting.^7

The affair had attracted international interest, making the headlines

throughout Furope, and had thus assumed a significance which far

outweighed that foreseen by the Spanish Authorities.- There is

litt’e doubt, moreover, that it was this factor, rather than any 
evidence brought forward during the trial, which saved Arrabal from
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a lengthy prison sentence»

Je me trouvais dans une situation qui - grâce à l'appui 
que je recevais - risquait d'entraver la campagne du 
Gouvernement à propos de la pseudo-libéralisation du 
régimes campagne entreprise pour favoriser le tourisme, 
l'entrée de l'Espagne dans le <tMarché Commun»«

In th° event the trial lasted four and a half hours, arriving 

finally at the conclusion that the writer had been suffering 

from temporary mental derangement and fining him for his irres

ponsible behaviour.

Shortly after his return to Paris Arrabai was appointed 

the editor of a new theatre magasine published by Christian Bourgois, 

the first edition of which, Le Théâtre l?6fl-l appeared in April 

1968. At the same time Christian Bourgois undertook to produce 

a new edition of Arrabai's plays, the first two volumes of which 

were published in 1968 in addition to Théâtre Panique (subsequently 

to become Théâtre V ) which had already appeared in an edition by 

Bourgois in 19 6 7« Volumes 3, 4, 6 and 7 in the Bourgois series

followed in 1969« Meanwhile the experience of the summer of 1967

had given a new spur to Arrabai's writing, which was reinforced 

by his enthusiastic participation in the events of May '968. It 

was not only the Spanish authorities that Arrabai fell foul of 

during this period, moreover» in recember 1969 the production of 

St ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs (directed by the author 

himself) at the Theatre de 1 ’Spée-de-Bois was forced to close 

prematurely after the intervention of the police following complaints 

by spectators, who alleged that while being conducted to their seat3 

in total darkness before the beginning cf the play‘d  th->y had been 

assaulted, molested and even bitten by the author, the actors and 

others connected with the production. In 1970 it was the turn 

of the German press to attack Arrabal when a book entitled
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Selbstdarstellung in '.Tort und Bild (first seen at the Frankfurt 

Book Fair in 1969* Published by the Joseph Melzer Verlag, Earmstadt), 

which had been prepared by Arrabal and Jodorowski, and which 

included full frontal nude photographs of them, caused an outrage 

and was banned.

The most recent period of Arrabal's biography is rapidly

recounted. On 14 January 1970 his daughter Lelia was born, and

the following year a second child, Samuel (in honour of Beckett) was

added to the Arrabal household, giving Arrabal the opportunity to

stress that he is now, above all, a family man. That fact, however,

has not interrupted the continuation of a now firmly established

careers new plays have continued to appear at regular intervals,

and both these and older plays have been performed with increasing

frequency throughout the world. In addition, Arrabal his made three 
c0films,' and with a mixture of satisfaction and amusement he has 

watched the predictions made in the early sixties, at the foundation 

of the ’mouvement panique’s

Nous nous sommes reunis un après-midi Topor, Jodorowski 
et moi, et nous avons dit<<maintenant personne ne nous 
connaît, mais nous sommes sûrs d ’être connus un jour.
Nous allons créer le Panique ... d ’ioi à vingt ans il 
y aura des thèses, des livres très sérieux là-dessus)> 51

come true ahead of schedule. The once reviled playwright now

accepts invitations to lecture in universities, to attend debates,

and to write for literary and academic journals. Only indeed in

his native Spain does he remain persona non grata. Following

the death of Franco in 1975 the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

declared an amnesty, allowing political exiles to return freely

to Spain. There were, however, 3ix Spaniards in exile to whom

pardon did not extend« the six exceptions were Hafael Alberti,

La Paslonarla, Lister, Santiago Carrillo, el Campesino and Fernando 
K?Arrabal.'

!
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2 TP? R^LATTflTSPIP BIOGRAPHY ANE TRAMA

It will lie recalled that we proceeded from the contention 

that the biography which has been outlined above provided a stimulus 

to the terms of Arrabal's dramatic creation. It is not the case, 

however, that the playwright translates his personal experiences 

unmodified into the form of drama. 'lor should it be oresumed that 

an awareness of the events of Arrabal's life furnishes ns with a ready

made interpretation of his work. They provide rather, as has been 

stated, the indication of a means of approaching the drama, they 

are significant as a source rather than as an immediate explanation 

of Arrabal's work. The notion of a stimulus, indeed, needs to be 

stressed, artd at the same time to be clearly defined. The next step 

towards the formulation of an interpretation lies, as has been 

indicated, in a precise elaboration of the relationship between 

biography and drama, which clearly sets out the nature of the 

influence exerted by the former upon the form of the latter, and 

thus indicates, on the one hand, the terms and scope of the validity 

of our original contention while, at the same time, pointing 

forwards to the criteria of our subsequent interpretation.

The direct reproduction of biographical details as aspects

of dramatic composition, however, does provide the most immediate

and most accessible indication of the existence of such a relationship.

In Le Grand Cérémonial /Ï9637' ̂  for example, Cavanosa's mother tells

her son, who, it is stated elsewhere in the play, is 23 years old«
*Tu es si délicat du poumon.'

Arrsbal himself suffered, as we have seen, for some years with 

pulmonary disorders, being finally admitted to hospital in Paris 

suffering from tuberculosis in L9f5, when he was 23 years old. A 

particularly horrific asoect of Arrabal's schooldays in Madrid,
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recounted in conversation with Schifres:

voici le cilice que le curi n'avait donné. Je 
devais le porter au haut de la cuisse, en oénitence, 
pendant toute la durée de la messe 5̂

is recalled by the words of Lais, speaking to TSloc in Le Jardin

des Délices /l962/'6 '.

Le matin, je mets un cilice et .ie me rends du dortoir 
a l'église avec mon cilice garni de nointes en fil 
de fer autour de ma cuisse, 9t j'éprouve une grande 
douleur et, pendant la messe, je comprends que je fais 
cela pour Lieu.57

Similarly, in Sur le Fil £l97£/^ Tharsis te’.ls Vichita:

On vient d'écrire qu'il faudrait me châtrer, pour 
m'empêcher d'avoir des enfants qui, comme moi...59

alluding unmistakably to the words of a newspaper article which

appeared in Arriba whilst Arrabal was awaiting trial in ‘iadrid in

1967.

?3

The significance of such incidents, a list of which might 

be expanded without difficulty, is at first not fully apparent. 

Clearly they serve to suggest a parallel between the central 

characters of the plays from which they are taken and the author 

who created them, but presented in the form of individual and 

ostensibly insignificant details, that parallel seems neither 

relevant nor helpful to an understanding of the plays. Such at 

least is the case until one considers the context of the individual 

incidents cited. For each of the specific details mentioned serves 

not only to establish a momentary parallel between character and 

author, but also to indicate a concern central to the character in 

the play which may be allied to the terms of the author's biography. 

Cavanosa'8 mother's derisory reference to her son's ill-health is 

symptomatic of the mother-son relationship, an exploration of which 

forms the backbone of Le Grand cérémonial. Lais' words in
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Le Jardin des Helices are indicative of the criteria of a religious 

upbringing, the terms and effects of which are crucial to the whole 

of that play. Tharsis' words to ’7ichita are a striking pointer to 

the themes of exile and political oppression which are debated in 

Sur le Fil. Each of these three concerns, moreover, has an incon

testable basis in the author's biography. For, as we have elsewhere 

tried to underline, and as Arrabal's two public letters^® convincingly 

confirm, the author's education was mounted on the twin pillars of 

his mother's authority, and the authority of the state, and directed 

by the intransigent religiosity common to both.

The relationship between biography and drama may thus be

extended to embrace a number of dominant and indeed recurrent themes.

Under the headings of mother, religion and state a significant amount

of extra dramatic material may be traced to the personal concerns

of the author. Arrabal's relationship with his mother, marked as

it was by doubts concerning her rile in the fate which befell his

fathei^ is clearly reflected, as Schifres suggests in Entretiens avec

Arrabal, in Les Deux Bourreaux /Ï9^67^^. The play depicts Françoise

vigorously defending herself against her son Maurice's claims that she

has betrayed his father to an unnamed authority^representatives of

which may be heard torturing and finally killing the father, Jean,

behind the scenes. Oraison ^ 9 5 2 7 ^  meanwhile, reflects the full

ambiguity and oerplexity engendered by a religious education, by

depicting a discussion between Fidio and Lilbè, who determine

henceforth to be 'pood and cure' but cannot work out ’ ow to go

about it. Arrabal himself confirms the source of the olayi

A 1 'enoque, ,1e crois que mon acharnement contre 
l'opposition du Bien et du Mal réoondait 1 une sorte 
de fanatisme de ma part: ,ie réagissais violemment contre 
une éducation.^
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And it was clearly the brutal reminder of the oolitioal oppression 

of his native Spain provided by his sojourn in Carabanchel in I9S7 

which gave rise to.the composition, during a trip to America some 

two years later, of Ft ils cassèrent des Menottes aux Pleurs.

The personal experiences of the author, th->n, are cot only

reproduced in individual incidents within his plays, but also throw

light upon the composition of a number of plays and upon the genesis

of the themes which emerge from those plays. The ooint is not

original, >'ut neither is it exhaustive. Gille, Yundschau and
65Daetwyler have all been quick to indicate the basis of the 

recurrent themes of mother, state and religion in Arrabal’s biography. 

They have, however, failed to build uoon this ultimately rather un

remarkable observation in an attempt to consider and elucidate the 

corpus of Arrabal’s drama as a whole in terms of biographical influence.

A reconsideration of the three themes hitherto identified, moreover, 

suggests the possibility of precisely such a step. For thou.oh 

Arrabal’s relationship with his mother, his relationship with Catholicism 

and his relationship with his homeland constitute three separate and 

distinct facets of the formation of the individual, they are never

theless bound together by striking similarities which suggest that 

they may equally be viewed as three manifestations of a common basic 

situation.

It is apparent, for example, that each of these three facets 

presented a dual aspect to the author. Arrabal’s mother was first 

and foremost a loving and benevolent figure, whose dedication *0 the 

welfare of her children Arrabal has himself remarked. It is clear, 

however, that she was also authoritarian nnd. severe, and, with regard 

to her husband at least, anything but benevolent. The Catholic 

Church preached a creed of love, "ind yet practised an extraordinary 

cruelty, witnessed at ‘‘irst hand by Arrabal in the schools he attended.
The Spanish state proclaimed that "L’Fspagne est le meilleur pays
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du monde" but owed Its existence to a catalogue of atrocities ^then) 

unparalleled in the history of the world. Arrabal's perceotion of 

each of the three dominant influences of his formative years was 

thus characterised by the awareness of an ertraordinary ambiguity.

For each presented two distinct and opposite faces, maternal and 

protective on the one hand, authoritarian and repressive on the 

other; each manifested itself to the author as a curious mixture of 

self-appointed benevolence and barely-concealed malevolence.

The author, moreover, as a consequence of his awareness of 

this duality, wa3 bound to each of these three facets in a striking 
and singular relationship. As is made abundantly clear in Baal 

Babylone, Arrabal was, like any son, instinctively dependent upon 

the approbation of his mother, whose weekend visits he awaited with 

such fervour, and whom he sought to please in any manner possible.

His attempt to commit suicide through excessive sinning during hi3 

teens suggests the extent and terms of the author's relationship 

with Catholicism, while his accounts in Lettrp au C^néral Franco 

of the fate which befell some of his more unfortunate young colleagues 

in the nationalist paramilitary children's groups indicate the power 

of the hold exerted over the individual by the state. Fach of the 

three influences, indeed, ruled the author by instilling fear into 

him» each thus represented an all-embracing and inescapable authority, 

acceptance of which was a sine qua non of Arrabal's continued well

being. On the other hand, each appeared at the same time to under

mine that v-ry well-being by the exercise of the cruelty which we 

have noted above. For all that mother, religion and state were 

ineluctable and undeniable powers, their authority was, in the light 

of the author's apperception of their duality, nevertheless Incompre

hensible and r-pre-ssive. The terms of the relationship which evolved 
in each case were thus as ambiguous as the terms of the author's



perception of the powers themselves. Pach offered the possibility

of a well-being, which courted acceptance, yet each also inflicted

a malaise which sugg°sted some form of protest or rejection. ”ither

course of action, moreover, was as impossible as the other: for

while awareness precluded acceptance, deoendep.ee and the need for
66protection precluded rejection.

In a number of cases throughout Arrabal's drama, moreover, 

it isnot one or other of these specific influences which is reproduced, 

but rather the author's perception of the ambiguity common to all 

three, and his similarly ambival°nt position in the relationships 

they engender. It is that perception, for example, which conditions 

the creation of certain of Arrabal's female main characters, as is 

illustrated by a consideration of one of the most complex of these, 

Tasla in La Bicyclette du Condamné /Ï9527’^  Tasla divides her time

between expressing her love and affection to Viloro and making 

lascivious advances to Paso, the leader of Viloro's tormentors. The 

ambiguity she thus demonstrates is compounded still further, as she 

also appears towing Paso off in a cage to he tortured, before 

subsequently renewing her advances, only directing them this time at 

Paso's two colleagues while Paso himself brutally murders her (still) 

beloved Viloro. At first sight the sourer of the creation of the 

figure of Tasla (although she is not specifically a mother-figure) 

appears most clearly to be the author's mother: this is suggested 

particularly by the tenderness and naivety of Vlloro’s reactions to 

her, by his consistent desire to please her, and by th» child-like 

oride with which he demonstrates the progress he is making (in his 

piano-playing), all of which are echoes of certain facets of the 

relationship between Arrabal and his mother, as described in Baal 

Babylone. Tasla, however, also encompasses a certain moral ambiguity

?7
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which seems to reflect the terms of the author’s Catholic educa+ion » 

despite throwing herself shamelessly at Paso and hi3 colleagues, she 

is bashful and embarrassed when Viloro asks for a kiss. Squally, 

the influence of the political climate of the author's youth may 

also be perceived in the creation of Tasla: despite her over-friendly 

advances to Paso, she is the representative of some cruel and barbaric 

social or political authority, in accordance with whose directives she 

is charged with delivering Paso to torture and death. The point, 

then, seems clears the creation of Tasla does not depend on any single 

one of the main categories which we have identified as central to 

Arrabal's personal concerns, but borrows elements from each, and, 

more pertinently, is moulded by the author's oerception of the 

enigmatic ambiguity common to all three.

A further striking illustration of the same point is furnished 

by Pella Ciao /19 7 If the character of Tasla in La Bicyclette 

du Condamné seems most strongly to reflect the terms of the author's 

relationship with his mother, the comoosition of Bella Ciao seems 

clearly to derive from + he political climate of his upbringing. Arrabal 

appears to extend his apperceotion of the ambiguities surrounding the 

regime which pertained in his native Spain in order to raise a 

question mark against a whole culture. The presentation of that 

culture, however, is revealing. For at the beginning of the play 

culture apnears in the guise of an old woman, an unmistakable mother 

figure who barks orders at her 'agents' with a ferocious and matriarchal 

severity. Once a<?ain, the individual biograchical influences are 

shown to be interchangeablej as with the creation of Tasla, it is the 

ambiguity which is the point, it is from the stimulus of the author's 

nerception of the duality common to all three influences that the 

play evolves.

?8
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The notion of ambiguity, which is central to Arrnhsl's

drama, may thus be said to evolve from the terms of the author's

biography. This observation, moreover, allows us to extend the

scope of the influence of that biography to embrace certain aspects

of plays which ostensibly have no basis whatsoever in the author's

personal experience. Jeunes Barbares d 'Aujourd'hui ^ 9 7 * / ^  for

example, was written in 1975 following Arrabal's meeting vith a

journalist from the sporting newspaper L'Fquloe who, in the course

of conversation, related to the playwright the circumstances

surrounding the death of the British cyclist T0m Simpson."^ The

composition of the plsy was suggested therefore, not by personal

experience, but by an incidental conversation. Jeunes Barbares

d 'Au.jourd 'hui nevertheless does reflect the influence of the author's

biography as closely as any of the plays we have looked at, in as

much as it is dominated by the unseen figure of Snarok. For the

view of Snarck (whom we know only through the descriptions of Chester,

Tenniel and Eumpty) that is presented in the play is characterised

by precisely the same duality which we have noted in previous

examples, and which, as we have shewn, reflects the author’s perception

of influences in his own life. Similarly, the cyclists' position in

the relationship with Snnrck reflects exactly Arrabal's own position

in the relationships we have examined above. For the nebulous

figure of Snarck exudes a familiar cruelty end tyrannyi

Tout ce qu'il possède, il l'a obtenu à nos déoens.
C'est nous qui nous tapons le plus dur, nous qui mordons 
la douleur et le joug jusqu'à la moelle du sang 72

and yet he is nl"o in a very real sense a protective fimure. upon

whom the thr»e eye'ists depend for their very existence:

S'il abandonne, Snarok le met à la porte ... Ft s'il 
le renvoie, que deviendrait Chester? Je nui3 sûr qu'il 
so suiciderait. ¿ue peut-il faire dans la vie?73

?9
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A consideration of Jeunes Barbares d ' Au.jourd'hui thus suggests

that the influence exerted by th<=- biography of the author extends 

beyond the immediately apparents the depiction of 3narck is moulded 

by Arrabal's percootion of the dual asoect of protection and cruelty 

inherent in the three figures which dominated his formative years and 

which we have discussed; the relationship between the three cyclists 

and Snarck reflects exactly the author's cognition of the terms of 

his own relationships with his mother, religion and the state, and 

of the impossible nature of his position within those relationships.

For as the quotations above illustrate, while acceptance of Snarck 

engenders misery and suffering, rejection of Snarck means privation 

and death.

It is indeed ultimately evident that Arrabal's perception 

of the duality inherent within those figures, and of the ambiguity 

of the relationships which bound him to them •‘‘orms the basis of a 

fundamental situation which dominates his plays, and to which the 

corpus of his work as a whole may be allied. For at the heart 

of Arrabal's drama lies the opposition between the individual”̂  and 

some form of ambiguous authority which he can neither ignore nor 

understand, upon which he is dependent and whose approbation is 

essential, and yet which causes him suffering. Plays like Le Laby

rinthe ^956/. Le Lai de Parabbas ¡\96_4/”̂  and La Ficyclette du 

Condamné, for example, depict the harshness and cruelty of a bewildering 

authority which causes suffering. The view they present is neatly 

complemented by works such as Le Tricycle and Cérémonie sour
*70

un 'loir Assassiné /Ï956/ ' in which the accent is shifted on to the 

behaviour of the individual, portrayed as a transgression of the 

dictates of authority and thus shown to be incompatible with the 

individual's need to find approbation. The synthesis of these two 

preparatory steps, i.e. the complete portrayal of the dramatic clash

30
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between the individual and the authority which opposes him, moreover, 

forms the basis not only of Jeunes Barbares d 'Au.lourd'hui but also 

of other recent plays, notably Ft lis passèrent des Menottes aux 

Fleurs and Le Ciel et la Merde £l97P?/."^ Different plays, in other 

words, have different emphases, but nevertheless each of those referred 

to proceeds from the fundamental situation which we have identified, 

from the opposition between individual and authority. In addition 

each examines that opposition from the point of view of the individual, 

that is to say the author's perception of the opposition in his own

life bec-mes the determining factor of the terms of its depiction as 
80drama. Thus, not only do Arrabal's relationships with his mother, 

with Catholicism, and with the state give rise to the basic opposition 

which dominates his theatre and endows it with consistency of theme,' 

but his perceotion of those relationships provides the basis o-p their 

depiction as drama, hence engendering also consistency of oersoective.

It is, moreover, only in the livht of the above considerations 

that the full extent and nature of the stimulus provided hy the 

events of Arrahal*s life may be ascertained, and that assertions such 

as that made hy Daetwyler:

Arrahal tire de sa riche biographiç la substance
qui nourrit son travail créateur

may properly be justified. For the stimulus takes the form not 

merely of the provision of individual details which may be reproduced 

in the plays, nor even of the suggestion of concerns which recur 

throughout the plays, but of the furnishing both of a single basic 

theme which lends to Arrahal’s work a haunting though oft—ignored 

consistency and also of a constant perspective through which that 

theme is examined.

!
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3 TFS US11; OF VIOLFNCF

Daetwyler adds an important rider to the assertion 

quoted above:

Mais si la biographie explique les motivations, si elle éclaire 
les liens entre l'auteur et son oeuvre, elle ne dit rien sur 
les pièces elles-mêmes0^

which may serve to remind us that, despite the significance of the 

foregoing considerations, we are still some way from the formulation 

of an interpretation. Those considerations have served to suggest 

that the viewpoint of the individual constitutes a constant factor 

in Arrabal's drama, and also to establish a correlation between the 

nature of the concerns of that individual and those of the author.

We have also learnt, however, that the complementary aspect of the 

basic situation which the plays appear to reflect, i.e. the authority 

which stands in opposition to the individual, evolves not from a 

single source, but as a synthesis of a number of influences which may 

he discerned in the author's biography. The overall significance of 

figures of authority as portrayed in the plays thus remains obscure, 

as does the precise nature of the situation of which they form a 

part. We cannot, in other words, say that Arrabal's drama is about 

the relationship between mother and son, that it is about Catholicism,

religion or even morality, that it is about Franco's Spain, or
8 ‘Xpolitical oppression in general any more than we can say it is about 

professional cycling. We know only that Arrabal's drama proceeds 

from a basic situation, the stimulus to which we have indicated, but 

the exact meaning of which remains to be defined. Before the form 

of an interpretation which will produce that definition may be 

established it is necessary to examine the terms of the expression 

as drama of the situation we have identified. Having shown at length 

that that situation lies at the heart of the plays, the.accent of 

our investigation must be shifted to consider the guise in which it 

appears. It is necessary, in other words, to re-introduce the
i



element which was the starting point of our 3tudy. For while it la 

true that the opnosition between authority and individual lends the 

plays unity of theme, and that the viewpoint of the latter endows 

*hem with consistency of perspective, it is upon the ever-present 

notion of violence that they depend for coherence of expression. It 

is, moreover, in a precise elaboration of the role of violence that 

lies the key to an understanding of the situation we have identified, 

and hence of Arrabal's drama as a whole.

It is immediately apparent that the use of violence is not

confined to one element only of the oppositions both the individual

and the authority which confronts him are prone to the practice of

violence as a means of self-expression. In Le labyrinthe, for exampl

violence is ’witnessed in the person of Justin, who beats his daughter,

and in the person of the judge whp condemns Ftienne to death. In

Le Tricycle, meanwhile, we see violence emanating from the other

side of the opposition, as Apal and Climando execute the brutal

murder of the man who attempts to buy Mita's favours. Not only do

both the individual and authority employ violence, moreover, but,

highly significantly and somewhat unexpectedly, the violence of the

one is, as presented by Arrabal, effectively indistinguishable from

the violence of the other. In Le Grand Cérémonial, for example,

the cruelty of which Cavanosa accuses his mother is reflected exactly

in his own deaLings with Sil. The point is even more strikingly

illustrated in Le Ciel et la Merde» Arrabal paints a repulsive

oietur» of the cruelty of the society from which Frasme and company

have sought refuge, as is exemplified in his descriotion of the

relationship between (Jrouch.enka ond her Russian masters

...mon maître assassina son épouse en lui écrasant la nuque 
a coups de talon. Il m'enchaîna à un banc de pierre dans un 
cachot et toutes les nuits il m'offrait à ses pius vils amis 
et je devais leur faire tout ce que m'ordonnait mon maître et 
je devais.me plier a leurs caprices ainsi qu'aux désirs de leurs 
animaux *

t
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but even this is surely no more repulsive than the subsequent 

description of the actions of Grouchenka and the others themselves.

As is made clear in the grotesque ceremony performed after the 

assassination of unknown victims, the terms of their behaviour at 

least match the cruelty and horror of the society whose authority1 

they opposes
ClEAVER: Ce sont les entrailles des morts. Je m'en fais

une cravate pour la noce de 1 'ange et de 
l 'hélicoptère.

GROUCHENKA: La femme a un foetus k l'intérieur, regarde, on 
dirait une poupée sales je le garde pour m'en 
torcher le cul.

ERASME: Du sang, du sang et ses racines d'éple.
Ils dansent en se baignant de sang et des morceaux d'intestin
et de viscères??

While fundamentally opposed in situation, therefore, these 

examoles suggest that individual and authority are nevertheless linked 

in Arrabal's drama by the violence common to both. This observation 

has important implications since it engenders the suspicion that the 

reiationshiD between authority and individual is possibly not as 

clear-cut as has hitherto been implied. This suspicion, moreover, 

is substantiated by the consideration of a pLay like Fando et Lis 

¿19567. ' In this play there is no exterior social or political 

authority which stands in opposition to the individual, but never

theless Fando et Lis reflects as clearly as any of the examples we 

have hitherto examined the terms of the situation which we have 

posited as being central to Arrabal's work. For each of the familiar 

elements of that situation: tenderness mingled with cruelty, incompre

hension and suffering vying with dependence and the need for approbation, 

is present in the relationship between the two central (individual) 

characters themselves, neither of those individuals, however, is 

constant: each displays both the characteristics which we have

I



hitherto associated with the Individual and also thcs9 discerned in

the deoiction of authority. Thus, in this play both asoect0 of fh.e

fundamental opoosition are expressed through the violence of *he

individual - indeed not only does the violence of th= individual

appear in the same terms as the cruelty of authority, hut they are

one and the same thin# - the behaviour of the individual, as

exemplified by Fando's maltreatment of his, is at the same time

also an exercise in Fando’s own brand of cruel authority. It is

perceived as the exercise of authority by Lis, and.as Gille points 
✓ * ftTout,"¿lie aussi...revele un double cruel,"” her own individual 

behaviour matches the authority of Fando not with violence as such 

(for she is paralysed) but -with a silent disdain which is every hit 

as cruel, and equally authoritarian.

A consideration of Fando et Li3, as of other clays, such
QQ

as tine Orange sur le Mont de Venus [ij' in which the basic opposition 

between individual and authority is reflected in a relationship between 

individuals,each of whom, like Fando and Lis alternately adootstke 

characteristics of oppressor and oppressed, not only confirms the 

inference drawn from our study of Le de l  et la 'terde, namely that 

the violence of authority is indistinguishable from that of the ' 

individual, but advances our investigation a step further by suggesting 

that in both cases violence may reasonably be viewed as a facet of 

the individual’s self-expression. This in turn is confirmed by the 

consideration of the play which remains Arrahal’s best-known work,

L 1Archi tact e et L'Fmoereur d«Assyria Once a^ain the basic

opposition between authority and Individual is reflected in the terms 

of the relationshio between th® two central characters. As with 

Fando and Lis each is bound to the other in a relationship characterised 

by a mixture o** total mutual dependence and extreme mutual disdain
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and ill-treatments like Fando and Lis each is master and slave 

in turn, and each wields his own authority as a means of countering 

the dominance of the other. In this instance, however, it is revealed 

as the play progresses that the notion of authority in either case 

is totally spurious. The power of tve Fmperor derives from his 

position and rank, which turn out to be a figment of his imagination: 

the authority of the Architect emerges only when the two are playing, 

i.e. in a series of games which are avowedly unreal. Nevertheless 

each character remains convinced of the validity of the authority of 

the other i.e. though the Fmperor knows his cower to be based on 

a fictitious premise it is nonetheless real to the Architect: though 

the Architect knows he is only playing, whilst conducting the trial 

for instance, his partner takes the ’game' seriously. In either 

case, therefore, though objectively illusory, the notion of authority 

remains real to the character who is not at the time exercising it, 

who, in other words, occupies the position of the individual in the 

schema we have elaborated. Authority in L'Architecte et l'Fmoereur 

d 'Assyrie is thus real only in so far as the individual perceives it 

to be so, its validity depends upon the perception of the individual: 

the violence of authority, in fact, as much as the violence of the 

individual himself, emanates not from outside, but from within the 

individual.

This finding, moreover, should be considered in conjunction 

with cur earlier observation, namely that the fundamental opposition 

between authority and individual which animates the whole of Arrabal's 

work is depicted consistently from the viewpoint of the individual.

The implication is that we may justifiably view all manifestations of 

authority as being as 'symbolic' as that presented in L'Architecte et
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1 'Fmporeur d'Assyrte in the form of the ^mperor's false r>erscna.

Eoth aspects of that fundamental opposition, indeed, ma.y he taken 

as expressions of something within the individual. Such an 

assertion is of course clearly supported hy the finding which 

emerged from our consideration of Fandp et Lis, which shows that hoth 

are expressed hy the terms of a relationship between individuals.

The observation made as a result of our consideration of LeCiel et 

ha Verde, moreover, namely that the two aspects of the opposition 

share a common form of expression in violencej not only lends further 

support to the assertion, hut also suggests the criteria upon which 

our interpretation will he based. For the interpretation which 

follows proceeds from the assumption that violence in the clays of 

Arrabal constitutes a form of self-expression of the individual. 

Accordingly the psychology cal significance of violence will he 

examined and assessed in an attempt not only to interpret the 

nrecise nature of the opposition which lies at the heart of Arrehal's 

work, hut further to elaborate a pattern which lends coherence to 

the use of violence throughout the plays.
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4 V T O t^ iCF  AS AV F X P I F e S T C i r  ^  r y F  ID

The psychological views of violence which have emerged 

in the course of this century, and which, to e great extent, still 

dominate thinking on the suvject may he divided into two main cate

gories. One view of the nature of aggression may he traced hack to 

the notion of behaviourism first elaborated by J.S. Vatson in 1911,' 

which has as its fundamental premise the assertion that man's 

behaviour is moulded by the influence of his environment. For the 

behaviourists, who eschew the consideration of possible subjective 

influences on behaviour, aggression, like all other human behaviour, 

is a resoonse learned by the individual, and adduced in the pursuit 

of his own optimal advantage. The most coherent and substantial 

theory of the origin and nature of violence engendered by behaviourist 

thinking was undoubtedly the so-called Frustration/Aggression hypothesis 

elaborated by a group of psychologists based at Yale University and 

led by J. Bollard. In a paper entitled Frustration and Aggression 

¿ 1 9 which, it has been suggested, may be seen as a characteris

tically Anglo-Saxon vi=w of the notion of aggression,^ Bollard et 

al.claimed to have found the cause of all agg-ession. Their theory 

was based on the comparatively simple assertion that "the occurrence 

of aggressive behavior always presupposes the existence of frustration",^ 

and thus contended that aggression was a rosponse to the interference 

with, or the prevention of, any pleasure-inducing or rewarding 

activity; the interference or prevention induced a state of frustration, 

which in turn promoted anger or aggression.

Criticism of the Frustration/Aggression theory is adequately

exemplified by the words of '’rich l’romini

The simplicity of the original formulation of the theory is 
greatly marred by the ambiguity of what is understood by 
frustration. ” '1
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The important point he makes has been echoed in a recent article 

by John Archer, who adds the observation that aggression can occur 

in situations which even the broadest possible definition of 

frustration does not cover«

Sudden pain, for example, is well known to produce feelings 
of aggression ••• Another major exception to the frustration 
theory occurs when people are specifically trained to commit 
violent acts, as in the army.9^

We are here, however, less concerned to formulate a value judgment 

of the hypothesis, or to criticise it on psychological grounds, than 

to indicate its inapplicability to the specific topic of our study.

For even the most cursory consideration of the notion of violence 

in Arrabal's drama is sufficient to demonstrate that violence is 

not depicted primarily or consistently as a response to frustration.

The sole violent episode in Oraison ¿ 1 9 5 for example, the prolicide 

which takes place before the play opens, is in no way a response 

to the frustration implied by Fidio and Lilbe's lack of comorehension, 

but, on the contrary, gives rise to their bewilderment. Similarly 

in Le Tricycle the appearance of the policeman (l.e. the agent of 

prevention of rewarding activity) ensues in response to the violence 

of Climando and the others, end not vice-versa. An even more 

decisive factor in rejecting (for our purposes) the Frustration/ 

Aggression theory is the violence displayed by such figures of authority 

themselves. We have elsewhere indicated that the violence of 

authority is effectively indistinguishable from the violence of the 

individual in Arrabal's work; even if we were to elaborate the 

proposition (which itself seems untenable in the light of the examples 

just quoted) that the latter may be seen as a response to the frus

tration imposed by the former, one half of the total picture is left 

unaccounted for. An elucidation of the violence of authoritarian 

figures in Arrabal's drama in the terms of Bollard '3 hypothesis is 

inconceivable.
I
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An alternative current of thought is based on instinctivist 

premises which date hack to Darwin and which revolve round the view 

that man's behaviour is moulded not by the influence of his 

environment, but by the existence within man of a number of funda

mental drives or instincts, each of which motivates a corresponding 

form of behaviour. For the instinctivists, then, violence is an 

inna+e predisposition in man, end their view has influenced most 

importantly the conception of violence and aggression developed by

Freud in the last period of his life, as '.veil as the more recent
07views out forward by Konrad Lorenz in his book On Aggression in

19^3. Ve have here suggested that the Frustration/Aggression

hypothesis is inapplicable to the explanation of the violence of the

individual in such plays as Oraison and Le Tricycle because the

violence of the individual is a cause of, rather than a reaction

against, the appearance of 'frustration'. For precisely the same

reason these instances also suggest the desirability of a close

consideration of the instinotivist theories of violence, and in

particular of the view of aggression developed in the works produced
qSby Freud in the last two decades of his life. The interpretation

which follows, indeed, is based upon the demonstration of a close

parallel between Arrabal's use of violence and Freud'3 view of aggression.

It is of fundamental importance to stress from the outset, however,

that we do not thereby mean to suggest that Arrabal sought to

illustrate Freud's theories or to work out an application of his ideas

in his plays. For while, as we shall later have cause to remark,

it is the plays in the first part of Arrabal's drama which particularly

suggest the possibility of a Freudian interpretation, it is in f- ct

highly unlikely that, at least until he left Bouffimont in 19?7,
0 0Arrabal had any but the very vaguest notion of Freud's views, 

siace these did not have the popularity and currency in Spain
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which they en,toyed in other European countries in the forties end 

fifties. Fven in the years which followed Arrabal's recovery from 

illness there is no indication whatsoever that he was interested in, 

or even cognizant of Freud's work, and it is only in 1 9 6 ? , as 

a result of his meeting with the Surrealists, that kb can suggest 

with any reasonable degree of confidence that Arrahal would have 

become familiar with the psychologist's ideas. Our proposition in 

what follows, therefore, is that violence in Arrabal's plays may 

be rendered more comprehensible in the 1ivht of an awareness of 

Freud's theories on the part of the reader/spectator (such as we 

shall here aim to furnish) and not that its use was prompted or 

influenced by an awareness of Freud's theories on the part of the 

author.

The elaboration of Freud's later view of aggression, which 

constitutes a fundamental revision of his previous conception of the 

notion, dates most clearly from the oublication in 1920 of the paper

entitled Beyond the Pleasure Principle,^01 and leads to the essential
10?assertion, articulated in Civllizati-n and its Ii3ccntent3 ten

years later, that aggression is an integral facet of the instinctual

constitution of man, the significance of which at least equals that

previously ascribed to sexuality*

I adoDt the standpoint, therefore, that the inclination to 
aggression is an original, self-subsisting instinctual 
disposition in man.^^

As suggested by the title of the paper in which it was first 

introduced, this view of aggression evolved out of, and was closely 

related to, Freud's orevious vie’s on the instincts and behavioural 

composition, some brief account of which is thus indisoensable to 

it3 understanding. From clinical observation and analysis, ■‘he 

details of which are not our present concern, Freud hod deduced 

that*he behaviour of mrn was to a large degree dictated by instinctual
I
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impulses of a oredominar.tly sexual nature which arose from within 

him and impinced upon his ego,^^ where they were experienced as 

tension or unpleasure» such instinctual impulses strove for satis

faction, which would reolace unpleasure hy pleasure in accordance 

with the Pleasure Principle (which principle suggested that man's 

behaviour was directed at the ultimate goal of the achievement of 

maximum possible pleasure) . Between these impulses and the final 

form of their expression, however, there intervened a modifying 

process, carried out by the ego at the behest of agencies variously 

referred to by Freud as the ego-instincts or the self-preservative 

instincts, and aimed at moulding them to a form compatible with 

the dictates of reality. The ego, in other words, weighed the 

demands of the sexual instinct against those of reality, or submitted 

them to a process of 'reality testing' in accordance with what Freud 

called the 'Reality Principle', with the aim of enabling them to 

find the most beneficial form of outlet. Where the demands of the 

sexual instinct were incompatible with the dictates of reality, and 

thus likely ultimately to produce unpleasure instead of pleasure, 

the instinct could be diverted and modified by the action of the ego 

in accordance with the Pleasure P r i n c i p l e . A s  Freud pointed put 

on more than one occasion, the sexual instinct could be arrested 

short of Its instinctual aim (i.e. coitus or orgasm) and its energy 

diverted into a more realistically acceptable channel, such as 

tenderness.

Freud initially conceived of the relationship between the

sexual instincts .and the ego instincts or self-preservative instincts

as one of antagonism. The function of the latter, as described above, 
107engendered regression and so led to illness. Later,' however, in

108the paper entitled On 7arotsslsm, written in 1914, he out forward
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the notion that the direction of sexual instincts on to external 

objects was preceded in the course of individual development by a 

stage during which that instinct was directed inwards, towards the 

self. The original home of the sexual instinct or libido was the 

ego itselft

The decisive step forward was the introduction of the concent 
of narcissism, that is to say the discovery that the ego itself 
is cathect^d with libidos the ego indeed is the libido's 
original home, and remains to some extent its headquarters.109

This discovery faced Freud with a two-fold problem wh<ch threatened

to undermine the very structure of his theory. Firstly it made the

position of the ego wholly unclear, since the ego was now considered

to be the original object of the sexual instinct, and could not therefore

be seen as the agency which controlled the sexual instinct.

Secondly, if the real object of the libido was the ego, then the

action of the self-preservative instincts had to be seen not as

working against libido, but rather hand in hand with it. Indeed the

self-preservative instincts themselves appeared to be libidinal, in

origin. The notion of reoression, uoon which Freud's whole theory

of psychology was built, however, depended, as we have seen, firstly

upon the functioning of the ego as an agent of control or adaptation,

and secondly upon the idea of a conflict between the two classes of

instinct. As wollheim points out, without that essential duality

the viability of Freud's description of the mechanism of repression,

and hence of his theory in general, seemed to be called into question:

Freud's distinction /between two types of instinct/...was also 
required by his general psychological theory, in that repression 
deoended upon a duality of instinct» if not,(as Freud sometimes 
suggested )| to provide the motive for reoression, then at any 
rate to account for its mechanism. Remove the duality and the 
whole theory of the pnychoneurosie would surely crumble. And 
It was orecisely this duality that the discovery of primary 
narcissism appeared to threaten.

Freud postponed giving an answer to the problems which 

emerged from On Warclselsm. As Fromm suggests, however, the views
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developed in Beyond the Pleasure Principle ^19?27 see™ to he 

determined in part hy the need to find an answer, as well as hy 

Freud's growing inability to relate all behaviour to the Pleasure 

Principles

the concept of the death instinct was determined by two main 
requisites: first, by the need to accommodate Freud's new 
conviction of the power of human aggression: second, by the 
need to stick to a dualistic concept of instincts.H?

For Freud had recognised that in a significant number of instances

the idea of a reduction of tension and the production of a state of

pleasure simply did not fit the facts. Among other examples Freud

cited the case of the dreams of war veterans, in which traumatic

situations from the past were re-enacted; he also noted the tendency

in children deliberately to repeat in play situations from which they

evidently derived no pleasure. 1  ̂ Building on these observations,

Freud put forward the idea that the instincts were subject to a

compulsion to repeat which was not in all cases allied to the

Pleasure Principle:

the compulsion to repeat also recalls from the mast experiences 
which can, never, even long ago, have brought satisfaction.11^

The postulation of a 'repetition-compulsion' led Freud, later in the

same paper, to a new definition of instinct:

an instinct is an urge inherent in organic life to restore 
an earlier state of things.H5

This definition, moreover, provided Freud in turn with a justification 

for the major innovation contained in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 

the introduction of the coneeDt of -he death instinct. For Freud 

surmised that the 'earlier state of things' which instinct strove 

to restore could ultimately be taken to be the inorganic state which 

preceded life: thus, wher» repetition was obviously not geared 

towards the production of pleasure it was operating in the service of 

an instinctual urge to self-destruction, which sought to restore,
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in death, the state which oreceded life. In short, beside the 

sexual instincts (which were now assumed to include the self

preservative or ego-instincts and the libido under the new generic 

title of Fros instincts) there existed a fundamental drive to self- 

destruction, a death instinct, to which Freud later gave the name 

Thanatos.

A dualistie concept of Instincts had thus been oreserved, 

or, mere exactly, had been reinstated, and with its reinstatement 

there reappeared also the possibility of viewing regression as the 

consequence of a conflict between opposing instinctual drives.

Freud now conceived, however, of an opposition not between the libido 

and the self-preservative instincts, but between Fros and the 

instinct of self-destruction«

I have contained the instincts for self-preservation end for
the preservation of the species under the concept of Fros „„,
and have contrasted it with an instinct of death or destruction. 15

It was, moreover, from a consideration of the relationship between

Bros and the death instinct that Freud inferred the existence of a

basic aggressive drive. He reasoned as follows: given the predominant

tendency of the death instinct towards self-destruction, it enters

into conflict with the Fros instinct or life instinct, the objectives

of which are, of course, directly opposed to those of the death

instinct. Its engagement in this conflict arrests it short of the

ultimate goal of self-destruction, and robs It of the greater part of

its potency according to the orocess described by Freud in The

Fconomio Problem of Masochism, written in 1924«

The libido has the task of making the destroying instinct 
innocuous and it fulfils the task by diverting that instinct 
to a great extent outwards - soon with the help of a special 
organic system, the muscular apparatus - towards objects in 
the external world.
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The death instinct, in other words, is diverted (at least in Dart) 7 

from the self and may be observed, as Freud states in Civilization 

and its Discontents /l930/# as an instinct of agression directed 

towards external objects:

A portion of the instinct is diverted towards the external 
world and comes to light as an instinct of aggressiveness 
and destructiveness.1 ü

It was by these stages that Freud arrived at the postulation of 

a fundamental instinct of aggression in man. His further assertion 

that sadism constituted the most obvious example of the extériorisation 

of that instinct, moreover, is easily comprehensible in the light of 

the considerations set out above. For sadism may be perceived 

as a simple alloy of Sros and Thanatos which becomes manifest as a 

consequence of the conflict between the two classes of instinct which 

we have described. It is interesting to note, moreover, that on at 

least one significant occasion the violence in Arrabal's work which 

it is our business here to interpret takes the form of sadism.

In Le grand cérémonial Cavanosa's brutal mistreatment of Sil forms 

the basis of a relationship which culminates in the murderous ceremony 

interrupted only by the timely intervention of Sil's lover. The 

violence which Cavanosa demonstrates, moreover, is clearly linked to 

a sexual puroose: indeed when he first meets Sil he explicitly 

declares :

N'avez-vous pas compris que ... je ne pourrais jouir 
avec vous qu'en vous torturant? ^ 1

Cavanosa's behaviour, in other words, reflects precisely the alloy

of sexuality and destructiveness which characterises sadism for

Freud. As such, moreover, we have in our consideration of the violence

of Cavanosa in Le Crand Ceremonial the first and also the most

accessible suggestion of the validity of the assertion which is central

to our interpretation of violence. For, as it will be our aim to

1X9
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demonstrate in what follows, it is our contention that the violence 

of the individual in Arrabal's work may he viewed, not in th.i3 

single instance alone, hut throughout the plays, as an expression 

of instinct.

We have noted above that the discovery of a death instinct

facilitated Freud's return to the dualistic concent of th° instincts

which was necessary to his account of repression. The assertion

of the existence of the death instinct thus appeared to provide the

answer to one half of the problem raised by the findings set out in

On Narcissism. It remained, however, for Freud to clarify the

position and function of the ego, and this he did with the introduction
1 22of the theory of topicality in The Fgo and the Id J in 19?3.

In this paper Freud combined the conflicting tendencies of Fros and

Thanatos under the new term 'id', which word was borrowed from the

writings of the German physician Georg Groddeck, and was used by

Freud to denote the seat of the instincts:

It contains everything that is inherited, that is present at 
birth, that is fixed in constitution - above all, therefore,
the instincts.1?4

Freud also stated that the ego was originally a part of the id, 

specifically that part of the id which came into contact with the 

influences of the external world, an outer layer, as it were, 

adapted for the reception of, and acting as a protection against,

the stimuli deriving from the external world. At an early stage

of development, moreover, the ef'o, modified by its proximity to the

external world, had split off from the rest of the id to form a

separate psychical entity, ar.d had subsequently taken on the function, 

suggested by its position, of mediating between the demands of the
ipeid and the claims of the external world! "

It Is the task of the ego ... to mediate between the claims 
of the id and the objections of the external world. It 
carries on its activity in two direotl-ns. On the one

I
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hand it observes the external world with the help of its -̂er.se 
organ, the system of consciousness, so as to catch the 
favourable moment for harmless satisfaction; and on the 
other hand it influences the id, bridles its 'passi'ns', 
induces its instincts to postoone their satisfaction, 
and indeed, if the necessity is recognised, to modify its aims, 
or, in return for some compensation, to give them up . ^ 6

The relationship between the ego and the id in Freud's new schema

is thus comoarable, as he pointed out on several occasions, to

that between a rider and his horse;

The ego's relation to the id mi^ht be compared to that of 
a rider to his horse. The horse supplies the locomotive 
energy, while the rider has the orivilece of deciding the goal, 
and guiding the powerful animal’s movement.1?7

There is ranch in all this, of course, which strikes us as 

familiar. With the introduction of topicality, indeed, Freud 

ascribed once more to the ego, in effect, the very same function 

which he had considered it to perform orior to the discovery of 

narcissism. He now saw the ego again as an agent of adaptation *>nd 

modification, only in his new schema the task of the ego was to 

weigh the demands not only of the libido as previously, but of the 

id as a whole against the dictates-of r e a l i t y . W h e n  we 

previously discussed the position of the ego in Freud's original 

schema we noted that the sexual instinct could be diverted by the ego, 

acting in accordance with the Reality Principle, from the attainment 

of its ultimate goal, and, in deference to the claims of reality, 

deflected into the form of (say) tenderness. In the light of the 

theories subsequently put forward (particularly in Beyond the Pleasure 

Principle and The ^go and the Id) it is now clear that the aggressive 

instinct is subject to precisely the same intervention, since 

aggression is a comoonent of the id (or more exactly an instinct 

whose existence is a nroduct of the conflict between the two 

components of the id) and the task of the ego is precisely to mould 

the demands of the id to a form commensurate with the exigences of
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reality. A clear distinction is thus inoliod between the aggressive 

instinct in its unrefined form, as it exists in the id, and the 

expression of the same instinct after the modifications imoosed by 

the ego. From Freud's description it appears that a virtually 

limitless number of forms of external behaviour may, in fact, be 

driven by the motor of the aggressive instinct,^30 or to state the 

same principle in another way, what in crude form is aggression may, 

after the process of refinement carried out by the 'reasonable' 

ego, be observed as any one of a number of aspects of behaviour.

It is this point, moreover, which provides one of the strongest 

indications of the validity of our view of violence a3 an exnression 

of instinct. For in a number of plays Arrabal seems at pains to 

make precisely the same distinction by presenting the oomoleted or 

'realistically acceptable' form of behaviour alongside a deoiction 

of the same thing in unrefined, instinctual form. A clear examole 
of this seems to be provided by the short play ha Communion 

Solennelle /l9537^1. A young girl is being dressed for her 

first communion by her grandmother, who takes the opportunity to 

beleaguer her granddau.<?ht=r with interminable pieces of wise 

counsel .concerning the best way to run a house and family. She 

is preparing her, In short, for adult life. This scone is 

interrupted from time to time, however, by the apoearsnoe of a 

necrophile who, in an ever-increasing state of sexual arousal, is 

in pursuit of two men carrying a coffin which contains a naked and 

dead girl. Fe finally attains his goal as the young girl is fully 

prepared for h^r ^irst communion. The idea of initiation common 

to both these incidents, as well as their ultimate coalescence at 

the and of *he clay when the young girl stabs the necroohile, 

staining her communion dress with his blood, are enough to suggest 

that they ”re in fact two versions of the same thing! the external,
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socially acceptable form (i.e. the form which takes the dictates

of reality into account) of the communion preparation is matched and

contrasted against the inadmissible fusion of sexuality and aggression

which constitutes its instinctual motivation. In Freudian terms

La fo-munion Solennelle depicts the persistent intrusion of the î ,

and its final mastery by the distracted ege.1^2

A further example of the same technique is apparent in

another short play entitled Les Amours Impossibles /Ï95?7^^ Here,

a striking distinction is made between the pure and unrequited love

of the princess for Medor, "le prince à tête de chien":

Mon coeur est transparent et je sais que vous connaissez mon 
secret. Vous n'ignorez pas que je vous aime, que je vous ai 
toujours aimé, que j'ai toujours rêvé de vous, que vous êtes 
en tous,points ressemblant au prince qui m'aimait dans mes 
rêves ^

and her instinctual behaviour with »«¿dor's rival, "le prince a tête 

de taureau*, whom she professes not to love, but to whom she is 

attracted with an ever-increasing ardour manifest in violent and 

overtly sexual terms s

La princesse caresse furieusement le prince a tête de taureau. 
Elle commence par lui caresser la poitrine. Puis, les yeux 
fermés, elle lui caresse le dos de sa main gauche et étreint 
nerveusement de 3a main droite la corne du prince.-35

Once again Arrabal presents us with two versions of the same th(ngi

what appears, after the intervention of the Reality Principle, in

the form of a pure love for "le prince a tête de chien", is clearly

shewn to derive from the impulses of the princess's instinct, the

workings of which animate her relationship with "le orince a tête

de taureau".

A similar distinction, also related to the notion of love 

may he perceived in Bestialité groticue f a Z P j In tie fl~st half 

of the play Alima’s 'love' for Asan is shewn to he founded on her 

instinctive attraction to his (conventionally) repulsive smells

une sorte de mélange de saleté, d'urine séchée, de cadavre.^3 7
I
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The instinctual nature of the attraction is underlined, moreover, 

hy the parallel drawn between Alima and Asan and the 'relationship' 

of the horses seen and heard rutting in the background. In contrast 

to this picture, however, in the second half of the play the sc»ne 

is transformed by rose petals and music (which seem to symbolise 

the exertion of a positive modifying influence on the instincts 

by the ego in accordance with the Reality Principle) and the lovers 

cover their eyes in order to ignore the symbol of the instinctual 

basis of their attraction, now significantly transformed to a heap 

of bones which falls from above.

The process which appears to be illustrated in each of 

these examples, i.e. the modification of instinctual impulses and 

their diversion into conventionally acceptable forms in accordance 

with the Reality Principle is referred to by Freud as the technique 

of sublimationt

A certain kind of modification of the aim and change of the 
object in which our social valuation is taken into account is 
described by us as sublimation. 138

Sublimation, indeed, is one of the mo3t common, as well as possibly

the most easily observable mechanism employed by the ego in

defending itself against the intrusion of the id. The armoury of

the ego's defences, however, comprises a number of other, and often

more subtle weaoons which mir-ht be put to the same nurpose, i.e.

that of deflecting the instinct from the attainment of its goal.

Two of these were discussed in the paper entitled Instincts and

their ViclssituJes /Î9157.^ ^  under the headings of reversal and

introjection. Freud observed that in certain cases, instead of

redirecting instinctual energy by the process of sublimation, the

ego could deal with the demands of instinct either, on the on» hand,

by reolacing its active aim by a passive aim, or alternatively, by
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reolacing Its external object by an Internal object. Freud 

himself pointed out that reversal end introjection were closely- 

related t

'•Ye cannot fail to notice, however, that ... the turning round 
upon the subject's self and the transformation from activity 
to passivity converge or coincide 140

and it was this close relationship which allowed him to cite the

phenomenon of masochism as an example of both. For masochism

exemplifies reversal in that the active aim of the instinct from

which it derives (the desire to inflict torture) is replaced by a

passive aim (the desire to be tortured) and also introjection, in

that the external object of the instinct is reolaced by an internal

object, the instinct in other words is re-directed back on to the

s=lf. Although the concents of reversal and introjection were first

introduced some time before Freud's discovery of a death instinct,

the concept of masochism was clearly related to that discovery in a

later paper entitled The Fconomlc problem, of Masochism ^1924j;

'•Ye shall not be surprised to hear that in certain circumstances 
the sadism, or instinct of destruction, which has been directed 
outwards, can once more be introjected, turned inwards, and in 
this way regress to its earlier situation. If this happens a 
secondary masochism is produced which is added to the original 
masochism.'1 1

Freud contends, therefore, that masochism is an exoression of the 

aggressive instinct following the intervention of ego defences in 

the form of reversal or introjection. As such, moreover, the 

appearance of masochistic tendencies iji certain of Arrabal's 

characters lends further support to our assertion that the violence 

of the Individual may be interpreted as an expression of the 

instincts. In Le Jsrdjn des pel ices, for example, Lais' attraction 

to Teloe is expressed in masochistic terms, in the desi-o that he 

should mistreat her:

iegarde, je me couohe sur cette table et tu peux fendre no 
poitrine, m'arracher des lambeaux de chair, nuis repandre dg 
la cire hrulsnte sur mes olaies ouvertes.l^I
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Similarly, in Le Ciel et la Merde, Ribla entreats Judas:

Coupe-moi avec ce couteau ou approche de moi ce 
tison ardents tu verras nue je ne sentirai rien.
Allons, fais-le, fais-lel^^

and in the short 'panique' play La Jeunesse Illustrée ¿\966j 

the old woman beseeches the old man at the end of the play to tie 

her to a tree and thus to repeat the experience which had meant 

so much to her sixty years previously. In each of these cases we 

may perceive, following Freud's contentions as to the origins of 

masochism, an expression of the instincts of the individual, or 

more specifically an expression of the instinctual basis of the 

attraction which binds Lais to Teloc, Ribla to Judas, and which 

bound the old woman to her lover when young. Our attemots here to 

assert that Arrabal's use of masochism may be seen as an expression 

of instinct, i.e. that it reflects Freud's definition, seem, 

interestingly, to be further justified by the fact that, in each of 

the cases cited, the subject is a woman. For as we have stated, 

masochism is an expression of aggression characterised by the 

adoption of a passive attitude. Passivity, for Freud, however, 

was equated with femininity, as is clear from an amendment made to
14e;

his Three Fssays on Sexuality in 19?4, ' and thus, as he contends

in The Economic Problem of Masochism, not only is masochism a

characteristically passive expression of the instincts, but it is

also a characteristically female expression:

if one has an opportunity of studying cases in which the 
masochistic fantasies have been especially richly elaborated, 
one quickly discovers that they place the subject in a charac
teristically female situation; they signify, that is, being 
castrated, or copulated with, or giving birth to a baby.

Our thesis that the violence of the individual in Arrabal's plays 

may be viewed as an expression of the id is thus based on the following 

observations: in a number of plays violence appears in the unmistakable
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guise of either sadism, or masochism, voth of which phenomena 

Freud shews to he derivative from the instinctual motor of the id, 

Flsebwere Arrabal presents us v/ith two alternative views of a 

single situation or theme, contrasting the 'comoleted' or socially 

acceotable form of the behaviour of the individual with a picture, 

characterised by violence, or mo^e exactly by an alloy of violence 

end sexuality, of the instinctual basis which underlies it, and out 

of which it has evolved as a result of sublimation.

The same assertion appears to find confirmation, moreover, 

on two furth°r counts. Firstly, Fraud’s descriptions of the nature 

of the id underline the fact that it is characterised by a complete 

lack of coherence ®nd organisation; the id is oblivious to logic, 

impervious to the concept of time and obeys laws which defy all 

rational explanations

The logical laws of thought do not apply in the id and this 
is above all true of the law of contradiction. Contrary 
impulses exist side by side without cancelling each other 
out.1*7

The absence of coherence and lack of rati-nality by which Freud 

defines the nature of the id are also the predominant characteristics 

of those individuals in Arrabal's plays who are prone to violence.

The universe of CUmando, Apal, Wlta and the old flute player, whose 

brutal murder of the rich man forms the ^ocal point of Le Tricycle 

is precisely a universe where rationality, logic and cause and effect 

are absent, as is amply illustrated by the nonsensical nature of 

the arguments to which Apal and the old flute player evidently 

attach such importance. Fando and Lis live in a similar world, 

as hoco-es clear when Fando encounters the three men with an 

umbrella, who represent a logical world which he can neither eater

nor comprehend. 'Towhere, more-ver, are the t^r^s of Freud's defini
tion quoted above more strikingly brought to mind than in an
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Incident in Le Ciel et la ’’erde, to which we will later have 

cause to refer in greater detail, where, in the course of his 

self-justification before the authorities Erasme draws an unlikely 

comnarison between the apnarently irreconcilably opposed (in nature) 

figures of the Marquis de Sade and Theresa of Avila, and declares, 

quite simply:
i  i O

Ces deux êtres ne font qu’un.

Each of these examples strongly suggests that the seat of

violence, or the universe from which the violence of the individual

emanates in Arrabal’s drama is strikingly similar in nature to the id

as Freud describes it. In addition, it may be noted that, Erasme

apart, the behaviour of each of the characters referred to above

is unmistakably akin to that of a child. The childishness of

Arrabal’s characters has indeed been frequently remarked, and

characters who, though existing in the adult world, continue to

behave as young children are a feature of Arrabal’s dramatic

creation, particularly in his early plays. In the first years

of life, moreover, before the development of the emergent ego,

the individual is dominated by the processes of the id. The

behaviour of a child, as Freud points out, is thus governed by and

reflects the nature of the id:

In young children for instance, ambivalent emotional 
attitudes ... exist side by side for a long time, 
without either of them interfering with the expression 
of the other and opposite one.^9

That the violent individual in Arrabal’s drama should also behave

like a child is thus eminently consistent with the view which vie are

seeking to support. Indeed not only the irrationality of the universe

which they inhabit but also the childishness of the behaviour of

those individuals whose violence it has here been our task to

' ?5
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interpret lend considerable credence to our assertion that the 

violence of the individual in Arrabal's plays may be viewed 

as an expression of the id.
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We have noted, in what has gone before, the nart played 

by the notion of intro .lection in dealing with the instinctual 

impulses which arise from the id. "Ve have further demonstrated 

how, in certain circumstances, the instinct may be expressed in 

the form of masochism as a result of introjection. In Freud's 

later writings, however, it becomes apparent that a more important 

consequence of the process of introjeetion consists in the 

evolution of what is referred to by Freud as the super-ego. It 

is to the functioning of the super-ego that Freud ascribes the 

phenomenon to which we normally give the name consciences for the 

super-ego is above all a critical agency differentiated from the 

ego end set up within the unconscious to watch over and make 

judgments on the behaviour of the ego in its attempts to reconcile 

the demands of the id and those of reality. It functions, as we 

shall see, with the help of aggression which is diverted from 

external goals back on to the self, i.e. as the result of a process 

effectively indistinguishable from that which leads to masochism. 

Indeed the close link between masochism and the workings of the 

super-ego is confirmed by Freud in The Foonomic Problem of Masot- 

chi sm where he treats the latter as a special category of masochism, 

as so-called moral masochism.

The nature of the super-ego may best be understood, and 

in Freud's writings is consistently described by reference to 

its aetiology. The model of the super-ego, and Its orecursor 

in the development of the individual, is the n-tion of parental 

authority!

The long period of childhood, during which the growing 
human being lives in dependence upon his parents, leaves
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behind it a precipitate in which this parental Influence 
is prolonged. It has received the name of suner-ego.

The ultimate relationship between ego and suoer-ego indeed reflects

exactly that between child and parenti

The details of the relation between the ego and suoer-ei?o 
become entirely intelligible if they are carried back to 
the child's attitude towards his parents.

The details furnished by Freud o* the development of the super

ego from these origins, moreover, are highly reveal ini? and 

particularly significant in the context of our discussion of 

Arrabal's drama. Fr^ud proceeds from the notion of identi

fications he had observed that a common consequence of the 

necessity to give up an object cathexis (i.e. to arrest the 

processes of the instinct short of th® attainment of its ^oal) 

was the incorporation of that object into the ego«

'.Vhen it hapnens that a person has to give up a sexual
object, there quite often ensues an alteration of the
ego, which can only he described as a setting uo of the
object inside the ego ... the process, especially in
the early phases of development, is a frequent one,
and it makes it possible to suopose that the character
of the ego is a precipitate of abandoned object cathexes.^-^

Freud notes that this process is akin to sublimation of the

sexual instinct, in as much as object libido is 'desexualisad'

as is the case with sublimation, only in the case of identifi- .

cation it is transformed into narcissistic libido rather than

being given an alternative aim. Ti-e first identifications of

the individual, and those which exert the most lasting influence^

are those made with the parents in early childhood. The original

object cathexis of a boy is his mothers as the sexual wishes

directed at his mother grow in intensity, moreover, the voy's

father is perceived as an obstacle to their fulfilment, -nr thus

becomes an object, of his aggressive impulses? the boy is Jealous

of and hates hi3 father. In this situation we recognise the

r 0
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existence of th.9 Oedipus complex. Freud stressed, however, that

a true and complete picture of the Oedipus comolex could he drawn

only hy taking into account the bisexuality constitutionally

inherent in young children. The complete Oedipus complex was

indeed an altogether more complex proposition:

Closer study usually discloses the more complete 
Oedipus complex, which is twofold, positive and 
negative, and is due to the bisexuality originally 
present in children: that is to say a boy has not 
merely an ambivalent attitude towards his father 
and an affectionate object choice towards his mother, 
but at the same time he also behaves like a girl and 
displays an affectionate feminine attitude towards 
his father and a corresponding jealousy and hostility 
towards his mother.

Both father and mother are therefore object choices of the 

livido; at the same time both are also perceived as obstacles 

and each is thus equally the object of aggression. ?!ot un

naturally this double ambivalence becomes intolerable to the ego 

on two counts, firstly on account of the tension it creates <=nd 

secondly, and far more significantly, because it involves the 

individual in the danger of losing the love of his parents. 

Accordingly there arises the necessity to dissolve the Oedipus 

complex which is done by desexualising the object choices of 

the libido and incorporating them into the ego (which allows them 

to he retained) through the process of identification. S'nce 

there are two object choices moreover, the dissolution of the 

Oedipus complex may be viewed as the fruit of a double identi

fication :

The broad general outcome of the sexual phase dominated 
by the Oedipus comolex may, therefore, be taken to be 
the forming of a precipitate in the ego consisting of 
these two identifications in some way united with one 
another.

The 'precipitate1 to which Freud refers, snllts from the rest 

of the e*o to form the auper-ego. Fach of the identifications,
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however, retains and reflects tk= full ambivalence of the object 

choices when incorporated into the ego. The preservation of the 

father as an object choice throueh incorporation into the ego 

does not "id him of his second aspect: i.e. an obstacle to the 

attainment of the alternative object choice, the mother, for this 

too is preserved. Thus the 'precipitate' and hence the suoer-ego 

itself displays the very same ambivalence: as Freud puts it:

The super-ego is ... not simply a residue of the 
earliest object choices of the id; it also represents 
an energetic reaction formation against those choices.1-5

The sup°r-ego is perceived as an object of love end hate, just

as the parents w»re before it, end li’<e their authority, the

dominance of the super-ego is assured by the individual's f»ar of

the loss of love:

The part which is later taken on by the super-ego is 
played to begin with by an external power, by parental 
authority. parental influ=nce governs the child by 
offering proofs of love -nd by threatening punishments 
which are signs to the child of loss of love and are 
bound to b9 feared on their own account.

There is much in Freud's account of the relationship 

between the ego and the super-ego, compared as it is to the rela

tionship between the individual and his parents in the earliest 

years of life, which recalls the terms of our earlier discussidn 

of Arrabal's biography. !Ve noted that in the course of the play

wright's formative years, his life was dominated by the influence 

of three central authoritarian figures - his mother, religion and 

the stat=. It will be recollected, moreover, that it was stated 

that each of these three influences was perceived by Arrabal as 

being characterised above all by ambivalence: each in other

words reflected orecisely the quality which Freud attributes to 

his notion of suser-ego. The relationships between Arrabal and 

his mother, the church and the state, moroov r, similarly reflected
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exactly Freud's assessment of the relationship between the 

super-ego and the ego. For, like that of the suDer-evo, the rule 

of each of the influences we identified was a rule of terror; as 

was stated, the approbation of each was a necessary condition of 

the author's well-being. Again like the suoer-ego, however, 

mother, church and state were critical -nd repressive agents who 

at the same time undermined that well-being. Like the ego's 

view of the super-ego, in short, Arrabal's view of his mother, 

of the church, and of the state was characterised by a perplexing 

bewilderment engendered by the need to be 'loved' on the one hand, 

and a growing resentment of repression on the other.

'.Ve further noted, moreover, that these three influences 

in Arrabal's life provided the basis for the similarly ambivalent 

figures of authority which appear in his plays. The Individual 

in Arrabal's plays, it was shewn, is bound to figures of authority 

in relationships which reflect exactly the terms of the relation

ships which had so great an influence on the author's life. 'Ve 

have here demonstrated, moreover, a correlation between the terms 

of these latter and the terms used by Freud to describe the rela

tionship between the ego and the super-ego. Our thesis now, 

therefore, is that the figures of authority in Arrabal's plays, 

which form one half of the opposition identified at the heart of 

those plays, may he viewed as an expression of the Freudian concept 

of super-ego.

This nroposition, moreover, apoears to be strikingly 

confirmed in the light of other aspects of our previous considera

tions. 'Ye discovered that, while fundamentally opposed in situation, 

the figures of the individual, on the one hand, and of authority 

on the other were in fact closely linked by the violence common
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to both. Subsequently, moreover, we showed that violence in the 

individual could be viewed as an expression of the id. It is 

thus highly pertinent to our present considerations to discover 

that Freud postulates a close relationship between the id and the 

super-ego, and, what is more, that he states that aggression is 

the factor common to both. 1 For the super-ego expresses itself 

through a redirection of the aggressive instinctual impulses of 

the id t

There is no doubt that when the suoer-ego was first 
instituted, in equipping that agency use was made of 
that piece of the child's aggressiveness towards his 
parents for which he was unable to effect a discharge 
outwards ... It is very possible that, when there are 
later occasions for suppressing aggressiveness, the 
instinct may take the same path that was opened to it at 
that decisive point in time. -̂57

The super-ego functions, as was previously suggested, as a

result of intro,lection, i.e. as a result of arresting the

aggressive instincts short of their goal and directing them

back inwards against the self:

Fvery piece of aggression whose satisfaction the 
subject gives up is taken over by the super-ggo 
and increases the latter's aggressiveness. -

The id, therefore, is the provider of the energy of the super-ego, 

and that energy tak«»s the form of aggressiveness or violence. 

Consequently, although, as 1s the case with the individual and 

authoritarian figures in Arrabal's plays, their aims are dia

metrically opposed, the nature of the expression of id and 

super-ego, as amain is the case with the individual and authori

tarian figures in Arrabal's work, are Indistinguishable. For 

aggression characterises not only the id, but In as much as the 

super-ego constitutes a redirection cf the impulses of the id, 

the super-ep'o as well.
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The 3uper-ego is thus characterised in nature ty an 

ambivalence 'vhich derives from the dissolution of the Oedipus 

complex, and in expression by a violence which is effectively 

tndistin^njishable from that of th.9 aggressive instinct. Our 

previous considerations of figures of authority i.n Arrabal's drama 

have established that the latter too display precisely the same 

characteristicss in our discussion of J^unes Barbaras d '.Au.iourd 'hul, 

for example, we noted the ambivalence of authority in the nerson 

of Snarck, on whom the three cyclists deoended absolutely, but by 

whose hand they were subject to relentless cruelty and mistreatment, 

while our discussion of Le Ciel et la Verde clearly demonstrated 

that the expression of authority took a form which matched exactly 

the violence of its opponents. It is thus primarily uoon these 

two factors that rests our assertion that the violence of authority 

in Arrnbal's r>lay3 may be taken as an expression of the suoer-emo.

This contention receives further support, however, by 

virtue of the fact that it is apparent that Arrabal portrays not 

just these two characteristics themselves in his figures of 

authority, but in addition he depicts the origins of each (i.e. 

of ambivalence and of violence) in terms which closely reflect 'the 

account given by Freud and outlined above. 'Ve have seen, for 

examplefthat the origins of the violence of the suoer-ego lie in 

the id. And it is precisely this point which seems to be illus

trated in Le Lahyrinthe. For, as is suggested by the fact that 

they are chained together at•the beginning of the play, it seems 

clear that in Bruno •»nd "t.ienne, Arrabal is depicting a single 

aarson. They are, indeed, respectively id and evo. The rational

and cohere t F*ienne demonstrates precisely the oo-mon-sense wh'ch 

we know to characterise the ego, while the ill-kempt Bruno is ruled

«1
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exclusively by the unrefined passions which ve know to char-'eterise 

the id - hi3 only words indeed are directed towards the satisfaction 

of his thirst, while his only actions, before hanginv himself, are 

directed towards hindering Fti9nne in the most violent manner 

possible :

Pruno lui donne des coups de pied de élus »n plus 
violants, ce qui gân® beaucoup Ftienne.^Î?

If Pruno r=oresents the id, we may see his death and subsequent

burial by Etienne and wicaela, in psychological terms, as the

repression of the id, or instinct.s. Accordingly it is significant

that the appearance of the judge follows that burial almost

immediately: for the judge is clearly a figure of authority and

may thus be taken to represent the super-ego. Consequently the

pattern of events on stage adheres exactly to the terms of Freud’s

account: the repression of the id is followed by the emergence of

the s u p e r - e g o . O n c e  the judge has arrived, moreover, the

notion of a cc~espondenee between him and Bruno seems to be

deliberately reinforced by the details of Arrabal’s description:

for the judge’s main preoccupation is more than coincidentally akin

to that of Bruno noted above:

... il tire une bouteille de vin d ’une autre poche 
et la pose sur le sol près de sa chaise. Enfin, il 
exhibe un grand sandwich au saucisson enveloppé dans 
du papier journal. Pendant toute l ’audience, il 
mangera son sandwich très lentement et d ’une façon 
m o n o t o n e . *

In Le Labyrinthe, therefore, Arrabal presents the 

origins of the violence of the super—ego. In another early play

he presents the origins of its ambivalence. As we have seen, 

these lie, according to Freud, in the two conflicting attitudes 

of the individual (of which the suoer-ego is a precipitate) 

towards his parents during that phase of development dominated by 

the Oedipus complex, when each parent is oerceived as the object
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of both love and hate. It Is precisely this situation that is 

depicted in Les Deux Bourreaux. Maurice and Benoit each reflect 

one side of the conflict described by Freud. For Benoît, Françoise 

is an object of unequivocal love and affection, while his father 

does not even merit respect:

FRANÇOISE: D'ailleurs, bien que ton père soit fautif,
et meme très fautif, tu n'en dois pas moins 
le respecter.

BENOÎT: Le respecter, lui?^?

For Maurice, on the other hand, Françoise is the object of an 

equally unequivocal hatred, and all affection is directed at 

Jean. The conflict between the two brothers in this play is 

thus very much the forerunner of the ambivalent attitudes felt by in

dividuals towards figures of authority in later plays. The play 

as a whole may be seen as a detailed description of the conflicts 

out of which the 3uper-ego arises, and which lend it its own 

peculiar ambivalence. As such it constitutes an explanation of, 

or a background to,the appearance in other plays of the mother (and 

indeed other figures of authority for whom the individual feels a 

similar mixture of emotions)^^^ as representatives of the super-ego.

Our awareness of the precise nature of the conflicting 

attitudes out of which the ambivalence of the super-ego evolves, 

moreover, is instructive from a further, unsusDected point of 

view. For we can witness these attitudes in Arrabal's plays not 

only in the individual's view of obviously authoritarian figures, 

but also, in certain circumstances, in his apperception of the figure 

of the lover. The attitudes portrayed by Maurice and Benoit in 

the example studied above are, for instance, the precise con

stituents of Fando's view of Lis in Fando et Lis. On the one 

hand, Lis clearly represents an 'object-choice' for Fando: he 

is drawn to her with an anpealing devotion which is similar 

to that demonstrated by Benoit with regard to hi3 mother, particu—
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larl.y In the na’ivety -which characterises so many of the relation

ships portrayed in Arrobal's work:^^
Je ffl 'achèterai une harque quand nous serons arrivés 
à Tar et je t'emmènerai voir la riviere. Tu veux,
Lis?165

At the same time, however, his attitude also reflects the hatred 

expressed (with regard to his noth°r) by Maurice in Les Peux 

3ourreaux; he chains Lis to the pram, puts handcuffs on her, 

beats her mercilessly and finally kills her in an astonishing 

demonstration of cruelty. There is thus a parallel between the 

two plays which suggests that the lover, as exemplified by Lis, is, 

as clearly as the mother in the oerson of Françoise, a forerunner 

of later super-ego figures: for both may be seen as the butt of 

the two conflicting attitudes out of which that figure emerges.

It is certainly the case, moreover, that in a number 

of subsequent plays the lover appears as the symbol of the super

ego. An outstanding example is provided by "Le Prince a tete de 

Chien" in the play entitled Les Amours Impossibles, to which we 

have already referred. In keeping with previous super-ego 

figures which we have identified, the relationship between him and 

the princess is marked by ambivalence: his approbation is the 

sine qua non of her well-being and felicity, and yet he is the 

actual cause of her suffering. The terms of the relationship are 

succinctly illustrated as the princess seeks to prevent the 

departure of her loved one:

Le prince a t£te de chien se lève pour partir. La 
princesse tente de 1'»n, empeoh=>r. Le prince à tête 
de chien la repousse avec violence et sort à droite.
La princesse reste assise sur le banc et pleure. On 
entend qu'elle dit:6 ‘iédor, Medor, mon Men-aimé» ̂ 6

The sam» terms, moreover, mark ‘he relatienshio between Oiaf'-r • nd

Sylda in Le L- i ■ 11 h-is ; ngrin the latter, though the object
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of Giafar's love, reciprocates that love in a disturbing *jnd 

unmistakably authoritarian fashion! she chains him up, leaves him 

alone and obliges him to study philosophical treatises in h»r 

absence.

Arrabal's portrayal of the origins of the suoer-ego in 

t^rms which reflect the schema put forward by Freud thus enables 

us to postulate the existence of the lover, in certain instances 

at least, as a symbol of the super-egos a phenomenon which we have 

here illustrated by reference to "Le Prince à tete de chien" in 

Les Amours Impossibles and Sylda in Le Lai de Parabbas. The correS' 

ooncence between the figures of mother and lover which is thus 

implied, however, is perhaps one of the least immediately compre

hensible facets of our interpretation and calls for some form of 

substantiation in psychological t°rms. In fact an explanation i3 

quite simply furnished by an understanding of the psychological 

notion of displacement. The latter is defir.°d by Laplanche and 

Pontalis in their Vocabulaire de la Psychanalyse in the following 

manner :

Fait que l'accent, l'intérêt, l'intensité d'une 
représentation est susceptible de se détacher d'elle 
pour passer a d'autres représentations originellement 
p°u intenses reliees à la première par une chaîne 
associative. °'

In other words the affect attached to a given ob.iect or circumstance 

may be re-awoken by a second object or circumstance, ostensibly 

neutral and unrelated to the first (though a link does in fact 

exist t'-rough the association of ideas) but acting as a substitute 

for the first. As Freud points out in a paper entitled The Claims 

of Psychoanalysis to Scientific Interest!*^ written in 1913, 

moreover, there is a close link between displacement and repression!

c7
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In another form of the same disorder th9 viotira suffers 
from tormenting ideas (obsessions) which force themselves upon 
him and are accompanied hy affects whose character and !nten- 
sity are often only quite inadequately acco’inted for hy the 
terms of the obsessive ideas themselves. Analytic investi
gation has shown in their case that the affects are entirely 
justified since they correspond to self-reproaches which are 
based on somethin;? that is at least psychically real. But 
the ideas to which these affects are attached are not th° 
original one9 but have found their way into their present 
position by a process of displacement - by being substituted 
for something that has bean repressed.*^9

In the light of these considerations we would suggest 

that the link between the figures of mother and lover implied in 

Arrabal's drama by the appearance of the lover as an agent of the 

super-ego may be seen quite si-ply as a consequence of the dis

placement of the affects originally attached to the mother.

These affects, as we know from our previous considerations, take 

the fo-m, during the Oedipal stage of the development of the 

individual, of the conflicting attitudes of love and hate. Unable 

to reconcile the conflict thus denoted by the affects attached to 

the mother, therefore, the individual (in the plays with which we 

are here concerned) has subjected those affects to the process of 

repression, only for them to reappear, attached this time,however, 

not to the original 'idea' but, by displacement, to the substitute 

and ostensibly illogical 'idea' of the lover.

'.Ve have repeatedly stressed that Freud's account of the 

origins of the super-ego appears to be reflected in the terms of 

Arrabal's dramatic creation* the latter, moreover, seem also to 

reflect the psychologist's statement of the effects and function 

of the super-ego, once established In the Individual. ',Ve have 

previously stated that the super-ego is an agency set up to .vatch 

over, criticise and "aka judgments on the activities of the ego« 

>»ore specifically, its job is to deal with the demands of the id,
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or to help th° ego deal with those demands through the exercise 

of repression:

Since we have come to assume a special agency in the ego, 
the super-ego, which represents demands of a restrictive 
and rejecting character, we may say that repression is 
the work of the suoer-ego, and that it is carried out either 
by itself or by the ego in obedience to its orders.???

As, according to Freud, the function of the suoer-ego is repression,

moreover, so, in Arrabal's plays, the function of figures of

authority is consistently to restrict and to inhibit. Perhaps the

clearest example in Arrabal's early work occurs at the end of

Le Tricycle ^953/ where the arrest and subsequent imprisonment

of Apal and Climando signify the repression of the id, the processes

of which are clearly discernible in the irrationality and (in the

murder) brutality of preceding events. Sixteen years later in

St ils passèrent de3 ’-'enottes aux Fleurs, moreover, the function of

authority has changed not at all; the extent and indeed the cruelty1 ? 2

of the repression and restriction exerted by 'Les Autorités’ is

summed up in one of Arrabal's most striking images:

Mais comment est-il possible qu'au moment où 1 'homme 
foule le sol ce la lune et qu'il s'apprête à s'élancer 
vers des plus lointaines galaxies, il^y ait des 
hommes qui ne voient pas l'horizon?1?-"

The repressive function of the super-ego, however, has an 

unsuspected, and, in many ways, paradoxical consequence, in as 

much as, according to the theories developed by Freud in 

Civilization and it3 Discontents £1930/, it leads to the emergence 

and reinforcement of guilt. As we have just demonstrated the 

function of ,'igures of authority in Arrabal's work reflects 

Freud's definition of the function of the suoer-ego. The 

effects of the repression of those figures of authority as nresented 

by Arrabal, moreover, equally reflects Freud’s statement of the 

effects of the repression instigated by the super-ego: A.rrabal's
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presentation of guilt, indeed, recalls precisely the terms of 

Freud's discussion of it, and as such provides one further and 

final justification of the hypothesis of a parallel between ‘"igures 

of authority in Arrabal's work and the psychological notion of the 

super-ego upon which this part of our interpretation rests.

To understand Freud's view of guilt fully we have to 

retrace our steps. For, according to freud, the forerunner of 

gui1 1 i3 the fear of the loss of love experienced by the individual 

during the period pMor to the emergence f the super-ego. .As 

we saw, the individual was.then beset by aggressive feelings 

towards his parents which contradicted both his love for them end 

M s  deoendenoe on, and need *0 be protected by them. This contra

diction created a tension which was experienced as the fear of the 

loss of love; and, as previously stated, it was this fear, in turn, 

which motivated the dissolution of the Oedipus complex. ,7n further 

noted, moreover, that the subsequent relationship betv/een ego and 

super-ego was exactly■parallel to that just described, between the 

individual and his parents« like the latter the super-ego is 

perceived as a figure of authority whose approbation is essential, 

and, more pertinently, is an object of both love and hatred. Once 

again, then, there is tension, this time between the ego and the 

super-ego, and experienced as a feeling of >ruilts

The tension between the harsh suoer-ego and the
ego is called by us the sense of iruilt.^74

The evolution cf guilt in this circumstance is easily compre

hensible J.n the light of the "fact that, as stated, the super-ego 

vatch.es over ‘he e=-o in a critical capacity. At the risk of 

over-simnlifying the case we may say that the ego exoeriences 

guilt as a result of its acknowledgement of the aggression which 

emerges from the id and is directed against the suoer-ego.
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Accordingly there arises once again the need to reduce tension, 

which may, in this case, most logically he achieved hy a 

renunciation or repression of that aggressive impulse. As we 

have seen, moreover, this need corresnonds exactly to the function 

of the su'.er-e'*o which is precisely to keep the id in check.

Thus, at the hehest of the super-ego (or, we may also say, 

following the dictates of conscience) the ego represses the 

aggressive instinct in the hope of achieving a reduction of 

tension. But this process does not have th= desired effect.

For not only does the super-ego, on the one hand, call for a 

renunciation of the aggressive instinct, but it also, as we have 

noted elsewhere, exists by, and as a result of, a renunciation of 

that instinct. For the energy of the suoer-ego derives from the 

id. Thus, .just as the original reduction of tension brought the 

harsh super-ego in it3 wake, so this subsequent attempt to meet the 

demands of the super-ego leads paradoxically to a reinforcement of 

the strength of the super-ego. Freud himself acknowledges the 

difficulty of this procedure as a prelude to his clearest statement 

of itt

And here at last an idea comes in which belongs entirely 
to psychoanalysis and which is foreign to people's 
ordinary way of thinking. This idea is of a sort which 
enables us to understand why the subject matter was 
bound to seem as confused and obscure to us. For- it 
tells us that conscience (or more correctly the anxiety 
which later becomes conscience) is indeed the cause of 
instinctual renunciation to begin with, but that 
later the relationship is reversed. Fvery 
renunciation of instinct now becomes a dynamic source 
of conscience and ev°r.y fresh renunciation increases the 
latter'3 severity and intolerance. If we coulc only 
bring it better into harmony with what we already know 
about the history of the origin of conscience, we should 
be tempted to defend the paradoxical statement that 
conscience is the result of instinctual renunciation, or 
that instinctual renunciation (imposed on us from without) 
creates conscience which then demands further instinctual 
renunciation.*75
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Guilt, in short, arising originally as a consequence of the

ambivalence of the ’urer-ego, not only engenders the need for

repression but is also a consequence of reoression. As Freuc

points out, moreover, a significant effect of this 3tate of

affairs is to endow those individuals who have most successfully

repressed the instinctual demands of the id (i.e. those who

apparently have least cause to experience guilt) with the most

heightened awareness of guilt:

It is remarkable that the more a man checks his 
aggressiveness towards the exterior the more severe - 
that is aggressive - he becomes in his ego-ideal.
The ordinary view sees the situation the other way 
round: the standard set up by the ego-ideal sterns to 
be the m?tive for the suppression of aggressiveness.
The fact remains however, as we have stated it: the more 
a man controls his aggressiveness, the more intense 
becomes his ideal's inclination to aggressiveness against 
his sgo.^7^

Guilt indeed may be seen as a consequence of innocence, since 

the sense of guilt increases with the success of repression, rather 

than diminishing as one might logically expect, the sense of guilt 

being fortified dynamically by repression. As Frnest Jones 

succinctly put it, Freud's innovatory ideas on the subject of 

guilt culminated in the contention that "the sense of guilt is 

sneclfically the response to repressed aggressiveness."^77

Tv/o important factors thus characterise Fr-ud's discussion 

of guilt: firstly that the sense of guilt is preceded by, and 

corresponds exactly to,the fear of the loss of love, and secondly 

that guilt is experienced not only in spite of innocence but even 

because pf innocence, since guilt is a response to the repression 

of the aggressive instinct. And both these factors are echoed 

in Arrabal's plays. Symbols of guilt in the plays are frequent 

and largely lacking in subtlety - manacles, chains, handcuffs and 

police sirens or whistles serve as the indications of the guilt
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of the individual hopelessly caught between the demands of th’ id 

and the draconian authority of the sucer-ego. In Le Grand Ceremonial, 

however, the repeated sound of police sirens, which denotes the sense 

of guilt experienced by the central character Cavanosa, is interestingly 

linked to, and indeed literally echoed by, Cavanosa's beseeching and 

desperate cries of "Maman.' Maman!" throughout the play. There is 

a deliberate association made by the playwright of these two 

leitmotive, which unmistakably recalls the terms of Freud's 

discussion of guilt, and the parallel he draws between the sense 

of guilt and the fear of the loss of love which preceded it»

The torments caused by the reproaches of conscience
corrssoond precisely to a child's dread of losing his
oarents ' love, a dread which has been replaced in him
by a moral agency.^78

And the second fundamental factor of Freud's theories of guilt 

is also echoed in Arrabal's work, as may be established by pursuing 

our interpretation of Le Labyrinthe. For we have shown that the 

character of Bruno in this play represents the instinctual side, 

or id, of Ftienne. At the beginning of the play Bruno is bound 

to Ftienne (or in psychological terms tfc° id i3 bound to the ego) 

by the chain which joins the manacles that each character wears.

Stienne, however, saws through the chain, which action may he seen 

as an attempt to free himself from the demands of the id. But 

at the same time, as is estab’ished by repeated references, the 

manacle which remains on Ftienne's ankle constitutes a clear indi

cation of his guilt throughout the play. A link is thus estab

lished between the notion of guilt and the rejection of the demands 

of the id. This link, moreover, is powerfully reinforced by 

Bruno's death. For, as we have indicated, thrt death represents 

the definitive repression of the id. It also constitutes a 

definitive indication cf Ftienne's *uilt, however, for it is ns a
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consequence of his supposed murder of ’Bruno that ho is finally

condemned, that his guilt is establishod hy the judges

La culpabilité de l'accusé ne fait aucun doute ... 
il a torturé son compagnon dans les latrines, l'a 
étranglé et a voulu faire disparaître le cadavre 
du parc. L'accusé est convaincu d'assassinat.

Thus, not only is Ftienne found guilty despite his innocence,

(for Bruno, in fact, committed suicide and was not murdered by

Stienne) but in psychological terms, and in keening with the

notions proposed by Freud, the establishment of his guilt deoends

upon and is consequential to the repression of his instincts.

The same fundamental point and indeed a number of the 

other considerations upon which our interpretation has so far been 

based are further illustrated by the enigmatic piece La Bicyclette 

du Condamné. The play depicts Viloro seated at the piano

struggling to master a simple scale. From time to time he is 

interrupted by the appearance of his lover, Tasla, as well as by 

the more violent incursions of the three men who ridicule his efforts 

from behind a wall (where they appear to live) and then emerge to 

torment and torture him and to make his task the more difficult 

by binding him in chains. Tasla meanwhile has highly ambiguous 

dealings with the three menj she first attempts, by running ■ 

through a veritable repertoire of orovocative and lascivious 

gestures, to attract Paso (apparently the leader of the trio) 

but fails, and is dragged behind the wall instead by Paso's two 

excited companions. In a second comparable scene, however, she 

specifically rejects Paso and deliberately invites the willing 

attentions of his two colleagues. Between these two scenes, 

moreover, she also appears in the r8le of Paso's captor, evidently 

charged with *he mission of delivering him for torture to some

f i
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unnamed authority. Tasla thus holds a k~y position in the play, 

albeit a highly puzzling one, consideration of which suggests 

that, according to a technique which we hav= already di cussed, 

Arrabal is presenting in La Bicyclette du Condamné two versions 

of a central theme, namely the love of Viloro for Tasla. There 

is, on the one hand, a pure "realistically" acceptable v-rsion of 

that love, exoressed by Viloro in the lyrical terms in which he 

addresses Tasla an'-' symbolised by his appealing and naive '’esire 

to be a great musician in order to please her:

VILORO: (Avec fierté) Tu verras comme .ie serai un grand 
pianiste ... J'arriverai même à composer.

TASLA: Tu veux composer aussi?

VILORO: Par i.' Je vais faire une chanson pour toi...
Je suis sot qu-'slle plaira beaucoup.

Against this, however, is contrasted an attraction based on

instinct, exemDlified by the behaviour of the three men -with

Tasla in the scenes described above. The purity of Viloro's

love thus depends on the repression of this instinctual basis: and

it is that repression which seems to be cleanly indicated by Viloro's

preoccupation with music, which, as we have seen, provides Viloro

with a means of expressing his love, and is surely an obvious

example of the process of sublimation, previously discus3od. The

reoression is further portrayed, moreover, in the image of Paso

being wheelad around in a cage: indeed Arrabal seems to stress

the point hy mddng it quite clear that,for Viloro, the fate tfc*t

is about to befall Paso (which in psychological terme denotes the

oroco3s of repression of the id) is closely bound up with the

attainment and expression of the mure love'which exists between

him and Tasla:

A chaque coup de fouetp ju'on donne au condamné 
envoie-moi un baiser. ' ^
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The same image also serves to hi ¿-blight the distinction that must 

b» marts, snrt which was already apparent from our description of 

the dealings between Tasla and the three men, between Paso snd 

his fellows. For while the th~oe collectively represent the id, 

and while much of Paso's behaviour i3 clearly in line with his 

rile in this content (his advances on ’’’asla for example) Paso 

individually also represents specifically that portion of the id 

which has b»en subjected to repression. Accordingly, in keeping 

with the psychological principles with which we are familiar, his 

energy (i.e. the energy of the id following repression) is itself 

channelled into the service of the super-ego and is used subse

quently to effect the process cf repression. Thus Paso also 

appears as. a restricting and restraining ir.flu-nce, as is quite 

clear when he seeks to prevent his colleagues respond'ng to Tasla's

provocations

le derrière le mur apparaît le bras nu et insinuant 
qui agite le ballon. L93 deux hommes regardent.
Ils vont se lever. Paso les retient. Le jeu insinuant 
du bras nu continue. * - 4

In his dealings with Viloro Paso arrears exclusively as an 

unambiguous figure of authority, whose behaviour represents the 

action of the super-ego, watching ov=r and ruthlessly criticising 

the nerformance of the ego. Paso tortures Viloro (the super-ego 

mistreats the ego), moreover, sign!fioantly, not on account of 

anything he has done wrong, nor- even as a result of the 'misdemea

nours' of his id, but precisely because of the success of his 

sublimation - playing the piano is Viloro's crimes

PASO, a Viloro: Tu sais bien que tu n'as ras le droit 
de jouer du piano.’^5

Indeed the more successful that sublimation becomes - the better 

Viloro plays his scale - the more harshly he is treated by Paso
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and the more the indications of his guilt (the fetters by which

he is bound) multiply. The whole process, which culminates in

Paso's brutal assassination of Viloro,(or, in psychological terms,

the death of the ego at the hands of the super-ego) thus strongly

recalls Freud's words in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety:1*^

The ego, which, on the one hand,knows that it is 
innocent, is obliged, on the other hand, to be aware of 
a sense of guilt and to.carry a responsibility which 
it cannot account for i07

and indeed seems to provide a dramatic illustration of the 

terms of Freud's discussion of the sense of guilt and the role 

of the super-ego in the evolution of guilt. That discussion 

in turn, as we have here explained, constitutes the last of a 

number of factors, (which we have considered at length) which 

support our central contention that the figures of authority in 

Arrabal's drama may be seen as expressions of the psychological 

notion of the super-ego.

I
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6 AX IvnaPaSTATIPN nF VI0LEUC3

Taken in conjunction with our previous findings, which 

established that the violence of the individual in Arrahal's 

plays may b» seen as the expression of instinct, or the id, 

our present discussion of the super-ego lays the foundation of our 

interpretation of the playwright's work. For it now becomes 

apparent that the fundamental opposition which we identified at 

the heart of that work may be seen in terms of the conflict 

between the instinctual impulses of the id, striving for satis

faction, and the harsh, violent, critical agency of the super-ego. 

Arrabal's play3, in short, depict the plight of the Napless ego, 

and its attempts to reconcile the conflicting demands of its two 

hostile ad, of course, unconscious masters.

It is precisely such an undertaking which we see set out
■I Q Q

in Concert dans un Oeuf / l 9 • The play is deliberately

constructed to depict two parallel, but ostensibly unrelated 

courses of action. Scenes 1, 3* 5 and J in each act portray the 

ultimately fruitless, but appealingly naive love of Filtos for 

Li, the vacillation of the latter between the attentions of Filtos 

and those of his rival, referred to as 'l'homme' and her final 

desertion of Filtos in favour of 'l'homme'. Scenes 2, 4 and 6 

of eech act, meanwhile, portray the disruption and ultimate 

destruction of the relationship between two young people by an 

older couple. It seems clear that these two conflicts, presented 

side by side, may be interpreted as a depiction of the battle 

waged on two fronts by the ego, according to the considerations set 

out above. In the ‘‘irst set of scenes, for examole, a distinction 

is immediately made between the ourity of Flltos' love for Li, and 

the relationship between 'l'homme' and Li, which is characterised
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by violence and overt sexuality. Tv,s distinction is apparent

in the first scenes *1 •fco'nsi® ' brutally mistreats Lis

File se jette aux pieds de l ’homme. "̂ lle lui baise les 
pieds. L'homme l'écarte d'unQnoup de ei=>d. étendue 
sur le sol, Li ne bouge plus ^-9

whereas Filtos lavishes compassion and affection en hors

Tl lui essuie le visage avec son mouchoir ... Il pose 
des fleurs dans les cheveux de Li^9T

and it suggests that the behaviour of 'l'homme' may be viewed in

terms of the instinctual impulses of the id, whilst Filtos' behaviour

constitutes the refined and modified version of the same basic

circumstance (i.e. attraction to Li), refined and modified, that

is, by the ego in accordance with the Reality Principle. Arrabal

demonstrates (and not by any means for the first time) the simole

rsychological tenet that what we call love or tenderness is

motivated by the instinctual alloy of sexuality and aggression.
This view, moreover, is suoported in the next scene (Act 1, sc.3)

by the fact that the success of Filtos’ courtship of Li, (which is

characterised by a belief in the undesirability of instincts

"Celui qui fait (j.a est sur, pour commencer, de ne pas aller au 
191paradis") is achieved at the expense of his rival. For, while 

Filtos is making progress with Li, 'l'homme' is being brutally 

mistreated by the two women, whose appearance has Punctuated the 

action from the cutsets

Les deux femmes sont pendues apres l'homme. Files lui 
tirent les oreilles. Files lui arrachent les cheveux.
L'homme, l'air résigne et impuissant tente de s'éloigner 
des deux femmes}?^

And this humiliation of 'l'homme' would se=>m to denote the reoression 

of the id which is, of course, a prerequisite in psychological 

term® of Filtos’ tender love for Li. The renressionj however, 

is neither complete nor wholly effective« in Scene 7 of Act 1
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Filtos himself chains up his lover and î m w  her forcibly v.vay, 

rscallinm the actions of 'l'howmo' in Peas® 1, mvis scene, 

which prefigures the hast scene o' the seonni act, denotes the 

'irst p*ap of the submission c' tho ego *o the demands of the id: 

for Filtos' act!'ns represent the involuntary invasion cf the ego 

by the unconscious forces of the id. This is announced in the 

previous scene by the physical ’ntrusion of 'l'homme' whilst Filtos 

and Li are sleeping, and indicated here by the fact that Arre.bal 

stresses that the actions performed by Filto3 in Scene 7 are 

executed mechanically, .just after he has woken, and as if he were 

still asleep«

Il saisit comme un automate, a demi endormi, son pot 
de chambre et le met dans la barque. Il prend sa 
couverture et, à demi endormi, il la met dans la 
barque. Toujours à demi endormi, il prend son 
oreiller et le met dans la barque.

The themes established in Act 1 are developed in the

second act of the play. Act II Scenes 3 and 5» for instance,

depict the climax of each of the central relationships, that of

Li with 'l'homme' and with Filtos respectively. They serve at

once to re-emphasise the instinctual basis of the former«

L'homme emerge de la barque, l'air las. La main de 
Li tente de le retenir. L'homme la frappe violemment*94-

and to maintain the distinction between the two, contrasting

Li's willing and obscene participation in Scene 3 with the

relative disinterest of her involvement with Filtos in Scene 5.

The latter scene, moreover, denotes a further stage in the

triumph of the id over the ego: Filtos tries unsuccessfully to

reconcile the demands of the instincts with the terms dictated

by the ego, submitting to the former in the form of the

temptations offered hy Li. This, however, only serves to

I
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illustrate the gulf that separates LI from Filtos: 

VOTT DP FILTOS: Tu as fini?

Lon» silence.

V m x  DP LT ! quoi?
VOIX DP FTLTOS: Je te demande si tu as fini.

Long silence.

VOIX DP LT: quoi?
Long silence.

VOIX DP FTLTOS: Merde1Q'

- a gulf already implied by her preference for 'l'homme' and giving

rise to Li's definitive rejection of Filtos in favour of'1'homme'

in the last scene of the clay. This scene in turn signifies

final victory for the id; the ego is not merely involuntarily

invaded by the demands of the id, as in the final scene of Act 1,

but is here forced to a conscious recognition of the id's suoremacy.

After pleading pitifully with his lover, Filtos is forced to acquiesce

and departs in despair, leaving behind him the final indications

of a pure and tender love which came to nothing:

Tl revient à droite avec un bouquet de fleurs, qu'il pose 
entre l'homme et Li. Ni l'homme ni Li, qui se bercent, les 
yeux fermés, ne font attention aux gestes de Filtos. -̂9°

The other series of scenes (Scenes F, 4 and 6 of each act)-

are ostensibly far less coherent than the story of Filtos, Li and

'l'homme' here depicted. Nevertheless these parallel scenes do

possess a definite thematic consistency. And, as Bernard Gille's

description makes quite clear, that consistency is provided by the

concept of cruel and relentless authority, embodied by the older

of the two couoles whose uneasy relationship they trace:

La jeune fille et le jeune homme des tableaux ?, 4, 6 
sont martyrisés par un homme et une femme. L'amour 
enfantin est saccagé, épié, souillé ou massacré nar la
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famille (Acte Is tableaux 4 et opte II: tableau ?), 
par les hono?avles voyeurs*(acte II: tableau 6), ou 
par la guerre (acte Ils tableau 4). ̂

As we have previously established, mo^eov^r, such a connect may

be vie'ved in the light of the psychological notion of the

suoer-ego. Indeed, while scenes 1, 3» 5 and 7 of each act of

Concert dans un Qeuf apo^ar to deoict the tension between e^o

and id, the remaining scenes apoear to portray the comnlementary

battle between ego end suoer-ego. The two young people renresent

the egos as Gille stresses they are united by a pure and tender

love reminiscent of that felt by ^lltos for Li, and with the

symbol of the coffin carried on by the couple at the beginning

of Act 1 scene 2 A.rrabal appears to suggest that the rurity of

their love is deoendent upon rerres3ion. results that rurity,

however, the young couple incur the criticism and wrath of

their older counterparts: the tension of the relationship between

the two couples is clearly nortrayed in Act 1 scene 4, while the

cruel+y of the suo9r-ego is recalled in the next scene (Act 1

scene 6) in which the young girl is brutally mistreated vy the

older womans

La femme tire violemment<<la jeune fills»>par les
cheveux Jusqu'à ce qu'elle baisse la tlte sur son travailJ^P

The traits of the super-ego are again strongly recalled 

in the second act, where the cruel domination of the older couple 

persists (they soy on the young.couple in Scene ? and interrupt 

their love-making in scene 4 to call the young men to perform 

hin duties in a war which brings total d°vastation to both couples) 

and culminates, in scone 6, in the brutal assassination of the 

young girl. The series of scenes thus ends with the Image with 

which it vegen, that of a coffin. fin th's occasion,-however, it 

seems el°ar that the coffin signifies not the r»oresfiion of the 

id by tho » -o, but the subsequent annihilation of the ego itself
I
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v,y a harsh "■nr? merciless sup^r—ego,

A.n °vftn "10^3 complete ni cture os the considerations which 

have occupied our attentions then that provided by Concert dens 

un Oeuf» however, is driven in the earlier Le Cimetière des '/oitures 

^ 9 5 7 This play may he analysed on two levels, for, as 

Perensuer points cut in the interesting examination of the 

struetureof Le Cimetière des Voitures which he carries cut in 

VHxil et la f<?"4monie, ''J the play presents three distinct 

universes which may he viewed both individually and in their 

intercourse one with another. It is our contention, moreover, 

that on each of these levels of interpretation may he discerned an 

illustration cf the psychological notions, and the relationships 

between th=m, which we have ’’reviously discussed at length.

The first universe identified by Perengu»r is th't of the 

three musicians, Hmanou, Pod ère end Topé. Here it seems clear 

that the eentr=l figure o* the leader, "’manou, may be taken to 

represent th.e emo, and •‘■hat his music, like that of Viloro, in the 

example considered earlier, renresents or is a result of a sub

limation of the instincts. Sublimation, as we know, incornorates 

reores3ion, and thus this contention is borne out by the presence 

of Fodere, personification -f the id, and significantly mute, 

since the id has been repressed, respite, or oossibl.y because of 

this repression, Hmanou has to endure the criticisms of mope, who 

from the outset is unconvinced of th« validity of the project uoon 

which the three are engaged, and criticises Hmanou '3 preoccupation 

with music (i.e. ‘he behaviour of the ego), not on aesthetic hut 

on morel grounds, again, significantly, by invoking a standard 

cf behaviour, and by pointing •vt that it is wrong«
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r'aill»urs, comm•? c'est tnt^rdit da inner nlnin air 
nous eourons le risque de nous '■'ire mettro en orison. '

"’ope +vus completes the trio hy appearing as a representative

of the super-ego, the agency which sits in judgment over the

nerformance of the ego, a role which he assures even tore fully

after pm^nou has rade love to Mia, when he allien himself to

Lasca and Tiossido and is instrumental in "rsnou'3 ultimate canture

(i.e. in the punishment of the e-o).

A similar organisation may he discerned in the world of

the car cemetery itself. Por M i a  is here caught between the demands

of the cars' occupants, whose whims it is her job to satisfy, and

the orders of ’>'ilo3, by whom her actions are directed. In this

universe, then, Mia. personifies the ego, while the occupants of

the oars collectively constitute the id^and Milos represents the

super-ego. And this interpretation is supported on two counts:

firstly, as Berenguer points out, the occupants of the cars are

totally irrational, largely incoherent and exclusively concerned

with the satisfaction of basic appetites:

Les seules preoccupations qui apparalssent dans cet 
univers clos sont d'ordre matérial.^02

They embody, in short, all we know of the id. Secondly,the

relationship between Milos and the occupants of the cars reflects

exactly the details of the relationship between super-ego and id

expounded hy Freud. On the one hand we know that the energy of

the id may he put at the service of, and perform the function of,

the super-ego, and this is precisely what happens in the episode

in which Milos ushers his 'guests' out of their cars to spy on his

wife making love with ,'manou. In addition we know that the

repression of the id, though dictated by the super-egor-is effected
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by the ego at the super-ego's behest. This point too is reflected

in the play. For as Berenguer again points out, Milos' ability to

manipulate his'guests' (as in the previous example) depends not so

much upon the fact that he dominates them, as upon the fact that he

obliges his wife to dominate them for him:

Mil03 ne se dresse jamais contre eux si ce n'est pas 
l'intermédiaire de Eila.“̂ ^

The third universe portrayed in the play, that of Lasca and

Tiossido, is arguably less developed and certainly less consistent

than the other two: the terms of their relationship vary as the

play progresses. Nevertheless one may still discern in the

depiction of the relationship between Lasca and Tiossido a certain

adherence to the psychological principles under consideration.

Initially Lasca appears as a super-ego figure: she is a

dominating matriarch who relentlessly drives Tiossido (who thus

here represents the ego) on to greater athletic faats. The letter's

athleticism, moreover, reuresents a sublimation of instinct, as is

powerfully suggested hy the parallel established *n the 3cene where

his breathless "un, deux, un, deux, ça vient, ça vient" accompanies

the love-making of Fmanou and Ella. In addition there is a clear

reference to what we know of the origins of the super-ego (i.e. the«
conflict between the opposing instincts of lo-'e and hate directed 

at the same object) centred on the visit of Lasca and Tios^ido to 

the car cemetery, which may be taken as a regression to the sta.ee 

of development which preceded th° emergence of the super e 'o. On 

the one hand that visit is made because Lasca is an object of 

rriossido,3 libido:

aujourd'hui je compte faire quelque chose dp mieux ...
On eut aller dans une voiture ... Pour une fois 
seulement. Personne ne s'en apercevra.-04

I
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.Vfcpn the two leave th- car cemetery, however, we ace that 

Tios^ido not only loves Lasca hut hates her as well. Indeed ho 

mis^roats and dominates her (much as she had previously dominated 

him) thus complementing his earlier outlook hy demonstrating 

the second o** the two attitudes Inherent i.n the origin of the 

s up er- ego.

Viewed individually, then, eaoh of the throe univs~=es 

identified hy Ferenpuer portrays relationships which may he 

interpreted in the li^ht of the psychological principles postulated 

hy Fraud. It is our contention, moreover, that these principles 

are also reflected in the relationships between '’hose universes, 

that Is, in the structure of the play as a whole. The throe 

universes identified; that of the musicians, that of the car 

cemetery itself, end that of Lasca and Tiossido, indeed, appear 

to represent, respectively, the s»o, the id and the super-e.-po.

For just as the function of the is to satisfy the demands of 

the id, so it is the musicians* role to serve the insistent 

demands of the occupants of the cars. In .satisfying the desires of 

the id, however, the e.po has to take into account the dictates of 

reality: thus the musicians serve the cars' occupants with music, 

which, as previously noted, represents a sublimation.205 Satisfac

tion of the instincts throu.-h sublimation, however, does not 

exonerate the e^o from the criticism of the suoer-esro: indeed, 

since sublimation depends upon repression, it is a direct cause of 

.puilt. Thus, in the play the musicians are pursued relentlessly 

hy the police because of their music (it is forbidden to play in 

the open air.) The sound of nollce-whistles punctuates the action 

as a constant reminder of their puilt. And just as the concomitant 

of yuilt in psychologic-1 terns is punishment by the suner-emo, so

I
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Smanou is finally confronted and ceotured by Lasca and Tiocsido,
■hound to the handlebars of a bicycle and wheeled away. Finally, 
the cruelty and energy of the suoer-ego in the execution of this 
punishment has its roots in the violence of the idj it constitutes 
in fact a re-direction of the energies of the id. That Lasca and 
Tiossido may b-> viewed as agents of the super-ego is thus confirmed 
by the fact that their quest for Fraanou, and adoption of the rSle 
of figures of authority dates from the moment they emerge from 
’voiture 2 ’, having spent part cf the night savouring the delights 
of the car cemetery.

Le Cimetière des Voitures thus appears, on two levels, to 
present the interplay of the psychological notions of ego, id and 
super-ego according to the principles set out by Freud and discussed 
earlier. As such the play is the most sustained and persuasive in
dication of the validity of the interpretation which we have 
developed, namely that Arrabal’s plays portray the attempts of 
the ego (represented in many cases by the individual, otherwise by a 
central group of characters in some way closely united) to reconcile 
the conflicting demands of the id and the super—ego (both represented 
through the use of violence).

I
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7 THE CONCEPT OF NIRVANA, AN UNATTAINABLE GOAL, AND VIOLENCE 
AS AH EXPRESSION OP REBELLION

In Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud summed up the aim of
mental life in the following terms«

The dominating tendency of mental life and perhaps of 
nervous life in general is the effort to reduce,to 
keep constant,or to remove internal tension due to

rvana Principle to borrow a term from

A new concept, the Nirvana Principle, was thus introduced to 
supplement the picture of the regulatory processes of mental 
life previously expressed in ths terms of the Pleasure and 
Reality Principles. The def'nition of the Nirvana Principle 
depended on the one hand upon Freud's identification of the 
tension engendered (particularly in the form of guilt) by the 
relationship between the ego and the super-ego in the manner we 
have traced, but on the other hand upon a re-statement of the terms 
of the Pleasure Principle itself. ’Ye have previously said that 
in accordance with the Pleasure Principle the impulses of the id 
strive for satisfaction. Freud noted that this striving could be 
seen as the creation of tension, experienced as displeasure, and 
that the satisfaction of instinctual demands (carried out by the 
ego in the light of the exigences of reality and of the suner-ego) 
amounted to a reduction of tension.20  ̂ In the light of these 
considerations it is clear that the internal tension due to stimuli 
referred to by Freud in the definition cited above derives from two 
familiar sources — from the judgments delivered by the super-ego and 
from the strivings of the instinctual impulses of the id. The 
Nirvana Principle sums up, in other words, the efforts of the ego 
in the oreeise situation which we have outlined at the_end of the 
srevious section (in its attemts to reconcile *he conflicting 
demands of id and super-ego) and states that those efforts are directed

I
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towards a specific objective.
Accordingly it is interesting to note that the individual 

in Arrabal's plays, like the ego in Freud's schema, is charged 
with the execution of a specific mission, the final objective of 
which is expressed in terms more than coincidentally akin to 
the objective of mental life, as defined by the psychologist. This 
latter, as we have here seen, consists in a reduction of tension 
or the attainment of a state of Nirvana, Nirvana being defined by 
Laplanche and Pontalis as "une état de quietude et de bonheur".
And the ultimate objective of the individual in Arrabal's plays, 
caught as we have seen in a situation which aopears to reflect that 
of the ego in mental life, is expressed in exactly the same +erms.
In Fando et Lis, for example, that objective is symbolised by the 
town of Tar, towards which the couple tirelessly proceed without 
ever making any real progress, and Tar for Fando and Lis means 
only one things

nous nous mettrons en route pour Tar et nous serons 
tris heureux. ^

Fando's words here, moreover, are echoed by Viloro in La Bicyclette 
du Condamné. For Viloro the objective is escape from his present 
circumstances - this, however, denotes to him exactly what Tar 
signifies for Fandot

pinQuand nous pourrons partir d'ici, nous serons heureux.
Indeed, throughout Arrabal's plays, the individual may be seen 
progressing towards an objective expressed in terms easily recon
cilable with the notion of the Nirvana Principle. There is a 
clear parallel to be drawn between the aims which motivate Arrabal's 
individuals and the aim of mental life as stated by Freud, a 
Darallel, moreover, which lends further support to the terms of 
our interpretation.

For the most oart, however, the attainment of the
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goal towards which they are progressing (or, in psychological
211terms the attainment of a 'state of Nirvana') remains a distant 

and unfulfilled impossibility. Fando and Lis, for example, get no 
nearer to Tar than the cemetery where Fando buries Lis after having 
killed her in a fit of rage, while Viloro, as we have seen, is 
overcome by Paso and himself dies at the end of La Bicyclette du 
Condamné. The seeming inevitability of the failure of the 
individual in Arrabal's drama to attain his objective may best be 
understood by further reference to, and indeed is summed up in,the 
roles played by the figures of the mother and the lover in the plays. 
Our previous discussion of the psychological significance of the 
mother revealed that, in the course of individual development, she 
holds two fundamentally important but seemingly contradictory 
positions. On the one hand we elaborated the evolution and 
significance of the mother, charged with the education of the child 
and thus necessarily perceived as an authoritarian figure, as a fore
runner of the super-ego. In the course of that elaboration, 
however, it became clear that the mother is also an important and 
indeed the original object-choice of the libidoi

the persons who are concerned with a child's feeding, care 
and protection become his earliest sexual objects, that is to 
say in the first instance his mother or a substitute for hér.2^

The duality revealed in our psychological examination of the
mother is reflected exactly in Arrabal's use of the mother figure.
In Le Grand Cérémonial, for instance, on the one hand Cavanosa's
notion of hanDiness, or the objective towards which he is progressing
is clearly identified with a previous state of bliss in which his

211mother played a fundamental râles J
Je sais qu'avec toi j'ai été aussi heureux qu'on Deut 
l'être. Tu m'as rappelé certaines choses ü nous-et je 
pourrais t'en conter d'autres que tu ignores. Je me 
souviens, j'étais jaloux de tout le monde. Lorsque
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nous sortions dans la rue je t'accrochais dans le dos 
un pantin ridicule pour empêcher les hommes de s'approcher 
de toi. 3t lorsque les gens se moquaient, tu croyais 
qu'ils riaient de me voir et tous les deux nous 
étions heureux.214

The trip around the world, which is the sym'-ol of that objective, 
moreover, was originally envisaged as an undertaking to he carried 
out in company with his mother. Cavanosa's mother in short is 
clearly an object of the imnulses of his id. As is the case with 
a number of Arrabal's characters, however, Cavanosa's infantile 
attempts to realise these aspirations are incompatible with the 
adult world in which he lives. The representative of that adu t 
world, and of the restriction it imposes, moreover, is once again 
none other th-n his mother. It is she who rails against Cavancsa's 
attempts to reduce the tension created by the strivings of Ms 
instinct, firstly with his dolls, anc subsequently with the succession 
of women he finds in the park.

The psychological duality of the mother, who is both the 
original object choice of the Ibido and. the forerunner of the 
super-ego is thus reproduced in Le Grand Ceremonial. Ctvanosa's 
mother is both the object of the impulses of his id, and a symbol of 
the suoer-ego; she is at once an integral part of the objective 
sought by Cavanosa and the obstacle to the attainment of that 
objective. The mother fiwurg (in this play at least) thus appears, 
as it wore, to embody the impossibility of the ego's task, playing 
contradictory rol̂ s on either side of the psychological schema.
'Is have further discovered, moreover, that in Arratal 'o ml,ays a 

similar position Is h-ld by the figure of the love". The lover, 

as was demonstrated by our brief examination of "le prince a t*to 

de chi an" in Les .'.me re IwaocM hks ->nd of Cylda in T e L-1 de 

Tarabhas. voth "f —horn ~»rn - 1 ~ncn objects of the 'mut.'en of V  ' 

instieot s* th» individual and symbols of the individual's -ueer-ego,
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is, like the noth“?, en e->'odi"ient of tha impossivilitv *f the 
situation facing tha ego.

Further recollection of the terms of psychologic"1
discussion points out, -oreover, that the roots of this inpossibility 
■msy be traced to the fundamental duality of the instincts. It is 
indeed orecisely because the mother is tha ob.iect-choice of the 
libido of the individual that she is also the forerunner of the 
sucer-e'-o. For if an object-choice of the erotic impulses of 
the instinct, she is the object of the strivings of the impulses 
of the id as a "’hole, of the aggressive as well as of the erotic 
components of the id. She is, in short, an object of hatred 
as well as of love. It is, moreover, as a result f th*5 individual's 
attempts to r-’duce the tension produced by tvis intolerable ambiva
lence that the "upor—e"o emerges. iccor̂ in-* to tĥ  process 
which we have elsewhere outlined in detail - the individual -sals 
with the ambivalent attitude felt towards the object by identifying* 
with that object, thus allowing the latter to be retained as an 
object of the libido, but also directing the aggression felt towards 
the object (as a result of its authoritarian function) back on to 
the self, in consequence of the formulation of the super-ego. "e 

have acid, moreover, that in a number of plays the position h*ld by 
the lover is a result of the displacement of attitudes originally 
felt towards the mother. Thus in Arrabal's drama the process 
which, in psychology, revolves around the mother, is centred on both 
the mother and the lover.

Thus the lover is first and foremost, as the name suggests,
■ n object choice of the impulses of the id and a sine qua .non of 
the reduction of the tensions created by the strivings of those 
impulses. He or she is ?°on as ~.n essential factor in the notion 
of 'happiness • /'r ich characterises the objective towards -hich the
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individual is »'ro-»res si ns t Pando will be happy in Tar with Lin;
Vi loro -.'ill attain happiness '.when he can 03care from his -resent
circumstances with Tasla. I? she is the object of the libido,
however, the lover is also the object of the aggressive instinct,
the object of hatred as well as of love. This situation is
clearly illustrated, as we h'.ve seen, in Pando nt I.is -.-here Pand.o's
tender affection for Lis vies with an ever—increasin'» cruelty
which finally causes her death. Vhere 'lov1 does not cause the
death of the lover (in which case of course the quest of the
individual has clearly failed) we say say, In psycholo »leal
tens, that sore measure of reduction of the ori-n.ary tension caused
"by the conflict which, derives frorn the duclitv of the instincts k̂ s
t’en achieved. This, however, is a hollo:/ victory. Por thrt
reduction is effected through the identification referred to above
whereby the lover nay, on the one hand, be retained as the object
of libido, but whereby the agression felt towards the lover is
directed back on to the self, and the lover becomes also a symbol
of the resultant super-ego. The lover, in short, as a result of
the duality of the instincts/e"erges as a repressive and restrictive
figure who reacts with violence against the v*ry process in which
(in the -uise of object-choice of the impulses of the id) she plays
such a fundamental rdle. Such is the substance of, and the
explanation of the paradox of the short play entitled Une Orange sur
le Pont de ’/«wins. Throughout this play Goya mistreats Lois, whom

he k-veos in a cage end subjects to the «-oat horrific of humiliations,f
’.which culminate in his branding his name bo tween her breasts with a 
red hot poker:

Je t •enfertnera.i pour toujours dans la cage! Jo nc to 
donnerai rien ?’ manner et je te hattrai toute3 les 
nuits pendant dos heures. Putain.' Putain.'
Goya la marque au f->r rowge (qu'il a retiri du feu) 
entro les deux seins.?!^
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Arrabal stresses, however, that so much violence is no more th?n an 
egression of, or at least an inevitable concomitant of, Goya's 
love for Lois:

II la regarde longuement et lui dit avec lenteur apres 
une longue pause, avec un amour infini:

Je t'aime.^l?
Lois, therefore, 13 the object of the impulses of Goya's id, and the 
actions of the latter reflect the full duality of those impulses.
In contrast to Eando et Lis, however, the play does not end with 
the death cf the lover, but with the alternative though hardly more 
satisfactory 'solution*. Lois is completely transformed: she 
adopts the characteristics of,and becomes a symbol of,the suoer-ego 
and (significantly in the light of our previous finding that the 
aggression of the id provides the impetus to the actions of the 
super-ego) directs against Goya the very violence suffered at his 
hand.

Both the lover and the mother in Arr=bal's plays, then, 
appear in two distinct and conflicting guises. Bach is primarily 
the object choice of the id, the means by which the tension 
produced by the strivings of the impulses of the id may be 
reduced, hut each also appears as a symbol of the super-ego, the 
figure who prevents or punishes the satisfaction of those strivings 
and who counters any reduction of the tension deriving from the id 
with an increase of the tension deriving from the super-ego. Each 
thus embodies in the plays the impossibility of the situation 
facing the individual. As we have established, however, the 
appearance of the lover and the mother in these two opposing 
roles, and thus the impossibility of the situation itself, 
may be traced back to, and may be seen as a result of^the duality 
of the instincts. The awareness of this point, moreover, is 
fundamental to an understanding of the two plays in the first
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half^*® of Arrabal 's work in which that impossibility does appear, 
at least partially, to be overcome, in which the individual does 
achieve some measure of success in the quest for '*Tirvana'. For 
,that success, illustrated in Le grand Cérémonial and Le Jardin des 
Délices, both of which plays end on a note of qualified optimism, 
is achieved as a result of the utilisation of violence in a third^9 
context, which may be interpreted psychologically as the expression 
of rebellion against the super-ego» And that rebellion depends in 
turn upon what aopears, in osychological terms, to be a displacement 
of one of the opposing attitudes, the conflict between which lies, 
as we have shown, at the root of the problem facing the individual 
and outlined above.

The process of rebellion depicted in the plays may best be
understood by further reference to Freud's description of the
psychological situation which precedes the emergence of the super-ego
in the course of individual development. The attitude of the
individual towards +he mother at this stage is characterised by
a mixture of love and hatred which reflects the duality of the
instincts. In a lecture entitled Femininity Freud makes the
following interesting statement with regard to this relationship!

even the mildest upbringing cannot avoid using compulsion 
and introducing restrictions, and any such intervention 
in the child's liberty must provoke as a reaction an 
inclination to rebellion and aggressiveness. £

The psychologist seems to he saying that while the aggression
felt towards the parent is essentially motivated by instinct, it
can take the specific form of, end find, a specific outlet in,
the terms of revolt against the authoritarian function of the narent. ? ? 1

Rebellion against the oarent is out of the question, however, or
apparently so, since the parent is also the object of l o v e ,  and any
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expression of the aggression felt towards the parent involves the 
individual in the intolerable fear of the loss of love. A measure 
of rebellion, however, is possible, as a result of displacement. Now 
we have already encountered the notion of displacement in an earlier 
context, but Freud makes it clear that displacement does not always 
have the effect of compounding the difficulties faced by the ego and 
reinforcing the tension which assails it, but may equally be used to 
reduce that tension. Speaking precisely of the ambivalent emotional 
attitudes prevalent in the early stages of the child's development,
Freud states:

If eventually a conflict breaks out between the two, it is 
often settled by the child making a change of object and di(ĵ  
placing one of the ambivalent emotions on to a substitute.

A reduction of the tension caused by the opposition of love and hatred
is effected, in other words, by transferring one or other of those
emotions from the parent to a substitute, rather than, as in our
previous example, transferring the whole affect in its full ambivalence.
Indeed the former course, the transfer of love to a substitute object,
is stated by Flugel to be a prerequisite for, or an essential factor
in,the normal development of the individual:

In all the more favourable cases of development, however, 
it is probable that even from the first the conflict 
between the primitive elements of love and hate and the 
newly unfolding ethical tendencies results to a great extent 
in the displacement and gradual sublimation of the former, 
and not merely in their repression or return to a latent 
state. The process of displacement here takes the form of 
a dissociation of the more erotic aspects of the child's 
affection from the loved parent, these aspects being thus set 
free for bestowal upon other persons.

We have clearly established that the impossibility of the 
situation confronting the individual in Arrabal's plays has its roots in 
the duality of the instincts. And just as rebellion seems impossible
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In the psychologies. 1 situation outlined in the first mart of ih« 
rreviou3 n-r-'-rarh becsuse it faces the individual with *he 
unbearable Possibility of the loss of love (since the object of 
any possible rebellion is also the object of love) so, in the clays, 
rebellion against the su"er-ego seems to be precluded for the 
individu" 1 precisely because the symbol of the suoer-ego is also 
the object of love, and thus an indispensable factor in the objec
tive he is pursuing. There is a clear analogy to be drawn, moreover, 
not only between these two situations but equally between the 
psychological solution outlined in the second part of the previous 
paragranh and the solution tentatively worked out by the individual 
in the two plays here under consideration. For in each of these 
plays violence is used as an exoression of rebellion, of rebellion 
consequent, moreover, to the displacement of either the erotic or 
the aggressive component of the id on to a substitute object.

'lie have already insisted upon the double rôle played by 
Cavanosa's mother in Le Grand Cérémonials she is at once a symbol 
of his happiness, of the objective he is pursuing, and the power 
that forbids that happiness and prevents that pursuit. The hatred 
engendered in Cavanosa by the second of these rôles is fully 
recognised by the mother:

LA MERE: N'est-il pas vrai que tu voulais me tuer?
CAVANOSAl (comme en rêve) Oui, je le désire de toute 

mon £me 2̂4
and yet, initially, it can find no concrete expression precisely 
because the mother occupies the first rSle as well. Thus, even 
when hi3 mother openly invites him to kill her, Cavanosa cannot 
and does not act:

LA MERS: avec frenesie" Frappe«' Frappe.' Frappe’
La mère présente son do3 <<au sacrifice#. Il lève 
encore le couteeu mais n'ose -as frapper.
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LA MERE: avec frénésie: Vas-y. Vas-y.' Lâche, 
tue-moi une bonne fois, lfiche.'

De nouveau 11 tente de le faire, mais n'ose oas. La 
mère se laisse tomber, haletants, dans un fauteuil 
au bord de la crise de nerfs.

The nearest Cavanosa can come to an expression of the hatred he 
feels for his mother and to a demonstration of the rebellion 
directed against her authoritarian domination is to pretend, 
pathetically, that he has killed her. A way out of the situation 
is provided, however, first by his dolls and subsequently by Sil, 
both of which provide convenient substitute objects for the aggression 
felt towards his mother. Cavanosa brutally mutilates his dolls 
and the fact that this action represents a displacement remains 
in no doubt in the light of the following conversations

CAVANOSA: Elles sont à moi, ces poupées.
LA MERE: Et tu as oublié aussi que tu gardes enchaînée 

celle-ci.
(Elle la montre)

CAVANOSA: Non.
LA MERE: Quel crime a-t-elle commis? Elle n'en a commis 

aucun. Tu veux seulement la voir souffrir 
comme tu souffrais.

CAVANOSA: Parce que toi, tu me torturais.
LA MERE: Mais je te torturais pour ton bien.' Et 

parce que je t'aimais J ,
CAVANOSA: Elle aussi, je l'aimais.
LA MERE: Et moi aussi tu m'aimais n'est-ce pas?
CAVANOSA: Oui.
LA MERE: Et pourtant, tu ne m'as jamais enchaînée, 

ni battue.
CAVANOSA: Je n'ai pas osé.
LA MERE: / ? ? 6Avec elle, tu as ose.

Similarly Cavanosa cruelly mistreats Sil, and Arrabal makes it 
equally clear that this too is a displacement of the aggression 
originally directed at his mother:
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SIL: Comment ouis-je vous inspirer uno tslle haine?
Ouels crimes dois-je expier? 3uin-je une 
victime de rechange? lui baissez-vous do la 
sorte?22?

The last of these questions is only too easy to answer - for like 
the dolls, 3il is a substitute object unon which the hatred 
Cavanosa feels for his mother may be worked out, through -hlch 
Cavanosa’s rebellion against the domination of ’-is mother may be 
effected.

Through the displacement of aggression in these
relationships rnoroov̂ r* Cavanosa to aohirtvo a rûnuc-
tion in tha tension fhich derives fron tho duality of v is instincts*
is is ov"p.ooc;n̂  iĵ tho sc-̂ no in -vhioh Cavr-nosa *qffftrs f Sil

(the reel-cement object of his agression) to his mother (the o'ject
of his libido), a gesture which -••9 nay interpret psychologically
as at least a provisional reconciliation between the opposing
forces of love -nd hat®. This in turn facilitates the guarded
optimism of the final scene of the elay, where "the vision of "'Tirvana',
in which his mother '»as originally a central features

tu disais que lorsque tu serais grand, tu m*emmènerais 
dans une voiture d•enfant pour que je ne me fatigue 
pas, et que tu me ferais parcourir le monde 22'

is realised, though his mother is replaced by e further substitute
in the Person of Lys. Arrabal makes it quite clear, mo-eover,
that Cavanosa’s objective is able to bo realised in this scene 
precisely because the contradictions which have previously precluded 
its realisation have been resolved. Tor aggression is no longer 
in conflict with libido, but rather complements it« the mixture 
of violence end eroticism is no longer the.causo of tension, but a 
totally acceptable expression of love«

CAVA'JOSAi Je vous tuerai, vous.
LYSl Pourquol?
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CAVANOSA: Par amour.
\ 229LYS: Alors, ce serait très beau.

The individual in Le Grand Ceremonial thus achieves some 
form of rebellion against a figure of authority by directing aggres
sion from its original object, who is also the object of love, and 
on to a substitute. Le Jardin des Delices also appears to depict 
the notion of rebellion through the use of violence, but in this 
instance as a result of the displacement of love rather than 
aggression, i.e. of the other component of the conflict which derives 
from the duality of the instincts. Interpretation of this play is 
complicated by the two time levels involved: Arrabal supplements 

' his presentation of Lais' present circumstances with flashback 
scenes depicting her early youth. From the latter, however, we 
learn that Lais had neither father nor mother. The first object 
choice of her libido was not therefore her parents, but Miharca, a 
companion in the convent where she was brought up, as is confirmed 
by the overtly erotic terms of their relationship:

Miharca retrousse ses jupes et montre son derrière
210MIHARCA: Si tu m'aimes tant, baise mon cul.

The complementary function normally fulfilled by the parents, 
i.e. that of affording care, protection and education to the 
individual, is carried out, meanwhile by the nuns. As is normally 
the case with parents, moreover, the fulfilment of this function 
brings with it a restriction of the liberty of the individual, 
as is specifically illustrated in the scene where Lais is put in 
solitary confinement 'to teach her a lesson'. Significantly though, 
from the point of view of the interpretation here developed, Miharca 
plays the part of a nun in a number of the flashback scenes: it is 
in this guise, indeed that she rails at Lais' ingratitude:
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Voyez connue vous vous révoltez contre nous - Vous qui 
n'avez ni père ni mère et nous qui vous avons 
receuillle?31

Miharca, in other words, plays both parental rôless she is in 
short (as much as Cavanosa's mother in the previous example) both 
an object of love,^-^ being’ the object choice of Lais' libido, end 
an object of hate, being also (when a nun) a repressive figure of 
authority, a symbol of the sup9r-ego.

Lais' attitude to Miharca is, th=n, fundamentally ambivalent. 
Accordingly, as in the previous example, one of the two components 
of that attitude is transferred to a substitute. In this case, 
ho?/ever, it is the erotic component which is displaced on to Teloc, 
whom Lais meets when she temporarily deserts the school for a walk 
in the country. Téloc is thus Miharca's replacement, as is indi
cated by the fact that, when Lais takes Miharca to meet Téloc, the 
latter appears only after Miharca has left. As a replacement for 
Miharca, moreover, Téloc is the object of Lais' libido, as is confirmed 
by her adoption of the characteristic, masochistic position identified 
previously.

The effects of this displacement, however, are not 

instantaneous. Sven after the separation of the erotic and
«

aggressive components of her instinct, Lais' id is subject to 
repression, in the form of sublimation. For Lais has become an 
actress and her present situation appears clearly to reflect a 
sublimation of the instinctual impulses of which Miharca ad Téloc 
were formerly the objects. She now lives cut off from the world 
in the company of the semi-hum-n, inarticulate 7enon, a s,ymvol of 
her reorcseed desires. Téloc and Miharca, meanwhile, have lived 
together in a relationship the terms of which reflect exactly their 
respective rSles as representatives of the id and super-ego« just 
as the function of the super-ego is to repress? the impulses of the
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id, so T^loc avows that his supernatural abilities have been
’•.•rested from him as a result of Miharea's dominations

Tu te souviens comme j'étais capable d'accomclir 
toutes sortes de merveilles; eh bien.' aujourd'hui 
elle m'a privé de presque toutes mes facultés.-34

The rea-oearance of Téloc and '»iharca in Lais' life signifies 
the rekindling of the conflict "»hieh led to the displacement 
of love on to Téloc. Because of that displacement, because 
Wiharca is no longer the object of Lais' love, however, Lais is 
now free to revolt against the domination of the super-ego.~It 
is precisely such a rebellion which we see acted out at the end 
of the play. And significantly her revolt is brought to a 
successful conclusion as a result of the re-mobilisation of the 
instinctual »nergies that have beer, subjected to repression* for 
it is Zlnon who finally vanquishes Miharcs. The result of the 
rebellion, moreover, is the attainment of 'a stats of nirvana', 
symbolised by Téloc's trumpet playing, and characterised by the ab
sence of tension deriving either from the super-ego (the police 
clear Lais of all guilt relating to the death of Miharca) or from 
the id (Zénon's desires are satisfied and he is united with Lai3 

in the giant egg).
Le Grand Cérémonial and Le Jardin des téli ces are 

primarily interesting as examples of Arrabai's use of violence in 
a third psychological context, that of rebellion. It should be 
noted, however, that even in these plays the apparent optimism 
expressed is by no means unequivocal . In Le Jardin des polices 
the sense of hope conveyed by zénon's ability, at the end of the 
play, io speak normally,is attenuated by the fact that it costs 
Lais her own ability to articulate* she lapses into the mode ef 
speech which has previously characterised Zenon. A similar question
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mark i3 ml red against the 'hapay ->nd ' of Le Omnd Oérén-nl'-l hy 
the fact that even as Cavnnosa and Lys deoart joyfully on their 
trip around the world the familiar and foreboding sound of a polios 
sirnn is heard in the background. That ootimism there is »"iressed 
hy the endings to these two plays is thus a guarded optimism which 
seems to he lacking in complete conviction. Lesoite the apoarent 
success of rebellion in Le Grand Cérémonial and Le Jardin des T^lices, 
therefore, the overriding impression left hy Arrahal’s plays is that 
of the insurmountable impossibility of the task,which consistently 
ends in tragedyfeither (in psychological terms) with the definitive 
repression of the id (as in Le Tricycle) or more frequently, as we 
have seen, with the death of the ego at the hands of a merciless 
super-ego (Le Labyrinthe, Le Cimetière des Voitures. La Bicyclette 
du Condamné etc.)236» 3̂7
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8 A BASIS F03 EXPANSION

The interpretation of the notion of violence in Arrabal's 
drama which -.ve have here formulated seems clearly to counter the 
more harsh and possibly less carefully considered accusations which 
were raised by commentators against the playwright's work, particularly 
in the late sixties. We have shown that Arrabal uses violence not 
indiscriminately and to shock, as has been suggested, but coherently 
and consistently in the creation of a composite picture of the psyche 
of the individual, the terms of which closely reflect the findings 
as to the nature and structure of personality which emerge from the 
psychological writings of Freud. Violence is used in Arrabal's 
• plays to express the workings of the psychological concepts of id 
and super-ego (and, in the last two plays ccnsidered, of rebellion): 
the opposition ’which lies at the heart of the author's oeuvre 
reflects the conflicting demands made upon the ego, and the torment 
of the individual in the plays suggests the plight of that ego in 
its attempts to meet the claims of its two relentless and ruthless 
subconscious masters.

Such an interpretation, however, brings us face to face 
with a second more carefully considered and thus more serious 
category of criticism which has been levelled at Arrabal's work.
In The Theatre of the Absurd F33lin, for instance, writes of 
Arrabal's playst

All these are wild and extravagant inventions, full of 
obsessive cruelties ... they lack a general human concern.
These Inventions segm rather the compulsion rituals of a 
private neurosis.'5-1''

In a similar vein, '.uicharnaud, though politely conceding that
"Arrabal shews gr°at ''romlf'e", claims that:

hp fails...to transf' *ure unhappiness and personal fantasies 
into contemporary and universal situations;-39
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Both critics thus rut forward tbj vî w, which has heen echoed 
hy others, thst Arrahal'3 work derives too closely from the terms 
of his personal experience to he generally accessible or universally 
significant. The interpretation "h'ch we '-■ova given sho’'e, moreover, 
does little to gainsay such an affirmationi indeed it appears 
rather to lend weight to the view out forward hy Guicharnaud and 
Fsslin. iiot only have we viewed violence as a means of individual 
self-expression, as the expression of forces, in other words, which,
though not necessarily exclusive to the author himself, remain

240essentially personal, hut, far more significantly in the limht 
of the claims of Guicharnaud and 3ssiin, we have specifically based 
our Interpretation upon an indication of the impetus provided to 

' Arrabal’s creative writing hy an unusually rich hiorraphy. From 
the outset we have suggested that a consideration of the personal 
concerns of the author provides the key to en understanding of 
his plays. Our interpretation indeed has evolved out of an identi
fication of the personal concerns of Arrabal's life and depends 
upon the contention that these determine th-= nature of the fundamental 
situation depicted in his drama.

In -.vhat follows, however, it is our aim to provide a 
refutation of this second important category of criticism. The 
second part of our thesis indeed comprises an attempt to counter 
the charges put forward hy 33slin and Guioharnaud hy demonstrating 
that violence in Arrahal's drama may he.viewed not only as the 
expression of *he personal subconscious, hut in addition, and at 
the same time, as the expression of a force which transcends individual 
and personal concerns, which possesses universal significance and
relevance, and which, most significantly since we are dealing in the

241field of drama,“ is made rally accessible hy the terms of its
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expression. '7hile we propose an alternative interpretation based, 
in effect, noon a redefinition of the concert of violence, it should 
be stressed that this does not constitute a retraction of the 
proposals already made, the validity of which remains, in our opinion, 
certain, but rather an expansion of those proposals, justified as 
we shall see by a further parallel which may be drawn between Freud 
and Arrabal.

As we have repeatedly stressed, Freud was primarily concerned 
to construct a picture of the psyche of the individual. In what 
has gone before we have expounded in detail the observations upon 
which that picture was based, and indeed those observations in turn 
h've provided the basis of the interpretation of Arrabal*s work 
which we have here formulated. Central to ’•’reud's schema, as we 
have noted, was the notion that the incessant striving for pleasure 
(according to the Pleasure Principle) or, in his later writings the 
incessant striving for a reduction of tension (according to the 
Nirvana principle) which motivates the instinctual behaviour of the 
individual is inhibited and interrupted by the restrictive demands 
both of reality and more significantly of the super-ego, which is 
thus an active source of displeasure (or of tension) in the individual. 
In Civilization and its Discontents, however, Freud put forward 
the notion that a similar source of displeasure on a collective 
level was the set of rules which man has made for himself, and to 
which, with what Freud suggests is a misplaced sense of achievement, 
he has proudly «riven the name civilization. This observation led 
Freud to posit and to discuss at some length the similarity between 
the educative process of the individual and that of mankind as a 
whole«
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'.Vhen ... we look at the relation between the process of human 
civilisation and the developmental or educative process of 
individual human beings, we shall conclude without much hesi
tation that the two are very similar in nature, if not the 
very same process applied to different kinds of object.^?

For in the history of mankind civilisation has a function exactly
similar to that of the super-ego in the history of the individuals
both are forces of repression and restriction and both r»ign by
instilling guilts

the price we pay for our advance in civilization is a loss 
of happiness through the heightening of the sense of guilt 243

and by inhibiting aggression, the most dangerous threat to the
stability of civilizations

Civilization has to use its utmost efforts in order to set 
limits to man's aggressive instincts.

The parallel drawn between the r$le of the sueer-ego in the develop
riant of the individual end that of civilization in the development
of mankind is supported, in the light of this last assertion, by a
similar parallel which Freud draws between the id of the individual
and mankind's desire for liberty and freedom. The suoer-ego is
the agency which creates displeasure for the individual through
repression, civilization is the agency which creates displeasure
for mankind through repression. In the individual it is the
instinct (or id) which is repressed by the super-egos for mankind
civilization denotes an inhibition of liberty. And just as in the
course of individual development the existence of the id preceded
the erection of the super-ego, so in the course of the development
of mankind, the freedom of man was an original state which preceded
the emergence of civilization:

The liberty of the Individual is no gift of civilization.
It was greatest before there wan any civilization...The 
development of civilization imposes restrictions unon it... 
what ~akes itself felt In a human community as desire por 
freedom ... may spring from the remains of their original 
'personality which is still untamed by civilization.
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In Civilization ■'nr its riscor.t̂ nts we may perceive rn
att'-mot by Freud to expand the knowledge of +he individual mr.ined
through observation into a universally valid nhilosoohy of mankind .
The terms of that expansion surest, moreover, that those factors
in Arrabal’s drama -which we have hitherto viewed as symbols of the
personal concert of the suser-ego may also be viewed as symbols of
the universal concept of civilisation. Similarly, if we accent
Freud’s contentions, what we have previously seen as an expression

P d ftof the id may equally be viewed as what Freud calls the ’liberty’
•which preceded civilisation and was restricted by civilisation.
There i3, moreover, every justification for proceeding along 
precisely these lines. For just as Freud expanded his observations 
of the psyche of the individual into a philosophy sf mankind, so 
Arriba1 expanded his awareness of the concerns which smarmed from 
his individual and personal biography into a philosophy. As we 
have previously stated, one sf the most fecund periods of Arrabal’s 
career was -arkedend stimulated vy his preoccupation with ’panique’ 
philosophy and by his involvement, together with Jodorowski, Sternberg 
and Topor in the ’monvement panique'. There is, moreover, a marked 
resemblance, as we shall see, between the ’panique’ nations pro
pounded by Arrabal et al. during this period, and the ideas adumbrated 
by Freud in Civilisation and its Elsoontents. For both revolve 
around the central notion of civilization as a repressive and 
restrictive force.

’Vhile the first part of our thesis has demonstrated the 
coherence of Arrabal’s use of violence by viewing his work as the 
product of the stimulus provided by a biography, the second oart will 
show the universal validity of the theme by viewing his work as 
the product of the stimulus provided by a philosophy. It will be
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shown that violence may be viewed as having not only personal but 
collective significance. Prom the second and complementary inter
pretation which follows, it will become evident that Arrabal's 
plays are the fruit not merely of a private neurosis, but of a 
universal condition, that they present not only the conflicts 
which assailed one man but also those which assail mankind.
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NOTES TO PAST ONE
All references to Arrabal's plays in this thesis are to the

edition published hy Christian Bourgois (Paris). Dates in square
brackets refer to the composition of plays. The following plays,

however, were originally published by Juillard:
Oraison, Les Deux Bourreaux, Fanco et Lis, Le Cimetière des 
Voitures, in Théâtre 1 (Collection Les Lettres Nouvelles), 
Juillard, Paris 1958*

Guernica, Le Labyrinthe, Le Tricycle, Pique-Nique en Campagne,
La Bicyclette du Condamné in Théâtre 2 (Collection Les Lettres 
Nouvelles), Juillard, Paris 19&1.

Le Lai de Parabbas (under the original title of Le Couronnement.
sec Note 75 to Part 1 of this thesis), Le Gr°nd Cérémonial, 
Concert dans un "ouf, Cérémonie cour un Noir Assassiné ia 
Théâtre 3-4, Julllârd, aarls 196«;. ‘
All entries under FREUD, Si’mund refer to the Standard Edition

of the Complete Psychological Corks of Freud (24 Volumes, abbreviated 
as S.E), translated from the German under the general editorship 
of James Straehey, in collaboration with Anna Freud and assisted by 
Alix Straehey and Alan Tyson, published by the Hogarth Press and 
The Institute of Psychoanalysis, London. Dates of composition 
given in square brackets. Dates of oublioation of 3.E,given in the 
Bibliography (pp.385-386).
1 3CFTFRES, Alain Entretiens ?yoc -»rrshsl. Editions 

Pierre P°lfond, "aris ln59, n.1 0 7.

5

7

"Je crois avoir un tort pour un écrivain*celui de oossêder une 
biographie riche en ohenomenes bigarres, en événements marquants'*, 
in SCHÎFRES, Alain, op.cit., p.lll.

SCHTFRHS, Alain op.cit., 0.I3.

RAY"OND-**UNDSCUAtJ, Françoise» Arrr.hal , Classiques du XXe Siècle
Editions Universitaires, Paris 1972, p.

SCHIFRES, Alain op.cit., 0.I3'.

R AY v 0 ND-VUNISCEAU, Françoise» loc.oit.

ARRABAL, Fernando ^aal
Pari ?3^yl°ne A 959/ Christian ’’ourgois, 

s 1 9 7 1, Tv? pp. Originally 
published 19?9 by Juillard (Collection 
Les Lettres Nouvelles)
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8 SCHIFRB3, Alain op.cit., p.15

9 RAYMONI-VUND SCHAU, Françoise» op.cit.,

10 SCFIFRES, Alain op.cit., p.13

11 ARRABAL, Fernando Baal Babylone

12 SCHIFRSS, Alain op. cit.,D.28.
Mercedes fi ures in Baal Babylone as Aunt Clara, and the young 
child's enforced involvement in the production cf erotic pleasure 
for his aunt is repeatedly alluded to in the novel. See for 
instance pp. 72-3»

Bile m'appellait et j'allais dans sa chambre. Avant, 
c'était elle qui venait dans la mienne, puis c'est moi 
qui suis allé dans la sienne. Dans sa chambre des images 
qui représentaient les stations du calvaire était fixées 
au mur. Mais nous ne récitions plus les prières du matin 
et elle ne me lavait plus la figure avec le gant de crin. 
Tante Clara m'attendait, nue, & plat ventre sous les 
draps blancs...

and the more explicit descriptions on pp. 63/4:

Je devais frapper tante Clara très fort et elle ne 
se plaignait pas. On n'entendait que son halètement ... 
Elle se mettait k genoux et se cachait les yeux de 
ses mains ... Tante Clara, ensuite, partait dans sa 
chambre sans m'avoir lavé la figure ni avoir récité 
avec moi les orières du matin...

and p.126:

Tante Clara m'a frappé avec la ceinture. Pour qu'on 
ne nous entende pas, je n'ai pas crié. Puis elle 
les a pris tous les deux dans ses mains froides. Je 
lui ai dit que ça non. Tante Clara a dit que le Christ 
n'avait Das hésité k souffrir pour nous sauver. Elle 
me les a serr«3 petit à petit. Alors, j'ai crié.
Tante Clara respirait comme lorsque je la fouettais.

13 ARRABAL, Fernando

14 ARRABAL, Fernando

Baal Babylone. 0.I33.

Lettre au Général Franco, Collection 
10/1$ Union Générale d'Editions,
Paris 1972, n.34. 
cf. also ibid., p.30:
Je n'étais qu'un enfant témoin d'un 
brasier et d'une frénésie de mort que 
je ne pouvais analyser et qui s'imprimai' 
dans ma chair et dans ~'on 9mo cor'me un 
for rouge."

15 cf. SCIFRHS, Alain op.cit., p.?9i
"Chat elle le mélange du q.exe et ''0 
reli 'Ion u'ost réalisé dans tete sa 
« pureté»*, hors de toute connaissance. "

16 The incident is ree~rded in Paal ’aav.ylone, pp.2?-é.
I
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17

in

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26 

27

23

29

30

31

32

SC"TFHFS, Alain op.cit., p.29.

An account of these children's groups is »Ivon in Lettre mi 
(janar»! fra n co , pp,37—9*

AFHA3AL, Fernando Lettre •: Oer.~"r 1 T--r. ro, p.45.
See also the further acnol,nt »he 
form of education undergone *\v Arrabal. 
ibid., pp.67-8.

Arrabal took .treat ?rida in his duties as an altar-hoy, for 
example, as is evident from Baal Bavylone, pp.63-9.

A33A3AL, Fernando 3aal Babylone, p.74.

SCHIFHES, Alain op.oit. p.12.
One letter amongst those discovered was 
particularly disturbing in this respect.
It came not from Arrahal's father, hut 
from the orison director, and it requested 
Arrahal's mother to caase writing to her 
husband 3inoe her letters upset'him too 
greatly. The prison director's letter, 
however, was the only real evidence to 
support Arrabal's suspicions.

In 1?68 A.rrabal returned to ?urg03 in an attempt to gather 
Information which would help him piece together the history 
of his father.

3CHIFFES, Alain op.oit., p.15.

ibid., p . 2 8 .

He still returned home for holidays, however.

Once again Arrahal fell under the jurisdiction of the Esoolapian 
order, responsible for the direction of the college in Tolo3a 
in which his apprenticeship was carried out.

A33A3AL, Fernando Lettre au Général franco, p.K0.

He had been sent to Valencia by the paper company.

At school, of course, the reading “aterial available was 
closely monitored and heavily censored, as Arrabal explains 
in SCTrTIF3ES, Alain, op.cit., p.20.

3ee 3CTTIF3ES, Alain, op.oit., pp.31-3-

See HAYMOHD-f'T'HESCHAU, Françoise, op.oit., pp.17-18.
"Sans un sou il arrive a sb faufiler dans les 
tvéâtres qu'il fréquente assidûment. 'En Esoagne 
il existe quelque chose que l'on appelle «la claquert.
Vous assistes è la première sans rayer, mais en ayant 
1 'obilga*î on d'apolaudir.' A cftté dos morceaux traditi on
nels ... il a l'occasion de voir, montés par des troupes 
étudiantes, les piSce3 intéressantes. On commence è cerlor 
de Brecht et des auteurs modernes."

I
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oo. cit., p. 35«

op. cit., p.37 «
"On est tree >5 »rj en sana, on peut lire* 
écrire. ...Ce sfe.iour m'a lté très 
utils. Va vie est un vrai conte ce 
fies. Si un .tour ,1e n'ai plus de 
quoi manger, .je redeviendrai tuberculeux, 
,1'irai dans un sana. .le serai b'en.
Von avenir est assuré."

in a rare production of Kafka'e The

113

Arrabal, Coll. Théâtre de tous les 
temps Sephers. Paris 1970, p.71» 
"L'humour préside à la naissance du 
momement panique. Les circonstances 
de sa formation n'ont pas une simple 
valeur anecdotique. La théorie de 
la confusion est née au «Café de la 
Paix>7, a Paris. Le hasard, déjà, y 
avait reuni Arrabal, Topor, Sternberg, 
Jodorowsky en un colloque mi-sérieux, 
mi-farceur."

37 RAYMONE-MUNDSCHAU, Françoise op.cit., p.23.
A detailed examination of 'panique* 
theories is made at the beginning of 
Part Two of this thesis (pp,133ff.)

3# See pp.236-238, where Arrabal's association with Breton and his 
links with Surrealism are discussed.

39 The text of the lecture is reproduced in Le Panioue (ed.
ARRABAL, Fernando) Collection 10/18 Union Générale d'Editions 
Paris 1973, 188 pp.

40 There is much in Arrabal's ’panique' philosophy which is 
reminiscent of Jarry's science of 'pataphysics. Both Arrabal 
and Jarry share a distaste for traditional explanations of the 
universe, a belief in the significance of chance or accident, and, 
of course, a sense of humour. It is therefore interesting to 
note that the invitation to Arrabal was made at the suggestion of 
Ross Chambers, himself a 'pataphysician.
For a study of 'pataphysics see Fvergreen Review, Vol.IV, no. 13, 
May-June I960, New York. Issue edited by Roger Shattuck and 
Simon Watson Taylor and entitled "What is 'Pataphysics?"

41 Unscripted theatrical events, resembling and operating on the 
same principles as "happenings". The "éphémère panique" is 
discussed in Section 3 of Part II of this thesis, pp. 246-254.

42 SCHIFRTS, Alain "Arrabal» le theatre panique" in
Réalités No. 252-, January 1967, p.5 7.

33 SCTIFRFS, Alain

34 cf. SCriFRFS, Alain

35 He played thé title rôle 
Warden of the Tomb.

36 cf. G ILL'0 , Bernard

I
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43 This association is examined in Section 3 of Part II of this 

thesis .

44 RAYMCNI'-MUNI!SCVAU, Françoise: op.cit., p.25.

45 Arrabal's defence included the contention that he had written 
not'la patria1, but'la Patra', short for Cleopatra, the name of 
his cat.

46 Arrabal fives a detailed description of his arrest, imprisonment, 
and trial in SCHIFRSS, Alan: Entretiens avec Arrabal, pp.45-54.

47 KNAPP, Pettina L. & "L'Affaire Arrabal Español"
MORRIS, Kelly The trama Review, Vol.XIII, no.l

(T 41) 1965, p.f;7•

48 SCPIFRES, Alain Entretiens avec Arrabal, pp.48-9.

49 As dictated by the author's directions which precede the play.
See Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux fleurs ¿Í969] in Théâtre VII 
(Théâtre de Guérilla), Christian Pourvois, Faris 1969, pp.11-14.

50 Viva la Muerte (1971), J'irai comme un Cheval fou (1973) and 
L'Arbre do Guernica (1975)•

51 Quoted by RAYVCTTP-MUTOSCFAÜ, François»: op.cit., p.22-3.

52 While Arrcbal himself continues to live in Paris, his work, at 
least, has cone cut of exile. Since the death of Franco 
Arrabal's plays have been freely staged in Madrid and elsewhere 
in Spain. See the article entitled "L'Autre Joue d'Arrabal" by 
Ernesto Gonzales PERMEJO in Politique Kebco, no.258, 21-?7 
February 1977, PP«37-39«

53 ARRA.BAL, Fernando Le Grand Cérémonial ^196_3/ in Theatre III
Christian Pourvois, Paris i960, pp.23-144.

5d ibid., p.66.

55 SCPIFRES, Alain

56 ARRABAL, Fernando

57

Entretiens avec Arrabal, p.29.

Le Jerdjn des Felices in
Thbftre VI, Christian Pourvois, Paris. 
I960, pr.13-128.

ibid., p.50.

58 ARRABAL, Fernando Sur le Fil on la Bell ad »
_  Christian pourgois 

(118 pp. includes Spanish

u mrnin ^entorne 
. Paris 1974 
version).

59 i b i d . ,  p . ? l .

6c  i . » .  Paal Babylorie an d L e t t r e  au Général  f r a n c o .

61 SCFIFRED, Alain Entretiens avec Arrabal, p.lr.

I
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c? ARRA?£L, Fernando Les ’»lu ’ourse;.UT A 9867 in Théâtre T.
Christian «purgoir , Paris 1968, pp.3'-60.

63 ARRAB'L, rern':ndo Oraison A 9 e^7 in Théâtre T, no.19-34.

64 SCTIFRFS, Alain Entretiens avpc Arrabnl,

6e DAFTWYLFR, Jean Jacques Arrabal, Fdi tions L ’Ace d'Homme Lausanne,
Switzerland 197', 164 pn.

66 •It is Interesting to note that the a-bivalence felt by Arrabal
for his mother, for religion end for Spain persisted ev»n after 
the author had ostensibly made a deliberate choice of the latter 
courre of action, by removing himself to Paris. It emerges very 
clearly from Baal ’abylone, for instance, that despite everything 
Arrabal remained instinctively drawn to his mother. Thourb he 
has rejected the type of organised religion which marked his 
childhood, Arrabal is quoted by Charles Wnrowitz in an article 
entitled "Theater of Panic" (New York Times Magazine, December 
3rd 1972, p?.4P ff) as sayings

"Although I am considered to be very revolutionary, 
people ignore the fact that I believe in God - even 
though X admit I find the face of religion horrible. 
Nevertheless in my feelings I am still very religious 
- by v/hich I mean that I am linked to God"

Similarly, though resident in Prance since lp'5, Arrebal has 
steadfastly refused to contemplate giving up his Spanish 
nationality. While Arrabal has apparently turned his back 
on each of the three major influences of his youth, therefore, 
it is clear thr-t the author's feelings are far less unambiguous 

* then his actions. To a certain extent, at least, the ambiguity 
of each of these factors has followed him in his exile.
Despite Arrabal's conscious rejection of his mother, of religion 
and of his homeland, each continues to exert a significant hold 
over him. With resDect to the second of these influences, 
moreover, it is interesting to find an identical 'dualism' of 
attitude towards religion reflected in the writings of both 
Ionesco and Genet.

67 ARRABAL, Fernando La Bicyclette du Condamné ^.9 52/in
Theatre II, Christian Bourgois,
Paris 196ft, pp.197-238.

68 She also recalls the oerson of Aunt Mercedes, or the Aunt 
Clara of Baal Babylone in this context.

69 ARRABAL, Fernando Bella Clao, La Guerre de Mille Ans
A 9 7 2/ Théâtre X , Christian Bourgole.
Parie 1972, 86 pp.

70 ARRABAL, Fernando Jeunes Barbares d'Aujourd 'hui ¿\97%J,
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1975, 46 pp.

I
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71 Simpson died during the Tour de France in 1967 as s result of 
drug abuse. According to colleagues he had been persuaded to 
take stimulants largely against his will. A law was promul
gated in France in 1966 forbidding the use of stimulants and 
other drugs in pursuit of better achievements in sport.

7? ARRA.BAL, Fernando 

73

75

Jeunes Barbares d 1 A.u.iourd 'hul. p.ll. 

ibid., p.14.

74 The focal point of a large oroportion of Arrabal's plays is 
the actions and concerns of a single central character, such as 
Etienne in Le Labyrinthe, Viloro in La Bicyclette du Condamné. 
Cavanosa in Le Grand Ceremonial, etc. In otĥ -r nlays, however, 
tho same central role is played by a pair (cérémonie pour un 
Voir Assassiné) or group of characters (Le ""ri cycle, Jeunes 
Barbares d 1 Au.lourd 'hul ) assailed as we shall see by problems 
exactly similar to those which normally confront the single 
individual. In what follows, therefore, the term 'individual' 
when applied to Arrabal's plays, is used to denote not only a 
single central character, but also a central pair or group of 
characters, as appropriate.

Le Labyrinthe £l95£7 in Theatre II. 
pp.43-102.

ha Lai de Br-rabbas £<)&4/  in ^hgatre IV, 
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, no.21-166 

Then originally Published in Theatre 3-4. Editions Juillard,
Paris lc6f, this play bore the title Le Couronnement. The play 
was slightly altered and the new title adopted when it was

ARRABAL, Fernando 

ARRABAL, Fernando

references
in the series published by Bourgois in 1969. All

are to th rgois ed3 rave

77 ARRABAL, Fernando

78 ARRABAL, Fernando

79 ARRABAL, Fernando

Le Tricycle /Î9537 in Theatre It. 
pp.103-170.

Cérémonie pour un Hoir Assassiné 
in Th?>tre III, pn.ld^-^gp.
Le Ci el et la Berce ^ 9 7 0?J in 
T? éâtre Tv. Christian Pourgois, Paris 
1 9 7 2, pp.19-96.

80 i.e. the deuiction of authority in the nlays reflects the
ambiguity and harshness of the author!tarian/orctective figures 
in Arrabal's own life, as oerceived by the author. The 
presentation of the behaviour of the individual in the plays 
similarly reflects the bewilderment and perplexity engendered in 
the author by the figures of authority which dominated his life, 
as well as the author's naive subjective assessment of his own 
behaviour measured against the (objectively unreasonable) 
standards dictated by those figures.

•el DAETTYLER, Jean Jacques op.eit., 0.27.

82 ibid.

!
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83 Co-ta:n plays may of course be individually interpreted alone 
thee,» liner, but we are hero ccrra-nec to indicate the overall 
coherence of the ".-hole of Arrabal'e work.

?i AHRABA.li, Fernando Le CÎel et la Verde. P.37
Pc ibid,, p.91

86 ARRABAL, Fernando »’ando et Lie /Î9r67 in «-heftre I, 
pr.6l-l??.

87 GILL17, Bernard op.cit., pp.?9-30.

89 ARRABAL, Fernando Une Orange sur 1° Vont de V*nus /? 7 
in Th88tre XI, Christian Bourgois. 
Paris 1976, pp.89-96. This play is 
discussed in detail on pp.93-94.

89 ARRABAL, Fernando L ’Architecte et 1 ’"empereur d'Assyrie 
/19667 in Thf>Stre V (Thi>?.tre Panique), 
Christian Bourgcis, Paris 1967, PP-75-197

90 WATSON, J.P. Behavior: An Introduction to Comparative 
Psychology. H . Holt. New York 1914.
See also 'VATSON, J.11. Behaviorism 
Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago 195^*

91 DOLLAR!, J., MILLER, IT.17., Frustration sr.d Aggression.
MO'.VRHR, 0.?’., BOOB, L.ïî. Yale University Press, New Haven 1939.
and SEARS, R.R.

92 cf.MANNONI, Octave % Freud: the Theory of the Unconscious 
,/l968/ first published as Preud, 
Editions du Seuil, Paris 1968. 
Translated by Renaud Bruce. Pantheon 
Pooks, London 1971, p.145:

"Anglo-Saxon analysts, influenced by a 
biological philosophy founded on the 
struggle for survival, heve found it 
quite natural to make aggression a 
reaction to frustration".

93 BOLLARD et al. op.cit., p.l

94 FROMM, Erich The Anatomy of Human Lestructiveness 
¿1970/ Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 
1974, p.104.

95 ARCHER, John "The Psychology of Violence" in 
New Society. Vol. XLII. no. 784. 13th 
October 1977, 0.64.

96 ARRABAL, Fernando Oraison A9577 in Theatre I, po.19-34.

✓
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97 LOREMT, Konrad On Aggression ¿ 19637, Methuen, London 1966
The views expressed by Lorenz in On Aggression aroused considerable 
discussion, an interesting side-effect of which was a resurgence 
of interest in, and a reconsideration of the significance of, 
Freud's own instinctivist theories of aggression, which had 
received but scant attention from many of his followers for so 
long aft’r their formulation. For criticism of Lorenz's views 
see the important collection of essays entitled Man and Aggression, 
ed. M.F.A. MONTAGU, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1968, and 
also the section on Lorenz in FROMM, Erich, op.cit., pp.44-61, 
where Fromm questions the validity of Lorenz's tendency to 
make pronouncements on human behaviour on the basis of his 
observation of animals. For a study of aggression which 
defends Lorenz's views, on the other hand, see STORR, Anthony,
Human Aggression, Pelican Books, Harmondsworth 1970.

9? The evolution of Freud's theory of aggression is discussed in 
FROMM, Erich, op.cit., pp.*81 et seq. and summarised by James 
STRACHEY in the editor's introduction to Civilization and its 
riscor.tents in FREUD, Sigmund S.E.Vcl.XXI, po.61-3.
Until the publication of Beyond the Pleasure Principle in 1920, 
Freud's view of aggression seems to have been vague and confused.
He seems indeed to have pursued two separate lines of thought 
simultaneously, suggesting in Three Essays on the Theory of 
Sexuality , for instance, on the one hand, that aggression
was a component factor cf the sexual instinct, and on the other 
hand, later in the same paper, that aggression arose from a 
source which was in fact independent of sexuality. Though 
Freud rejected the latter hypothesis in Analysis of a Five 
year old Boy ¿iQOo/. both notions again appear in the same paper 
when Instincts and their Vicissitudes is oubli shed in 191c.

9^ The possibility of a Freudian influence on the comnosition of 
Pique Eîque en Caraoagne, Le Tricycle, Fando et Lis, cérémonie 
pour un Uoir Assess!nê, Les T'ht Bourreaux, Le Labyrinthe,
Oraison (and effectively also of Le Cimitière des Voitures,
"hich Arrabal wrote immediately after leaving Bouffëmont) can 
be discounted therefore.

100 i.e. after the composition cf orchestration Théâtrale, Les
Amours TnoossMles, Concept, dans un Oeuf, Guernica, La M o v e 1, ette 
cu Concern^ and La Communion ~o!.gr:ncIIc (in addition to the 
plays composed before leaving Boufffemont and listed above.) 
Subsequently, of course, Freud actually ’appears’ in Arrabel's 
drams as e character in the 1971 play Ls Grande Revue du Theme 
M o d e  (in Tvcatre IX, pp.97-18o)".

101 FREUD, Sigmund Beyond the Pleasure Principle £ 9 2 0 7
in S . E . V o l . x y r i l , p n . l —64.

10? FREUD, Sigmund Civil i •’”t * ~n -rd its Ti so~’~.ter,f s £.Q30<7 
in S.E.Vol.-'TT, pp.^7-145.

103 ibid., p.l??

I
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104 The ° ’o ir that area rf the mental apparatur, part conscious 

and part unconscious, which, acts a? an intermediary between 
internal stimuli and the external world. Because 1 1 includes 
all that iR conscious it is the only pert f the entire psychic 
structure with which on other human hein/ can make contact»
An examination of Freud's use of the term is made hy James STRACHEY 
in the editor's introduction to The Ego and tie Id /*!??l7 
h ,Vr ' • *"I~X. pr. 3-11. As Robert ‘.7A5LIER points out in Basic 

T-vr" ef ?sye'~eanr-lys 1 s.Trhocher Rooks, Nev: York 1?64, p.l6a, 
however, the ego is essentially a teleological concept, defined 
hy Freud hy reference to its function, description of which is 
given helow.

10* Freud effectively suggested the sene rrocess in different words 
in his formulation of the Constancy Principle, which stated that 
Man's behaviour was directed at the achievement of a state of 
minimum possible tension. An awareness of the Constancy 
Principle, in turn, is necessary to an understanding of the 
later Nirvana Principle, which is discussed on pc. 88-9.

106 cf. BERNE, Eric A Layman's Guide to Psychiatry find
pp y c V Q r-. P. f: 1 v g i is . ¿19417. Penguin Books, 
Harmondsworth 1971, p.891
"the normal human being may change the 
speed, the manner, the frequency or 
the object of his gratifications as he 
grows up. These changes are greatly 
influenced by the Ego, usually in 
accordance with the Reality Prinoipla 
He learns that certain ways of getting 
satisfaction often lead to greater 
dissatisfaction in the long run, so he 
tries to be more sensible about it."

107 Repression: pushing something into the unconscious, or a flight 
from awareness of instinctual impulses. See also, however, 
note 139.

108 FREUD, Sigmund On Narcissism: An Introduction ¿19147 in 
S.E.Vol.XIV. p d.67-102.

109 FREUD, Sigmund Civilization and its Discontents. S.E. 
VolVxxi, p.118.

110 cf. MANNONI, Octave op.cit., p.134.
'Now the ego became an "object" an image, a vestige of past 
identifications; the ego of narcissism could not coincide with 
the ego of the inhibition of drives and of the control of motility 
... ¿Preud7  presented an aspect of the ego which was completely 
unexpected and confusing for the analysts of the period.'
(emphasis in original).

111 TOLLHEIM, Richard Freud, Fontana "odern Masters Series.
Fontana/Collins, London 1971, p.179.

112 FROMM, Erich op.cit., p.6C0.

I
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113  Freud describes his own grandson's persistent re-enactment of the 

departure of his mother, for instance, in B«y-nd the Pleasure 
Pri no irle '1.", Vcl. X'.'III, pp. 1/1-16.

114 FREUI, 3i rmund

115

116 FREUD, Sigmund

117 FREUD, Sigmund

IIP

Beyond the Pleasure Principle S.E.Vol. 
XVIII, p.20.

ibid., p. 36.

An Autobiographical Study ¿192*7
" , D.'éy. *”

Th'- Economic Problems of K’aeochism 
in ?. E. V c 1. v T X, no.1^7-172.
ibid., p.163.

119 Som« obscurity surrounds the relationship, in Freud’s writing, 
between the death instinct and aggression. In sore instances 
he appears to view aggression and the death instinct as eynonomous. 
Elsehwere, as here, however, aggression seems to hold a secondary 
-osition being the direction outwards of a part cf the death 
instinct, the remainder of which continues to operate within 
the personality as primary masochism. Freud fails to explain, 
however, either how the death instinct is harnessed and directed 
outwards in the form of aggression or indeed why it should he 
that a portion of the death instinct escapes this orocess.

120 ^RFUD, Sigmund f; vi1 it btion and its Disconten tB
S.E.Vol.Y”I, p.119.

121 ARRABAL» Fernando Le Grand Ceremonial, p.34.

1^2% "Topicality is the 
psychical anoarati

theory *vhich die. tinpuishes the oerts 
JR ?.nd permit? them to he represented

of the 
as if in

space, without that representation having any relation to a real 
anatomical disposition»"
M'’Fieri, Octave op.oit., p.15 2.

123 FP.31T, Sigmund Tvc " w  and ■‘he Id /192x7 in S E Vol.XIX,
pp. 1-031

124 FREUI, Sigmund

125 cf. BERÜS, Frio

126 FREUD, Sigmund

An Outline of psychoanalysis ^ 9 3 j_n. 
s.f .v c I.w v t i x. P . U 57

op.cit., p.74.
"Thus the F^o is the ’organ cf mastery’. 
The energy for this function is obtained 
from part of the libido and mortido 
energy which is gradually split off in 
infancy and becomes separated from, and 
actually in many ways an opponent of, 
the-primitive libido and mortido 
energy.

The Question of Lay Analysis /5-926/ in 
".Vo! .XX. 0.201. “

I
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1?? F3ETO, Sigmund • Tr, * — ''• ~•* -r * o n  p~.v''o-
-i-'i-iyri- ;i <?•>:?/in =.f ?In t h ̂ ££'”i' r>ff 'ir j* pr'rijf «a+r> + ftf* • "Tho
ego develops from oorcelving the 
Instincts to c * r. t r c 11 i ng them... we 
might say that the ego stands for reason 
■nr good senro while the id Ftrr.de 'or the 
untamed pe^si^ns." ihid., p.76.

1?8 fSS’JT, SI,‘round

finding cut th° circumstances in which 
those intentions can heat he achieved."

1?9 It ir. indeed clear that the theories put forward in The ?:~o and the 
Id were to & large extent influenced h,v Freud's keen desire to 
align hi° cost recent findings (particularly the notion of a 
death instinct) with the schematic model which had served him so 
well in the past. As many commentators have pointed out, however, 
the ingenuity which. Freud brought to boar on tvis task led him in 
a number of cases to gloss over certain difficulties inherent 
in his argument. A detailed enalysis and elucidation of these 
does not lie within the scope of this thesis, but it should be 
noted that Freud fails in particular to make it adequately clear 
exactly how his latest assertions fit in with his previous concept 
of the key notion of repression. As we have noted, Freud consis
tently thought of regression as the consequence of a conflict of 
instincts. In his original schema repression was the result of a 
<r r.flict between the sexual instincts and the ego instincts i he 
was later forced to revise that view but stated instead that the 
conflict between Eros ard Thanatos produced repression. In both 
the old and the new theories, moreover, as we have now discovered,

N the ag°nt of repression is the ego (and an understanding of this 
central fact is essential to the future development of our own 
argument), since in each case it is the ego which has the task of 
moulding the demands arising from within to a form compatible 
with the demands made from without. The parallel between the 
two schemas is not as exact as Freud seems to suggest, however, 
for the relationship between the ego and the conflict cannot be the 
same in both cases. In the first instance that relationship 
is relatively simples the ego merely acts at the behest of one of 
the conflicting tendencies (the ego instinct) and against the other. 
The conflict which engenders repression (ego instinct v. sexual 
instinct) is thus reflected exactly in the action of repression 
(ego v. sexual instinct). In the second case, however, the picture 
is far more complex: the ego is not driven by only one cf the 
conflicting tendencies, since the ego was itself a part of the id 
and therefore derives energy from both the id's components; nor 
is the ego concerned to control only one of the id's components, 
but it has to control the id as a whole. The relationship 
between the c-nflict which engenders repression (here Eros v. 
Thanatos) and the action of repression (here described by the 
introduction of a new conflict: ego v. id) is thus far from 
clear in this second instance. Certainly Freud does not intend to 
suggest that the ego/id conflict directly replaces the Eros/Thanatos 
conflict in his thinking, but at the same time he fails to clarify
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adequately how the two fit together (and such clarification in 
this instance is essential). He does not, in other words succeed 
in elucidating the complex relationships whose evidence is implied 
hy his attempt on the one hand to maintain the Eros/Thanatos 
conflict as the cause of repression while at the same time 
reinstating the ego (which acts upon the id) as the agent of reores- 
sion. Such attempts as there are to deal with these complexities, 
indeed, only serve to reinforce the suspicion that, in his desire 
to fit new wine into old bottles, Freud has, in some measure 
at least, sacrificed accuracy and clear thinking fcr the sake of 
neatness:

"Towards the two classes of instincts ^the libido and the 
death drives^ the ego's attitude is not impartial. Through 
its work of identification and sublimation it gives the death 
instincts in the id assistance in gaining control over the 
libido, but in so doing it runs the risk of becoming the object 
of the death instincts and of itself perishing. In order to 
be able to help in this way it has had itself to b e c m e filled 
with libido! it thus itself becomes the representative of 
Eros..."

FREVT, Sigmunds The Tmo and the Id. S.E.Vol.IIX. p.*6.

130 Or, more precisely, by an alloy of the two comoonent instincts 
of the id.

132 For the distinction indicated by the two parallel courses of
action in the clay is, in psychological terms, the distinction 
between the b-haviour of the ego (the preparation for communion) 
and that -f the id (actions of the necrophile). To our central 
assertion that the violence of the individual in Arrabal's plays 
may be seen as r-n expression of the id, should thus be added at 

» this point the complementary proposition, which, as we shall see 
is equally important in the formulation of an overall interpre
tation of the author's work, namely that the non—violent individual 
in Arrabal's work may be taken to represent the ego, or more 
precisely that the behaviour of the individual when not violent 
represents the performance of the ego.

131 AIRAPAL, Fernando
Theft re V~TTh4?tre rani cue)i pa. 19-20.
La Communion Bolennelle in

133 AHRAB’L, vPTncn^0 Les Amours Impose j M  ee T' AfTtre V
(Theatre Panique) op.?0-f0•

1 3d ibid., p.31.

13? ibid„ p. 34

1 36 ARRABAL, Fernando bestialitS Eroticue A 9687 in Thettre VI, 
pp.129-146.

1 37 ibid., p.1 3 5.
138 FRETT, Sigmund Tntroducto-.v .Lootures on rsychoanalysls

of. FRSrr, Sigmund Pn Werclsslem. !• n Introduction e.
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139 F3STT* f-i-^und XnP^inf^tP -ri'3 *} p i y V i c i p f. i * d f* r
•' n r jip. 11^9-] CÇ. Thîs paper
was thus written bnfr-e th« ^ormul•tion of 
the nation rf s death instinct hut, es w» 
shall rhovv, ar.tiei-ates later develornent, 
particularly in itp + r‘’at"'snt o '0 masochism

T'. c. Defence 'fech.-nisms dealt ""* th in + his upper r°re subl imation, 
intro jeotirr., reversal and repression. Freud thus Fes'"? to imoly 
that re-ressionjwhieh he here define? as "turning somethin? away 
and k*PDlnr it at a distance, from the c-nscious" (p.147) is a 
seocrste tyre of defence mechanism fTm which sublimation, etc. 
may he distinguished* This, however, rather misconstrues the 
rosition of regression in the catalogue of the ego's defences.
For, while it is true that repression may operate in isolation, 
it is a universal mechanism (as is apparent from Freud's other 
writings on the subject) which is present in the operation of all 
other defence mechanisms. Sublimation, for example, involves 
repression (nlus an additional process)« the oh.iect of the 
instinctual impulse is banished to the subeonsci-us and additional 
re-laced in the conscious mind by an site-native. He'resslon 
therefor® has a far more widesnresd sir-nificanc° than one micht 
g?tu«r f-om Inrt!nats anJ their Viois-itudee. It is moreover in 
this more oeneral sense i.e. pa r- defence mechanism and as the 

sire n'n o'* the operation of all other defence
mechanisms that the term repression is used in the present thesis.
An interesting critique cf Freud's use of the term repression may 
he found in WA.CI’TTYRE, Alasdsir: Th.° Unconscious, Reutledge 
Fegan Paul, London 1°^* See particularly pp.69-71*

14C FRElTD, Sirmund Inst incts  anJ th c j r  V ic i ss i tudes 
F . " . V o l . vTV, p. l?7*

141 FREUD, Sigmund The Economic Problem of Uasoch.iem 
?*".Vol.".TI, ?.l£H
Freud here further complicates the issue 
referred to in note 1 1 9» without providing 
sufficient elucidation or justification 
of his assertions. The death instinct 
is first directed upon the self, then 
directed in cart outwards by the libido 
as aggression,leaving another portion 
operative in the interior (primary masochism). 
We now find that the first portion i.e. that 
which has been directed outwards can "in 
certain circumstances" (but it is not 
clear what these circumstances are) be 
re-directed inward's where it constitutes 
secondary masochism.

144 ARRABAL, Fernando

142 ARRABAL, Fernando

143 ARRABAL, Fernando

Le Jardin des iéllces. 0.P9.

Le Ciel et la Merde, p.31
La Jeunesse Illustrée ^.966J in 
Théâtre V (Théâtre Panique). pp.47-?4*
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145 FREUD, Sigmund Three essays on the Theory 0T Sexualitv 
A9057 in S.E.Vol.VTI, p.loOt
"We should rather he inclined to 
connect the simultaneous presence of these 
opposites ^sadism and masochism/ with 
the opposing masculinity and femininity 
which are combined in bi-sexuality - 
a contrast which often has to he reDlaced 
in psychoanalysis hy that between activity 
and passivity."

146 FREUD, Sigmund The Economic problem cf Masochism in 
S.E.Vol.XIX, p.162.

147 FREUD, Sigmund New Introductory Lectures on Psycho- 
analysis S.F.Vol.TXII. 0.7 3.

14« ARRABAL, Fernando Le Ciel et la Merde. p .PP.

149 FREUD, Sigmund Group Psychology and the Analysis of 
the Ego /l9217 in S.E.Vol.XVIII. o.79n.

cf. FLÏ!G"L, J.C. The Psychoanalytic Study of the Fa.milv 
International Fsyoho—analytical 
library. Hogarth Press London 1939,
p. 21.

%

"...the child's early conative tenden
cies are able, to a relatively large 
extent, to work themselves out without 
any serious opposition, hindrance or 
modification caused by the presence of 
other conflicting tendencies within the 
mind. The child's mind is a relatively 
dissociated one! incompatible thoughts, 
emotions, feelings and desires may 
successively invade the seat cf con
sciousness, lead to their appropriate 
reactions and be but little modified or 
checked by one another."

150 FREUD, Sigmund An Outline of Psychoanalysis S.E.Vol.XXIII. 
p.146.

151 ibid.

152 FREUD, Sigmund The Ego and the Td S.E.Vol.XIX. o.?9.

153 iwa., P.33.

154 ibid„ p.34.

155 ibid.

I56 FRSUE t Si/̂ m un New Introductory Lectures on Psycho- 
analysis O.X.Vo.1 .XXII, 0.62.

Mote also Freud's words in An Outline of Psychoanalysis S.F.Vol.XXIII, 
P.l46i "The parents' influence naturally includes not merely the 
personalities of the parents themselves, hut also the racial, national and family traditions as well as the demands of the immediate social 
milieu which they represent,," , which reinforce the assertions made in 
“the neyt prr&rr&oh•
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12|y
FREUD, Slrmund ?T?V/ Tn * TN"> d UC* t C T*V Ijp f* Of) pRyCV'O“

enrlysir S.E.Vol."HI, p.lCO

vRE'T, Sigmund Civilisation pr»* ita îisccntents
• TT* VYT -t 1

ARRABAL, Fernsndo Le Labyrinthe, P.<38.
One migbt fisc point to tbe childish- 
ness of Bruno’s behaviour wbich is 
ovident particulerly from Vicaola’s 
description of tbe ’games’ sb.e and 
Bruno us.od to play together (p.64).

The samp sequence 
ilolr Assassiné*

cf event.s is depicted in Cérémonie cour un 
The black François d ’Assise (the id... ) is

a'Tiierei by JerSme and Vincent, because he has vilified their 
love for Luce by sleeping with her (... is repressed by the ego) 
and JerSrae and Vincent are arrested (...end the ego is punished 
hy the super-ego which em^-ges after the repression of the id).

ARRA3AL, Fernando Le Labyr; nthe, p.p9*

ARRABAL, Fernando Les leur PourreauT, p.42.

Because« as we have seen, the ‘nfluence of the parents extends 
Beyond their individual personalities into further areas (see 
n.156) from which, significantly, many of Arrabal’s symbols are 
d rawn.

And which has its root, of course, in the author’s relation
ship with his own mother.

ARRABAL, Fernando

ARRABAL, Fernando

LAPLA'lOKS, Jean end 
PONTALIS, J.?.

Fando et Lis, p.67.

Les Amours Impossibles, p.3£

Vocabulaire de la Psychanalyse, P.U.F., 
Paris I973, p.117.

FREUE, Sigmund The Claims of Psychoanalysis to Scien
tific Interest /19137 In S.E.Vol.XIII,
p. 16B.

ibid., p.173.

Illogical because the displacement of both opposing affects, 
originally attached to the mother, on to the lover, precludes 
the possibility of the normal development of the individual, 
which,as we shall later have cauce to explain, deoends upon the 
displacement of one only of those affects on to a substitute.

FREUD, Sigmund yew Introductory Lectures on Psycho
analysis S.E.Vol.XXII, p.69.

Which reminds us of the origins of the super-ego in the violence 
of the id.

ARRABAL« pernendo Et ils passèrent des t.’enottes ;ux Fleurs,
P. 20.

I
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174 FHEtTT, Simund Civilization and its Discontents S.F. 
Vol.XXT. p.lST

1 7? ibid., pp.I08-9.

176 FREED, Sigmund The Emo and th* Td S.E.Vol.yTX, p.*4

177 JOT^S, Ernest The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud. 
Penguin Books, Farmor.dswcrth 1964, p.896.

178 FREUD, Si muni An Outline of Psychoanalysis S.E.Vol. 
77.111, p.206.

179 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lahyrinthe. p.100.

180 Arrabal describes thr s pi^ee as "...ma vie d'alors représentée 
telle quelle. Avec une fidélité absolue." SCKIFRES, Alain* 
Entretiens avec Arrabal, t>.1?7

181 ARRABAL, Fernando La Bicyclette du Condamné, op.212-3

182 Note that Paso end his colleagues live behind e wall, out of 
sirht. The symbol (the harrier between the subconscious and 
the conscious is commonly symbolised by a wall) seems to euoport 
the terms of our interpretation.

183 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Bicyclette du Condamné. 0.214.

I84 1 ih i d p . ? ?0.

IP* ihid., p.208.

186 FREUD, Sisrmund Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety /I°?67 
S. E. Vol. v t . nr,. 7e—17e .

187 ibid., p.1 1 7.

188 ARRABAL, Fernando Concert dans un Oeuf /1r cP7 in "héâtro TV, 
pp.167-261.

IP? ibid., p.17 6.

190 ibid., p .178

1? 1 ibid., p.188.

192 ibid., p.190-1.

193 ibid., p.216.

194 ibid., p.237.

I95 ibid., p.245.

196 ibid., p.260

197 GILLF , Bernard op.oit., p.ff.
198 ARRABAL, Fernando Concert dans un Oeuf, n,209.

I
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199 ARRA^iL, Fernando hr Cimetière doe Foi •‘"rps £\ nclJ 5 n 

Th^tro T f r^.lP3-?TP.

?C0 Anr^l I.^yjl r?t If Coré^oni p . prç" * ?r
d~Arr».hv ~  Co 11 è ̂.--n 1 o/l 0

Union Générale d'Fditions. Paris 1977» 
3?7 p?.

201 ARRAEAL, Fernando Le Cimetière des voitures. o,141

202 BFRF’TGU^R, Anpel op.cit., p.297.

203 ibid, p.290.

204 ARRAEAL, Fçrn&ndo Le Cimetière deg Voitures, 0.I65.

?0f The idea cf Fmanou's music as a sublimation is reinforced
by a parallel which appears to be drawn between this activity 
and his love-makinp with Ilia. The latter indeed seems to 
be an 'unrefined ' version of the 'oraer, as is suggested 
when lila points out that the latter has been carried on 
at the eTpense cf the former, to the detriment, in other 
words, of Fmanou's duty in fulfilling his rile as a musicians

"Mais F^anou, il faut que tu ailles au bal .louer de la 
trompette" (p.lAO).

206 FRFTE, Sigmund Beyond the pleasure Principle S_F.
voi.r/m, m.cs

?C7 "te Constancy Fri nciple. See note lOf.

20 ° LA?L"TCrF, Jean and
PONTALIS, J.'3. op.cit., p. 3 31

?r9
*

ARRAEAL, Fernande Fando et Lis, r,.109.

210 A APAL, F^rnanno La ?icyel«*te du Qondamne. o.21c

211 ~e use th® t»rm '’lirvana' here and in what follows, of 
courre, still in the sense defined vy F-»eufi,

212 FhFMI, 3irmund On Narcissism, an Introduction <
F.r.Vol.vTy. r>.cT.

cf* An Ar,tline Psych 0analysie T.*\\'el,vr'TTit n*lFcj

"This first object e mother's bresEt/ subsequently becomes 
oo~o1ete"' into *fce •.•.•ho'« person of the child’s mother, who 
not only feeds him vut il"o looks after him end thus arouses 
ir. hi” many other physical, sensations pleasant end unpleasant. 
r-y her care of the child’s vody she becomes his first 
seducer. In these two relations lies the root of a 
mother’s importance, uniquA, without. parallel, laid down 
unalterably for a whole life-time, &e +be e»j*ot and Ptr^asest 
love-object, and as the prototype 'f all- later love-relations”.

21J This of course is totally lomical, since, as we have seen,in 
the errlieRt period of childhood the id "ei,mns supreme. 
Instinctual impulses, in other words, are freely satisfied
end tension absent.
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2 1 4  A R T " ? " L ,  '’ ‘• r n e n d o  L -̂ G w - r  ■ - A - A - o r i - ,  1 , r . c 2 .

’If op.57-60.

21f APRAT'.L, F<",nr.r.'?o I’n<- Cr:.nr'~ =u--- 1« I'ort do ’.'¿rue, r,9f

217 i vid.

21P see note 237.

219 In addition, that ifi, to itr. use as rn exoression of the Id 
ard the super-eyo reepecti"ely•

’22 7r!'I, Sigmund New Introductory Lectures on Fsyeho-r
analysis n.r.Vol.'~yTI, pTTTT.

221 Freud appears to he eayi r.p that, In addition to heir.f primarily 
an oT-reseion of instinct, expression may, in certain circum
stances, he viewed as a conditioned reaction. Fe thus peoi-g 
to add a rider to his central instinctivlst. theory of expression, 
s rider, moreover, which constitutes, in effect, a statement of 
the frustratior./Afyression hypothesis later elevora-.ted hy the 
Yale psychologists. Fr^ud does not, however, unfortunately, 
^urnish any suyyestion as to the distinctions which miyht he 
made between these two tyres of expression.

222 ^RFUE, Siamund Beyond the Pleasure Principle 
S.F.Vol.XVITI, p.',9.

223 FItf'GUL, J.C. op.cit., pc.26-7.

22/1 ARRABAL, Fernando L<* Grand Ceremonial, p.73.
225 ibid., p.74.

?2f>* ihid., p.6 7.

??7 ihid., p.55.

228 ihid., p.6l.

229 ihid., p.141.

230 ARRATAL, Fernando Le Ja”din des Lelices, p.27.

231 ihid., p.25.

232 of. ihid., p.26. This is confirmed as Mlharca foresees
outcome of their relationship in terms which recall exactly the 
statement of Viloro's objective in La Bicyclette du Condamné:

"Un jour nous sortirons d’ici et nous serons heureuses."
?h«re is no douht that the rile played hy Mibarca is ‘‘or Lais 
(originally) the same as that played hy "esla in Viloro's eyes, 
i.e., '<oth are lover^, in whose company the individual may attain 
Nirvana, or with whom the individual will he " h a n p y " .

I
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?33 s e P PE^e ? ? .

?34 AHRA.BAL, F i W i n i e  Lc , i» rd ir .  f f  I n 1 j o e s , ; . 1 ? 0 .

?3f The oosr-ibility revolt! moreover, is suggested, signifi
cantly by Téloc, by the fipure on to whom 1er love has b«»en 
displaced. (p.113; t "Tu devrais te révolter oont-re e’le."
And it io Tóioc who r m vles Luis to foresee Hot h*»r revolt 
will be b-o1' ht to e successful conclusion» "tu assisteras 
maintenant à ce .lui va se produire dans deux heures"
(pp.113-4)» In Tore thin one sense, therefore, Téloc makes
Lais' rebellion possible.

?36 The ounishment and even death of the epe at the hands of the 
merciless super-ego is a classic symptom ~f clinical 
melancholia (or depression) cf. FRTUI, Sigmund The Fro and 
the Id S.E.Vol.XIX, ?.*3:

"If we turn to melancholia first, we find that the excessively 
strong super-epo, which has obtained a .hold upon consciousness 
rapes apainst the epo with merciless violence, as if it had 
taken possession of the whole of the sadism available 
in the person concerned. Followinp our view of sadism, we 
should sa,y that the destructive component had entrenched 
itself in the super-epo, End turned apainst the epo. 'that 
is now voldinp sway in the super-epo is, as it were, a pure 
culture of the death instinct, and in fact it often enouph 
succeeds in drivinp the epo into death, if the latter does 
net fend eff its tyrant in time by the chanpe round into mania." 

u
The trspic outcome of plays like La Bicyclette du Condamne or 
Le Labyrinthe thus in no way exceeds the bounds of psycholopical 
feasibility.

?37 "'e have elsewhere intentionally indicated, however, that
•Le Grand Cérémonial End L” Jard i n des pél’ces ere the only 
example? of plays which end optimietical y in the first part 
of Arrabal's drr-na. It should be noted that f. nurher of ater 
•’lays (̂ t ils pss‘-èr"nt des ,lcnotte? aux Fleurs, Le Ci el et la 
Merde and La Tour de babel /lg?6/ for example) also end with a 
deliberate supg?stion of optimism. In those oases, however, 
that ostinism is derived, paradoxically, from the death o** the 
individual, or central croup, at the hands of authority, from 
en outcome, in other words, which, we have suppested, elsewhere 
serves to underline the impossibility -f the task which fsees 
the “go. The alliance of tragedy and optimism in such plays 
is indeed difficult to understand in the li-ht of the inter
pretation we have here fo"mulated. ’"e may, it 5s true, postu
late a theoretical explanation by surgesting that the death, of 
the ego signifies the return to a former state which, we will 
recall, is the objective cf the strivings o<’ the id, or that the 
de> th. of the epo signifies simply the removal of the tensions 
which have assailed the ego. Any such theoretical 'advantages' 
inherent in the situation are, however, naturally outweighed 
by realistic considerations « if the e-o dies th»n any theoretical 
benefits which might accrue from its death are simply irrelevant. 
There is no real'stic (see also note 741) cause fo1" optimism, nor

I
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ir-i *}~c> rio!3fi"?i£"tic. irop^pplcn ~^ co,'",f’v®^ V"r *5?.rlipr
workf* nc^i^iec in m y  1 pen^r-, anArrsbr ] *s pvili*y to 
£ ■ f + i7 O'^ inipm i'T*o,o th° cs1 1"h of* iVn ' n^i viruj-X vnrr:- ins a 
’■'uzzl*»• would ho’v^pr su..r*̂ f*st th:-t the»re pla,vr nay only V®
fully understood In the li;*h.t of the expansion cur present 
interpretation riven in the second half of our thesis, from 
vhich it •••ill hecc-e apparent indeod, how th° trrpic death of 
the individual may he aliened with the sense of triumph 
ascribed *o it in certr.in plays hy the author.

The Theatre r'r the Absurd. povised and 
"Yilarred r'd!tion. Pelican '“ooks, Hnr- 
mondsworth 196*, pp.?*4-?ff.

Modern French T'estre Creviced ed, 1 
Yale University Frees, Yale 1967, E.I87.
Lo ef t^e ’-Touve'u »n ^r'nop «  oyo 
Sais-.ie?» series Paris 1974, p .781

"Pin fait l°s oersornayes d *irrabal sent 
des fr-.ntasTes qui ressortissent au 
seul univers des r^ves, eercuv4 comme 
shsurde parce qu'il e'insinue dans les 
comoortements les plus quetidiens, et 
comme Impenetrable parce qu'il s'alirente 
aux obsessions e'enfance de l'auteur. 
(’■’mphasis added).

See also GAUTITfi, Jeen-Jacques : Le Theatre d 1 Auiourd'hul,
Juillard, Paris 197?, P?.?3?-9*

240 And are expressed in the plays with the aid cf the u-eef symbols, 
the choice of which largely reflects, as we have seen, the 
personal experiences of the author.

241 '.Ve%have * itherto been concerned primarily with the elucidation 
0" the complexities of Arrabal 's vision rather than with a 
consideration of the expression of that.vision as theatre. If 
we attempt briefly to repair this emission, moreover, an 
important and disturbing paradox becomes apparent. Tor we 
have shown that the violence of the individual may be seen as 
an expression of the workings of the id, prior to the inter
vention of the eyo, whose ,iob it is to modify the instinctual 
strivings which deriv» '’t’o» the id in accordance with the 
r'ictatcs 'f reality. Only in the limht ef expression of this 
factor, moreover, does Arrfbal's use cf violence in a second 
context become fully cororevenFible, for the harshness of the 
-uper-e-p-o depends upon, and is on'.y intelligible If one is aware 
of,the 'nstinctual basis underlying the behaviour of the eeo.
An understandinf of Arrabal's use of violence thus defends uoon 
e deDiction cf behaviour (in the violence cf the individual)
-hi oh specifically ignores or leaves out of account the demands 
of reality. In a theatrical context, however, it is precisely 
these demands which are embodied by the spectator. A.s a result 
cf his own development and education the spectator arrives at

?3* ^SFLT'T, Martin

?39 ItilOPAHlTAUI, Jacques 

cf.C^IVITI, Michel

I
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?4?

24 3 

244
o* c

?46

the tv rC-htg ;*:5 th r-̂ ecinol't hh.'t Pet ; f Pt- nr'■•■"rs +o *rv * r*v
thr- p^o naV«g reference "«hen (’c^linf *.v5.*fc th<* i r-n\jl p?:- of* the 
14. ?’ e spectato" 's no-sesem-nt. of event* ! p msee from a
position suhse-vient t*> •**•» 1 ntervention of the e*o, from beyond 
precisely the process which Arraval's ceolc'ion rejects. m’or 
the spectator has b^en conditioned to rationalise hie. own 
Instincts, and it If riff j cult to sec how he can fail to he 
alienated by a presentation of those instincts in raw, unr<-tiona- 
lised form. Indeed the stability o'" his own rers-nality deoends 
on the necessity to defend himself apainst the intrusions of the 
id, and that is precisely what ve will continue to do.
Such considerations, moreover, seem to support critics' 
contention that Arrahal 's drama is inaccesrivle or, t.o use 
Corvin's term "impenetrable". .As such they i.ncresse the 
urgency o'* the expansion cf our interpretation which follows, 
in the course of which are elucidated the r^eciRe means hy 
which Arrahsl conveys the significance of violence *0 the 
spectator in the theatre.

FRUIT, Sicmund Civilisation and its riscor.ts.-its
s ~ vol.yyi, on.139-40. —

ibid., p.134.

ibid„ p.ll?.

Ibid, p.9^-6.

Freud does not expand upon exactly what is connoted hy the 
term liberty in this context. The starting point of the 
second part of our thesis, however, is an attempt to provide a 
definition or elucidation of the concept in terms which clearly 
situate Arrabal’s work in the current of French thought which, 
it is su»/rested, influenced its conception.
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J ¿T?t'fypT'v VIPL^N’C” . Cr ACF iVP

Tt wgs in fji effort to dissoci.- tc is work from previous 

literary schools :.nd movements •*hrt A.rrab' 1 founded tin 'rouvar^ni 

panlque' in lF^". Tome the'" with ^opor, Jodorowski 'nd Sternberg he

developed the theo"y of 'art panique', wh'efc wee motivieted -cst 

importantly by a profound dissatisfaction with the criteria i>y which 

human reality is ordered. The members of the 'mouvement panique' 

asserted thr-t man was assailed by an overwhelming dread of instability 

and formlessnessi

ne pas avoir de forme est le symbole de 1 'horrible, de la 
perte de sol—nfime

in response to which he had developed, through the process of oivili- 

lization, a series of systems or formulae designed to reduce reality 

to neatly ordered and easily comprehensible categories. Arrabel and 

his colleagues further claimed, however, that those formulae were no 

more than meaningless stereotypes, giving rise to categories which were 

■■•■•holly spurious snd thoroughly misleading. Civilization, indeed, in 

the view cf the 'rrouvowent panique', hac served not to elucidate reality, 

but, on the contrary, to obscure and to repress the true nature of
f

reality.

For Arrabal and his colleagues, therefore, as for Freud
in Civilization and its Discontents, civilisation was an essentially

? • restricting influence. The antipathy shown by the 'mouvement
panique' towards the notion of civilization was complemented in the
theory of 'art panique', moreover, by the declaration of an ardent
desire to counteract that influence , specifically by expressing the
true nature of reality, by revealing, in other words, the totality
of human experience, which lay obscured beneath the shackles which
civilization had imposed. Indeed the movement derived its name
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from the Greek 'pan' signifying 'all' or 'totality', and from the

Greek pod of the same name,3 who fascinated Arrabal by virtue of the

fact that he personified the totality of the universe, and united

diametrically opposed contradictions within a single being;

.Il était bouffon dans son enfance, plus tard 
épouvantait les hommes par ses brusques apparitions.^

The significance of Pan became translated into the playwright's

fundamental belief that the true order of reality was expressed in

terms of 'la confusion' :
<5tout ce qui est humain est confus;

It was by the term 'la confusion' that Arrabal sought to express the 

realm of indefinite possibility, comprising the subconscious, the 

'unreal', the supernatural end all that is not comprehensible to the 

human intellect. The key 'panique' notion of 'la confusion', in short, 

stood in total opposition to the concept of a rational categorisation 

of reality, such as was implied by the terms of civilization.

For Arrabal, moreover, 'la confusion' included two essential

factors, namely 'la mémoire', and 'le hasard', the former representing

the past, and the latter the "uture and present. The playwright

further recognized that what is now 'past' was once 'future' and that

'la mémoire' was thus the product of 'le hasard'. Conversely, 'la

mémoire' existed as much in the future as in the past, since what is

now future will one day be past. From this nroceeds a unity of the

two factors in 'confusion' which for the 'panique' artist has the dual

function of liberating 'la mémoire' from sterility, by recognizing it

as a mixture of known and unknown, and prefiguring the enigma of the

future by expressing it in the images of 'la mémoire'«

Puisqu'il utilise le hasard dsns son oeuvre, l'artiste 
est le seul homme sur la terre qui éclaire, malgré lui, 
l'imprévisible, le futur, tout ce qui sera demain. L'artiste 
a toujours créé à partir des deux problèmes essentiel-s de la 
vie: trouver les mécanismes de la mémoire et les règles du hasard.
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Ar we hr.ve already suggested there is a cler.r—cut

opposition In -11 f h- •‘h-oreticr î et" t^mants cf the 'mouvement

panique' between the ’c-rfu^ion' by which it sought to express

human e v-eri - nee ."-ni the structures cf the ordered rationality

im-osed upon reality as the inheritance of civilisation."^ Arrabal

himself underlines the '’uniament?1 importance of this distinction

when in "ntreti'-ns -avec Arrcbal, he declares to Alain Schifresi

J ’imagine combien il serait difficile de faire 
accepter ma modeste théorie sur hommes qui 
désignent l 'univers sous le nom rie cosmos.
C'est a cire d'^ordre^ en grec.

The distinction between 'la confusion' and cosmos is supported,

moreover, by a similar distinction drawn by the 'mouvement panique'

between 'oe"sonne' end 'personnage'. As the 'confusion' of reality

was inhibited by the restrictions of an interpretation based on the

notion of cosmos, so the true 'personne' of man lay obscured beneath

the 'personnage' which, civilisation had invested him with. Thus,

in addition to tve ohilosophicalobligation of creating 'la confusion'

the 'panique' dramatist also sought to represent what be saw as the true

nature of mar. - the 'personne' rather than the 'personnage

le panique essaie d'arriver du personnage.qu'il 
est (par l'éducation anti-panique implantée 
par les augustes) à la personne qu'ii renferme. 0

Consequently the aim of 'panique' art may be expressed as two

complementary facets. ?y creation o ' 1 ’l ’inattendu’ the artist

seeks to liberate humanity from the false concepts imposed by a

civilisation based on a notion of order:

L'homme panique.••tente de se libérer de cette 
éducation conditionnée of cherche l'euphorie 
comme un moyen de sortir de la prison où l'ont 
enfermé ses parents

with the purpose of uncovering the true 'chaotic' nature of reality 

as well as the t»ue complexity cf humanity;
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1 'é^hé^crc oanique a *>our > vt '•« tll>»r<»r T 'home 
de f o? t o uIof quotidiens ¡¡fin qu'il puiser, 
car l'iw-rovisation, cévelouo^r 1 :- totalité i; 
fon »tre.ii

Tt i? the n¡.'no sustained distinction in 'panique' theory 

between 'la confusion' on the one han'1, and cosmos or civilisation 

on tt-» other which points the way to a " c e  easily comprehensible 

evaluation cf the development which la here referred to. In her 

commentary on Le Lai de "arshhas /I96ij, which Arrahal completed less than 

a year sftcr his lecture entitled •L'Ko’-me Panique* was delivered 

to the University of Sydney (August 1963)^ Françoise Raymond-Wundscheu 

indicates the link suggested to her between the ritual which accom

panies Giafar's initiation into 'La Connaissance' and the chaos of a 

primordial age described in mythology.^  Consideration of the latter,

moreover, reveals affinities with Arrahal's notion of 'la confusion' 

which place his "or'< firmly in a quasi-religious domain. For the 

process of development which Arrahal and the’mouvement panique’ 

postulate as the objective of their art is precisely the reverse of 

the process by which civilization evolved from the chaos of a 

primordial age. In L*Homme et. le Sacré Roger Caillois describes the 

mythical Urzeit in the following terms:

L'âge primordial est décrit avec une singulière 
unanimité dans les contrées les plus diverses.
C'“st le lieu idéal des métamorphoses et des miracles.
Rien n'était encore stabilisé, aucune règle encore 
édictée, aucune forme encore fixée* Ce qui depuis 
lors est devenu impossible était alors faisable-*5

This description seems more than coincidentally akin not only

to the 'panique' insistence on 'la confusion',1^ but also to the

universe crested by Arrabal in his plays. In addition Caillois

goes on to make a clear opposition between the state of chaos which he

has described and the order of civilization which succeeded it:

!
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L'ordre en effet ne s'accomode pas rie l'existence 
simultanée de toutes les possibilités, de l'absence 
de toute règle-*?

Now this is precisely the sane distinction that we have quoted 

Jodorowski as making in his statement of the aims of the biouv ement 

panique'- Both Caillois and the vnouvement panique' then are dealing 

in exactly the same terms, merely the former is concerned to trace 

the development of civilization out of chaos, while the latter seeks 

to promote chaos by liberation from civilization, to lift the 

bondage of order and find again the 'ère originelle émineonmee-fc. 

créatrice' which was the mythological Urzeit.

The author's Justification for undertaking this quest is

a simple one end should be understood in the light of the same terms

which we have seen him apply to the basic criteria of 'la mémoire'

and 'le hasard'. For Just as we have seen that 'la mémoire' evolves

out of, and therefore incorporates the properties of 'le hasard', so,

if civilization evolves cut of chaos, it may reasonably be expected

to contain its properties in some form. Conversely, as 'la mémoire'

can provide the mainspring to 'le hasard’ when liberated from

immobility by actualisation, so a parallel liberation of the forces

inherent in civilization may lead back to chaos. Indeed, in

L'Froti sme. Bataille shows explicitly how the forces of chaos come to

remain present in the order of civilization. Caillois' opposi tien'of

the general terms chaos and civilization is replaced by the more

precise "monde de la violence" and "monde du travail ou de la raison"

in Bataille's writing, but the schema is the same, since Bataille too

states that the two cannot exist simultaneously and that the latter

succeeded the former in response to a need for stability. For Bataille,

however, not only does man belong to both domains:

1 'homme appartient & l'un et_ l'autre de ces deux mondes 
entre lesquels sa vie,quoi qu'il veuille, est déchirée

!



but he also shows thr.t the latter state consists "merely in a 

re-channelling of those sons forces which character! =ed the

1 3 8

"monrie tie la Violence" into the repository of work. Vot only does

the latter st-te contain the essential component of the former in 

modified form, moreover, hut Bataille further states that the sttemrts 

of reason to henish violence from everyday life are on’y nartially 

successful and that there subsists an excess of violence in man 

which is never totally sublimated. Thus the ambiguity of the two 

states becomes virtually complete and as such throws further light 

on what Arrabal sought to express by the term ’la confusion*. More 

important though, it also substantiates the validity of the play

wright's desire to express one in terms of the other. The strictly 

parallel logic, moreover, between Arrabal'fl system of 'la memoire' 

and 'le hasa-d' and Caillois' opposition of chaos and. civilization, or 

Bataille's distinction between violence and reason also allows us to

explain the playwright's work with reference to the quasi-religious
IPcriteria which encompass these latter. 7

This, however, does not mean that each of Arrahal's plays

can be seen as a direct attempt to proceed from civilization to chaos,

nor even as a simple revelation of the central character's 'personne'

by destruction of his 'personnage'• Throughout his work the

relationship between opposite poles is highly complex and ambiguous.'

In Fnndo et Lis ^19?6/, for instance, Fando's naivety and more

particularly his dual attitude towards Lis whom he et cnce adores end

maltreats, seem to place him firmly in the realms of 'oheos'. Fe has

even developed systems o f  evaluation which specifically r e p l a c e

logical reasoning by chancei

Alors, je me suis diti le premier qui dir.p. 
le mot 'ou' aura raison, et eemme e'est vous 
qui 1 'avez dit avant lui ,i'ai su qu'il avait tort

I



fins -Vi eh ero envied vy flamum, who ri th hip friends Ip h n I) n f by c 

necesrity to find explanationst

(!'est op oti= nous •lurion" d^ fairs, et non ^
pprdre notre temps eommp nous 1 'evens -erdu.

Climrndo in jo Tricycle disola' f s similar naivety and

unawareness of reason when faced with a social order ho oannct com

prehend, as personified hy the policeman end Vis stranye utterances, 

hut of course neither Fando nor Slima.ndo benefit by standing outside 

the limits of civilisation end in the realms of chaos« neither have 

the- transferred from one to the oth°rj nor has one state been shown 

to he the -reduet of the other, or in any way related, save hy total 

opposition.

In Le Lavyrj r.tho /l9f^7~ the central character Etienne has 

his feet in the opposite carp - it is he who tries to interpret 

rationally the irrational universe in which he has somehow arrived, 

and in which truly, anythin? seems possible. Afain, however, all 

that 3 p. shown is th: t the t-o realms fire in opposition, and ^tienne 

is certainly no better (nor particularly worse) off for beinm on 

the other side of the fence. Indeed, Just ap Caillois and 

■Pata.ille start from the fundamental idea of irreconcilable opposites, 

so it is polarity rather than affinity that these early clays eroress 

it is the polarity which is the ooint, and not any implied creferenee 

for either onp of the poles. Thus, while ^sslin views Arrahal's 

heroes as children lost in an adult world^ they are also to some 

extent adults lost in a child's world. mhey are not exclusively 

'rational', nor exclusively 'violent' in Bataille'e sense of the word, 

but they sre in opposition to their surroundings.
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The establishment of order out of chaos wop characterised 
hy two important modificriMons of the nrevious ore. firstly 
death was Introduced«

avec la port...le cosmos est sorti du chaos

and secondly a system of strict rules cr ’interdits’ was set up

to ^reserve the stability of civilisation:

Tout se trouva immobilise et les interdits furent 
établis afin cue 1 'organisation, la localité 
nouvelles ne fussent pas troublées?^

As has been implied earlier neither of these considerations had

the effect of abolishing the violence of the previous age, but the

prime function of the 'interdits' was to maintain the new era apart

from the old, by repressing that violence, to maintain its order by

the exclusion or re-direction of those forces capable of upsetting it:

ce que le monde du travail exclut par des 
interdits, c'est la violence^

while at the same time death provided an ultimate expression of that 

violence which, as we have shown, remained an inherent part of the 

new order, but an expression which in no way threatened its 

stability. In other words, the opposition of which we have spoken 

at length depends for its existence on the presence of death and 

'interdits' which keep the two poles separate.

Nowhere in Arrabal's y/ork, moreover, is the idea of 

civilization's dependence on death and 'interdits' mace a c e  

abundantly obvious than in one of the author's more recent plays 

Le Ciel et La '‘erde /i970ÿr, which deals directly with the subject.

Here the five characters have deliberately out themselves off from 

the reoressive strictures of civilization, in pursuit of some kind of 

absolute which leads them into realms of violence and assassination, 

'lot cn'.y does Arrahal make it clear that, their Manson-like murderous

!
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rituals ;.re a nrcessrry ''xpression cf the violence which lies

at the basis cf their being«

Il nous fallait pe-ticiper ? cet acte irrémédiable, 
i rréparrhle?c

hut he also implies strongly that the real nature of their crime 

is to heve th^e-rtened the stability of th° order they have 

re.iected t

Vous ever attaqué les fondements de la société, 
c'est pourquoi vous Êtes condamné à mort. ?9

Society's answer to this threat is to execute the assassins, hut

their death is frir from being a glorious victory for the forces of

lav; end order. At the moment of death, Ribla gives birth to the

child who throughout the Dlay has symbolised the onset of a new

era (or more precisely the return to an old one) thup not only

proving her previous assertion as to the affinity between life

and deatfci

L'existence est faite de vie et de mcrt^5 

but also testifying to the highly ambiguous nature of death, being 

at once the means by which society seeks to preserve its stability, 

and also the ultimate exDression of that violence which the life

style of the five assassins has embraced, charged with all the crea

tive energy of the chaos they have sought to re-discover.

These considerations make of Le Ciel et la Merde possibly 

one of the most explicit exemplifications of the role of death and 

'interdits' in separating the opposite poles of chaos and civilization, 

hut the presence of both these factors is apparent in earlier plays 

also. We have said that in early pieces like Le Labyrinthe it is 

this polarity which is expressed^ and in this play too it is death 

and 'interdits' which testify to the inexplicable nature of the 

guilt which separates Etienne from the world which surrounds him.

I
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As is often the case with Arrêtai, Etienne's guilt (and thus 

his separation) is first indicated by sc-e forrr. of fitter - here 

a manacle:

1 'anneau que vous portes, à la cheville vous 
rend oarticulièrement susoect 31

which symbolises the oresence cf an 'interdit'. Later, this

e’uilt is oroven hy virtue of the death cf ^runo, or in other

words (whether one takes Pruno to he Etienne's alter ego or not)

the presence cf death fixes Etienne's separation in a universe

apart from that of the Judge, Justin and Vicaela.

Elsewhe-e the 'interdit' is symbolised by a mother figure
(or in the case of Le Jardin des îtlices A1967/ by the associated

symbol of the church and its reoresentative in the play, viharca)

and the loi»ic behind this choice is easy to grasp. Eor in the

case of the individual the restrictions of civilisation are passed

on from mother to child, and the former thus comes to represent

civilization itself. By extension the na'ivety which precedes that

form of instruction stands for the individual in as stark a contrast

to the consequent period of restraint as chaos to civilization

itself. This is suoported by the fact that, as Caillois states,

it is clear that in primitive societies the individual was submitted

around puberty to a ritual by which he was initiated into the framework

of society, having hitherto stood outside its order:

1 'activité du Jeune être ne se trouve pas 
soumise aux interdits qui limitent celle de 
l'homme mûr.33

Thus it is that Guicharnaud states:

The childishness of Arrabal’s characters and 
their lack of any moral conscience evoke a kind 
of paradise lost for ever. Besoonsibility for the 
fall is generally put on the mother image ^4

I
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for thet paradise is chaos, symbolised h.v th® innocence of 

childhood, enr' th® 'interdit' which separetes those characters 

from their paradise is symbolised by the mother -ho has initiated 

them into the unwanted discipline of civilization. This schema 

is amply illustrated in L® Grand Cérémonial /l9637,^~' in which 

Arrabal weaves a complex pattern of symvole round the central theme 

of Cavanosa's attempted re-entry into childish naivety by the 

annihilation ~t the 'civilized' restrictions imposed by his mother 

and maintained by Sil. That naivety is represented by Cavsnosa's 

preoccupation with dolls, and his desire to travel the world in a 

pram, but his mother has wrested him from that infantile world by the 

cruellest means possible:

Je te torturais pour ton bien.A^

and no"seeks to maintain that separation by e mixture of authority, 

persuasion end sentimental blackmail, ell of which reflect tfc® cower 

of interdiction which she personifies.

The symvolic nature of the mother figure in this play is 

supplemented by the intermittent sound of police sirens in the background 

which five further indication cf the impossibility of Csvanosa's 

desir® to return to a former era. Arrabal's frequent use of police, 

judge", bars, etc. is a further obvious (in many cases possibly 

rather too obvious) representation "f the 'interdits' which separate 

order from chaos. He also portrays the sexual 'interdite', ôn which 

Bataille lays great stress by pointing to the irreconcilability between 

the violence of sexual activity end the rationality of a work-based 

society:^

Nous pouvons dire seul-m®nt qu'®n opposition 
au travail, l'activité sexuelle est une violence, 
qu'en tant qu'imruleion immédiate, elle pourrait 
déranger le travail.3
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Thlio In frrabal *e rlsys seynal inte—opvroe * "'in rerre ee;- *■«• a 

chaotic st- t» and as such is seen as undesirable by those '-"he 

uphold n^^er: ay? i.nst It if posited the desirability ;f g rela

tionship based on reop-et, such as that which Giafar at one stare 

ssrires to with Sylda in Le L: 1 do Parabbas;
Je me ^ i y u r t i s  cue ,1e vivrais avec °lle toute ns. 
vie...Oui toute la vie, sans la toucher, en la 
r e s p e c t e n t . A °

or that which Jer9me and Vincent ent“" into with Luce in 

gerewonje sour un Moir Assassir.e t '

on ne fera rien h toi. On t'aine avec le coeurf^

When sexual intercourse is portrayed, moreover, it is the 

'violent' or childish aspects of the act which a~e accentuated. 

Giafar and Arlys, like Tmanou and lila,1*' are watched by childish 

voyeurs, while in the case of the former, sexual union is accom

panied by the symbolic toy arrows fired by Kardo and Malderic. ^

In other words sex belongs to the realms of the violent, the chaotic 

and the childish. As both the disillusion which Giafar suffers 

and the play ^estlalith 5~:tisue /l?6p7 '** show, any rationalization 

of its violent impulse is a deception! it cennot be assimilated into 

the 'civilized' world based on rationality. Thus, like th- others 

we have considered, the 'interdits' on sexual behaviour serve 

to separate, and "hile 'interdits' in Arrabal's plays have .-justly • 

been criticised as superficial in their presentation, their 

function in his universe, as in the religious domain dea.lt with by 

Caillois and Bataille is to keep opposite ooles aoart, to maintain 

the one by repression of the violence cf th» oth--r, out of which it 

evolved.
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îhis fundamental Idea ' • *  the seoartting function of
the ’interdits’ is on» w’ich clearly reflects the influence of Durkheim’r

theories of reli-ion, consideration of which adds an lmoortant new

dimension to the notions of chaos and civili7ation (and h"nce violence

and rationality) which we have so far dealt with. For at the basis
4Cof Durkheim. 's theories of reliai on " ve find the underlying belief

of the division of the totality of existence into t-o distinct
and opposed groups, designated by th° terms sacred end crofane.

He states quite categoricallyi

La division du ponde en deuT dorr-ires comprenant, 
l'un tout ce qui est sacré, l'autre tout ce qui est 
profane, tel est le trait distinctif de la pensee 
religieuse

and with this assertion Durkheim clearly extends the concept of what

is religious from the limitations imoosed by the notions of
47divinity hitherto used to categorise it. When dealing with.

the notion of sacredness, moreover, be uncovers a further bipartite

division, to which he gives the names cure e.nd impure and which he

nosits as an essential characteristic of all that Is sacredl

Le pur et l'impur ne sont donc pas deux genres séparés, 
mais deux variétés d'un meme genre qui comprend toutes 
les choses sacrées?^

For Durkheim then, the function of 'interdits' is to separate, 

firstly the sacred from the profane, and secondly the 'purely 

sacred' from the 'impurely sacred'.

Following Durkheim's schema we may proceed to an equation 

of the terms we have so far used and those which Durkheim himself 

employs. For if Durkheim, Caillois and Bataille all agree on the 

fundamental orinciple of two opposed and distinct domains and further 

concur that 'interdits' separate one domain from another then it is 

at least true to say that the notion of sacredness is implied in the
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ideas of chaos and violence, the latter t«o like the former 

being set apart, and preserved in their seoaration by ’interdits'. 

This assertion Ss supported precisely by the ambiguity of sacredness 

on which both Turkheim and Caillois agree, for the essential 

duality of sacrednesss

la vérité permanente du sacré réside ... simultanément dans la 
fascination du brasier et l ’horreur de la pourriture^

is reflected both in the description e'r the nature of the

mythological Urzeitt

L'absence de barrière séduit autant que repousse 
le défaut d'ordre et de stabilité'®

and in the cnstitution of '“ataille's violence

lisons sans plus attendre que la violence et la 
mort qui la sirnifie ont un sens doublet d'un 
c3té l'horreur nous éloigne, liée a 1'attachement 
qu'insoire la viejde l'autre un élément solennel, 
en meme ternes terrifiant, nous fascine, qui intro-CTduit un trouble souverain'1

Indeed in a footnote to L ’érotisme Pstaille states exactly the 

same equation (together with its corollary that rational ■ profane) 

but discounts the need to move it, by virtue of the irrational
GOnature of the terms profane and sacred.'

Y’e have so far noted the affinities-between the system 

on which Arrabal’s ’panique’ theories are based, and the oppositions 

of chaos to civilization, or violence to rationality. Py estab

lishing the sacred nature of violence, however, a_nd its consequent 

ambiguity, we not only place Arrabal’s work far more firmly in a 

religious domain than has hitherto been possible, but also may 

proceed towards an explanation of the means by which the author seeks 

*o unite those factors, which we have hitherto considered only as 

oolarised opposites, under the single heading of ’la confusion’:

Je parvins donc a cette conclusion: dans la vie 
deux grandes forces agissent qui se résumant en 
la confusion J 3
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rni* it ip ir'th this fir in view th-t it is necassary te C'calder 
~cre -i nnt°iy the ambiguity o*0 8£credne8s cn*3 its im->licati~nB.

This ambiguity is -ost sinply explained by the fact th= t
the stored world is mode up of forces rather then substance and
thus any relirions phenomenon is potentially both pure and impure,
end depends * c r  the terms of its final expression on the end to which
it is directed rather th.̂ n any inherent qualities of its composition.
Csillois empresses this idea in the following ways

une force ... peut apporter des biens ou des 
maux suivent les circonstances narticulières 
de ses manifestations successives.-^

CaiHois’ treatment of ’le score’ here is incidentally highly 
reminiscent of La. Rochefoucauld's discussion of the nature of 
virtue in Les ’'ami res.for .lust as the letter demonstrates that any 
action is potentially virtuous or vicious according to circumstance 
so the inference of Turkheim and Caillois’ schema se»ms to be that 
any religious phenomenon is both potentially pure and impure, sacred 
and profane, depending on criteria which are never really adecuately 
defined. Indeed, ’Svane-Pritchard justly takes exception to lurkheim's 
study of relirion," which depends, as we have said, so heavily 
on the concerts of sacred and profane but in which there is a 
highly disturbing lack of consideration given to the central 
question of what makes one thing sacred and another profane, or even 
more pertinently, what makes the same thing either sacred or profane, 
according to circumstance. lurkheim glibly tries to sustain his 
insistence on ambiguity by pointing to such examples as the corpse, 
which begins by inspiring terror and aversion, but which is later 
regarded as r . venerated relic, or to the totc-ie animal, pre-eminently 
a sacred thinr, but the causecf denth for anyone who e- ts it, but 
neither he nor M  disciples ev»r attempt to explain why this is
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th<* case. i r bn* nr c o , rnfi ir. y~ o  ̂ fepri' lç

cri tarit, one \ f* 1 * f t wi *h tY(> 3 IVf r th* t * V. ° i r Ç r '■ rf* » rr>< r*i:i *

dual!t thr. Rrcr^ines? rn'5

rreciseîy ih’s notion ir ouggeeted by Ceillcis himself when le ^rt^ndF 

tie ides cf F.'-lipuity to orvor the whole spectrum of r^lir-ious 

experience i

le sacré développe une action faste ou néfaste 
et reçoit les qualifications onposées de our et 
d ’incur, de saint et de sacrilège qui définissent 
avec ses Unites propres les 
de l ’extension du monde relig

This duality becomes clearly transposed into Arrabal’s 
drama: and while the playwright, like Lurkheim, fails to justify 
completely the terms of its expression, it remains one cf the 
most striking asoects of his work. Nowhere is the idea of the cure 
and imoure aspects cf a single force more readily apparent than in 
Bestialité érotique, which is neatly structured in two antithetical 
parts, the first being a pungent parody of the poetic lyricism of the 
second. This piece, moreover, demonstrates both the advantages end 
the disadvantages of Arrabal’s adoption of the lurkheimian system.
For the excellence of the play lies in its striking assertion that 

the traditionally ’acceptable’ and ’desirable’ portrayal of the 

young people's love in the second part of the play is merely 

a'civili7ed' modification of the 'unacceotable' bestiality which 

symbolises their mutual attraction in the first part. The power 

of this message, however, is largely undermined by Arrabal's failure 

even to attempt an adequate explanation of why the couple should 

be attracted to each other in the first place on the basis cf the 

conditions stated in the first part of the play.

Elsewhere Arrabal uses complementary pairs cf characters
c 7 egas a means of expressing duality: Lais end viharca,' Lis and Sil,'

frontières memes 
ieux,-°
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tQand even the Architect and the ^"neror" are all opposed yet

complementary facets of a single idea. An *ven clearer example,

moreover, in presented in Le Lai de Parabhas where Sylda and A.rlye

are explicitly stated to be one and the same person. i’ere it may

be noted that Arrab; 1 does not use this device with the same
60objective as Brecht in I>r Gute t'ensch von Sezuan for instance.

In the latter Brecht establishes a dialectic between Shen Te and 

Shut Ta (who are likewise one and the sare) each cf whom embodies 

a separate point of view, and who, as that play makes extremely 

clear, cannot coexist. Sylda and Arlys, on the other hand can and 

must coexist; their significance lies precisely in the fact that they 

are complementary end not (as in the case of Shen Te end Shui Ta) 

mutually exclusive. 0 It is further interesting to note that both 

Sylda and Arlys incorporate their own duality. Sylda, for instance, 

uses Giafar's attraction to her beauty and purity for her own 

ostensibly cruel purposes. Indeed Giafar's attitude towards her

at the beginning of tie plavs

Vous voyez: elle vient de me mettre une^ghaîne 
et cependant je l'aime de plus en plus J'

is more than coincidentally reminiscent cf C&illois' description

of the nature of 'le sacr5 ':

on an a peur et on veut s'en servir^

and its ambiguity which ho subsequently describes, with the allegory 

of the butterfly's fascination with the naked flame which will burn 

it. Similarly Arlys later uses Giafar's conviction cf b*r own 

purity to seduce bim, and at this no'rt even the author's stag© 

directions indicate a deliberate desire to convey Arlys’ inherent 

duality :

GTA.FAR: Lorsque j'avais quatorze ans je rêvais
d'une femme comme voue

■‘BLYSt Go-me moi?
GTAFAR» Oui, aussi pure, en qui je pourrais

avoir confiance.
‘rlys rit (satisfaite? ironique?)“^
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Throu ’host Le Lai de marabbas Arr^bal draw* heavily on ?. notion 

of ambiguity similar to that inherent in lurkheim's assessment 

0e- sacredn-’ss, --nd h.v and large it is extraordinarily wall sustained. 

Like lurkheim, however, Arrabal seems to fall short o' any true 

Justification of his insistence on ambiguity. In other words, with 

respect to Giafar's above-mentioned view of Sylda, it is easy 

enough, to perceive the duality it expresses, hut no explanation 

is given as to exactly what it is, in psychological ter’-s, that 

makes Giafsr persist in his love for a womao who is so manifestly 

cruel to him.

71th Le Ciel et La Verde, however, Arrahsl *oes come

closer to a .Testification, and this play, "are than any oth-̂ r, sums

uo the religious nature of the ambiguity which recurs throughout the
playwright's drama. Here the five 'assassins' are brought to trial

shortly before their execution and their leader Hrasme is called

upon to defend the actions of his followers and himself. This

he does by drawing a comparison between Theresa of Avila«

Si J'étais Thérèse d'Avile, Je vous galvaniserais 
par me^naroles ... Seuls croient dos êtres de cette 
trempe -r'

and the Marquis de Sade:

Seul le Marquis rie Sade peut lui être o-.mparé 
dans l'histoire des être3 qui vécurent l'absolu 
Jusqu'au fend de leur Sme°°

whom, as the following interchange clearly shows, he oonsids"s

not (as do the authorities) as oppositas, but as complementary

manifestations of a single forco«

VOIX« St dans cette .communauté, qui suivait -
on le plus, Thérèse d 'Avila ou le Marquis 
de Sade?

S3A3"B« Ces deux êtres ne 'ont qu'un.^

In this case the ambiguity of M.» comparison is much more clearly 

Justified in the limht of a common hase underlying »ach of the
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examples. Not -nly c*an it, no»; he recognised (as we h'-ve seen 

Caillois suggest) thr.t a single impulse ear. produce opposed 

effects according to circumstance hut it is also apparent that 

that impulse is in the nature of violence itself. Only in the light 

of .Durkheim*s religious theories, moreover, can the deliberate 

embiguity of ^rasne 's remark he resolved.

If this was the kind of synthesis aimed at hy trrrbal, 

hoviever, as has been indicated, he seldom avoided the pitfalls

implied by th» vagueness of the terms used by Durkheim end
68Caillois. Mostly he appears to use ambiguity for its own sake,

and thus we have cited Durkheim and Caillois, not as a means of

explaining the ambiguities themselves but as a point of reference for

the potions which ley behind th°m. There is, however, one

important consequence arising from Durkheim's adherence to a belief

in the dual nature of every religious phenomenon. Since he

b“li=ved that each of these was potentially both pure end impure,

sacked and profane, he also logically claimed that any object could

Pass from one re- lm to the other without perceptible change«

non seulement entre les deux formes opposées il n'y a pas 
de solution de continuité, mais un meme object peut passer 
de l'une à l'autre sans changer de nature.”9

Now, as has previously been stated, the averred objective of
«

'art panique* was to discover the true nature of existence beneath 

the forms imposed by civilization. Given the demonstrated affinity 

between the object of this quest and the violence of a fo"mer era of 

chaos, and. given also the sacred nature of that violence, we may 

say that Arrabal is trying precisely to 'pass from one realm to the 

other'. It is, moreover, in this context that his imitation of 

lurkheim's system of duality becomes t-uly significant, for, as v;e
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shall soef it is. vy the assumption cf that belief in duality *>rt 

*rr-bnl *s demonstration of* AVe progress •from on» realm to another* 

is facilitated. In other words this h«lief is orecisely the 

means hy which *deuT trandes forces..,sg r^sument la

confusion *



a vicir"c~ -rv

'■Ve have demonstrated previously that the function of
• Interdits' "'as to separ»te opposite domains, and we have also noted

Arrabal'r desire to pass from one domain to th° c'ier. It is

therefore tempting to assume that the achievement of his goal lies

simply in the removal of the 'interdits*, that the transition from

order to chaos, indeed, consists in the violation or transgression

of the harriers erected vy the system of 'interdits' to keep the

two apart. There is, moreover, a precise religious parallel to

just such a process in the system of 'la fête'. For 'la fête'

is described by Cfillois as a veritable re-creation of the pro-

civilised state of chaos:

Il importe d'abord d ’actualiser l'âge primordial: 
la fête est le Chaos retrouvé et façonné à nouveau.^

And that re-creaticn took the form precisely of a deliberate

and systematic violation of the 'interdits' which had b»en adduced

to obscure chaos and to ensure the stability of civilisation:

toutes les prescriptions qui protègent la bonne ordonnance 
naturelle e+ s,ociale sont alors systématiquement violées.71

Curiously, however, the purpose of the 'fête' was far

from similar to Arrabal's expressed intentions. It sought, by

liberating at ce-tsin predetermined moments those creative forces

out of which civilization first evolvedjto rejuvenate end reinforc^.

the stability of society:

/elle/ assume l’a fonction de régénérer le monde 
rlelTl^

, « 3

TTow it is clear that the 'rrouvement panique' was in no way 

concerned with the reinforcement c*“ an existing order, and thus it 

appears., paradoxically, that a system of transgression has the 

opposite effect to the one which they erf. seeking. If we look 

more closely at th® r&le of transgression in 'la f§te', moreover, it 

becomes clear why, contrary to superficial appearance, transgression
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If not only inappropriate to the chi^etives of 'art panique' hut also 

has th° effect of r toon^tt oni n;* the st'vili*v r T the or^er which 

"rrob'l m i  his followers sou,-It 1 0 "ovo ewp- from.

The or'lr.nption o'0 the pfiraioi is, in fnct, r relatively 

simple onp which centres on the nrture of transgression Itself.

For, ps we have -already implied, the eonce-t ef trp.nsgressi on 

necessarily incorporates the lies of the presence of harriers.

For there to he transgression, in other words, there must also he 

somethin«" which is transgressed. is we hpve made clear, in the case 

of 'la fete' it is the harriers which divide order from chaos which 

are transgressed. The very notion of harriers, and the division 

which they imply, however, was horn only with the emergence of order 

or civilisation out of chaos. The presence of harriers, indeed, is 

a fundamental condition of the existence end stability cf order, 

hut conversely has no part in the nature of chaos, for chaos was 

-recisely that state which preceded harriers and division alike.

The equation between transgression and chaos which spreare to he 

implied by the function of 'lp fete' is therefore an impossible 

onei transgression assumes the presence of barriers whilst chaos is 

defined by the absence of harriers. For this reason, moreover, 

transgression cannot and does not in fact re-create chaos.

That transgression d o e s  create, and what is present in 'la fete', ' 

however, is a portrayal cr depiction o f  c h F Q S , hut it is a 

portrayal (again because it takes for granted the nresence of 

harriers, the fundamental condition of the existence o f  order) 

made in the very terms which govern the existence of order. S'rh 

a portrayal reveals nothing of the essence of chaos, hut presents 

chaos from the point of view o f  order, whereby chaos appears 

merely as. the opposite of( or as a negation of order. And by
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stressing the opposition between order end chaos in this way, the 

effect of transgression, far from facilitating the transition from 

one dom;in to the other, is rather to underline the impossibility of 

such a move. Indeed, as is claimed in Bataille's basic 

postulation as to the nature of transgression, the ultimate 

effect of transgression is to reinforce the function of the'interdits' 

which it appears to negate»

le transgression n'est pas la négation de l'interdit,
mais il le dépasse et le complète'^

for transgression serves to reaffirm the opposition between the two 

domains, which from the outset the 'interdits' have been charged to 

keep apart.

The point which emerges from our consideration of the role 

of transgression in'la fete', namely that the effect of the trans

gression of the barriers which separate one domain from another is 

to stress the opposition between the two domains, is clearly- 

reflected on numerous occasions in Arrabal's drama. Indeed, while 

the separation of one domain from the ether depends, as we have 

previously explained, upon the presence of 'interdits', that 

seDaration is reinforced at every turn precisely by incidents which 

depict the transgression of those same1 interdits'. The separation 

of Climendo and his colleagues from society in Le Tricycle, for 

instance, is never more apparent than when they have transgressed 

one of society's fundamental laws. Only when he has committed murder, 

in fact, does Climando himself really become aware of the opposition 

between his own 'universe' and the society which surrounds him, for 

it is only as a result of this '.transgression' that the policeman 

appears. A similar fate befalls Jerome and Vincent at the end of 

Ceremonie pour un Noir Assassiné: again their separation from 

society is reinforced and underlined as a direct result of their
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*ransgresrion of its laws. perhaps the most certinenh ptp '̂'pIc * 

.moreover, i s rrovid ®<* by Lr- Arand C^remoni »1 , •!:«?' , if we have 

already c«--f'sted, 3avs noss •? attempts to re-"r.t--r the •chaotic*

”.orld p ■** V * r early childhood by a determined snnihila*ion o'** the 

•civilised• restrictions imposed vy his »¡ether end maintained by 

Sll merely serves, in the ms in body of the ploy at least, to 

accentuate the impossibility of his quest.

In Arrebal's plays, then, as in the system of 'lr. fete' 

the effect of transgress! on is to reinforce the seDaration of 

opposite domains. It is thus clear that transgression is ineffective 

ae a means of moving from one realm to the other. It is so, 

basically because, while it violates the 'interdits* which separate 

one domain f»om the othe", it does not deny their function of 

separation, but rather strengthens it. At the outset we expressed 

Arrabal's objectives in the terns of a desire to rediscover the 

chaos inherent in existence by liberating the latter f^om the 

restrictions imposed upon it by civilisation. It is now apparent 

tbrt this liberation cannot be achieved by a destruction cf the 

restrictions themselves, since this only reinforces their function 

( "biefc is the separation of civilisation from chaos), by virtue of 

which the former exists in the first place. To rediscover chaos, 

on the contrary, it is that function itself which must be negated,'or 

in other words, th® notion of separation must be replaced by unity 

of the two opposing poles, for only when some means of contiguity 

is established is the transformation from one to the other possible.
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c -r0L--,- .--J ** •*.'?~:rTr:
Tt is in this context, moreover, that ‘rrr.bol 's 

to lurkheim’s system o'" dualities is most strikingly revealing.

",'c "ill romonbe- that lurkh0im believed that each r--li ~1o«p phenomenon 

was potentially both sacred and profane, and could,in addition, 

move from one realm to the other,and we further noted th>-t this, 

in "'foot, wes what 'rrabfl sourht to do. Arrabel’s acceptance 

of these two eundr-m<»ntr 1 ideas, moreover, provoked his subsequent, 

imitation of the system by which the two worlds were united, the

FVRt®m which an object pass ed from one to the ether. That

? vf -terr. was sacri fice.74 The procedure of sacrifice ifs refined

Hubert p.nr Mans6 in their classic study of the subject in the

following terms:

This prooedure consists in establishing e 
means of communication between the sacred and 
rrcfane worlds through the mediation cf a victim.7-

Tlsewhere they describe the function of that procedure in terms

of the benefits which accrue to the 'sacrifier' (i.°. the

beneficiary of the sacrifice) as a result of thc sacrificed

Ke has acquired a religious character which he did 
not. have before, or has rid himself of an unfavourable 
character with which he was affected: he has raised 
himself to a stete cf grace or emerged from a state of 
sin. In either case he has been religiously transformed 76

a definition which B'taille echoes precisely in Lr- P-rt "audited

Le sacrifice restitue au monde sacri ce que 1 'usage 
servile a d^gradg, rendu profane.77

In other word«, by a juxtaposition of terms which we have already

justified, th= objectives of sacrifice and the objectives of

the *mouv ement panique' are exactly parallel. It is, moreover,

by means of sacrifice that Arrabal finally arrives at some

reconciliation of the two domains previously considered as opposites,

end as such, the possibility of this reconciliation depends precisely
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on his belief in the duality of each of the opposing noies.

As Hubert end Mauss testify, the process of the

sacrificial system hinges around two important features.

Firstly, the 'sacrifier* has to he carefully and ''ull.y prepared

for the transforation which he is about to undergo. This is

achieved by a systematic denial of the terns of his old life!

^The priests7will progressiv-ly strip him of the 
temporal being that he possessed in order to cause 
him to b- reborn in a new form. “

Precisely such a denial is witnessed in the case of Giafar in

L° Lai de Parahbas in the action which precedes, the sacrifice of

Arlys/Sylda, which in turn facilitates Giafar's initiation into

tLb Connaissance’. Giafar is stripped of the terns of reference

of the world of reason in which he exists that he may enter the

world of violence - his belief in logic is totally undermined, firstly

by the baffling disappearance of the wounds on Kardo's and Malderic's

bodies and again by the discovery that the door cf his room opens

no mere on to the stairs, but on to open air. He has wrested from

him the very touchstones cf civilisation that he may enter the realms

of chaos - his attempts to find rational explanations in the study

o ' 1 philosophy only serve to underline his captivity in a fairy-tale

world where cause end effect are unrelated and logic is unknown.
Fin^lly, even his belief in emotion is denied when the pure Sylda,

for whom he has such respect, and the lascivious Arlys, who seduces

him, turn cut to be one and the same ~erson. This then is the process

which Giafar must go through before his initiation and it reflects

faithfully the nrocess undergone by the 'sacrifier' prior to his

transformat' on. The parallel is further reinforced, moreover,

by a detail of the description of initiation rites which Hubert and

Mauss give. Speaking again o'1 the ’sacrifier’ they say t
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he ¿one a brand new lin®.n garment, thereby 
indie^tinw that r new existence i® ab'ut to 
begin for him

a detail which 1 s parodied by Arrabf-.l in Le L’ i re "°r rabhas 

when Arlys bids (Jiafar ckeng® irto hie pyjamas prior to the 

enmm'-.ncement cf the ritual.

Once *he'sncrifier* has reached this ooint, and his

preparation is complete,the purpose of the sacrifice itself is *o

confer upon the ’snerifier' t h e  sacred n a t u r e  of t h e  victim hy

its liberation from the latter at th® moment of deaths

the characteristic whose transmission is the 
very aim of sacrifice passes from the victim to 
the sacrifier.-'^

It is important, moreover, to realise that sacredness is not an

inherent and perfected characteristic of the victim hofcre the

moment pp depth, 'or it is the violence of death itself that

establishes the victim's sacred nature:

the victim does not necessarily co~e to the 
sacrifice with a religious nature already perfected 
and clearly defined: it is tie sacrifice itself that 
confers this on it .^1

In other words tvo victim of the sacrifice incorporates not only 

the sacred state craved hy the 'sacrifier' hut also the consequences 

of the reduction of the separation hv which he is excluded from that 

state. Thus the position of the victim prior to the ooint of 

death reflects the same ambiguity that 've have previously discussed - 

the victim has, as it were, a. foot in each camp, for its progressive 

movement towards the sacred world must he paralleled hy an equally 

necessar- maintenance of contact with the nrofane. Indeed, its 

function of intermediary points to the necessity of its incorporation 

of hoth. elements within a single being. Furthermore, if the 

sacred nature cf the victim is to be parsed to the 'sacrificr', then 

that contact between the two worlds must persist even after the moment 

of death. This brings us to the climsj; of the sacrificiel procedure.
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assimilation by : i oi* * of* t} f' cV.?.o o f  *t*i ̂ f 1 or h ■ "t

+ Vp v 5 c t i n  vy  r r c T i f* io r y  fV.« ’T'~**,on*t of* prît1*’* ir .to  thp

s a c r e d  r e a l m ,  h i s  consump4 lori  ~4' t h r s r e —i f i o i t l  v : ~ t i " * j

tb® most perfect way of effecting communication 
war to hand over to the sacrifier a portion of 
the vie*ira, which he consumed. By eating p portion 
of it, he assimilated to himself the characteristics 
of the Whole.

In the religiotis sense, th°n, this 'communion' represents

the liberation of the individual from his profanity, his entry

into the sacred sphere, his awareness of the possibility of life,

by means of the death of another. For Bataille it represents a

veritable fulcrum of existence:

C'est la vie mêlée à la mort, mais en lui, dans le 
même moment, la mort est signe de la vie, 
ouverture à l'illimité* '

For Arrabal also it is an opsninr on to '1’i’limité', it is the means 

whereby 'la confusion' becomes apparent and the culmination of the 

procedure we have discussed, as a result of which man is finally 

liberated from the strictures of civilization, and is able to contem

plate "la totalité de son être" by his assimilation of the unity 

of opposite poles. It is, moreover, in I.1Architecte et L'Fmpereur 

d'Assyrie A9667, the play in which this culminating point is 

most clearly portrayed, firstly that the system as a whole is 

most exactly illustrated and secondly that the comparison between 

the 'système panique' and the religious system upon which it draws is 

most explicitly .justified.

The play opens with the bold assertion of opposition - 

the 'civilized' Fmperor arrivée on the 'eland inhabited by the 

barbaric 'Architect'.' Two years later, however, the contact 

necessary to the imminent sacrifice has already been established - 

the Architect can speak and has been 'civilized' to th® extent of
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recogiii zinc the Emperor*s supposed superiority. The a^Mcuity of the 
Smooror'e oosi tion, however, is manifested in a series of panes 
which prefigure the eventuf 1 collapse cf the world of rearcn in which 
he believes hie eyister.ee is founded. In these panes the apparent 
rdlee cf Emneror < nd Architect are reversed - the ’inperOr is the 
.Architect's horse, the Architect plays the part of the fmperor's 
mother. These 'transgressions ', however, only serve to hiphlipht 
the separation between the two characters - a separation on which 
the Srperor insists, as it is the raison d'etre cf his superiority 
anc the justification of his rationality:

Sous ns nous cor’prenong was. Ileus ap^art-nons a
deux wonder differents.^

All the while, however, the pet) is decreasing and the c b r v r : ctax's *
ambipuity bee — in'* ’'ore evir =»nt# Th9 Architectv \vihh. his well
rehearsed 4’o-r*ulae, is a pnror'y of th.O F t 0 ■*'' i T ̂  f 0 ms of the '"’’üDçro p * s
eivili"n *1 on :

Les.-ene terze-secrétairep—tou j cure—nues — oui— 0
ô c r i v a l ® n * — 1 e s — ch.e ''s— d 'c  o u v r e s —  q u s — +t;— h e u r — r* 1 e 4 a i s'.

Two subsequent chance utterances hy the Architect, moreover,

("l'aman, maman" and "comment tu l ’as tuée?") stri.ke a kindred chord 

within th>= fwneror and confront him with the reality of the violence 

h:s civilization has helped to suppress. After a period cf medi

tation h® r.f>c rcen naked, st"i weed o" the reference points of his 

civilization, before a scarecrow adorned in his own clothes. The 

Architect is no longer present to ce'firm V,1s superiority; before the 

s,vmvolie representation cf hie own rationality he is forced to realise 

the violence inherent in his own nature. His empire end his civi

lization are revealed to be & sham, En imperfect fabrication that the 

chance of a pinball machine would not quite justify, even at reduced 

oJds. His true nature is that of the "artisn, whom he cannot under

stand, hut whose rôle he acts out in front of the E-neror/Scarecrow.
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*ho frch!'cct returns '11 nrocppdr- ostensibly as 

Ve^'ro, There is, however, sne i"'nnrtrr:t eve'~*icn. Tie 
r-.mV;.t*ul tv O'*' the "-n'Tor1 ■ n£*urr can no 1 c r. =*̂ r V« imncrcd - h:r 
rrevious re* 1 * iy ;s now a while the game which he m o  the
Architect act out progr«*.- iv»l,v reveals th = reality behind the 
facade he hap used an a shield. Fo is finally hroumht to the assimi
lation of the violence inherent in his being by the admission that 
he has killed his mother; the barriers between pspp sr.d reality are 
definitively broken down*

Ce n’etrit .qu’une farce de pluet ton .tugement, 
ton proces, meis il semble que ti: le prennes au 
serieur

likewise the harriers between chaos and civilization» End at this
point the Smoeror is prepared for the sacrifice. The tl*r)oror,s
death, moreover, heralds the return to chaos of the Architect who
eats him — he becomes the Emperor, the two opposite forces are vriefly
united until the ambiguous reappearance of the Architect, whereupon

PFthe -rocess hec-ins anew. "
If this -rocess, moreover, can thus be traced in the terms 

of the religious system we have described, it also contains clear 
reference to the terms of 'panique' art. Within the framework of 

the play, the process consists in fact of a "jogging of the 

Emperor's memory". The terms of the Emoeror's 'civilization' are 

expressed by a series of embellished memories, whose sterility, as 
v;e have seen, is attested hy the Architect's psittacine repetition, 

behind this disfiguration of the past is concealed its reality.

'Jow we have said that the games played by the Architect and the 

Emoeror have th" effect of reducing the seoaration between them.

It can be seen that they are also, however, as his admissions to the 

scarecrow indicate, a manifestation in the ors-sent of the Emperor's

16?
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pest, en actualisation of his memories. iVhen he is left alone with 

the scarecrow, the falsity f the Emperor's memories becomes clea~ - 

he is not for instance an Emperor, but a minor emoloyee, the cower 

which he purports to wield ever others is e product of the cruelty 

he himself has suffered. From this moment the 'pest' which his 

pâmes actualise, and the 'present' in which that actualisation is 

effected, approach each other with increasing raoidity - their 

fusion is completed in the final 'parse ' in which he acts -ut the 

murder of his mother, finally liberating it from the past. Thus 

the Emperor's sacrifice and the Architect's subsequent communion 

represent not only the oassege of civilisation into chaos and the 

passage of rationality into violence, but also the passage from 

past to present, from 'la mémoire' to 'le hasard'. Indeed the play follows 

orecisely Arrsbal's dictum to revitalise 'la mémoire' by abstracting 

'le hasard' inherent in it, and as such the Architect/Emperor enters 

not only into the realms of violence but into the realms of 'la 

confusion', the roint where 'la mémoire' and 'le hasard' meet.

In so doing he incidentally demonstrates a strict parallel between 

the two systems and thereby vindicates our attempts to elaborate 

the 'système panique' by reference to a relif-ious system which it 

seems so clearly to reflect.

t
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IT- "1-̂-' P" V * *>Pn -T -»fT'r ̂'T 1

1 gOrOR'v73"T, Alejandro "Fanicue et Poulet R$ti" in Lo renicue.
A l'ÎA ■■ xj f Collection 10/1°, Paris 1973

Union Genera;le d 'Editions, p.93.

In "V^rs 1 *EDi:£fnftre Pan! quo- ou Sortir le Théâtre du "h entre" (in
Lo Panione, up. 74-92), for instance, Joccrowski descriv»s those
subtrct to its rational influences o' 1 civilization as:

... orisonnt er' d 'un système corporel, émotionnel et mental, 
quotidien. Ils ne sortent pas de leurs vingt gestes coutumiers, 
leurs quelques emotions, leurs définitions, rabachées et 
étroites. Leurs religions et l»urs croyances existent •

Tr rce qu'elles ont été inculquées or.r ties maîtres qui 
les ont fermés suivant les mêmes constructions logiques qu'ils 
avaient reçues eux-mêmes de leurs procréa maîtres. Leurs 
gestes sont des «postures sociales», mouvements qu'ils se sont 
imoosés à eux-mêmes par esprit d'imitation et par peur «de ne 
ras £tre comme les autres». Leurs émotions, des réflexes 
conditionnés a des paroles qui ne correspondent pas à la 
réalité. (pp.8P-9)

It should t>m noted that the 'panique' view of civilisation as a 
repressive fo"ce is strikingly reflected also in Arrahal's plays, 
notably in Les leux Bourreaux /î9567» La Grande Revue du X7e 
Siècle /l97l/ end 3e!la Jiao /1972/. Les leux Bourreaux is a 
biting parody of conventional morality, while La Grande Revue du 
Y.?.e Siècle presents a horrifying catalogue of the evils perpetrated 
in the name of civilisation in the course of this century, and 
Pella Ciao examines the various institutions which characterise 
western civilization. These plays are not examined in detail 
in what follows, however, since the topic of our present 
study is violence, which concept we shall shortly h've cause to 
equate with the 'panique' notion of 'la confusion', and A.rrabal’s 
primary concern in Les leux Bourreaux, L- 3r~ ode Revu1, du ?h°
Siècle end Pella Ciao (atypically) is to c nve.v the nature of 
civilization alone,(i.e. the nature c0 the force which opposes 
'la confusion' in 'panique' theory) rather th-n to elucidate the nature rf, or indeed to tell us anything about, 'la confusion'

. itself. See, however, note 8° Part Two, Section 3»

3 Pans Son of Hermes and Lryopa, a follower of tionysus.

4 ARRA3AL, Fernando» "L'Homme Panique" in Le Panique, p.52.,

5 ibid., p.43.

6 ibid., p.48.

7 The theme of the opposition between confusion and ordered reality 
has a long history in anti-cartesian thought and is reflected most 
importantly, perhaps, in the work of Henri Bergson.

8 SCKIFRSS, Alain Entretiens avec A.rrabal. Editions
Pierre Belfond, Peri-s, 1969* P«41.

9 \7e have elsewhere (part One, note 40) suggested the possibility 
of a link between 'panique' philosophy and the science of 'pata- 
ofcysics. The terminology used by Jodorowski here suggests a 
further possibl" in^lu^nce on the formulation of 'panique' theories

I
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in the work of Smmpnuel Vcuni^r (1P05-195O» liounier was the 
founder of th» philosophy of 'lc personnal 1 p b c  1 so well as c * the 
.■journal Esprit. in which that ohiloer'oky was expounded, t nd his 
ideas on.loyed considerable popularity in Franco i'. the decade 
follotting his death. Thoumh it is 'difficult to oc"prre directly 
Mounier's use cf the tern 'oersonne' wi th Jocorowski's (because 
on the one hand Mounier's notion of 'personne' was a ki-'kly complex 
proposition developed over the period of a c.uarter o'0 a century, 
while on the other hand Joriorowskl defines 'personne' only 
summarily, and apparently only in terms of its opposite, 'personnage'- 
it is clear that 'penicue' philosophy and 'le personnalisme* 
share a certain amount of common ground. En~h is concerned with 
the oursuit of some general notion of 'absolute totality', and, 
on a more specific level, each, su,'pests that the function of art 
is ■‘o portray that totality.
Cf. ' E~manu=l Le' Personnalise /l9f0/7^.ue sais-.je?^
Series r.U.*7., Paris 1967, p.97,

t*n soi-disant «réel» complaisant et vulgarise, est un compromis, 
généralement bar, destiné à n'us rassurer sur le. réalité plus 
qu'à la révéler. L'art est précisément une protestation contre 
son mensonge, eu nom de 1s réelité totale aperçue dans ses 
expériences marginales.

üounier's words prefigure exactly the 'panique' definition of art 
elaborated by Jodorowski and outlined below.

i c  j c r o R o . v s ’ c i , Alexar.dro ♦»Vers L 1 e^hem 're Pa ni que ou Sortir le
le Théâtre du Théâtrc" in Le Panici
p n . ? 4 - e .

1 1  ? . 'c k i  , A l  Ç T 8  n f l  T*0 "Panique et Poulet Roti", p.63.
1 ? Al^randro "V "3 T*.'-' L . 1 Y* r> Panique ou Sortir le

Théâtre du Tkfeâtre", p.°9 •

13 In "rtretiens avec A^rabal, Arrebrl acknewl erges the influence 
of his théories of 'le théâtre panique' on the composition of 
L° Lai de Barabbas. en.O0—9,

ld RAT'CVUE-t UUTSC-'AU, Françoise Arrrbrl. Classiques du 77.e Siècle.
Editions Universitaires, Paris 197?,
p. 65 s

"Apres une ceremonie rituelle ou dés danses grotesques et 
frénétiques symbolisent peut-etre le chaos primordial, le
j -un* homme est. initié. "

15 CAILLOXS, Roger • L ’Uomme et Le Sacré /Ï9397 Collection 
Idées, Gsllim£.rd, Parie 1972, pp.131-2.

16 Caillots, 
M1 1 époque

in fact, at one stage actually describes chaos as 
de la fluidité et de la confusion", ibid, p.156.

17 ibid, P.132.

1 P BATAILLE, Georges L'Erotisme £-957J, Collection lo/lP,
Pari;- 19??. Union Générale d'Editions,
p.45.

(
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19 "o have h»r» arrived ■* th» redefinition of th a concept of
viol»nc» which ■•• «■ announced on r.106, * nd which v 1' ’ c“w »  iif in 
hhe eec^nd rvirt of cvr thesis, C'he term 'violence' is employed 
v onoe^r rth, not with its ordinary fa-51ir.r me» niny, hut in the 
specialised philosophical sense in which p: tcille uses it.
Follow!n~ the arguments already put forward abov<-‘, therefore, 
’violence’ is equated with Oailloic' 'chaos' and, most importantly, 
with s.rrahal's own notion of 'la confusion'. Nowhere, it is 
true, does Arrabal specifically refer to the work of Caillois 
and Pataille, nor does he acknowledge any influence which their 
writings may have had upon the formulation of his own philosophy. 
Nevertheless the theories of Caillois --nd Bataille are represen
tative of the current of French thought in which Arrabal was 
working: and it is suggested that this factor in itself is 
adequate justification for our attempt to ordain Amabel's 
philosophy in the light of those theories..

20 A.RRAB/L, Fernando Fando and Lis /l9567 in Theatre I,
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968 (pp.61-122), 
p.96.

21 ibid ., p.9 7.

22 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Tricycle /l9c37. in Theatre II, 
Christian Sourgois, Paris 1968, pp.
103-169.

23 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Labyrinth» /19567 in Theatre II, 
pp.44-102.

24 FSSLIN, Martin The Theatre of the "bsurd. Revised and 
Enlarged edition. Pelican Books, 
Harmondsworth, 1968. pc. 249-2” .

26 CAILLOIS, Royer op.cit., p.133*

26 ibid.

27 BATAILLE» Georges op.oit., p.47.

28 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Ciel et la vPrde /l97C?7 in Theatre IX 
ed. Christian Bcuryois, Paris 1972,
(pp.18-96), p.90.

29 ibid., p.49*

30 ibid ., p.90.

31 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Labyrinthe. p.78.

32 In a majority of oases it appears that religious and social
instruction in primitive society was the responsibility of the 
mother and her family. Cf. Murdocks Our Primitive Contemporaries, 
Macmillan, New York, 19341

"The maternal uncle, rather than the father assumes responsibility 
for a child’ 8 religious, ceremonial and ethical instruction.'"

This assertion is confirmed in JAI'ES, E.O. Comparative Religion 
¿193§7 University Paperbacks, Methuen, London 19^1, p.82s

"real paternal authority is exercised by the mother's brother as 
patestas. while kinship is strictly matrilineal."
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33 CAILLOIS, Roper op.cit., p.135.

34 GUICFARNAUI, Jacques Modem French Theatre (revised ed.),
Yale University Press, Yale, 1967, P-1D5*

35 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Grand Cérémonial /Ì9837 in Théâtre III, 
Christian Bourpois, Paris IO69, pp.23-144»

36 ibid., p.67»

37 The affinity between death and sexuality, and the violence
inherent in the latter have been studied at length by Pataille 
in L'Protif ts and by Caillois in Le Mythe et L ’Homme /l939/, 
Collection Idles, Gallimard, Paris 1972, 189pp.

38 BATAILLE, Georpes op.ci t., p.56.

39 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lai dp Far abb as A9647 in Théâtre TV. 
Christian Bourpois, Paris 1969, P»13?»

40 ARRABAL, Fernando Cérémonie r-our un Noir Assassiné /Ï9567 
in Théâtre III, pp.145-220.

41 ibid., p.197.

42 ARRABAL* Fernando Le Cimetière des Voitures /Ï9577, in 
ThéStre I, ed. Christian Bourgeois, Paris 
1968, pp.123-218.

43 ARRAB‘L, Fernando Le Lai de Barabbas, p.140.
This symbol seems to reinforce the idea 
of an affinity between childishness and 
violence, b'i.np a simultaneous expression 
of both.

44 AHRABAL9 Fornendo Bestialité ^rotiquo A 9687 in Thé8ire VI 
ed. Christian Bourpois, Paris 1969, 
pp.129-146.

4* As stated in fURXKFIM, Ornile, Les Formes Flémentaires de la Vie 
Religieuse ,/Î91?7 (4th edition-̂  Bibliothèque de Philosophie 
Contemporaine, P.U.,?., Paris I960, 647PP»

46 ibid., pp.50-1.

47 Cf. FRAZTR, Sir James G. The Golden Bpupb /lB9'0/, Macmillan,
London 1949, P»5C»
"By relipion, I understand a propitiation 
or conciliation of rowers superior to man, 
which are believed to dir°ct and control 
the course of nature and of human life. 
Thus defined, religion consists of two 
elements, a theoretical and a practical, 
namely a belief in cowers higher than man 
and an attempt to nroDitiate or please 
them."
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-1? TTTOt*V̂ T|f- 1 k 1 » "•"ile Op.Cit., r.f00.

40 7'TLLOTS, Aorpr LTerre et 1 » Sacre. n.A’,°

fp ihid, p.133.

fl BATAILLE, Georges op.cit., p.fl.

52 ihid. (note)
"Les eroreseions fie monde ~rofane ( = monde du travail ou fie la 
’raison) et «*• r-nde sacré (= monde fie le violence) sont néanmoins 
très anciennes. Mais nrofane, mais ercré sont fies mots fiu
langage i rrcti-nnel".

53 S’CT*TFF^^3 , Alain or.oit., p.4 1.

54 CAILLOTS, Rcrer L'Fomme et le Sacré, p.3°.
r c t?v t c f a h . f .f . Sociological Theories in Theories of

Primitive Religion, Oxford University Press,
Oxford, l?éf, pp.4c-77.

56 CATLLOIS, lofer L''Jomme et lç SEC’*éf p.42.

e7 ARRAB'L, Fernando Le .Ts”fiin des lélices in Théâtre VI,
Christian Pourvois, Paris 19^9» PP*13-129•

AilABAL, Fernando Le Grand Cérémonial

59 ARRABAL, Fernanfio L'Architecte «t L'Empereur d'Assyrie /l966/,
in Théâtre V ("h *r» ??.r * eue), Chri-tien 
3ourgois, Paris 19*57» «75-197•

60 n r r ’*" u ■ » çrtolt Per gutc Wer.sch vpn Sezuan . Suhrkamp
V e rie r,  '»«rlin 1953*

61 "hus, str 
felicitou

ictly epeakinr 
e ‘thr.n ^recht*

, Amabel's use of the device is more 
s, being a more precise image of the idea

h° seehs to exprese.
67 ARRABAL, Fernando L° Lai de Barabbes, p.50.

63 CAILLOTS, Roger L'Fomme et le SacrA, p.41.

64 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lei de Barabbss, p.137.

65 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Ciel et la Verde, r.c7.

66 ibid.

67 ibid., po.67-8.

68 ’lowhere is the vaguenessi cf these terms more clearly
tkan in Cnilloi^ fcifkly confuseti summsry to-'rds thè enfi cf thè 
chanter entitled *L'Amhiruité fiu Sacré" in i,'F0~""e et le Sacre't p.=9, 

"On peut maintenant dessiner une sorte fie fèograchie sociale 
du pur et de l'impur. Il est une zone neutre qu'ils se 
disputent et d 'où,pour des raisons identiques et avec des 
attitudes d'esprit contraires, on s'efforce fie les-hennir.
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L5 ,toute énergie apparaît tour à tour pure et impure, 
susceptible d'être orientée dans un sens ou drr.s l'autre sans 
qu'il soit possible de lui attribuer en permanence une 
qualification univoque« "

69 DURKHEIM, Fmile op.cit., 0.58°.

70 CAILLOTS, Roger L'Homme et le Sacré, p.143«
71 ibid., p.146.

72 ibid., p.l 37.

73 BATAILLE, Georges op.cit., p.70.

74 It should be noted. that each of the pairs cf opposites
considered, i.e. Sacred/Profane, Violence/Reason, Cb.aos./civilication 
are reconciled by the single notion of sacrifice, thereby justifying 
the equation we h.EVe made between these several systems.

HUBERT, H. and MAUSS, M.

76

77 BATA

7? pu?” 

79 

PC 

81 

82

83 EAT;

Georges

and 'V.USS, M.

.ILLE, Georges

Sacrifice, its Function and nature.
Trans. HALLS, I., pub. Cohen and West 
1964, London, p«97« First pub. IP98 
as Essai sur la Eature et la Fonction 
du Sacrifice. This work is quoted in 
translation ov/ing to the unavailability 
of a French edition.

ibid., p.9-10.

La Part t'audite /Î942/. Coll. Points, Seuil/
Minuit, Paris 196", n.100.

op.cit.. p.20. 

ibid.

ibid, p.5?. 

ibid, p.97. 

ibid., p.4C.

L 'Erotisme, p.101.

84 He is not, of course, an architect,ncr does he know the first 
principles of architecture. His adoption cf this name occurs 
only after the arrival of the Emperor and is the first step in 
his assumption of the restrictions of civilization.

85 A RR A B ' L » Fernand 0 L ’Architecte et L ’Ero-^re’-r c ’Assyrie*

S 6 ibid., p.lCO.

?7 ibid., p.184.

pp, The play ends on a pessimistic note. Arrabal seems to 
acknowledge ti • t permanent reconciliation is impossible.
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Ct;r crev5 pur consi d crat ' 'ns serv°d to astnvlisi thr- dorr 

naj*dlol v-+w»en *Vn 'system» panique', based on tho notions of 
'la memoirs' sni *le hasard', as elaborated vy Arrabr.l end his /'o!lower 

- nd the roli-'ious system dealt wi4b. by Caillols, Iurkhrim, et al,, wl th 
its incister.so on th<= fundamental opposition of civilization and 
chaos. Having posited an equation between chaos and ■Rc-taille’e 

notion of violence, end having shown the sacred natu-e of that 

violence, we were able to elucidate the aims of the 'nouverent 

panique' in terns of a desire to penetrate behind the restrictive 

barriers which were the legacy of a civilization dependent for its 

stability on order and rationality, and thus to liberate the sacred 

violence out of which that civilization evolved, and which was 
therefore still inherent in it in some form. It was shown that 

Arrabal, in effect, sought within the franework of his drama to 

re-create the chaos of a mythological 'Urzeit', which was so closely 

akin to his own notion of 'la confusion', the name which he used to 

describe the true nature of human reality. In the orocess it was 

naturally necessary to indicate the appearance of violence in the 

dramatist's work and, broadly speaking, because of the nature of the 

argument, it was possible to identify chaos and violence solely as 

a result of their total opposition to order, rationality or what is 

commonly accepted (because of our familiarity with it) as 'normality'. 

Indeed, as the idea of opposition was the mainspring of the argument, 

once- this had b»en established it was easy enough to see on which side 

of the fence the violence lay. Giafar end Etienne, for instance, 

were both obviously in opposition to their surroundings, and because 

of the unfamiliar!ty of those surroundings we w°re able to deduce that 

it was in the strange universe into which they had somehow stumbled 

that the menifestation of violence was to be found. In Le tricycle
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^.o*}Jt on the other hand, It kis In the central characters 

that violence was portrayed, while the world which surrounded them 

wap that of cause and effect vlth which we ore familiar. In hoth 

case?, however, it was the notion of opposition which led up to 

our identification of violence. It v.-ao thus not necessary to give 

r detailed description of the symbols used by Arrabal in his 

portrayal of violence to identify them as such. Essential to our 

considerations was only the fact that such and such a situation, 

person, action, etc. expressed violence? we we-e not concerned to 

point out the origin or nature of the symbols used, nor to trace the 

influences which provoked their use (save in as much as these related 

to the v.-ider framework of the system in which Arrahsl seemed to he 

working).

’.7hile the idea cf opposition may he adduced to identify 

symbols of violence, however, it o-nnot ultimately he allowed to 

justify th«m. In other words, we may easily say, for example, that 

the universe in which Ttlenne xe captive is a symbol of violence simply 

because it is 'the opposite of logical or normal',and in the context 

cf the argument put forward previously such reasoning is perfectly 

admissible as a means of identification. It tells us little or 

nothin however, about the validity or power of the symbol as anI
expression o" the complex totality which we have claimed to be 

denoted by the idea-of violence in the sense in which we have used it. 

Thus, in addition to a method of identification, some yardstick of 

evaluation is needed, for such a symbol must clearly hc-e some 

significance beyond the mere fact c' opposition if it is to be at 

all meaningful; without further substance the symbols of violence 

must necessarily he subject tc the same criticism of superficiality 

which re have already levelled against the symbolism used by Arrabal 

to signify civilisation (bars, whips, manacles, etc.) Indeed, the

I
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a ss<”',t i ons of CT-: 4-ic Fuel as ffirlln '•n'3 Cuichr.wnnud, '"v : c3 we quoted 
at i y r  rr .* of th“ f i r s t  section c*" ov*' theslg,̂  and which. this second 
S ' -ciion of our thesis a i m s  to r'fute, constitute just suck a 
criticism. ^or tk.e.v claim precisely that Arrabrl’s portrayal 
of chaos end violence is haphazard, extravagant, scatalogieal, an-3 the 
product o f  a private fantasy world that lacks universal application.

Hetalninp the terms of the parallel we have established 
then, it !s now necessary to proceed heyend a »ere affirmation of 
the e?riPter,ce of violence end description of its role in the 
relirions system imitated hy Arrabal, to a close consideration of 
the symbols of its expression. ?y tracing the origins and contents 
of these symbols, together with the influences they apoear to 
reflect, we shall seek to formulate a means of justifying the 
specific terms in which Arrabal portrays violence. This will 
enable us to discover whether their sipnificanoe is limited, as 
Tsslin would have it, to the portrayal of a ’private neurosis’ or 
whether, ir. fret, they do have the import that cur previous arguments 
have assumed for them, this being that they adequately represent a 
totality which civilisation has obscured, a sçcred violence, a

pprimeval chaos, ’la confusion’.
It is with this end in mind that we briefly recall the 

principles -f the religious system by which we sought to elaborate 
the ideas of the ’mouvement panique’. Starting from the essential 
premise, put forward by Ceillois in L’Somme P t le Sacre, that 
civilization evolved out of chaos, we noted that civilization might 
therefore be expected to retain elements of chaos in some form 
(just as for Arrabtl ’la mémoire’ evolved out of and incorporated 
the properties of ’le hasard’). Tie then showed that any attempt 
to liberate the latent forces of chaos (such as we claimed was 
implied in Arrabal’s desire to create ’la confusion’) and to rediscover

I



the true reality which lay behind the stereotyped fcrmF of 

civilization should consist r.ot in the nere transgression of the 

terms of civilization, but in a unity of the polarised opposites of 

chaos and civilization (violence f nd reason, sacred and profane) 

and a transcendence of their opposition such as is eze"plified in 

the reli-'ious sphere by the notion of sacrifice- ’.7e proposed that 

this, in effect, was the pattern in the light of which the notions 

of th® ’mouv-^ent panique' might be understood; their ideas were 

of the same mould and followed the same basic principles, merely 

the names were changed.

If we now take the liberty of changing the names once more

we find precisely the same pattern reflected yet again in a third

field, that of Analytical Psychology, or more precisely in the work

of its founder, C.G. Jung, for Jung, like Arrabal, was of the

opinion that the totality of human existence lay obscured behind

certain stereotyped forms, in this case the forms lent to it by

consciousness and expressed by the ego, the centre of consciousness;

It is cenerally assumed th't consciousness is the 
whole of the psychological individual. Put knowledge of 
the phenomena that can only be explained on the hypothesis 
of unconscious psychic processes makes it doubtful whether 
the ego and its contents are in fact identical with the 
whole. If unconscious processes exist at all they must 
surely belong to the totality of the individual, even 
though they are r.ot components of the conscious ego. 3

Thus, aeeord.ing to Jung, the true reality of human existence 

comprised both consoious and unconscious elements. His justifi

cation for this proposition, moreover, was expressed in terms 

exactly parallel to those from which we previously deduced the 

relationship between chaos and civilizations

Consciousness grows rut of an unconscious psyche which if 
older then it end which goes cn functioning together 
with it or even in cpite of it,’

fnec ag'in tvere is outlined the famiiiar pattern of a totality

comprising two opposed elements, one oonoe'iing, the other concealed,

174
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?7>v̂ rr h' v i ïif' evolved ’Tto*" + ?̂u* ? o t ■ * n * n•— t r i c e s  of*

Jh■J. evolution* Th# prlno go: 1 o t Jung’•' eyotem of Annlyt iest
Psychology "'6? the re-discovery of a totality conceived in these

terms. Mot only was his elm analogous to the 'panique' desire

"ce. développer le totalité de son être'1' moreover, hut his methods,

es represented hy whet he termed "The Individuation Process", were

also strikingly si'ilar to those which emerged from our previous

argument. For hy means of the individuation process Jung sourht

precisely to lead his natients to a confrontation with, and

liberation of, their unconscious, unknown elements, with a view to

transcending the opposition between conscious and unconscious end

thus attaining the "Self" the symbol of totality»

The self is an expression of human wholeness, of the 
totality of man, that is to say of both his conscious 
and unconscious contents. To achieve wholeness iR man the 
opposites rre cancelled out; good and evil, conscious and 
unconscious, masculine and feminine, dark and light are 
raised to a synthesis symbolically expressed hy the 
conlunctio oppositorum.

Such a necessarily brief exoosition of the principles 

governing the system of Analytical Psychology dees scant .-justice 

to the depth and range of Jung's thought* Nevertheless, leaving 

aside the specific concepts used, which will be discussed presently, 

we have at least given the idea of an underlying pattern which bears 

so close a resemblance to that of the religious system discussed 

earlier as to enable us now to view Arrabal's work in a "psychologi

cal light". Indeed Jung and the ’mouvement panique' are ft one in 

both aim and methods» both seek the rediscovery of totality by 

the liberation of concealed forces»

L'euphorie de 1 'éphémère panique conduit à la totalité» 
à la liberation des forces supérieures

nand it is, moreover, in the principles of Jung's writing that may 

be found a tellinr means of .justification for thf* symbols used by

» !T5
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Arrabal to proraps violence.

Fundamentally our tuek consists in a consideration and

comparison of the concealed part of the totality, on the one bond

as conceived by Jung in the form of the unconscious, and on the

other as expressed *>y Arrabal in symbols of violence, since, in the

pattern which we have shown to he common to both systems, the

unconscious and violence occupy equivalent positions. In his

description of the unconscious, Jung made an important distinction

between its personal and transpersonal or collective aspects. Unlike

Freud, Jung did not believe that the unconscious was a merely personal

affair, a repository of the repressed tendencies of the individual.

Instead, he claimed that in addition to what he called the personal 
ounconscious', the unconscious mind comported elements that did not 

derive from individual criteria, hut had universal significance and 

were the product of a collective heritage, common to the whole of 

mankind*®t

The collective unconscious is a part of the osyche which 
can be negatively distinguished from a personal unconscious 
by the fact that it does not like the latter owe its 
existence to personal experience ... This collective ..
unconscious does not develop individually, but is inherited. 1

In other words, just as man is an individual and has a personal

history, of which much has fallen from the level of consciousness
«

into the personal unconscious, so also he is a representative of 

his species, and incorporated in his make-up are all those aspects 

of humanity that have been laid aside, and which have dropped from 

consciousness in the course of man's evolution to the present 

state s

The collective unconscious contains the whole spiritual 
heritage of mankind's evolution born anew in the brain 
structure of every individual.^
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Jung clarified the concept further in Approaching the Unconscious^  ̂hy 

likening the developnent of the mind to that of the body. He 

Dointed out that the body was a 'museum of organs' each with a long 

evolutionary history behind it, and each retaining traces of the earlier 

stages of development clearly discernible to the trained eye of the 

anatomist or biologist. Similarly the mind might equally be presumed 

to nossess an evolutionary history and to retain vestiges of a 

previous stage of development, a pre-conscious era in fact, which 

according to Jung might be identified in the collective unconscious 

by the trained eye of the psychologist.

The collective unconscious,then, is a deeper stratum of 

the unconscious than the personal unconscious, a universal pre- 

conscious basis out of which consciousness evolved, and which became 

obscured by that evolution. As such, Jung inferred that the collective 

unconscious was constituted of universal tendencies which lay beneath 

the categories of all human behaviour, characterising it as specifically 

human, but which were modified in our conscious perception by the 

circumstances (eooch, culture, etc.) in which they aopeared. In other 

words, in much the same way as we have here perceived a single pattern 

underlying systems proposed by two different disciplines, so Jung 

claimed that the behaviour of all peoples at all times, no matter how 

widely the forms of that behaviour varied from time to time and plafte 

to place, could be traced back to a number of constant and common 

beses which together comprised the collective unconscious. To these 

universal tendencies Jung gave the name of archetypes and they occupy 

a position of fundamental importance both in Jung's schema, and in 

our considerations.^

The prime source of this importance resides in the fact 

that the archetype acts as an intermediary between present conscious

ness in its various forms and the common base (i.e. the collective 

unconscious) from which +hose forms have evolved. For while on
I
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the one h - r,4 t>.e archetype point? ha eh to the se;.rne cf human i ty 

itselfi

It represents or personifies Certain instructive data 
of the dark, primitive ns.vche, the rea.l hut invisible 
roots of consciousness

on the other hand it is also manifested in symbolic form in the 
16conscious mind. In other words it is through the archetype that

the conscious mind can perceive the nature of the collective 

unconscious cut cf which it has evolved, and this is, of course,

the first step towards the realisation of the foal of totality.
17Indeed, as one might expect , it was through their 

manifestation in symbolic form in consciousness that Jung first 

conceived and subsequently found empirical ,1ustification for his 
notion of archetypes. Observing and comparing the symbols of various

cultures and various eDochs as manifested particularly in myths
1«and fairy teles Jung noted that beneath all the differing forms

which the symbols tool:, there lay a merited uniformity in the notions

they seemed to express- All local variants, hov ever diverse, were

evolved from a number of common bases which Jung categorised, per-
19sonifying them in the form of archetypes to which he gave names. J

20A simple example of the process is given by Storr who explains

that the symbols of Sir Galahad and Odysseus are two very different

mm'festations of a common notion, the archetype cf the hero. On

a rather more complicated level Jane Pratt in Consciousness and 
210acrlfj ce traces the common archetypal pattern which lies beneath

various flood stories which she compares from the most diverse 

(and often the most unlikely) sources, but both these examples make 

a little clearer both the means by which Jung arrived rt the notion 

of the archetype and also what he meant by it.

Paving thus inferred the existence of archetypes from his 

study of mythology, Jung added the important corollary that archetypes

I
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could consequently VP regarded as the '■ri nr^rinf *o myths, p ?e + of 

determining pri.neiales from which myths wore evolved, ’■nd embodi

ments of the fundarf'T.t"1 truths which myth? e-ynrefspd :

The archetype is Q kind of readiness to produce over 
and over again the nr.r.' o” similar mythic-1 ideas.

n 1This lends to the archetype? tn i'-pc'-t'r.t duality J already

su *.--o?ted hy their function as i r. termed iaries«

Vet only are archetypes apparently Impressions of -ver- 
reper.ted typical expert noes, hut at the samp time they 
behave empirically like agents that tend towards the 
repetition of the same experiences

and in as much as the archetypes together constitute the collective

unconscious, it also identifies the latt'r as a repository for the

universal realities from which myths originate«

Jung concluded that there was a myth creating level of 
mind common to people of different times and cultures.
This level of mind he named the Collective Unconscious.^5

If, in the light of this conclusion, we no." briefly pass

hack to the sphere of relirion, however, it is interesting to note

that in Uircea Fliade’s Vyth and Heal tty /l9o37 we find the function

of myth assessed in the following terms:

Myths describe the various and sometimes dramatic 
break-throughs of the sacred into the world ^7

for this definition already seems tc lend support to our suggestion

of a parallel between the religious system studied earlier and the

psychological system which presently occupies our attention. In

each case the primordial 'concealed ' facet of the essential opposition

upon which the system pivots reveals itself in the sequent 'concealing'

stage through the agency of myth. For Jung myths reveal the

collective unconscious, for Fliade they reveal the sacred or, by a

.'•ustaposition of terms which we have previously .justified, viol°nce.



Indeed the similarity of the t o systems in widely indicated in 

the works of religious historian and psychologist alike. Fliade, 

in The Vistory of Religions /ri9,?/ for example, pointed rut that 

a comparable methodology was \a-ed in both fields, each being concerned 

to study symvols with a view to establish'ng sn underlying synthesis 

of universal variants. In The Sacred and the Frofar.e /19577°^. 

moreover, he gave £ detailed description of the religious nature 

of the unconscious, the terms cf which correspond significantly 

to those we have already seen Jung use, while in "yth nnc Reality 

he went so far ns to state«

It can even he said that modern man’s only real contact 
with cosmic sacrality is effected hy the unconscious.?*-1

On the other side of the fence, meanwhile, Jung repeatedly stressed

the numinous quality of the archetyoes^* and devoted a large portion
ipcf his work to a demonstration or the religious nature of his own

psychological ideas. Thile it is not our concern here to study
11this part of Jung's work in detail , its proposals are succinctly

summed uP hy I’ri ch Fromm when he says i

It is a necessary consequence of his definition cf religion 
and of the unconscious that Jung arrives'at the conclusion 
that, in view of the nature of th° unconscious mind, the 
influence the unconscious upon us*is a basic religious 
phenomenon.*?^

In addition te this statement of the r»li-lows nature of the

unconscious, there is further support for the proposed par?1 1el

in the fact that Jung clearly viewed the develccment of consciousness

and the process cf civilization as one and the same thing!

Man has developed consciousness slowly end laboriously in a 
process that took untold ages to reach the civilised state.

It is precisely the process of civilization, bases as we have

previously remarked, on notions of order and rationality which has

determined the status of the collective unconscious!

i lf io

I
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*he rati nMism o r r,of: r yzi life-* V,v derroci at i n-; e v e ^ y tk i  ng 
irrai! n*.l procip, \ tat°d the function of th* irraticn&l into 
the uncensclous•

For tvrs© aspects rejected h.y civilization were alee repressed vy

consciousness and fell below the threshold of consciousness Into the

collective unconscious. Conrequon+ly, in the collective unconscious

which precede«’ consciousness is to be found the chaos which preceded

civilization, end as Jung coys, it is this chaos which rc-appears

when the barrier o ' "  consciousness is lifted:
A collapse of the conscious attitude is no small matter.
It always feels like the end of the world, as theugh 
everything had tumbled back into original chaos.37

There can he no dcuh-t then, that not only is there a parallel to

be drawn between th° two systems, hut that on the one hand the

collective unconscious and on the other sacrednese, chaos or violence
3Pare equivalent concepts. If the archetypes are categorisations

of the collective unconscious, moreover, the principles determining 

•'ts manifestation ir. symbolic form in the conscious mind, then they 

arc al.°o categorisations of ?«hat v.g have previously called violence, 

and the bases governing the manifestation of violence in civiliza

tion. As such they provide precisely the yardstick we are seeking 

in order to evaluate the symbolism used by Arrabal to express 

violence in M s  drama. •

In the light of the above considerations we may now view 

Arrabal's objectives not only in terms of a desire to lift the barriers 

of civilization and rediscover chaos, but also in terms of e desire 

to penetrate the restrictions of consciousness and rediscover the 

archetypes of the unconscious.^ Such a statement might conceivably 

give rise to the objection that we have no evidence that Arrabal 

was familiar with Jung's work or the ideas it expressed. This 

objection cannot be admitted as an invalidation of our attempt to

I
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a s se s s  th e  o l - y w r i g h t * s  eym bo l ism  i n  th e  l i g h t  o f  th e  r s y c f c o l o g i s t ' s  

e l a b o r a t i o n  o f  the  a r c h e t y p e s ,  how eve r .  F o r ,  es has h e on i n d i c a t e d ,  

mue} o f  th e  s i g n i ' i e a n e e  o f  th e  a r c h e typ e «  r e p l i e s  i n  th e  f e e t  t h a t  

th e y  i. re  m a n i fe s t e d  u n i v e r s a l l y  o r  s p o n t a n e o u s l y .  As such t h e y  

a re  ,1 u s t  as. l i k e l y  t o  i n f l u e n c e  th e  sym bo l ic®  employed hy  a w r i t e r  

who has n e v e r  beard  o f  th e  c o n c e p t ,  as t h a t  used hy someone w i t h  an 

in t im a t e  know ledge  o f  J u n g 's  t h e o r i e s .  Thus th e  whole  q u e s t i o n  

o f  w he the r  A r r a b a l  was a c q u a in te d  w i t h  J u n g 's  w o rk , though f a s c i n a t i n g ,  

i s  i r r e l e v a n t  to  o u r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s .  I f ,  as we have se en ,  t h e  

c o l l e c t i v e  u n c o n s c io u s  i s  th e  u n i v e r s a l  h e r i t a g e  o f  m a n k in d 's  p s y c h i c  

e v o lu t i o n ,  m oreove r ,  i t  i s  n o t  d i f f i c u l t  to  a l l y  th e  n o t i o n  o f  i t s  

r e d i s c o v e r y  w i t h  th e  ’ p a n iq u e '  o b j e c t i v e  t o  " t r o u v e r  l e s  n |ca .n ism es  

de ’ a m ém o ire " .  D i s c o v e r y  o f  th e  u n c o n s c io u s  i n  th e  form  o f  

a r c h e t y p e s ,  however ,  a l s o  l e a d s  the  way t o •an u n d e r s t * n d io g  o f

th e  com p lem enta ry  ' p a n iq u e '  d e s i r e  to  " / t r o u v e r ^  l e s  r è g l e s  du 

40h a s a rd "  . F o r  we have s t a t e d  t h a t  th e  a r c h e t y p e s  p o s se s s  an

im p o r t a n t  d u a l i t y .  îTot o n l y  do th e y  p o in t  b a ck  to  th e  e x i s t e n c e

c,f an o r i g i n a l  p r e c o n s c io u s  e r a ,  b u t  c o n j o i n t l y ,  i n  as much as  t h a t

e ra  fo rm s a b a s i s  f o r  a l l  subsequent- d e ve lop m en t ,  th e y  can be

adduced t o  d i v i n e  t h e  n a tu re  o f  th e  deve lopm en t •

The u n c o n s c io u s  has  a J a n u s - f a c e i  on one s i d e  i t s  
c o n t e n t s  p o i n t  b a c k  to  a p r e e o n s c io u s , p r e h i s t o r i c  w o r ld  
o f  i n s t i n c t ,  w h i l e  on th e  o t h e r  s id e  i t  p o t e n t i a l l y  a n t i c i p a t e s  
th e  f u t u r e  -  p r e c i s e l y  b e cau se  o f  th e  i n s t i n c t i v e  r e a d i n e s s  
f o r  a c t i o n  o f  t h e  f a c t o r s  t h a t  d e te rm in e  n a n ' s  f a t e .  I f  we 
had co m p le te  know ledge  o f  the  g round p la n  l y i n g  dormant i n  an 
in d i  v i d u a l  from th e  b e g in n in g  h i s  f a t e  would he i n  a l a r g e  
measure p r e d i c t a b l e . " ^

To use A r r a b a l ' s  t e rm s ,  th e n ,  we may, hy l i b e r a t i n g  th e  f o r c e s  o f  

p a s t  'm ém o ire '  from s t e r i l i t y ,  d i s c o v e r  an u n d e r l y i n g  p a t t e r n  w h ich  

i n  t u r n  p r e f i g u r e s  th e  enigma o f  f u t u r e  ' h a s a r d 1. ^

Jung , o f  c o u r s e ,  was n o t  concerned  t o  p r e d i c t  the  f u t u r e ,  

b u t  he r e a l i z e d  t h * t  i t  was i n  t h i s  'v n d a m e n ta l  d u a l i t y - i n v e r e n t  i n

I
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t he  c o l l e c t i v e  u n c o n s c l  (r . r '  t  !: i; r  1 r; t v e r "  r  r-4 y  '  P r   ̂ *' - -1 I r y

+ vr ..p.̂ e t rons cnt t 5 r. r t1 p orro*'ii'on ~1' ''O'nrci our * rr'

unconscious. mfce archetypes ".ore ":ot only the means of looking

hack -o'5 55 pcover! r.r the forgotten ng ttire of e previous era, but

t h e y  were also a neans of looking forward, providing the basis for

r. realisation of totality. For ’through the archetypes the

unconscious could be assimilated into the conscious mind end the

opposition transcended.^ The individuation process was precisely

a deliberate confrontation with, .-ni assimilation of the forces of

the unconscious in the form of archetypes, the efficaci^y of

which derived from the duality of these latter«

it is necessary to five special attention to the images 
of the Collective Unconscious, because they are the source 
from which hints may be drawn for the solution of the 
problem of opposites. From the conscious elaboration of 
this material the transcendent function (individuation process) 
reveals itself as a mode of apDrehension mediated by the 
archetypes and capable of uniting the opposites. ^

It comprised a 'conscious’ re-creation of the chaotic violent

realm of the unconscious and thus eimed at a transcendence of the

polarised opposites of conscious and unconscious, expressing unity

and totality4^ (symbolised by the 'Self'). As such it reflects

exactly the aims of the 'mouvement panique'«

le panique cherche l'unité en employant le manque d'unité, 
le déséquilibre, la contradiction volontaire, le 
discontinuité de rhythme. °

This fundamental concept of the duality of the archetypes 

is most clearly exemplified by the archetype of the child, the nature 

of which, in turn, may be readily perceived in the child figure 

which symbolises it. For the child figure itself has an inherent 

duality which clearly reflects the position and function of the 

notion of 'archetype' in the wider framework of the ind.ividuation 

process. On the one hr no the child, as an undeveloped human 

individual, points back to the inchoate pre-civilized state of mankind

I
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ns a wholes

The child motif represent.- the preconr.eious childhood aspect 
of the collective psyche*^

At the seme time, however, since *here is contained in the child the 

frerm cf the fully mature end developed adult rfcich he v.ill one day 

tecore, the child motif aleo sur^estP the possibility of future 

d evelo pmen t s

The occurrence of the child motif ••• signifies ar- a rule 
an anticipation of future developments even though, at p
first sight it nay seen like a retrosoective configuration ^

and as such is even a forerunner cf the Self* the symbol of

totality which lies at the end of the individuation oroeess.

Slaving grasped the essential significance of the duality

of the archetype, as exemplified in the figure cf the child, it is

interesting to note that Arrabal's own wicesoread use of child motifs

expresses a corresponding duality. This nay clearly he seen if we

contrast t”:o strikingly reloted irages, to he found in vastly

different r,hases of the playwright ’s work. In Craison ^ 9 Fidlo
rrA Lilhe -t:nd on the threshold of a new and ’civilised’ life!

A partir d ’aujourd ’hui nous serons tons et -virsf̂
r0They themselves are children" about to enter the adult world.

Beside th®m lies the corpse of their new horn child, symbolising the 

world of chaos and violence that they are putting behind them, the 

child which, significantly, they killed in a final act of violence 

before deciding to be ’good ’, The child motif in this case clearly 

points back into tie past; its appearance has confronted Ticio 

and Lilte with a picture of their own pre-eivilized, chaotic stage 

of development. That stage is. now past, however, and the child 

has been murdered as a prelude to a ’better’ life. In Le Cl el et 

If t’erd-' /197Q?^g similar symbol is used to a v=ry different end.

This time it is not. the death but the birth of a child which is

184
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portrayed . And in 4 ir case the s*'w' ol points not bac’: vu*

for'arde, si- ce Hibla *s child (ho^n a* 4i e pix cf 4ï p play) is
bold iîp throughout as 2 sym.ho 1 o4* bol : pi* in a new potentirlity1

Je v:’1' s.vcir \me Till", elle sera octite eorr-e ur.e 
Puee* laide e:” 'e un cafard et dor*e comme un scarabée 
d *or. Ce sera lu Jîcssie •'i

and t1-® onset e' a new era, achieved (as we indicated, in our -revious 

consicerationc) by the transcendence of opposites.

This striking adherence 1.7 Arrahal to the terms by 

which June denotes the child archetype points the way to a means of 

justifying the symbolism used hy the playwright to eroress violence. 

For, as we have said, June's system of archetypes provides us in 

effect with a catégorisation of violence. It is, as we shall see, 

a catégorisation followed hy Arrabal, not only in his use of the 

child figure, hut in his representation of a whole pattern of 

symbols bearing a ro~e than coincidental resemblance ho the terre 

us0d by Jung to elaborate the individuation process. '.7fl have 

already pointed out the similarity between Arrabal's aims and 

methods rr.d those of the individuation process and thus our 

undertaking now consists in following precisely and in detail the 

steps which for Jung constituted the oath of individuation, 

thereby discovering the nature of the unconscious, and the forms in 

which it is manifested. h'e may then compare these forms with thé 

symbols used by Arrabal to express a concept which we have already 

shown to be equivalent.

18e
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? VIOLENCE IN THE PERSONA/SHADOW CONFLICT

It must immediately be recognised that any attempt to 

examine the nature of the collective unconscious necessarily involves 

a preliminary consideration of the personal unconscious, which lies 

between the deeper stratum and consciousness. We cannot hope to 

(any more than Jung or his patients could hooe to) assimilate the terms 

by which the collective unconscious manifests itself, except through a 

process which begins with consciousness and subsequently takes the 

personal unconscious into account as a 'point de départ' for entry 

into the deeper collective level. Indeed the individuation process 

approaches the collective unconscious through differentiation first 

of the conscious ego and then the personal unconscious, and this is 

the path that we shall follow. Having said this, the rôle of the 

personal unconscious in our present considerations should be made 

perfectly clear. We are not here concerned to interpret the whole

gamut of Arrabal's symbols as manifestations of the personal
5?unconscious/ hut to arrive at an objective elucidation of those 

symbols in the light of a system which reflects Arrabal's own. As we 

shall see, moreover, Jung's system is echoed in its entirety in the 

playwright's symbolism, which is not confined merely to the limited 

field of the personal unconscious. Thus, while we must begin with a 

study of this latter element, it is not an end in itself, but rather 

the necessary prelude to the achievement of our present aims, a means 

of entry into the deeper level of the collective unconscious, where 

are to be found the archetypes against which we may justly evaluate the 

full range of Arrabal's symbolism.

Indeed the members of the 'mouvement panique' themselves, 

as is attested by their statements in Le Panique.seemed to approach 

their goal by a comparable process. In other words their first

stens in uncovering the 'concealed' aspects of the totality for
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which t* ey rimed consisted -recisdy in e-iumerati n-~ the r.’Pure

o' the 'coreea’ing' aspects -v-•-v opposed them, It ".’ill V» recall ed

for jnstsnce th't Jodorowski, in the course of his. statement of the

aims of the 'mouvement panique'» expressed the belief that the true

nature of ran (to which he gave the name 'personne') ley obscured

beneath a shroud (personnage) cast over it in the ntme of

civilization. The 'mouvement panique' had as one of its fundamental

aims to lift that shroud, and to leed man to a rediscovery of his

true nature in all its complexity»

Le panique pense que dans la vie quotidienne tous les 
«cufustes»  cheminent dofuises en .louant un personnage, 
et que la tache du theatre pet de faire en sorts cue 
l'horrrae ces?e de .iouer un personnafe devant d'autres 
personnafes, eu'il finissg par l'Aliminer pour s'approcher 
Peu a peu de lr rersonne• -- ̂

The notion of 'personnafe' adopted here by Jodorowski would spem to

be erectly equivalent to Jung's own conoept of the 'persona', for it

was under this name th' t Jung designated the role played by the

individual in accordance with the expectations cf society, a role,

moreover, behind which the true personality tended to become obscureds

The oer’-ons is a complicated system cf relations, between 
the individual consciousness and society, fittingly en'Ugh 
a kind of mask, designed on the one hand to make a definite 
irmression upon others, and onthe other, to conceal the 
true nature of the individual.-^

Jung made it clear that the adoption of the mask of which he spoke

was a necessary and inevitable facet of the education (or civilizing

process) of the individual, End that the 'persona' it3elf evolved

as a kind of compromise between the true nature o? the individual

and the 'unction which society expected him to performt

the persona ... is a compromise between individual end 
society as to what a man should appear to be.--

Thus it would seem not at ell presumptuous to suggest that Jung

and Jodorowski are not only using similar terms, but ere, in fact

I
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talking about exactly the sane thing. This is ineontrovertibly 

borne out by Arrabal himself, when, speaking to Schifres about his 

theatre, he states:

Il révèle que nous sommes au fond très différentsc£e 
notre apparence sociale, très loin de nos gestes. ' 0

For both are concerned with the pursuit of totality, to which

'persona' for Jung and 'personnage' for Jodorowski and Arrabal,

stand as a barrier. Hence, while the artist's desire "de développer

la totalité de son être", as we shall see, is not simply a matter

of breaking down the barrier imposed on the individual by his

'persona', Jodorowski nevertheless appears to propose the necessity

of penetrating behind this mask as a preliminary move at least.

Indeed the uncovering of the mysteries concealed by the oersona is

a sine qua non of the aims of psychologist and 'panique' artist

alike.

It is essential immediately to grasp the idea of the 

'persona' as a barrier between the conscious and the unconscious.

As such, of course, it is not itself an archetype of the unconscious 

although its significance resides in the fact that it is a collective 

phenomenon :

The persona is a collective phenomenon, a facet of the 
personality that might equally well belong to somebody 
else, but it is often mistaken for individuality.'?

The effect of the adoption of a persona then is precisely to i’—’erse

the individual and unconscious aspects of the personality in a

conscious and collective form of expression, compatible with the

exigences of society. Consequently, the more rigid the persona

presented, the more neglected and undeveloped the life of the

unconscious. Jung expresses this idea emphatically in Concerning

leMrth ? 40^ vh en he says:

I



fne could say, vith a little exaggeration, that the 
persona is that which in reality one is not, hut which 
onself as well as others think one is.58

In other words the persona effects a separation, it exercises a
function essentially similar to that of the 'interdits' in the

religious system dealt with previously, it is the harrier between

two domains, one conscious, the other unconscious. '.7e have

previously stated the existence of two opposing realms in Arrabal's

plays, and it is now interesting to note that the border which

separates these two territories is relentlessly patrolled by a series

of pers-na figures. The policeman in Le Tricycle /l95j/^ with

his mysterious incomprehensible utterances, the Judge in Le Labyrinthe

ZÍ95i76° with his equally baffling application of judicial procedure,

and the voice of the authorities in Le Ciel et La Merde are all

significantly impersonal and nameless, existing solsl.y in terms

of the function indicated by their title,^ and serving precisely

to emphasize the incompatibility of the two domains. Vie have

previously shown, while dealing in the religious sphere, that such

figures exist to protect the civilization or order which they

represent from the threat of the reality of chaos or violence,

which preceded it, and which must be suppressed to ensure its
4

continuing stability. Prom the psychological point of view, -however, 

we are now in a position to witness that these same figures are also 

representatives of a collective consciousness and that as such they 

haya an exactly parallel function, to suppress and conceal (the 

totality of the personality) in order to protect that consciousness 

from the threat of the unconscious. Thus Arrabal's repeated use of 

such figures in his plays would appear further to justify the 

equation we have prooos„d between ontho one hand, th“ oppositc3 of 

civilisation and chaos dealt 'with previously, and on the other

1°9
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these of conscious and unconscious which presently occupy our 

attention.

The conscious adoption of a 'p^roona', as we have Indicated*

is effected by the deliberate cultivation of certain tendencies* and

a consequent neclect of others. So it is that we can soeak of the

concealing properties of the persona, end Jung himself states!

The ->e"sona Is always identical vith a typical 
attitude dominated hy a single psychological function ... 
Consequently its exclusive character causes the relative 
repression of the other functions. For this reasoij the 
persona is harmful to the individual's development. -2

As Frieda Fordham makes clear, howovor, the.tendencies thus repressed

do not simply disappear hut live on as a significant aspect of the

personality«

These repressed tendencies belong to •■••hat Jung calls 
the personal unconscious, end far from withering away, as 
one might hope, they seem to he like neglected weeds that 
flourish in any forgotten corner of the j,arden.-3

These tendencies, moreover, are personified in Jung's scvema by the

archetype of the shadow, who represents precisely the dark or

inferior side of the individual, that which has been discarded in

favour of the 'ideal' of the personas

The shadow personifies everything that the subject re-uses 
t o  acknowledge about himself and yet is always thrusting 
itself upon him directly or indirectly. ^

As such the shadow incorporates all that Freud denoted by sub

conscious which, as we have stated, is a roi-^h equivalent of Jung's 

concept of the personal unconscious. Jung is at pains, however, 

to ooint cut that the shadow is not, a purely cerscnrl phenomenon!

'.7» aro no longer aware that in -arnival customs end the like,
+ here are remn-nt'- of a collective shadow figure which 
prov» that the personal shadow is in part descended f’-vn a 
numinous collective 'lcure. ’•'5

The ol '•niricance of tb* n action of th e  ¡endow possessing '■< collective 

a s c c c t  rcsidgj «rtmnrily In *he ‘‘ a c t  t h a t  i t  " • rks *ha • hadow -s
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+ke •joint at which personal "nd collective unconscious meet. It

i3 thus the most accessible facet o' the unconscious 'no consequently

the starting point for any examination of its full range«

since the shado’v is the figure nearest to consciousness 
and the least explosive one, it is also the first 
component of personality to co me up in on analysis of 
the unconscious.0“

In the psychologist's own words it is "the ^a'eway to the 

unconscious" and as such should, on no account, he understood to 

reoresent the full extent of the unconscious, of which it is hut 

a part. Thus we should not fall into the convenient trap of 

equating directly Jodorowski's concept of 'personne' with Jung's 

idea of 'shadow', for the totality to which Jodorowski gives the 

name 'personne' includes not only the shadow, hut a whole lot more
Cn

besides. llor should we, as night appear tempting, cite

L'Archit°cte et 1'TmPereur d'Assyria as an outstanding
69example of the problems of the shadow, 7 for such an interpretation 

would he a serious understatement of the full range of associations 

evoked by the play's imagery. Certainly the Fmperor is led to an 

exploration of, and confrontation with,his shadow, hut this is only 

one of the figures that lurk behind his rigid and self-imposed 

persona.

The shadow, then, is a starting-point. From what has 

already been said about the persona, it is evident that the repressed 

tendencies, which subsequently comprise the oer3onal asooct of the

shadow are those which, on moral, social or ethical grounds, because
70of their primitive, chaotic or violent nature, aro re.iected as
71incompatible with the demands of civilisation. It is equally

plain that, as stated previously, their reoression in no way either 

denies their existence or divests them of their Inherent danger:
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The shadow is a living part of the Personality and 
therefore wants to live with it in some form. It 
cannot he argu=d out of existence or rationalized into 
harmlessness. ‘

The shadow lives on below the surface of consciousness ready, as 

Antonio Moreno puts it "to hurst forth suddenly in a moment of 

awareness upsetting theego and breeding neurosis." J Thus, any 

consideration of the personal aspect of the shadow must necessarily 

take into account the existence of the 'persona', by exclusion 

from which it has evolved and the stability of which it 

permanently threatens. Indeed Joseph Henderson tells usi

The ego ... is in conflict with the shadow in what
Dr. Jung once called 'the battle for deliverance'.7r

and, as Jung himself points out, it is just such a battle which forms 

the basis of the Faust/Mephistooheles relationship depicted by 

Goethe. Hesse too gives an unmistakable account of the battle

within a single man, between the forces of persona and shadow,

cosmos and chaos, conscious and unconscious in his description of

Harry the wolf-man in StePPenwolf:

For example, if Harry, as a man, had a beautiful thought, 
felt a fine and noble emotion, or performed a so-called 
good act, then the wolf bared his teeth at him and laughed 
and showed him with bitter scorn how laughable this whole 
noble show was in the eyes of a beast, of a wolf who knew 
well enough in his heart what suited him, namely, to trot 
alone over the Steppes, and now and then to gorge himself 
with blood or to pursue a female wolf.^5

76Indeed the proliferation of similar examples , in literature, 

history and above all mythology, establishes the persona/shadow 

struggle as an archetypal source of violence in the psychological

sense.

The clearest use of the concents of persona and shadow 

in Arrabal's work occu-s in Cerpnonie pour un fToir A3sassind /19567. 

Indeed the playwright's rie-id adherence to the letter'of Jung's
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definitions is almost so clear as to lie laughable1 , and even

allowing for the use of a different medium, the symbolism of his

treatment of this fundamental psychological problem is naive in

the extreme, when compared (say) to that of "esse. Arrabai

portrays two actors 'manqués', Vincent and Jerome, who seek to hide

their insufficiency behind a series of theatrical costumes, the

mere donning of which, they believe, will ensure their success and

importance in the (theatrical) world:

Avec ces costumes-là, noug deviendrons les meilleurs 
acteurs du monde entier.''

It is made quite cl=ar that their deliberate assumption of the

correct persona is carried cut at the expense of any other

consideration which might occupy their attention:

Pour 1 'instant on fait quelque chose d'extraordinaire, 
on ne doit pas s'occuper d'autre chose 79

and the process is completed when, in a transparently symbolic

gesture, they incarcerate the corpse of Luce's father in one of the

clothes chests. The repression thus effected enables them to

conceive a pure and idealized love for Luce, unsullied by the

contamination of instinctive sexuality:

Notre amour est sincère et on ne peut rien faire de mal 
avec elle. * 0

It also ensures, however, the appearance of the shadow In the form 

of the black Francois d ’Assise who -ives expression to those 

repressed tendencies by sleeping with Luce. This action serves as 

a catalyst, allowing the violent and repressed side of Vincent and 

Jar9ma to erupt into consciousness. They brutally murder Fr^nijois 

d 'Assise, arid, though they attempt to reconcile this act with the

77

"t f»7*nns of their persona by

th e.r r- -:h t,

*‘hn darVrir  ̂id e v » s
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unconscious violent «lament anti the conscious persona they hive 

sought to hide it unde” is underlined, ''oreover, hy our firs* 

aetu'l glimpse o* the outride world whose admiration Vincent and 

Jerime had hoped so keenly to ”0''se. '"his takes the form of the 

police (ayein a persona-type representation of the collective 

consciousness) who, despite the fact that Vincent and Jerdne are 

more enraptured than ever by their own acting ability, seem 

altogether unimpressed and enter to arrest them.

Cérémonie pour un Voir Assassiné deals then» albeit

in rather crude terms, with the discovery of the personal aspect

of the shadow. Jerdme and Vincent are brought forcibly to a

realisation that their personality is not bounded by the limits

imposed by their costumes. It is the appearance of their darker,

unconscious side, moreover, which is their real crime, end which

heralds both the battle of conscious and unconscious and the

subsequent arrival of the polios. '7e have said, however, that

the shadow is not exclusively a personal figure such °s is

represented here, but that it is descended .from, and often appears

as,the manifestation of a collective archetype situated firmly in

the realm of the collective unconscious. The si’■nifieanoe of this,

as stated earlier, is tremendous, for it facilitates entry into the

collective unconscious by means of a personal approach, or as

Antonio Moreno “Turesses its

... the contents of the nersonal unconscious merya 
indlstinyuishably ’with the srohetyprl contents of the 
collective unconscious and drap the latter with them 
when the shadow is brought into oonsoiouansiis.

Thus it is that we have h-en able to speak *hs shadow as 'the 

•at<*way of the unconscious'. tltilike those •.arsenal shadow,

the representations of the archetype V i  collective shadow are 

diffuse "nd difficult to comprehend. Jun.T, however, states empha
tically that vhat he calls 'the trickster figure' i8 one such
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representation:

The trickster is a collective shadow î̂ ure, a 
summation of ell the inferior traits of character 
in individuals ^

and it is in this fora that wo can perceive the apcearence of the 
collective shadow in Arrehal's drama.

How we have said that the cersonal shadow comports those

'inferior' asoects of the individual which, in the -races? of his

education, were rejected as being incompatible with the demands of

society. If we translate this on to a collective level, moreover,

we are interestingly enough brought fairly and squarely back into

the realms cf chaos and civilization. For the process of

individual education on a collective level equals precisely the

civilization of mankind, while the repressed elements, 'which for the
individual are instinctive anti-social tendencies, become on the

collective level the chaotic or violent aspects of inchoate human

exist-rnce which were rejected as part of the civilizing orocess, but

which linger on (according to Junr and apparently also to Arrabal)
in the collective unconscious. These inferences are clearly

supported in Jung'3 commentary on the trickster figure, when, for
example, in explaining the appearances of the trickster in

mod-rn man he states simplyi

Outwardly people are more or less cia-ilized but 
inwardly th-y are still primitives

or, perhaps ev»n -ore pertinently, when he m^ves a detailed des

cription or the role of the trickster fiwire in religious festivals, 

which consisted in recalling by his buffoonery the wildness of a 

orevious era."4

Tasenti'.lly ■‘hen, •‘•he trickster is a personification of

the chaos of a. orevious consciousness, which has bees, displaced but
ornot lost in the course of civilization. ' As such, '.he prime
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traits of the trickster, as described by Jung, revolve round 
his reflection of a totally uniiffer°ntiat»d consciousness, 
is a primitive daemonic figure, whoae 'behaviour is completely
1 t (A r H  ̂e ̂  r 1» 1 A ' • A /i { A A A A A A aU A A A A V 1 A 4 A ¿1a a a a _ a . } _ - - -- --• W *«

prone to playing childish senseless pranks. "hough irrational, 

cruel m e  cynical in his treatment of others, ■‘•he trickster himself

ills end of the vengeance of those he has wronged. gn the 

other hand, he is not an exclusively negative or maleficent 

figure since he is as superhuman as subhuman, as divine as bestial, 

and ■‘■te possessor of extraordinary powers which mark him as ** 

f."'!,3 r,'in n !?r r>c +,V* 0  s s v i o u f j

The trickster is ?. nririitiv9 Cosmic* "b̂ inp* of divine— 
a.ni-al nature, on the one hand superior to men heco.v35 
of his superhuman qualities, end on *he other hand 
inferior to him because i' his unreason r.nd uncon
sciousness. ^

Henderson makes on important addition to .Tuny's own e x a m i n a t i o n  of

the characteristics of the trickster figure, when he states!

Trickster is a figure whose physical apeetites dominate 
his behaviours he has the mentality of an infant

and indeed it is only logical that the personification of an

undeveloped consciousness should be an essentially puerile and
Cjo

childlike figure. 7 Jung, meanwhile, cites Hans ',Vurst, "’em Thumb 

and clowns of the modern circus as examples of the trickster fi-ure, 

-nd also -*^tes that his machinations have been assimilated into 

modern man's cause—and—offeot^based world under such rationalised 

names as .iinx and hoodoo.

is given to great suffering, voth as a result of self-inflicted

coring V-esc descriptions and examples in "lad, find

* ’r fi,:ure  ̂0 or less faithfully ▼»‘“"res^n*-d in
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Arrabal's il ays. In Are Amandj /i9^8.T?^ for esampl ■>,

Pridiyan • a awareness of the Hzarr» nature of *ve world into

which he has stumbled is awok°n first by his nerplexad dealings

pith *hs roguish Ban a anti Any, ••’hose childish anti irrational

behaviour repeatedly belies the claim that their purpose is +o

help Pridiyan. Many of the characteristics of the trickster fi.-ure
are apparent in this pair; they are not of fired forte in that they

adopt a series of masks (mostly of a n i m a l s t o  modify their

appearance; they maintain a childlike and dependent devotion to

Lys, and yet claim to Pridiyan that she tortures them mercilessly.

They behave as children throughout, and the prominence of their

physical appetites is also demonstrated by such episodes as that

where '‘they urinate over Pridiyan, or become sexually aroused by

an advertisement for Omo. In addition, their inability to speak

subtly symbolises at once both their inferiority and their

superiority to the unfortunate Pridiyan. On the one hand they

themselves are aware that the stammer which impedes their speech

points to a certain inferiority«

les pauvres sont si susceotihles, que lorsqu'ils 
entendent parler en leur présence, ils se figurent que l'on 
veut se moquer de leur bégaiement 92

but on the other hand the us9 of Sony as an alternative means of

expression insinuates a level higher rather than lower than that of

'normal' speech.

Bana and Any recall vividly the figures of Kardo and 

Malderic in the earlier play he bai de Parabbas /I96d/'^. Once 

again their behaviour contradicts their purpose, as is shown in

their rolationshin with Ciafers

"aideric et Kardo, qui doivent faciliter sen initiation, 
so comportant au contraire de façon très bizarre 
et on dirait qu'ils sont contre lui
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and they oo.erorm exactly to Henderson's riescriotion of the 

trickster figure, as the following episode shows:

KAREO: Madame, pouvez-vous nou3 donner un sandwich?
ARLYS: Toujours manger, toujours manger. Vous êtes

deux incorrigible gloutons:...Vous ne pouvez pas 
vous plaindre, vous vous gobergez comme des coqs 
en pâte.'

KAREO: Oui madame.
ARLYS: ^uel g°nre de sandwich voulez-vous?
MALE.: Moi, au saucisson ..., mais avec du beurre
KAREO: Moi au caviar.
ARLYS (à Giafar): Eonnez-le-leur, ce sont de 

vrais enfants.'95

Kardo and Malderic too suffer cruelly at the hands of their 

protectress, but, as in the case of Bana and Ang, the presence of 

the wounds thus sustained cannot be verified. Meanwhile their 

confusing trickery tantalises Giafar almost beyond endurance, 

the culminating point of his ordeal coming when they fire toy 

arrows at the bed in which he and Arlys are making love. Even 

then, though, Arlys prevents Giafar from remonstrating with them 

as he wishes and gradually it becomes clear that there is a method, 

however annoying, in their madness. For the effect of that 

madness, though ostensibly negative, is progressively to strip 

Giafar of the touchstones of logic and rationality on which his 

consciousness is based, and thus to facilitate his entry into the 

realms of chaos at the end of the play. Their diabolic trickery, 

in other words, is directed to divine ends, and it is fitting that 

the other, more positive side of the trickster figure becomes fully 

apparent in the final scene .'/hen Kardo and Malderic assume the role 

of priests in attendance on Glafar's initiation rite, accompanying 

it with a frenetic dance which reflects the world of unconscious 

chaos in which their origins lie, and into which, as the final 

gesture in a process in which tk*>y have played a significant part, 
they now symbolically transport him:
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Kardo et '.'alderic emportent Giafar sur sa s°de 
gestatorta jusqu'au fond, derrière le paravent, où 
ils disparaissent suivis du père et de la mère.96

It is clear from this description that the figures of 

trickster and child are closely related, since the child too, 

in one of its asoects reoresents the preconscious aspect of the 

psyche. '7a have already studied two images used by Arrahal which 

reflect the full duality of the child archetype, hut it should now 

he further noted that he melees frequent use of this single asoect, 

particularly to establish the opposition which characterizes much 

of the earlier work. Indeed there is no shortage of commentators 

who make deprecatory references to the childish nature cf many of 

Arrab^l’s characters. ’7hat they fail to add, however, is that the 

child in this context is a meaningful and poignant symbol totally 

in keeping with the dramatist's aims. It is the naive childishness 

of the characters in L° rnmicycla who on one hand are blissfully 

unaware of the import of the crime they have committed but who on 

the other hand know it i 3  wrong to tell lies, which marks them 

as representatives of a chaotic and violent universe, opposed to the 

'normal' world which surrounds them (and which as we have seen is 

represented by the policeman). That chaos is symbolised precisely 

by the fact that they are children and thus their childishness is 

not at all at variance with the fact that they commit a brutal 

murder. Indeed, in as much as we have said the archetypes constitute 

a universal basis for behaviour, they murder because they are chil

dren - the nurdgr clearly enough symbolises violence and if as we 

now know the child metif also symbolises violence, than the two are 

in perfect harmony.

It Is in this li^ht then, that the repeated appearance 

of child-like ri-pires in Arrahal's plays should be viewed. Indeed 

the very uniformity with which the motif is employed by the playwright
I
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would seem to vindicate its use. For, as w° have already indicated,

even in the early clays it is not inevitably, as Esslin's account in
97The Theatre of the Absurd would seem to irmly, the central

character who is childlike, ooposed to the adult world which

surrounds him and which he cannot understand. In Le Labyrinths,

for examole, it is Etienne who is the central character and who

lacks c o m D r e h e n s io n ,  b u t  Micaela who is t h e  childs

Au debut, ,ie venais ici tous les matins et ,ie faisais 
niDi devant lui sour lui fairs plaisir. II me regardait 
tout ,1oyeux. Ensuita nous jouions, ,1'apporiais du sable 
dans les seaux et il m'enterrait les pieds ■

because, of course, it is she who represents an' unfamiliar chaotic

universe which Etienne stands outside. Arrabal's use of the child

motif reveals considerably more understanding of its origin than

Esslin's interpretation of it. If he were indiscriminately to make

the h=ro a child, we mishit indeed be able to infer that the h“ro

always embodied the author's personal unconscious, and thus to level

against Arrabal the charge of portraying some kind of private

neurosis. Put such is not the case, for the child, whether the

hero or a representative of the order which opooses the hero, always,

in keeping with the origin of the symbol, represents the irrational,

chaotic element of the duality in Arrabal's universe. His central

characters certainly view the human situation with "uncomorehending

eyes", but because of the nature of the totality of that situation

these are not exclusively "the uncomprehending eyes of childlike

simplicity", they are just as often the uncomprehending eyes of adult

consciousness. For the child is uniformly a chaotic element, and

as such, in comnany with the trickster, the child is a valid and

meaningful symbol of that aspect of chaos, seen by Jung as the

archetype of the shadow.
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3 VIOLENCE AND THE ANIMA

Our study of the archetype of the shadow has led us 

firmly into the realm of the collective unconscious. It has also 

revealed the essential characteristic of the archetypes which is 

their duality. We noted that the trickster figure is at once 

divinity and demon, that the child figure pointed on the one hand 

back to a preconscious era and on the other forward to the possi

bility of future development, and indeed the duality thus indicated 

is a basic feature of all the archetypes:

Just as all archetypes have a positive, favourable 
bright side that points upwards, so also they have one 
that points downwards.99

This duality derives from Jung's central belief in the notion of 

the opposition inherent in all things and it is reflected in the 

fundamental polarity of conscious and unconscious which constitutes 

the totality of the human psyche, and as such is itself an arche

typal exemplar of human behaviour:

How else could it have occurred to man to divide the 
cosmos, on the analogy of day and night, summer and 
winter into a bright day-world and a dark night-world 
peopled with fabulous monsters, unless he had the 
prototype of such a division in himself, in the polarity 
between consciousness and the invisible and unknowable 
unconscious.

The belief is elucidated by the notion of syzygies "the paired 

opposites where the One is never separated from the Other, its 

antithesis"*1** significantly common, as Jung points out,***^ to the 

fields of both psychology and comparative religion. Indeed, while 

it is not here our concern to expand further on the notion of syzygies 

nor to show how Jung justifies his use of the term, it is interesting 

to note in passing the correspondence between the idea of the duality 

of the archetypes, and that of the 'pure' and 'impure' aspects of 

sacredness put forward by Durkheim.
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We saw before that the function of the archetype (to

link past, present and future) was represented in the archetype

of the child. We can now say that what we have established as

the form of the archetype - the essential polarity which is a

formal structure of all experience, as well as a distinguishing

feature of the collective unconscious reflected in the archetypes

themselves - is represented in the archetyoe of the mother.

Jung supports this idea when he sayst

The structure is something given, the precondition 
that is found to be present in every case. And this 
is the mother, the matrix - the form into which all 
experience is poured. 4

The mother archetype is further essential to our considerations, 

moreover, in that it is in the representations of this archetype 

that we also find the first projection of the archetype of the anima, 

the central and predominant feature of the collective unconscious.

The mother acts, as it were, as a link between the shadow and the 

aniraa. An understanding of the mother Leads to the possibility of 

assimilating the naturecf the central anima archetype, and this in 

turn leads directly to the development of the self, the goal of 

individuation«

If the encounter with the shadow is the "apprentice piece" 
in the individual's development then that with the anima
is the master-piece.

The duality of the mother archetype, as represented by the mother 

figure, is first discernible in the notions of dual descent and 

dual birth. Jung noted the appearance in art and myth^^ of the

idea that man was both human and divine by nature, and thus 

possessed two mothers. Indeed this notion of dual motherhood is 

reflected to the present day in the person of the godmother, who 

looks after the spiritual needs of the child while the 'real'
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mother takes care of his temporal needs. The regularity with which 

this motif was repeated led Jung to infer that it pointed to the 

expression of a fundamental human situation, the full import of 

which had fallen from oonsciousness in the course of civilization, 

but which nevertheless yet impinged on the conscious mind in the 

form of the figure of "the loving and terrible mother."**^ As 

will readily be perceived, this formula, coined by Jung to eluci

date the nature of the mother archetype, is accurately represented 

by Arrabal in Les Deux Bourreaux /Î.956/ in the person of Françoise, 

who has her husband cruelly tortured and finally killed, but does 

so, paradoxically, out of pure love of her family and a desire for 

peace and harmony:

Tandis que votre père compromettait allègrement votre 
avenir, j'ai veillé sur toi, et je n'ai eu qu'un but, 
te rendre heureux, te donner tout le bonheur que je n ’ai 
pas connu. Parce que pour moi la seule chose qui compte, 
c'est que ton frère et toi, vous soyez satisfaits, tout 
le reste n'a aucune importance.

Bearing in mind the origins of the mother archetype

discussed above, we can elucidate the 'loving and terrible' duality

in the following manner, thus discovering in what it consists.

We have said that the duality derives from the original notion that

maul had two mothers, one spiritual, one temporal. The notion of

a 'spiritual' mother is conserved in the image of the personal

mother, moreover, by the fact that the latter is, first and foremost,

a representation of the unconscious, of chaos. For the mother has

given birth to the child according to the same archetypal pattern

by which unconsciousness begat consciousness:

In actual psychic experience, the mother corresponds to 
the collective unconscious and the son to consciousness.109

It is this aspect of the mother, moreover, which is first perceived

by the child, and indeed, since the child itself possesses a
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completely undifferentiated consciousness in its early years, it 

identifies and forms strong links with this 'chaotic' side of the 

mother. Furthermore, since one half of the duality comprising the 

mother represents the pre-civilized state, the mother becomes an 

object of longing: the man desirous of rediscovering the mysteries 

of the unconscious will often believe that they are to be found in 

a re-creation of the terms of his earliest childhood under which he 

was at one with the chaotic nature of his mother, or better still 

in a return to the womb which, by the analogy we have already 

indicated, signifies a state which existed before the birth of 

consciousness. It is precisely this desire to rediscover the 

totality of the unconscious (or chaos), to return to the source 

whence consciousness evolved, that is depicted in Une Tortue Nommée 

Dostoïevski A9687.1^° For not only does the playwright make it 

quite clear that Malik's entry into the tortoise's belly signifies 

a return to the maternal womb:

J'ai l'impression d'y être depuis neuf mois *** 

but the terms in which are presented the marvellous discoveries he 

makes there leave one in little doubt that he has, as we might surmise

from our knowledge of the archetype, rediscovered something equivalent
«

both to the psychological notion of the collective unconscious:

VOIX DE MALIK: A l'intérieur, j'aperçois des choses encore 
plus merveilleuses. Comme si j'avais de 
nouveaux yeux, comme si j'étais drogué, comme 
si mille mondes se concentraient dans mon 
cerveau et mille plaisirs dans ma poitrine.

LISKA: Je te crois.
VOIX DE MALIK: Je relis l'histoire depuis le premier instant 

and equally to the religious notion of the formless chaos of a 

previous era:

quand j'ordonne aux montagnes de marcher, elles marchent, 
quand je demande aux fleuves de remonter leurs cours, ils 
m'obéissent, quand je demande aux poissons de voler, ils 
sortent de l'eau et viennent vers moi.
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In the first of her aspects, then, the mother figure 

represents the collective unconscious. But she also has a foot in 

the opposite camp. Although, as a spiritual mother, she 

represents the unconscious and is the central protective figure 

with which the child identifies in the state of undifferentiated 

consciousness which characterizes his early years, it is nonetheless 

also she who, as a temporal mother, is responsible for the develop

ment by the child of a 'matured' conscious attitude. Thus the 

conflicting aspects of the notion of dual motherhood reveal themselves 

in the figure which is at once a personification of chaos, and also 

a representative of civilization. In fact, as a civilizing influence 

the mother is a veritable 'persona' figure, who underlines the 

child's separation from the chaos of the unconscious, a separation 

which she has effected and persists in maintaining. It is precisely 

this bewildering state of affairs which confronts Cavanosa in Le 

Grand Cérémonial £}-9(>2j i for he too has, in effect, two mothers, 

in keeping with the nature of the a r c h e t y p e . T h e  first is 

identified with the idyllic happiness of his early years and 

Cavanosa still calls to her in his dreams

LA MERE« Oui, je t'ai entendu m'appeler, comme en rêve.
CAVANOSA: Il ne faut pas prendre cela au pied de la lettre.
LA MERE: Mais ces appels me sont destinés.
CAVANOSA: Ils sont pour la mère que j'avais lorsque

j'étais enfant.

The other, however, represents precisely the fii'ure that through her 

cruelty and harshness (which again betray her origins) makes the 

re-attainment of the first an impossibility. On the one hand 

Cavanosa desires to kill his mother in order to annihilate the 

barrier that separates him from the goal he wishes to attain; on 

the other hand by annihilating the barrier he disposes of the goal 

as well.Ü T
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The encounter with the mother archetype, however, pre

figures the advent of the final major figure to emerge from the 

obscurity of the unconscious on the road to transcendence; the arche

type of the anima. Jung pointed out that the gender of the individual 

is determined by a predominance of male or female genes. No man,

however, is constituted solely of male genes, and thus no man can be
118said to be exclusively masculine. In deference to the demands

of society and civilization, however, the conscious development of

each individual is dictated by the nature of the predominance of

genes in him which makes him either male or female. In other

words a man develops conscious male attitudes and a woman conscious

female attitudes, leaving one part of the totality in each case

undeveloped and neglected, though still very much in existence.

A man, for instance, develops his masculine consciousness at the

expense of his feminine side, which nevertheless remains a part of

him, and is ever present in the unconscious»

In psychological terms we say that life's demands and the 
increasing development of consciousness destroy or mar the 
original wholeness of the child. For example in the 
development of masculine ego consciousness the feminine side is 
left behind and so remains in a "natural state".H9

The undeveloped feminine side thus described, moreover, manifests

itself to consciousness in the form of symbols of the 'anima'

archetype. 120 For the anima is a universal distillation of the sum

of man's apperception of woman since the beginning of time, by

means of which it becomes possible for the individual to grasp the

nature of the undeveloped female side of himself»

Every man carries with him the*eternal image of woman, 
not the image of this or that particular woman, but a 
definitive feminine image. This image is fundamentally 
unconscious, an hereditary factor of primordial origin 
engraved in the living organic system of the man,, an imprint 
or "archetype" of all the ancestral experience of the female, 
a deposit, as it were of all the impressions ever made by
woman.1^1
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It can now be seen that the anima occupies a very special position

in the structure of the psyche. For although it is a universal and

archetypal image, its existence is only apparent as a consequence of

individual development. As distinct from the collective shadow,

which was a collective image repressed in the course of universal

development, the anima is a collective image repressed in the course

of individual development. In short, it is a universal symbol of

the neglected part of an individual. Thus it is through the anima,

which is a representation of the collective unconscious in his

individual make up, that man as an individual can regulate his

relationship with the unconscious. In fact the râle of the anima

is analogous to that of the persona. For while the anima is a

collective image repressed in the course of individual development,

the persona is a collective image deliberately adopted in the

course of individual development. As such its function is to

mediate between the ego and the conscious exterior world, while the

function of the anima, conversely, is to mediate between the ego and

the unconscious inner world. Jung made the parallel quite

explicitly when he stated:

The place between the individual and the collective 
unconscious, corresponding to the persona's position 
between the individual and external reality, appears to 
be empty. Experience has taught me, however, that there 
too a kind of persona exists, but a persona of a 
compensatory nature which (in a man) could be called theanima. ^22

Indeed, the fundamental importance of the anima concept lies in its 

rôle as a mediator. For in encountering his feminine undeveloped 

side the individual for the first time becomes aware of a manifes

tation of the collective unconscious which relates to and exists 

within himself as an individual«
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Because the anima, as the feminine aspect of man, possesses 
the receptivity and absence of prejudice toward the irrational, 
she is designated as the mediator between consciousness and the 
unconscious.* ̂ 3

In other words, while the anima has as many forms as there are (male) 

individuals, it is at the same time representative of the collective 

level of the unconscious common to all, and can thus mediate between 

that level and the individual, once it has been recognised. Thus, 

while assimilating a figure that is ostensibly peculiar to himself, 

the individual also possesses in the form of the anima the means 

of assimilating the collective heritage of the unconscious into the 

terms of his own personality. The anima is the figure which leads 

him to recognition of the totality of his psyche.

Not only does the anima incorporate the function of the 

archetype, which we have already witnessed in the trickster and 

child figures, moreover, but it also exemplifies the form of the 

archetype - the ambiguity we have seen in the mother figure. It 

is thus the archetype 'par excellence', summing up the very notion 

of archetype, and for this reason is designated by Jung as the 

"archetype of life itself" . 124 If the anima is a distillation of 

the sum of man's dealings with woman, it is logical that the anima's 

qualities should first become apparent in the mother figure, the 

first woman with whom the individual comes into contact. This is 

precisely the case - the anima figure is projected first on to the 

mother and subsequently on to the other female figures with which 

the individual comes into contact and who appear suitable "back

cloths" for the adoption of its characteristics!

The first bearer of the soul image (anima) is always
the mother, later it is borne by those women who arouse
the man's feelings, whether in a positive or negative sense. **
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So it is that Cavanosa in Le Grand Cérémonial finds temporary solace

in his life-size dolls, anima figures who, as his mother points out,

have replaced her in her son's affectionsi

Tu les embrasses avec plus d'amour que si c'était ta 
mère. Et tu leur parles aussi, et tu leur fais 
tes confidences 126

and on whom Cavanosa can act out the paradox proposed by the dual 

nature of his mother, lavishing affection on them one moment and 

lopping their heads off the next.' Later Cavanosa finds a tenable
127solution to the oroblem with which we saw him faced with the help

1 oftof two further anima figures. One aspect of his mother'1 is done 

away with in the symbolic sacrifice of Sii, while the other aspect 

joins him in the reattainment of the paradise of his childhood, 

symbolised by the long-awaited journey round the world in a pram 

pushed by Lys.

Since the mother is the 'first bearer of the soul-image' it

is natural that we should find that the form of the anima is denoted

by the same impressive duality which characterised the mother»

the anima is bipolar and can therefore appear positive 
one moment and negative the next; now young now old; now 
mother, now maiden; now a good fairy, now a witch, 
now a saint, now a whore.

In respect of her function as mediator, moreover, the anima has,

in addition, mystical, redemptive qualities which indicate the

unconscious world to which she holds the key. It is characteristic

of her positive aspects that she appears as a cryptic guide, an

oracular saviour and the possessor of superior wisdom and power»

the anima also has 'occult' connections with 'mysteries', 
with the world of darkness in general and for that reason she 
often has a religious tinge.

To elucidate further the complex and almost indefinable character

istics displayed by the anima, Jung referred his readers1 1̂ to the 

description by H. Rider Haggard in She of Ayesha, the mystical
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and compelling queen of the Armhaager tribe of Central Africa.

Haggard himself was forced to acknowledge the poverty of the terms 

by which he sought to portray "She-who-must-be-obeyed":

I have heard of the beauty of celestial beings, now I 
saw itj only this beauty, with all its awful loveliness 
and purity was evil... How am I to describe it ... The 
man does not live whose pen could convey a sense of what 
I aaw 132

but her agelessness, as well as the irrepressible power and 

fascination she exerts over all those she comes into contact with*^ 

make of Haggard's portrayal a striking and oft-cited example of a

manifestation of the anima archetype, and one in which its charac

teristics may readily be apprehended. A comparable and possibly 

even more striking subsequent description occurs (as if to underline 

the universality of the archetype) in Sadegh Hedayat's The Blind 

Owl*^  where, in the course of an uncommonly clear and arresting 

description of the woman whose image haunts him, the author sums up 

the very essence of the anima archetype and its function in the 

individuation process by stating»

To me she was a woman, and at the same time had 
within her something that transcended humanity.*35

Arrabal's work too abounds with female figures who seem 

to betray the essential duality and fascination of the 'anima'.

Indeed it was the dramatists's stated objective to reproduce the very 

substance of the female in his feminine characters and he further

recognized that this substance had to do with the notion of duality»

SCHIFRES» Ce sont pour vous les deux versants de la femme» 
la poésie et la cruauté.

ARRABAL» Oui, le mystère, la bonté, la fascination, 
la cruauté des femmes. Pas seulement des 
femmes...136

Thus we see the repeated appearance in his plays of the half saint, 

half whore female figure. Le Cimetière des Voitures ^.9527 f°r
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Instance is presided over by the obliging Dila, who pursues an 

ambition 'to be good' by lavishing her favours indiscriminately«

DILA« Moi aussi, je veux être bonne Emanou-
EMANOU« Toi, tu l'es déjà. Tu laisses tout le monde 

coucher avec toi.137

In Le Labyrinthe the desperation of Etienne's plight leads him to

put trust in the bewildering Micaela, who promises to do all she can

to help him. Her help, however, consists in calling her father, to

whom she maliciously denounces Etienne:

Maintenant il veut s'échapper du parc à tout prix, et
pour y réussir il a essayé de me soudoyer de raille manières 138

before turning her attentions to her 'fiance ' Bruno, whom she pro

ceeds to fondle with ever increasing passion. Similarly in La 

Bicyclette du Condamne ^.952/ Tasla changes abruptly from the na'ive 

and timid lover of Viloio, embarrassed when he kisses her, to 

the shameless seductress who on two occasions engages in explicit 

erotic rituals with the three men. In all these figures we can 

clearly witness the duality on which Jung's description of the 'anima' 

depends. In the descriptions of Micaela and Tasla, moreover, the 

notion of superiority or 'other worldliness' is also implied.

Micaela, for instance, suffers from the same mysteriously disappearing 

wounds which we have already noted in Kardo and Malderic, Bana and 

Ang, and she also purports to know the secret of the labyrin.th, 

while Tasla wields an extraordinary power over Paso, whose captor 

she is, and whose torture she witnesses and reports.

Perhaps the most impressive example of the anima figure 
139in Arrabal's plays , however, is the portrayal of the 'heroine' 

of Le Lai de Barabbas /Î9647. who appears first in the guise of Sylda, 

and subsequently as Arlys. At the beginning of the play Giafar 

wakes Sylda from apparent death with a kiss« here are symbolised

211
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the first stirrings of the anima, which, as we have said, is a

neglected, dormant side of the individual. Straight away, moreover,

Sylda gives Giafar an apple, the gesture recalling that of Eve,

historically the figure in whom man first perceived the nature

of woman, and a figure whose evil fascination set the type of future
14)anima representations. Prom this moment Giafar is bound to Sylda 

by a fascination which he conceives as pure love and which no 

amount of cruelty on her part will dissipate. Subsequently,

appearing as Arlys, she exposes the full range of her dual 

personality, cynically exploiting Giafar's belief in her purity to 

seduce him:

VOIX D'ARLYS: 
VOIX DE GIAPAR: 
VOIX D'ARLYS: 
VOIX DE GIAPAR: 
VOIX D'ARLYS:

Et maintenant je vous plais?
Oh oui.
Plus ou moins?
Plutôt plus.
Je suis si pure, si bonne, si blonde...

(Elle rit)141

If she thus represents what we have seen to be the form of the anima, 

moreover, this is no facile or gratuitous description by Arrabal, 

for the above quoted incident is one part of the carefully executed 

process by which she also reveals the function of the anima, to 

bring Giafar to awareness and assimilation of his unconscious, chaotic 

side and to lead him to the discovery of 'himself. With the help 

of Kardo and Malderic, in the manner we have discussed, Arlys/Sylda 

is the mystical priestess who, using the fascination which binds 

him so closely to her, removes seriatim from Giafar the encumbrances 

of a conscious attitude based on cause and effect. In keeping 

with the 'occult connections' of the anima figure, Arlys/Sylda is 

the possessor of superior magical powers pertaining to a universe 

beyond Giafar's ken - she gives Kardo and Malderic their sight back, 

she uses a magic key, she walks through a magic mirror and 

disappears. At the same time, however, she is a very present
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reality whose existence Giafar cannot deny. Consequently she is

the mediating force who leads him to an assimilation of the

unconscious world he has already encountered in the form of Kardo

and Malderic (as shown in our previous argument) and to a recognition

of the latent aspects of his psyche which this unfamiliar universe

represents. The final goal for Giafar, moreover, is a discovery

of *le secret de la connaissance"«

Il faut trouver le secret ... Celui des rapports 
entre le hasard, c'est à dire le futur ou si vous 
préférez la confusion,et la mémoire, c'est à dire
le passé.

Following the equation we have made between the 'panique' system, as 

expressed in the terms o f 'la mémoire' and 'le hasard’ and Jung'3 individua

tion process, we may render the 'secret' here referred to in psycho

logical terms as an attainment of the self by the transcendence of ■ 

opposites. Giafar, having been confronted with the unconscious world 

represented by the trickster archetype (Kardo and Malderic) and having 

assimilated the nature of that world to his conscious mind with the 

aid of the anima (Arlys/Sylda) stands on the threshold of attainment 

of the self. At this point, moreover, Arlys/Sylda, her mediating 

work accomplished, is sacrificed. Again, this is in accordance with 

Jung's observation that the anima disappears as the self is 

approached:

The dissolution of the anima means that we have gained 
insight into the driving forces of the unconscious ^43

and it leaves Giafar to face the final hurdle alone. For, to attain

the "secret de la connaissance" which is his quest, Giafar must first

read and understand the "parchemin de la Suprême Violence", he must

take part in the mysterious, primitive ritual which occurs at the

end of the play, and which marks the culminating point of the path we

have seen him follow. In psychological terms, that culminating point is
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4 VIOLENCE AND REBIRTH

The self is a symbol of totality which evolves from the

transcendence of the tension of opposing forces:

The concept of psychic wholeness necessarily implies an 
element of transcendence on account of the existence of 
unconscious components 1 4 4

and which presents itself as the culminating point of the individua

tion process, the various stages of which we have discussed. Man's 

consciousness is first faced with the contents of the personal 

unconscious and subsequently with the deeper layer of the collective 

unconscious which is a part of his universal heritage. The nature 

of the latter is perceived through the representations of the arche

types and assimilated into the conscious mind through the mediation 

of the anima, processes we have traced in the case of Giafar and his

various dedings with Kardo, Malderic, Arlys and Sylda. In this
145way, moreover, the opposites are united and the totality of the

psyche may be perceived in the symbolic form of the self:

This totality comprises consciousness first of all, then 
the personal unconscious and finally an indefinitely 
large segment of the collective unconscious whose archetypes 
are common to all mankind

which for Jung represents the goal of life and the most complete

expression of individuality. Thus the appearance of the self

heralds a broadened awareness, a new perception in which the

personality is no longer bounded by the restrictions of consciousness,

nor regulated by the dictates of the ego, the centre of that

consciousness. As Bennet puts it:

there is a shift in the centre of gravity of the personality 
and the ego is superseded by a less ego-centred, that is a 
non personal or not exclusively personal centre - the self.14?

In other words the centre of the personality is recast in a new form

or born anew. Indeed, Jung showed that the ultimate emergence of

the self (the process that Bennet called "the shift") was expressed
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in symbols relating to the mythical notion of rebirth. Rebirth is

a universal, archetypal pattern which is reflected in the

attainment of the goal of the individuation process:

As individuation proceeds to its goal, man undergoes 
a change of personality, in Jung's terms a "rebirth", 
which naturally does not presuppose the alteration of the 
original disposition, but a transformation of man's general 
attitude.^®

It is in this sense, moreover, that we may understand the final 

ceremony in which Giafar takes part in Le Lai de Barabbas.

Having been made aware of the chaos of the unconscious and having 

been guided to its assimilation by the anima figure of Arlys/Sylda, 

Giafar is 'born anew' in a ritual which, as we have indicated, 

recalls primitive initiation rites, and which completes his 

transformation from the previous limitations of the conscious world 

of the ego, to the totality of the self.*^

The notion of rebirth further underlines the parallel 

which we have drawn between two systems, one religious, the other 

psychological. Rebirth is the climactic point of both: for the 

psychologist it marks the transcendence of the opposing forces of 

conscious and unconscious, for the religious historian the transcen

dence of the opposing forces of chaos and civilization, violence 

and reason, sacred and profane:

It i8 impossible to attain a higher mode of being, it is 
impossible to participate in a new irruption of sanctity 
into the world or into history, except by dying to profane 
unenlightened existence and being reborn to a new 
rejuvenated life.*50

Indeed in a footnote to Birth and Rebirth Mircea Eliade explicitly

reiterates the fact that the concerns of the two disciplines are
151underlain by a single pattern. J Thus on the one hand it is 

far from being an anomaly that Giafar's initiation, which we have
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explained in psychological terms, should he expressed as "Le parchemin 

de la Suprême Violence" (terminology which relates to a quasi reli

gious field) and on the other hand the scene where the Emperor is 

eaten hy the Architect in L'Architecte et L'Empereur d'Assyrie, 

which we have previously elucidated as the transcendence of the 

opposition of sacred and profane may also justifiably be cited 

as a manifestation of the archetype of rebirth in the psychological 

sense.

These are only two of many symbols of rebirth which are 

to be found in Arrabal's drama. Perhaps the most obvious is the 

birth of Ribla's child at the end of Le Ciel et La Merde, which we 

have already discussed in another context. The same archetypal 

idea is expressed, however, at the end of Le Jardin des Délices 

£l96]J ^  firstly Lais's lambs are literally resurrected, and then 

Zenon eats Lais's 'soul' from a jam jar and becomes for the first 

time a "human being" capable of normal speech. Lais meanwhile 

adopts the animal characteristics which Zenon had previously, but 

both are finally united in the giant egg which is hoisted up to the 

skies, to the tuneful accompaniment of Teloc's trumpet. We witness 

rebirth again in the transformation of Fridigan, who, at the end 

of Ars Amandi rejoins the rest of humanity as an insect crawling
l«;-»

about the giant body of Syl , while at the end of Sur le Fil 

i? 9 7 4 / t h e  virtuosity of Tharsis on the tightrope denotes the 

rebirth of a former age of glory in the now deserted New Mexico 

city of Madrid.

In pointing out the archetypal notion of rebirth inherent 

in these images used by the playwright, we arrive at confirmation 

of our primary proposition that Jung and Arrabal had analogous 

goals in view. We can now see, however, that the similarity of
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those goals Is not merely a hypothetical conjecture based on the 

vague notion of totality which governs both spheres, but that it 

is a deduction confirmed by the terms of expression and mode of 

attainment proposed in each case. Indeed the culminating point of 

Arrabal's 'panique' system, of the religious system studied earlier 

and of the psychological system elaborated by Jung, are no more 

than three differing expressions of a single 'archetypal' notion. 

Furthermore, we have now said enough to show that the three systems 

themselves are representations, in different fields and put to 

different specific ends, of a single pattern, which starts with 

the fundamental notion of opposition and proceeds towards a 

concept of totality by the transcendence of that opposition. What 

Jung has done is to analyse and categorise the underlying pattern, 

or more particularly, with his notion of archetypes, to describe 

the terms in which the first (concealed) part of the opposition is 

manifested in the second (concealing) part. Having previously 

elaborated Arrabal's objective in terms of a desire to liberate 

the sacred nature of violence from the restrictive straifc-jacket 

of order and civilization, then, we have now been able to compare 

the symbols which he uses to portray that violence with the forms 

in which Jung claimed that the equivalent notion of the unconscious 

was manifested in the conscious mind. By following the steps of 

the psychological process of individuation, moreover, we have 

shown that Arrabal's symbols of violence accurately and strikingly 

reflect the universal and archetypal bases identified by Jung.

This being so, we may now reasonably conclude that those symbols 

not only have meaning and power as representations of the notions 

they are employed to convey, but that they also possess a universal 

validity far outweighing that popularly ascribed to them.^^
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NOTES TO PART TWO, SECTION 2

Except where otherwise indicated all entries under JUNG, Carl G. 
refer to The Collected Works of C.G. Jung (19 Volumes, abbreviated 
as C.W.), translated from the German by R.F.C. Hull and published 
by Routledge Sc Kegan Paul, London. Dates of composition of 
individual papers given in square brackets. Dates of publication 
of C.W. given in the Bibliography (pp.387-lS?).

1 See p. 104.

2 It is essential to make this important statement of our inten
tions absolutely clear by recalling the two different senses 
in which we have used the term violence, and by elucidating 
exactly the position of violence, in each Of those senses, in 
the symbolism employed by Arrabal. In the first part of our 
thesis we considered violence in the normal everyday sense of 
the word, and showed that violence in this sense could be 
interpreted as an expression of various facets of the personal 
subconscious, as described by Preud (specifically the id and the 
super-ego). As we noted at the time, that interpretation in
no way contests the assertion made by Esslin, since the 
symbols identified by Preud, with which we aligned the symbols 
used by Arrabal, though claimed by the psychologist to be 
common to all men, constitute nevertheless a classification of- 
personal factors, of the psyche of the individual, and Esslin's 
claim is precisely that the symbols used by Arrabal derive from 
and express factors of personal significance only. Subsequently, 
however, in Section 1 of Part Two of our thesis, we have redefined 
violence (in the light of the tenets of 'panique' philosophy) 
as a universal philosophical notion akin to that of chaos.
We now seek to prove that violence in this second sense is also 
adequately expressed by the various symbols which Arrabal uses, 
and which we will here re-examine. The basis of our re-examina
tion, moreover, is an attempt to expand on the previous parallel 
drawn between Preud and Arrabal, by aligning Arrabal's symbols 
with a further set of symbols (identified as we shall see by 
Jung) which constitute a classification not of personal, but 
of trans-personal or universal factors, and thereby to show that 
the symbols used by the playwright have a wider significance 
than that allowed them by Esslin.

3 JUNG, Carl G. Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation
/I9397 in C.W., Vol.9, part 1,p.275.

Much of Jung's writing on the concept of the unconscious and 
the notion of archetypes precedes chronologically the writings 
of Caillois and Bataille quoted in the previous chapter. 
Consideration of the latter precedes consideration of Jung's 
work in the construction of our argument, however, since it 
represents the direct philosophical atmosphere in which Arrabal 
was working.

4 ibid., p . 281
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8  We do not pretend to he dealing with the whole of Jung's vast 
and varied work, but merely with that part of it in which he 
elaborates his innovatory concept of the Collective Unconscious. 
It is for this and for his work on psychological typology that 
he is probably best known, but his writings cover an enormous 
range of topics, particularly in the related fields of religion, 
mythology and alchemy.

9 Jung's concept of the 'personal uneonscious' was roughly
equivalent to Freud's concept of the unconscious as a whole, 
cf. JUNG, Carl G. JVrchet.yDes of the Collective Unconscious 
¿19347 in C.W. Vol.q, part 1. p.3.

10 The argument by which Jung sought to substantiate these asser
tions is to be found in JUNG, Carl G. The Relations between 
the Ego and the Unconscious A 9 2 8 7  in C.W. Vol.7. pp.124-135.

11 JUNG, Carl G. The Concept of the Collective Unconscious
/1936/ in C.W. Vol.9, part 1. pp.42-3.

12 JACOBI, Jolande The Psychology of C.G. Jung. Routledge
& Kegan Paul, London I9 6 8, p.3 5 .

13 cf. JUNG, Carl G. Approaching the Unconscious ¿T96O-I7 , in
Man and his Symbols (ed, JUNG, Carl G.) 
Aldus Books, London 1964,-p.67. Also 
in Symbols of Transformation ¿1911-127 
C.W. Vol.5, p.29.

14 Essentially, the nature of the archetypes may only be gradually 
perceived by careful consideration of their manifestation in 
symbolic form and in terms of the important function they 
perform in the regulation of the psyche*
Presumably because they felt it necessary to sum up concisely 
the notion which lies at the heart of the theory of the 
'Collective Unconscious' both Jung and his commentators are 
guilty of either unhelpfully vague or even downright misleading 
defintions of the Archetypes. A case in point is Moreno's 
elegant but unenlightening description in Jung, Gods & Modern Man:

"The archetypes are typical and universal forms of appre
hension which appear as primordial images charged with 
great meaning and power, images that Impart a crucial 
influence upon our collective pattern of behavior, bringing 
us protection and salvation." (op.cit., p.4.) -
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15 JUNG, Carl G. The Psychology of the Child Archetype

/194Q/ in C.W. Vol.9, part 1~ p.160.
See also Archetypes of the Collective 
Unconscious A9347 in C.W. Vol.9, part 1, 
pp.4-5.

16 In all of what follows it is of fundamental importance to 
distinguish between the symbols or images through which an 
archetype is manifested in consciousness and the archetype 
itself (i.e. the essential /unconscious/ notion which is common 
to all the images). Many commentators have unhelpfully 
muddled the two, using the term archetype to denote also what 
is in fact the representation of an archetype, or the motif, 
figure, image etc. that expresses an archetype in consciousness.

17 It is clearly only possible to identify and evaluate the 
archetypes from a conscious standpoint and subsequently to 
deduce their unconscious function.

18 Dreams, of course, were also an important source of the symbolic 
manifestation of archetypes but from a practical point of view 
the material available for Jung to 3 tudy was necessarily more 
limited in range than that provided by myths and fairy tales.
The genesis of his theories was therefore based primarily on 
observation of the latter considerations, though once the 
theories had been evolved their chief practical and therapeutic 
use lay in their application to the observation of dreams.

19 This practice makes the distinction between archetype and 
image/figure/motif upon which we have insisted (see note 16) 
all the more difficult to sustain. Firstly the business of 
personification confers an image on to the archetype Itselft
it represents the archetype, indeed, in the form of a collective 
image. Secondly the name chosen to designate the archetype 
often also describes an image of that archetype in consciousness. 
Thus we are faced with the confusing situation whereby (for 
instance)t
a) the mother figure or mother image is a common symbol 

(though not the only symbol - see note 1 0 3 ) through which 
is expressed in consciousness the mother archetype.

b) the mother archetype is the basic quality common to all 
mother images.

c) the mother is a collective image denoting that basic 
quality and a common individual image whereby the same 
quality is represented in consciousness.

2 0 In STORR, Anthony Jung, Fontana Modern Masters Series, 
Collins, London 1973» P«39*

2 1 PRATT, Jane Consciousness and Sacrifice, The
Analytical Psychology Club of New York, 
New York 196/» see particularly pp.25-28.

2 2 JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Unconscious /19177 
C.W. Vol.7, p.6 8 .

t
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2? Moreno seems to consider this idea logically inadmissible and embarks 
upon an extraordinary and absurd chicken-and-egg-type argument in 
which he ties himself and his readers into knots by trying to establish 
whether archetypes originally preceded myth or vice versa. His in
ability to extricate himself successfully from the resultant confusion 
only serves to underline the neatness of Jung's conception of the 
relationship between the two ideas (op.eit., pp.1 8 -1 9 ).

24 JUNG, Carl G. On the P sy ch o log y  o f  the TJ n c o n s c io u s /T 91 i j
C.'V. Vol.7. p.69.

25 STORR, Anthony op.cit., p.35*

26 Eliade is cited here, and in what immediately follows, not to support 
Jung's contention, of course, but to support our own contention of a 
parallel between the 'religious' system of sacred/profane or 
civilization/chaos and Jung's system of unconscious/conscio\is. We 
seek to suggest that 'the sacred' or 'chaos' and 'unconscious' are 
equivalent notions, and hence to justify our examination of Arrabal's 
concept of 'la confusion' (which we have already elsewhere equated 
with Caillois' 'chaos') in the light of Jung's analysis of the 
unconscious.

The works of Eliade are here quoted in translation, owing to the 
difficulty of gaining access to French editions.

27 ELIADE, Mircea

2 8 ELIADE, Mircea

29 ELIADE, Mircea

30 ELIADE, Mircea

31 e.g. JUNG, Carl G.

Myth and Reality /Aspects du My the 19*53̂ , 
TRASK, George Allen &■ Unwin, London 19°4,

^rans.
p.6 .

Methodological Remarks on the Study of Religious 
Symbolism in The History of Religions (ed. 
ELIADE & KITAGAWA) University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago 1959, PP. 86-106. (cf. esp. pp. 94-5«)

The Sacred and the Profane /Le Sacre et le 
Profane, first published in German translation 
1957/ trans. TRASK, Harcourt Brace S- World Inc., 
New York 1959, 254 pp.

Myth and Reality, p.77n.

Symbols of Transformation, C.'V. Vo 1.5, p . 1 5 8 1  

On the Psychology of the Unconscious,
C.W. Vol.7. p.70.

32 See particularly JUNG, Carl G. Psychology and Religion /T<) 38/40/,
C.W. Vol. 11. ' “

33 One such detailed study is to be found in SCHAER, Hans, Religion and 
the Cure of Souls in Jung’s Psychology. Routledge A- Kegan Paul,
London 1951» 226 pp.

34 FROMM, Erich Psychoanalysis and Religion /19507  » Bantam
Edition, Bantam, New York 1 9 6 7 , p.18.

35 JUNG, Carl G. Approaching the Unconscious /l960-l7, p.23.
cf. Conscious, Unconscious & Individuation /T*)39 
C.’ff. Vol. o, part 1. p.2801

"Historically as well as individually, our con
sciousness has developed out of the darkness 
and somnolence of primordial unconsciousness."
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36 JUNG

37 JUNG, Carl G.

On the Psychology of the Unconscious 
/19177, C.W. Vol.7, P.92
The Relations between the Ego and the 
Unconscious /19287, C.W. Vol.7, p.161

38 As is implied by Jung’s repeated descriptions of the irrationality 
of the Collective Unconscious.

39 It is particularly interesting to note that Jung specifically 
states that violence itself is a necessary catalyst in the 
process of rediscovery of the unconscious:

"The more violent an effect, the closer it comes...to a 
situation where ego-consciousness is thrust aside by 
autonomous contents that were unconscious before."
(Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation /l93£7 C.W. V0 I.9 . 
part 1 , p.2 7 5 .

40 ARRABAL, Fernando "L'Homme Paniqued in Le Panique, p.4 8 .

41 JUNG, Carl G. Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation
A939/r, C.W. Vol.9, part 1, pT279

42 Jung's own views on the concept of chance, and more pertinently 
the relationship between the archetypes and chance, are 
explored in the fascinating papers entitled On Synchroniclty 
^i. 9 5 1 7  and Synchronic!ty, an Acausal Connecting Principle /Í9527, 
both to be found in C.W. V0 I.8 Í The notion of synchronicity
was evolved by Jung in an attempt to explain various phenomena, 
which could not be accounted for in terms of physical causality, 
as manifestations of the unconscious mind deriving from the 
activation of archetypal processes. Space unfortunately does 
not allow a detailed exposition of the principles of synchronicity, 
but there is an interesting commentary on Jung’s principle of 
synchronicity in KOESTLER, Arthur: The Roots of Coincidence, 
pub. Hutchinson, London 1972.

43 Jung called this process "the union of opposites through the 
middle path". The notion of the union of opposites by means 
of transcendence was suggested to Jung by his study of the 
Chinese Concept of Tao in which a single symbol united the 
opposing aspects of Yin and Yang. It is also fundamental to 
certain alchemical processes with which Jung was thoroughly 
familiar and which he dealt with at length in the papers 
collected in JUNG, Carl G., Collected Works, Volumes 12 and 13.

44 JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Unconscious
/19177 C.W. Vol.7, pp.107-8.

45 JUNG, Carl G. Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation
/19397 C.W. Vol.9, part 1, p.TfT. "fuse 
the term 'individuation' to denote the 
process by which a person becomes a 
psychological 'in-dividual', that is, a 
separate, indivisible unity or 'whole'."

46 JODOROWSKI, Alexandro op.cit., p.80.
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47 JUNG, Carl G. The Psychology of the Child Archetype
A940/, C.W. Vol.9, part 1, p.lél.

48 ibid., p.164.

49 ARRABAL, Fernando Oraison A9577 in Théâtre I, ed. Christian
Bourgois, Paris 1968, p.21.

50 As are many of Arrabal's dramatic characters. The significance 
of the use of child-like figures is treated on pp.199-200.

51 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Ciel et la Merde in Théâtre IX
ed. Christian Bourgois, Paris 1972, p.30.

52 Given the equivalence of Jung's notion of the personal 
unconscious and Freud's notion of the unconscious as a whole 
(see note 9) we may say that this, in essence, is what we have 
already done in the first part of our thesis. As previously 
stressed, however, our purposes in this second part are different 
(see note 2) and centre on the desire to show that the symbols 
used by Arrabal have not only personal but also universal sig
nificance.

53 JODOROWSKI, Alexandro op.cit., p.84.
It will be recalled that we noted previously (Section Two, part 1, 
note 9) the fact that Jodorowski's terminology suggests the 
possible influence of Mounier and of the philosophy of 'le 
personnalisme'. Our contention here is therefore not that 
Jodorowski was directly influenced by an awareness of Jung’s 
concept of 'persona' (indeed, Jung's term 'persona' has the 
opposite meaning to the term 'personne'as used by either Mounier 
or Jodorowski) but that our understanding of what Jung meant by 
•persona' may throw light on one particular aspect at least 
of 'panique' philosophy.

The Relations between the Ego and the 
Unconscious /1928/ C.'Y. V0 I.7 , p.190.

ibid, p.156.
*

Entretiens avec Arrabal. Editions 
Pierre Belfond, Paris 1 9 6 9 , p.115*

An Introduction to Jung's Psychology, /T9537 
Pelican Books, London 1 9 6 6  , p.4 8 .

Concerning Rebirth /Ï9407 C.W. Vol.9, part 1 
P.123.

Le Tricycle /Ï95.27 *n Théâtre II,
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.103-169.

Le Labyrinthe ¡1956/ in Théâtre II. 
pp.44-102.

61 The figure of the mother also frequently appears in this guise 
but as is fully explained below <pp. 207-206) she is not exclusively 
a representation of the persona.

54 JUNG, Carl G.

55 JUNG, Carl G.
56 SCHIFRES, Alain

57 FORDHAM, Frieda

58 JUNG, Carl G.

59 ARRABAL, Fernando

60 ARRABAL, Fernando
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63

64

65

66

67

68

62

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77
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JUNG, Carl G. The Structure of the Unconscious A9167 
C.W. Vol.7, P.284

FORDHiM , Frieda op.cit., p.47*

JUNG, Carl G. Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation 
A 9397 C.W. Vol.9, part 1, pp.284-5.

JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Trickster Figure
A9547 C.W. Vol.9, part 1, p.262.

ibid, p.271

See previous argument p.186

ARRABAL, Fernando L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie
A96é/ in Théâtre V (Théâtre Panique) 
Christian Bourgois, Paris 19^7, pp.75-197•

As is done by Françoise Raymond-Mundschau in a passing reference 
in Arrabal Classiques du XXe Siècle. Editions Universitaires. 
Paris 1972, p.106.

cf. JUNG, Cari G. ' The Fight with the Shadow [1946]
C.W. Vol.10. p.220.

cf. FORDHIM, Frieda op.cit., p.70l
"/the shadow/ is all those uncivilized desires and emotions 
that are incompatible with social standards."

JUNG, Carl G.

MORENO, Antonio 

HENDERSON, Joseph

HESSE, Hermann

Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious 
A934/ C.W. Vol.9. part 1, p.~201

op.cit., p.43.

Ancient Myths and Modern Man in Man and 
His Symbols Ud. JUNG. Carl G.1 p.118.
Steppenwolf /I9277 Penguin Books, London 
1965, PP.52-53.

A number of these are listed by Jolande Jacobi in The Psychology 
of G.C. Jung, p.122.

Arrabal's symbolism in this play cannot escape harsh criticism, 
but it should not be allowed to detract from the overall impression 
made by the playwright's depiction of violence in the form of 
the collective unconscious. For while we might echo the criti
cisms mentioned earlier, if we were to take this play in isolation, 
the symbolism used here, as we have indicated, is only a starting 
point, restricted to the personal sphere, of our consideration 
of the full range of symbolism which the playwright employs.

ARRABAL, Fernando cérémonie pour un Noir Assassiné
A-9567 in Théâtre IV, ChristianBourgois, 
Paris 1969, p.150

ibid, p.152.
ibid., p.204.

79
80
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81 MORENO, Antonio op.cit., p.40.

82 JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Trickster Figure
A9547 C.W. Voi.9, part 1, p.270.

83 ibid, p.269.

84 As we have previously stated, many religious festivals took 
the form of a deliberate re-oreation of chaos with a view to 
giving new impetus to the existing order (see pp.153-156
of previous section). It is thus fitting to our argument 
that Jung should cite the participants in such festivals as 
manifestations of the trickster archetype.

85 cf. JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Trickster Figure
/1954/, C.W. Voi.9, part 1, p.261.

"One simply cannot shake off the memory-image of things as 
they were, and drag it along like a senseless appendage."

86 of. ARRABAL in SCHIFRES, Alain, op.cit., p.105»
"en fait, nous sommes tous capables de tout."

87 JUNG, Carl G. On the Psychology of the Trickster Figure
/19547 C.W. V01T9, part 1, p.~2g4l

88 HENDERSON, Joseph op.cit., p.112.

89 It is therefore closely related to the archetype of the child 
which will be dealt with below.

90 ARRABAL, Fernando Ars Amandi ¡J-3&PJ in Théâtre VIII,
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1970, pp.9-88.

91 Henderson attests that the trickster "at the outset assumes the 
form of an animal". op.cit., p.1 1 2 ..

92 ARRABAL, Fernando Ars Amandi. p.30.

93 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lai de Barabbas ^1964/ in Théâtre IV,
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.21-166.

94 SCHIFRES, Alain op.cit., p.100.

95 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lai de Barabbas, pp.77-8.
Kardo and Malderic in turn (in this incident particularly) 
prefigure the later trickster figures of the three beggars who 
take up residence in Latidia's castle in La Tour de Babel 
A 976/* Like Kardo and Malderic they combine the performance 
of a 'divine'function with an astonishing manifestation of 
'devilish' behaviour characterized by the unrestrained satis
faction of their physical appetites.

96 ibid, p.166.

97 ESSLIN, Martin The Theatre of the Absurd, Revised and
Enlarged Edition, Pelican Books, Harmonds- 
worth 1968, pp.254-5.

"his characters see the human situation with uncomprehending 
eyes of childlike simplicity."

1
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98 ARRABAL, Fernando

99 JUNG, Carl G.

100 JUNG, Carl G.

101 of. ibid., p. 106.

102 of. JUNG, Carl G.

Le Labyrinthe. p.84.

The Phenomenology of the Spirit in 
Fairy Tales /1945/, C.W. Vol.9. part 1,
p.226.

Psychological Aspects of the Mother 
Archetype A938? in C.W. Vol.9, part 1. 
p.101.

Concerning the Archetypes with Special 
Reference to the Anima Concept /I9367 
C.W. Vol.9, part 1, p.56.

103 The mother archetype does not only appear in the form of the
personal mother. A list of the principal aspects in which the 
mother archetype is represented is given by Jung in Psychological 
Aspects of the Mother Archetype ¿1.938/ C.W. Vol.9, part 1, p.81. 
One important such representation is the Church (see also On the 
Psychology of the Unconscious ¿1912/, C.W. Vol.7, p.103), which 
appears in this context in Arrabal's Le Jg.rdln des Delices.

104 JUNG, Carl G. Psychological Aspects of the Mother
Archetype /19387 C.W., Vol.9, part 1,
pp.101-2.

105 JUNG, Carl G. Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious
A934/ C.W. Vol.9. part 1. p.29^

106 The full argument used by Jung to justify the concept of the 
•dual mother' may be found in The Concept of the Collective 
Unconscious ¿1932/ C.W. V0I.9, part 1. pp.44-46.

107 Fully described and documented in Symbols of Transformation 
¿1912/ C.W. V0I.5. See esp. pp.306-393.

108 ARRABAL, Fernando Les Deux Bourreaux /Í956/ in Théâtre I,
P-57.

109 JUNG, Carl G. Symbols of Transformation ¿.912/
c.w. voi.5. p .259

110 ARRABAL, Fernando Une Tortue nommée Dostoïevski ¿ 962/in
Théâtre VI. Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, 
pp.147-184.

This play clearly recalls the story of Jonah and it is thus 
interesting to compare an analysis of the play's symbolism with 
Jung's own analysis of the symbolism of the biblical story, which 
may be found in Symbols of Transformation ¿19127 C.'.V. Vol.5. p.330.

Ill ARRABAL, Fernando Une Tortue Nommée Dostoïevski. p.l8l

112 ibid, p.180.
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113 ibid., p.l8l. “alik's failure (in contrast to Jonah) to 
re-emerge from the belly of the tortoise means that in 
psychological terms he has fallen short of the goal of 
individuation. Though he has attained full recognition of 
the hitherto ’hidden' aspect of the conscious/unconscious 
opposition, he has failed to transcend that ooposition and 
thus attain totality. The submergence of the personality in 
the unconscious is a common and dangerous psychological 
phenomenon, archetypally represented in various monster myths, 
cf. JUNG, Carl G._The Relations between the Ego and the 
Unconscious /T9287, C.W.Vol.7, p.168:

"Anyone who identifies with the Collective Psyche - or 
in mythological terms, lets himself be devoured by the 
monster - and vanishes in it, attains the treasure that 
the dragon guards, but he does so in spite of himself 
and to his own great harm."

114 It is essential to recognize that "the mother" in Le Grand 
Ceremonial is not only Cavanosa's personal mother, but a 
symbolic representation of the mother archetype, with all 
that it connotes.

115 i.e. at a time when the unconscious is nearer than usual 
to the surface.

116 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Grand Cérémonial /T963J  in Théâtre 111,
pp. 63-4.

117 This formulation of Cavanosa's predicament underlines the 
fact that the observation which we had cause to make when 
dealing in the religious sphere; namely that negation of 
one half of the opposition is no substitute for the goal
of transcendence as a solution to the problem of opposites, 
is valid in a psychological sense as well.

118 The full argument surrounding these assertions may be found
in JUNG, Carl G. The Relations between the Ego and the Unconscious, 
C.'.V. Vol.7, pp.187 ff. "

119 JUNG, Emma The Anima as an Elemental Being
trans. NAGEL, in Animus and Anima,
The Analytical Psychology Club, New York 
1974, p.57.

120 The masculine equivalent of the anima is the animus, and is 
represented in the person of Téloc in Le Jardin des Délices.

121 JUNG, Carl G. Marriage as a Psychological Relationshio
/lb2c/ Ç V o l . 17, p.198.

122 JUNG, Cari G. The Structure of the Unconscious fxyiÇJ,
C.V. Vol.7. Second American Edition, revised 
• nd augmented (contains important additions 
discovered after Jung's death), trans. R.F.C. 
Hull, Bollingen Series XX, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton 1966, p.299*

cf. JACOBI, Jolande, oo.cit., p.119, for 
further clarification of the point.
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123 JUNG, Emma op.cit., p.56.

124 JUNG, Carl G. Archet.yoes of the Collective Unconscious 
/l934/ C.'.V. Vol. 9* oart 1, p. 32.

125 JUNG, Carl G. The Relations between the Ego and the 
Unconscious /1928/ C.'.V. Vol.7, p.195.

126 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Grand Cérémonial, p.65.

127 As Arrabal asserts, the play is fundamentally optimistic.
of. SCHIFRES, Alain, op.cit., p.129:

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

"C'est le plus beau happy-end de tout mon théâtre."

of. our previous argument in which the two aspects of the dual 
mother were specified.

JUNG, Carl G. The Psychological Aspects of the Kore
/l94l/, C. iV. Vol.o, part 1, p.199.

ibid.

cf. JUNG, Carl G. C.W. Vol.9. part 1, pp.28, 7 1, 200, 285;
C.W. V o I . t , po.187. 225;
C.'.V. Vol.5. p.437 etc.

HAGGARD, H.Rider She /18877» Hodder and Stoughton,
London 1953* pp.128-9-

It is interesting to note in this context that on page 196 of 
She, Haggard declares:

"we could no more have left her than a moth can leave 
the light that destroys it"

thus describing Ayesha (or a manifestation of the anima 
archetype)in exactly the same terms as Caillois was later 
to use to convey the essential nature of 'l£ sacré', 
cf. CAILLOTS, Roger, L'Homme et le Sacré ¿1932/, Collection 

Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1972, p.41.

HEDAYAT, Sadegh The Blind Owl trans. COSTELLO,
Picador Edition, Pan Books, London 1973,
pp.8-10.

SCHIFRES, Alain 

ARRABAL, Fernando

ARRABAL, Fernando

ibid., p.17. 

op.cit., p.100.

Le Cimetière des Voitures in
Théâtre 1, p.157.

Le Labyrinthe, p.6 7.

Though in Mariangela Melato's portrayal of the heroine of 
Arrabal's 1975 film L'Arbre de Guernica, we are given possibly 
an even more arresting depiction of the anima archetype.
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140 of. JUNG, Carl G. Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious
/1934/, C.W. Vol. 9. part 1, pp. 26-71 
"¿the anima/... makes us believe incredible 
things, that life may he lived. She is full 
of snares and traps, in order that man shoulo 
fall.,...as Eve in the garden of Eden could 
not rest content until she had convinced 
Adam of the goodness of the forbidden apple."

141 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lai de Barabbas, p.139.

142 ibid., p.127.

143 JUNG, Carl G. The Relations between the Ego and the 
Unconscious /l928/ C.W. Vol. 7. p.232.

144 JUNG, Carl G. Flying Saucers, A Modern Myth /19587. 
C.W. Vol. 10, p.410.

145 ibid., p.337:
"The psychic totality, the self, is a 
combination of opposites."

146 JUNG, Carl G. Concerning Mandala Symbolism /19507. 
C.W. Vol. Q, part 1, p.357.

147 BENNET, E.A. What Jung Really Said, Macdonald & Co.. 
London 1966, p.118.

148 MORENO, Antonio op. cit., p.38.

149 It should be noted that even in the earlier plays where the point
of transformation is not reached, the concept of the Self is alluded 
to, in the form of an object of longing, such as escape for Etienne, 
or the city of Tar towards which Fando and Lis believe themselves 
to be progressing.

150 ELIADE, Mircea Birth and Rebirth / Naissances Mystiques 1959/
trans. TRASK, Harvill Press, London 19 6 1, p.llt.

151 "From a certain point of view, psychoanalysis can be regarded as a 
secularized form of initiation, that is, an initiation accessible 
to a desacralized world. But the pattern is still recognizable: 
the descent into the depths of the psyche, peopled with monsters, is 
equivalent to a descent to the underworld, the real danger implied 
by such a descent could be connected, for example, with the typical 
ordeals of traditional societies. The result of a successful analysis 
is the integration of the personality, a psychic process not without 
resemblance to the spiritual transformation accomplished by genuine 
initiations." (Birth and Rebirth, p.165, n. 57.)

152 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Jardin des Delices /T9677, in Théâtre VI,
pp. 13-128.

153 cf. Von FRANZ, M-L. The Process of Individuation in Man & His
Symbols (ed. JUNG. Carl G.) p.200:
"¿the self^ manifests itself as a gigantic, 
symbolic human being who embraces and contains 
the whole cosmos."

154 ARRABAL, Fernando Sur le Fil /l974/* Christian Bourgois, Paris
1974, 118pp. (includes Spanish version.)
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155 The final and perhaps most conclusive justification of our
attempt to relate Jung's notions of archetypes and the collective 
unconscious to the work of the 'mouvement panique' lies in 
Arrabal's own account of the genesis of that movement (given 
in L'Homme Panique) "Au commencement" he tells us, "il y avait 
un texte". The text referred to is the 34th labyrinth of 
Fête et Rite de la Confusion which, as the author confirms, 
was a spontaneous eruption of his own unconscious. The text 
Feu de St. Jean strongly reflects the ideas we have discussed 
and is expressed in images which clearly suggest the archetypal 
pattern of the individuation process. To Arrabal, however, 
those same images suggested the ideas which were subsequently 
to become 'le panique'. (See Le Panique, jjp.37 ff. and Fête et 
Rite de la Confusion, Editions "Le Terrain Vague", Paris 1967, 
pp.169-171).
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1 1 PANIQUE1 AND 'CRUELTY1

In identifying the nature of violence in Arrabal's work, 

and subsequently in justifying the symbols used to express the 

violence thus identified, we have made extensive reference to the 

statements of the 'mouvement panique', particularly as adumbrated 

in the volume entitled Le Panique1 which Arrabal himself edited at 

the beginning of 1973» It is clear, however, that while a study 

of Le Panique and of other incidental statements made by adherents 

of the movement paves the way for a clearer understanding of the 

ideas which underlie Arrabal's work, it does not furnish us with a 

complete elucidation of the means adopted by the dramatist to give 

those ideas theatrical expression. For Le Panique is primarily 

a statement of philosophical intent, and not a manifesto of dramatic 

methodology. Indeed, in explaining to Monique Bouyer his fas

cination with the concept of 'le panique' Arrabal clearly indicates 

its philosophical basis:

Il y a une philosophie de l'ambigüité contenue dans ce mot 
qui coïncide avec quelques-unes de mes préoccupations 
philosophiques?

The point is further borne out by the fact that while Arrabal and 

Jodorowski were both principally concerned with drama, albeit in 

differing capacities, the 'mouvement panique' could count among 

its number artists, sculptors, a novelist and even a bull-fighter.^

A collection of sketches such as Topor's fascinating booklet Panic^, 

moreover, is no less faithful a reflection of 'panique' theory than 

an Arrabal play, merely it employs an alternative vehicle of expression.

Statements which fall under the heading 'panique' then, are 

neither exclusively nor necessarily concerned with drama. Never

theless articles such as "Le Théâtre comme Ceremonie Panique""* 

and "Vers 1'Ephémère Panique ou Sortir le Théâtre du Théâtre"** do
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reflect an attempt to translate ideas with a philosophical basis 

to the domain of the theatre, and while Le Panique cannot be seen as 

a theory of drama, it is at least a theory applied to drama (as well 

as to other art-forms). When thus applied to drama, moreover, 

'panique' theory constitutes an important facet of the dramatic 

theory which Arrabal's plays appear to reflect. For. not 

unnaturally, the dramatist's work in the theatre is designed 

specifically to express his philosophical beliefs; as Jodorowski 

contends the former may only be understood in the light of the 

latter»

Pour comprendre les fins de 1 '«éphémère»»panique, il faut 
connaître la philosophie panique ?

and thus those factors which, as has been suggested, provide a

statement of philosophical intent in pure form, may now be seen,

in applied form, as an exposition of dramatic objective.

This is a simple point, but nevertheless one of vital

importance. For a dramatic theory does not expound an objective

alone, but also, and often far more significantly, the means by

which that objective may be realised. Thus it is essential to bear

in mind that indications of Arrabal's dramatic objectives are

indissolubly linked to his philosophical preoccupations (i.e. to

'panique' theories). As such, moreover, they must be clearly

distinguished from the complementary aspect of the playwright's

total dramatic theory, this being made up of indications of dramatic

methodology, which, as has already been stressed, are in no way

covered by 'panique' (and thus philosophical) theories, but which it

will be our concern here to examine. The assertion made in a 1967

interview with Colette Godard, for example»

Une composition parfaitement minutieuse est indispensable 
pour exprimer dans tous les détours de sa démarche le chaos, 
la confusion de la vie ®
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1b ostensibly aelf-contradictory. The paradox is resolved, 
however, by the realisation that as a statement of dramatic theory 
it contains two elements. The sentence is divided by the use of 
the word 'pour' which makes it quite clear that the latter part is 
a statement of objective while the first part of the sentence provides 
a complementary indication of the means to achieve it. The pattern 
is repeated throughout Arrabal's writings on the theatre. In "Le 
Théâtre comme Ceremonie Panique" for instance, the terms of our 
previous philosophically-based discussion are recalled when he 
declares:

Je rêve d'un theatre où humour et poésie, panique et amour ne 
feraient qu'un...

but this statement is supplemented at the beginning of the next
paragraph by the further assertiont

Mais pour atteindre ce but le spectacle doit être régi par 
une idée théâtrale rigoureuse^

the wording of which again clearly demonstrates not only that the 
first relates to objective and the second to methodology, but also 
that there is a clear distinction to be made between the two.

Much unwarranted obscurity has been lent to Arrabal's work 
by the failure of commentators to make precisely this distinction 
and by their unwillingness to take account of the fact that the 
•panique' theories which clarify his philosophical and dramatic 
objectives are complemented by a sustained theatrical methodology 
which elucidates the means by which those objectives may be 
realized. Arrabal's work in the theatre, for example, has consis
tently been measured against the guidelines laid down by Artaud in 
Le Théâtre et son Double^  in which points of similarity have been 
noted and repeatedly emphasized. In an article entitled "Arrabal 
and Panic Theatre" Francis Donahue writes in explanation of the 
latter concepts
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Arrabal has become associated with the Theatre of Cruelty, 
whose major source of guidance is a series of theatrical 
principles laid down by Antonin Artaud11

and he goes on to assert that 'Panic Theatre' is in fact a 
variant title for 'Theatre of Cruelty'. Donahue's view is widely 
echoed and it is commonplace to find the view expressed that Arrabal 
is a direct descendant of Artaud. A close examination of the 
evidence which generates the suspicion of a link between Artaud and 
Arrabal, however, reveals that the assertion that Le Théâtre et son 
Double may be seen as a handbook of Arrabal's dramatic theories, 
as well as an elucidation of his dramatic practice is only partially 
accurate and, if taken at face value, downright misleading. It 
imputes to Artaud's theories a coherence and consistency which they 
do not have, while denying Arrabal's drama an originality which, 
in certain plays at least, it achieves. For such a view constitutes 
a misunderstanding, born of a confusion suggested by the termswhich 
Artaud uses, but not reproduced by Arrabal. An elucidation of 
that confusion in Artaud's writings, moreover, not only re-emphasises 
the need to distinguish clearly in Arrabal's work between a philo
sophically-based objective and the means employed to fulfil it, but 
also opens the way to a comprehension of those factors in the light 
of which the nature and suitability of the latter may be assessed.

There is indeed a large amount of evidence, both factual 

and conjectural, which suggests a link between Arrabal and the 

Surrealists. It is well known that the dramatist was introduced to 

Breton in 1962 by Jean Benoît and that he subsequently became a
Ipclose friend. In his 'Entretiens' with Alain Schifres Arrabal 

indicates the profound influence which his association with Breton 
exerted on him, and while his wariness of the dogmatism of 
established literary schools dissuaded him from a formal alliance
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with the Surrealists, he freely admits:
J'étais considéré comme un sympathisant^

As a result of the meeting with Breton, moreover, the first texts 
to bear the heading 'panique', which the 'mouvement panique' published 

after its formation appeared in September 1962 in the first issue of 

the surrealist review La Brèche-^  In February of the following year 

La Communion Solennelle ^  was published in La Brèche no. 4 and in 

1968 when the Magazine Littéraire was preparing its "Dossier sur le 

Surréalisme" Arrabal accepted an invitation to contribute a short 

article.^

A piece in Modern Drama by John Killinger suggests that

such historical evidence of Arrabal's sympathy with Surrealism is

echoed in the nature of much of his work. In support of this claim

he powerfully establishes a number of points of contiguity which

clearly indicate a similarity between the concerns expressed in

Arrabal's work, and those of Surrealism. Perhaps the most striking

of these is his identification of a preoccupation with 'la totalité'

common to both parties^ and his assessment of the aims of Surrealism;

The primary emphasis of all the surrealists was on the 
recovery of man's wholeness through a denial of all 
traditional systems and methods of logic^-7

shows how exactly these prefigured the concerns expressed by members

of the 'mouvement panique'. Thus there is a clear parallel between

the ideas expressed by the two groups and for all that Arrabal
18disclaims any interest in-surrealist theories, one cannot but 

support Killinger's thesis that, on this important point at least, 

they announced many of Arrabal's own.

Little consideration is needed, however, to realise that 

the parallel here is of a philosophical rather than an aesthetic 

nature. The establishment of this point is perhaps unimportant to
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the concerns of Killinger's article, though in the light of his later

attempt to extend the parallel to cover a similarity between Arrabal

and the Surrealists in the nature of their conception of art his

omission of it is open to question. For our purposes, however, the

philosophical nature of the parallel between Arrabal's concerns and

those of Surrealism is of fundamental significance. For it was out

of the philosophical background of Surrealism that evolved Artaud's
theories of the theatre. Artaud was a member of the Surrealist

group until 1927, and as Bettina Knapp suggests in her book on

Artaud, his dramatic theories have their roots in the philosophies

of that group. Miss Knapp's statement of the philosophical
aims of Surrealism matches that of Killinger exactly«

The Surrealists wanted to expand man's conception of reality 
to make it express or reflect the totality of the universe1'

and, as she shows, this aim is later echoed as a touchstone of

Artaud's theories. For the objective of theatre, according to

Artaud, is precisely to
Rejeter les limitations habituelles de l'homme et des pouvoirs 
de l'homme et rendre infinies les frontières de ce qu'on 
appelle la réalité. 0

Having demonstrated a parallel between the philosophical 

concerns of Surrealism and those of the 'mouvement panique', and 

having further shown that it was out of the former preoccupations 

that the formulation of Artaud's dramatic objective developed, we 

may reasonably conclude that Arrabal's dramatic aims and those 

expressed in Le Théâtre et son Double are similar. This is 

confirmed by a comparison between the above citation from 

Le Théâtre et son Double and statements made by Arrabal himself.^

It should again be stressed, however, that the field of dramatic 

technique has not yet been touched upon« the similarity here



demonstrated is engendered solely by the affinity of the philo

sophical backgrounds in either case. Artaud, as Arrabal was later 

to do, realised the restrictive nature of the structures imposed by 

civilization:

pour tout le monde un civilise cultivé est un homme renseigné 
sur des systèmes, et qui pense en systèmes, en formes, en signes, 
en représentations^^

and both sought, through the medium of theatre, to arrive at a more 

complete portrayal of reality, thus implying the setting aside of 

the restrictive barriers adduced to categorise it.

It is on moving into the complementary field of dramatic

technique that the possibility of confusion arises. For any

assessment of the directives given by Artaud as to exactly how 'les

frontières de ce qu'on appelle la réalité' should be extended

dramatically must be made carefully in the light of his peculiar

view of the theatre as a 'double'. Brustein states that:

Artaud's ideas about the theatre are inseparable from 
his feelings about the world in which he lives

and from the beginning of Le Théâtre et son Double it is apparent 

that the attack upon civilization which his philosophical preoccu

pations stimulate is indistinguishable from an uncompromising attack 

on the theatre itself. In "Le Théâtre et la Culture" Artaud protests 

that the theatre has become petrified by the subjection of culture 

to the restrictive forms of civilization, thus opening the way to a 

direct equation between civilization and what theatre has become 

(Western Theatre). For just as, according to the philosophical 

theories which we have discussed at length, civilization is a formal 

structure which obscures the true nature of life, so all that is truly 

theatrical has become subjected to the dramatic forms which charac

terise Western Theatre. The parallelism in essence and function of
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the two elements allows Artaud to assert that Western theatre is there

fore the double of an everyday or 'civilized' reality whereas it 

should be the double of a more complete and indeed limitless realityi

le théâtre aussi doit être considéré comme le Double non pas 
de cette réalité quotidienne et directe dont il s'est peu 
à peu réduit a n'être que l'inerte copie, aussi vaine 
qu'edulcoree, mais d'une autre réalité dangereuse et typique 
où les Principes, comme les dauphins, quand ils ont montré 
leur tête,s'empressent de rentrer dans l'obscurité des eaux?^

The equation between Western Theatre and the civilization which is

its context is thus complemented by a similar parallel drawn here

between the theatre which Artaud proposes and the reality he seeks

to recover. The theatre is then not viewed solely as the means to

an end, but is also treated as a quasi-philosophical concept and

transposed into a philosophical schema exactly analogous to that of

the opposition between chaos and civilization by which we have

elucidated the principles of 'panique' theory. For as in the

latter chaos preceded and remains latent beneath the formal structure

of civilization, so the theatre which Artaud proposes is an original

and archetypal theatre, the power of which has been sacrificed

to the limitations of«

cette sorte de théâtre...où les idées qui animaient 
à l'origine le théâtre ne se retrouvent plus que dans des 
caricatures de gestes, méconnaissables à force d'avoir 
changé de sens.*5

The view of the theatre as a double is thus extended to 

imply a coalescence between the objective of the dramatic process 

and the nature of the vehicle itself. It is inaccurate to view 

these ideas as a statement of methodology per se, since they clearly 

have a philosophical basis, and constitute rather a re-statement of 

Artaud's philosophical objectives which employs an alternative 

terminology. At the same time, however, no distinction is made 

between the philosophical view of theatre and its dramatic role,
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and thus the former conditions the nature and function of the 

latter. The notion of the theatre as a double of what Artaud calls 

'la vie', for example, strongly suggests a formless and inchoate 

dramatic structure as the means of expressing a formless and 

inchoate reality. This is confirmed by the fact that, as Tonelli 

points out in his lucid commentary on Le Théâtre et son Double, 

if one accepts Artaud's primary equation (between the limitations 

which characterise civilization and those which characterise Western 

theatre) then the fulfilment of his objective (whether one views 

this as the extension of the frontiers of reality, or as total 

theatre) depends on the dissolution of the strictures of dramatic 

form«

quand Artaud insiste sur le fait que le théâtre devrait 
opérer d'après la structure de la peste,en respectant le 
caractère gratuit de ce phénomène,il demande au théâtre 
de dépasser les limites imposées par sa forme même"

The formlessness of the theatre as a dramatic vehicle is 

certainly a part of the methodology which may be discerned from 

Artaud's theories. The concern to remove, or rather to transcend 

the limitations of dramatic form, however, carries its own impli

cations. For, as Artaud was aware, the most fundamental and 

possibly the most repressive barrier to exist in the Western theatre

was that which separated the spectators from the spectacle«
* 271 'écran formel que nous interposons entre nous et la foule.

Central to his proposals for removing the barriers that inhibited 

the true nature of theatre is thus the following proposition concerning 

the auditorium«

Nous supprimons la scène et la salle qui sont remplacées par 
une sorte de lieu unique, sans cloisonnement, ni barrière 
d'aucune sorte, et qui deviendra le théâtre même de l'action.
Une communication directe sera rétablie entre le spectateur 
et le spectacle, entre l'acteur et le spectateur, du fait que 
le spectateur placé au milieu de l'action est enveloppé et 
sillonné par elle?®
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The audience thus becomes a part of the spectacle, rather than

remaining apart from it - the spectator himself has a rile to

play in the portrayal of a new reality. This consideration confers

a second fundamental dramatic function on the action. For while

reflecting in its formlessness the characteristics of the chaos of

which it is a double, the drama must at the same time absorb the

spectators into the spectacle by provoking in them a reaction, or

a liberation commensurate with their rêle in that portrayal, i.e.

by exteriorising the elements of chaos latent within themselvest

Le théâtre ne pourra redevenir lui-même, c'est à dire constituer 
un moyen d'illusion vraie, qu'en fournissant au spectateur des 
précipités véridiques de rêves, ou son goût du crime, ses 
obsessions érotiques, sa sauvagerie, ses chimères, son sens 
utopique de la vie et des choses, son cannibalisme même se 
débondent sur un plan non pas supposé et illusoire, mais 
intérieur.29

It is to this end, moreover, that Artaud's concept of 

'poésie d'espace' is directed. Though the indications given in 

Le Théâtre et son Double in this context are more the product of 

confused intuition than of a well-defined programme, and are further,

as even such self-confessed disciples of Artaud as Brook and Grotowski 
30point out, impossible to implement to the letter, there is 

nevertheless a constant thread which reveals clearly the function 

and intended effect of the proposals. Central to the idea of 

'poésie d 'espace ' is the desire to mount a relentless assault on 

the spectator’s sensibilities (via his senses) using all 

available theatrical meanst

Je propose donc un théâtre ou des images physiques violentes 
broient et hypnotisent la sensibilité du spectateur pris dans 
le theatre comme dans un tourbillon de forces supérieures.31

By depicting 'des crimes atroces, de surhumains dévouements'^

and by extracting the inherent force which underlies them, this

assault will adopt violence and violation as a means of penetrating

the shell lent to the spectator by civilization« it will constitute

"un théâtre qui nous réveille« nerfte et coeur ... bousculant toutes
I
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nos représentations".^ In other words it will be a form of theatre

34which, like the plague to which Artaud compares it, effects

the instantaneous removal of restrictions by 'shock tactics':

1 'action du théâtre, comme celle de la peste est bienfaisante, 
car, poussant les hommes à se voir tels qu'ils sont, elle 
fait tomber le masque, elle découvre le mensonge, la veulerie, 
la bassesse, la tartuferie^

which, in short, not only reflects chaos, but also provokes it.

The concept of theatre which evolves from Le Théâtre et 

son Double is thus curiously multivocal. It is at one and the same 

time a philosophical notion analogous to the objective to which it 

is directed, and a dramatic notion, the means by which that objective 

may be fulfilled. In the latter capacity, moreover, it has two 

simultaneous functions: to reflect the nature of the objective 

by its formlessness, and to absorb the spectator into the spectacle 

by a violation which undermines his preconceived ideas’̂  and liberates 

in him the 'chaotic' elements which are a necessary concomitant of 

his participation. It may now clearly be appreciated, then, that 

while Artaud's philosophical and dramatic objectives were similar 

to Arrabal's the methodology that has here been discussed differs 

fundamentally to that later proposed by Arrabal. For while Artaud's 

theories imply a blurring of the distinction between objective 

and methodology, statements on the theatre made by Arrabal, as our 

earlier examples have indicated, tend rather to throw that distinction 

into relief. And while Arrabal's objective of "un théâtre où 

humour et poésie, panique et amour ne fer&xeat qu'a» ..." resembles 

Artaud's own objectives closely, the methodological adjunct of "une 

idée théâtrale rigoureuse" contrasts sharply with Artaud's assertion 

that:

Il semble bien qua là où régnent la simplicité et l'ordre il 
ne puisse y avoir de théâtre.*
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The second function of violation, which derives from this 

insistence by Artaud that the dramatic vehicle should reflect exactly 

the nature of the objective, moreover, is consequently also absent 

from Arrabal's methodology. Not only are his plays written texts 

in which part at least of the message is conveyed by language 

(Artaud explicitly rejected the notion of the supremacy of language) 

but when interviewing himself on behalf of The Drama Review, Arrabal 

further asserts:

This does not mean that I either defend or provoke 
confusion. I simply declare that such a state 
exists}®

The purpose of what follows is a precise scrutiny and 

elucidation of what is referred to by Arrabal as "une idée théâtrale 

rigoureuse". This idea was later crystallised as the notion of 

'Le Théâtre Baroque' and thus we shall examine, assess and sub

sequently attempt to justify the elements of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 

from two standpoints. An indication of their appropriateness to 

the philosophical objectives they are designed to achieve will be 

complemented by an evaluation of their dramatic effectiveness.

Such an undertaking, however, necessarily implies a comparison 

with the methods proposed by Artaud, since, as has been shown, 

while these are different to those put forward by Arrabal they have 

analogous objectives in view. It is thus not at all inappropriate
i

that our examination should commence with a consideration of the 

'éphémère panique'. For such was the name coined by the 'panique' 
group to denote each of a number of theatrical experiments conducted

chiefly in the mid-sixties, and which, in as much as they reflect 

the most direct attempt to transpose 'panique' ideas into the domain 

of drama, also resemble a close application of Artaud's theories.
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Arrabal's involvement in these experiments, moreover, constitutes 

a significant facet of his work at a time when, thoup-h his writings 

already betrayed elements of "une idée théâtrale rigoureuse" these 

had yet to be consolidated in a coherent methodology. The dominant 

influence in Arrabal's work still lay in his preoccupations with 

the philosophical notions of 'panique' and it was not until the 

latter part of the decade that his extensive collaboration with 

directors such as Garcia, Savary and Lavelli,^ furnished him with 

an equally important complementary theatrical influence from which 

evolved the concept of 'Le Théâtre Baroque'. Meanwhile, though it 

is clear that Arrabai recognised the necessity for a coherent 

methodology, he could still write "Je n'ai aucune théorie sur le 

théâtre"^ for such a methodology was present only intuitively in 

his written drama and absent altogether from the experimental 

'éphémères'. A study of the latter will thus not only reveal the 

limitations of Artaud's ideas in practice, but will also underline 

the necessity for, and indicate the nature of the problems in 

answer to which evolved, a coherent dramatic technique such as the 

concept of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' was later to provide.
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2 'LA fStE '

On 24 May 1965» at the American Center in Paris, Jodorowski 

presented an item entitled Mélodrame Sacramental as part of the 

'Deuxième Festival de la Libre Expression'. Jodorowski was res

ponsible not only for the conception of Mélodrame Sacramental 

but he also directed it and played the central role. The performance 

opened with the decapitation of two live geese, and this brutal 

assault on the spectators' sensibilities set the tone for the 

subsequent action, in which the protagonists included forty live 

tortoises, four live snakes, an expiring fish, a decomposing 

chicken, an ox's head, a pair of bull's testicles and 250 loaves of 

bread. The action included explicit nudity and flagellation, 

repeated acts of deliberate sacrilege and the simulation of birth, 

death and sex; it was executed by Jodorowski, supported by actors 

and actresses in costumes ranging from nothing at all to a rabbi's 

habit, and two uncomprehending models who, like the expensive dresses 

they wore, had been hired for the occasion. The whole performance 

was backed by a six-piece rock band whose music sustained the action 

in its attempt to promote a frenzy verging on hysteria, while the 

props (with the merciful exception of the snakes) were thrown either 

into or at the audience once they had been used on the stage. In 

his 'Entretiens' with Alain Schifres, Arrabal commented;

Ce fut une soiree exaltante.41

Jodorowski's unpublished description of Mélodrame Sacramental4  ̂

constitutes the only surviving authentic account of an 'éphémère 

panique' as it was actually performed4  ̂and it is therefore the most 

reliable evidence by which the nature of the 'éphémère panique' may 

be assessed. It is immediately apparent that the 'éphemere panique1 

is closely related, in both aim and form, to the happening.44 The
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notion that the true nature of reality has become obscured by the 

prohibitions of civilization, which we know to be a fundamental 

tenet of 'panique' philosophy, is also adopted by theoreticians of 

the happening:

We owe to Freud the elucidation of the displacement, 
substitution and repression mechanisms which act on the

rastraxu

This view, in each case, conditions a definition of the function 

of art. There is a clear parallel between Jodorowski's own 

assertion:

quotidiens afin qu'il puisse, par l 'improvisation, développer 
la totalité de son être 4°

and Lebel's statement:

In the light of this /Freud's/ pitiless theory, the function 
of art in relation to society becomes clear - i t  must express,
at all costs, what is hidden behind the wall. '

This parallel, moreover, is reinforced later in Lebel's article, when

he expands upon the concept of a 'wall', for his idea that:

This art gives us the means to pass through the wall which 
isolates our collective subconscious4®

clearly situates his objective in a realm which our previous

considerations have served to establish as being akin to that of

'la confusion'.

moreover, so, as does that of the 'éphémère', does its structure.

In both cases there is implied an acceptance of Artaud's proposals 

concerning the close relationship between the theatre and life 

itself. The limitations imposed upon life (or upon reality) by 

the evolution of civilization are seen as analogous to the limitations 

imposed upon the nature of theatre by the criteria of dramatic 

structure. In his introduction to the working texts of a collection

human means of laws and social

l'éphémère panique a pour but de libérer l'homme de ses moules

If the aim of the happening suggests 'la confusion',
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of happenings performed in the United States, Michael Kirby

writes of the development of the happening:

a very important formative factor deriving from theater was 
the publication in 195® of an English translation of 
The Theater and Its Double by Antonin Artaud. The spectacle 
that is described (The Conquest of Mexico) is not a Happening 
but the general theo propounded in the book is almost a
text for Happenings.

For, as Artaud proposed, the happening resorts to an inchoate or 

formless drama to express an inchoate or formless reality. As with

the essence of what is portrayed is reflected in an absence of

prohibition characterising the vehicle through which it is portrayed:

£ l e  happening/ va beaucoup plus loin en détruisant la notion 
de pièce et de spectacle...il n'y a plus de piece écrite, ni 
de mise en scène réglée dans un théâtre institutionnalisé.^0

In Lebel's words "the marriage between theory and praxis is
51consummated", for, as is clearly the case with a piece like 

Mélodrame Sacramental, the dramatic vehicle adopted in the happening 

resembles exactly the nature of the 'confusion' it portrays.

objective and structure. Indeed Corvin's description of the 

happening:

Il veut en dépassant les interdits de toute nature... 
redonner à l'homme sa plénitude d'être: le vécu et 
l'hallucinatoire, le réel et l'imaginaire sont réconciliés 
par le choc théâtral pur d'«événements:»non dirigés. 52

could be applied equally to the 'éphémère panique'. Corvin's use

of the term 'non diriges', however, calls for some qualification.

For we discovered that the formlessness of structure proposed by-

Artaud implied that the theatre should simultaneously perform two

functions, not only reflecting 'chaos' as a double, but also

facilitating the spectator's participation in the portrayal by

revealing the disorder latent within him. To this end the element

the 'éphémère' the absence of prohibition which characterises

The 'éphémère' resembles the happening, then, in both

t
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of violation suggested by Artaud's desire to assault the spectator's

sensibilities is retained in the theory of the happenings

It is easy to see that battle is decisively joined round 
exactly those prohibitions whose violation for present 
day art has become a matter of life and death.

Thus, while individually not pre-determined, nor subjected to the

limitations of dramatic structure, and thus 'non dirigés' in the

sense that their form(lessness) reflects that of the goal of

totality, the« événements»> of the happening (at the same time)

are collectively and deliberately directed in their performance

of a second and explicitly stated dramatic function, that of

violation. To retain the terms of Lebel's metaphor, the

happening expresses 'what is behind the wall' but at the same

time it 'dismantles the wall as well'.

Mélodrame Sacramental performs the same dual function, the

effects of which are clearly illustrated by consideration of an

incident during the performance recalled by Arrabal to Schifress

Jodorowski a arraché brutalement le slip d'une fille, ce 
qui a créé un choc et toutes les autres filles se sont 
deshabillées avec un grand naturel.54

From the terms of Jodorowski's own account of this incident, it

is evident that he sees it as a portrayal of freedom and purity,

a portrayal which reflects, in other words, the essence of the

totality which is his objectives

Le tissu glissait sur les cuisses pleines de miel.
Presence des abeilles. Son pubis noiri La soumission de la 
femme. Ses yeux fendus.' Son acceptation naturelle de la 
nudité. Pureté. Elle s'agenouille prés de moi.55

At the same time, however, in hie description of the action itself,

he makes no attempt to disguise the fact that this constitutes

a violation»

Sa petite culotte me semble résumer toute l'hypocrisie 
sociale. Sans avis préalable, je la lui enlève.”
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A single dramatic gesture manifests both objective and 

methodology. From this incident we see, then, not only that the 

notion of violation upon which the happening pivots is also a 

central feature of the 'éphémère', but also, and far more signi

ficantly, that the function of violation which happening and 

'éphémère' alike fulfil is coexistent with, and dramatically 

indistinguishable from their wider philosophical objective, the 

portrayal of totality. The formlessness of the happening and 

'éphémère' serves both purposes. Indeed Mélodrame Sacramental 

as a whole is at once a depiction of 'la confusion' and a 

destruction of the restrictions adduced to order it.

The demonstration of this point indicates the means of 

assessing the limitations of the 'éphémère' as a portrayal of 'la 

confusion'. For it enables us to see both happening and 'éphémère' 

in the light of the 'fête'.^ The 'fête' is not only, as 

previously indicated, a portrayal of the religious notion of chaos!

la fête est le Chaos retrouvé et façonné à nouveau^ 

but, as Caillois makes quite explicit, it is also an essentially 

dramatic portrayals

On recourt parfois à une véritable représentation 
dramatique.

As in the case of 'éphémère* and happening, moreover,' the nature of 

the concept portrayed is reflected in the formlessness of its 

expressions

La fête, en effet,ne comporte pas seulement des débauches de 
consommation, de la bouche et du sexe, mais aussi des débauches 
d'expression, du verbe et du geste.®®

The 'fete', in short, is a dramatic vehicle for the depiction of

Chaos, the nature of which is reflected in its structure. More

important even than the resemblance between the 'éphémère' and

the 'fête' suggested by a similarity in subject matter and structure,
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however, is the fact that, as in the case of 'éphémère' and happening, 

Chaos in the 'fête' is portrayed hy a series of dramatic gestures 

whose immediate purpose is violation. We will recall that 

Caillois states quite categorically that in the 'fête' Chaos is 

presented precisely through a systematic destruction of the 

harriers which have been imposed upon it, and which constitute the 

means by which the stability of civilization is assured!

toutes les prescriptions qui protègent la bonne ordonnance
naturelle et sociale sont alors systématiquement violées.°1

Once again, moreover, the two functions are simultaneous! the aspect 

of violation and the portrayal of Chaos are indistinguishable.

Thus we may say that in the 'fete', or in the 'éphémère', 

Chaos or 'la confusion' is represented by gestures or acts which 

perform the dramatic function of violation. Chaos, in short, is 

portrayed as_ violation or transgression. As Georges Bataille 

points out in Théorie de la Religion0 this consideration implies 

a severe restriction in the efficacy of the 'fête' as a vehicle for 

the representation of Chaos. We have already, in an earlier 

section of this thesis, stressed the inappropriateness of the 

notion of transgression to Arrabal's philosophical purposes, and 

our argument at that point was based precisely on an observation 

of the rôle of transgression in 'la fête'. That argument is thus 

worth recalling here briefly, and it may serve to substantiate 

Bataille's assertion. We pointed out that the concept of 

transgression necessarily incorporates the idea of the presence of 

barriers, but that the very notion of barriers was born only with 

the emergence of order or civilization out of Chaos. The presence 

of barriers, it was stated, is a fundamental condition of the 

existence and stability of order, but conversely has no part in 

the nature of Chaos, which pre-existed order and barriers alike.^
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Now a portrayal of Chaos which depicts Chaos as violation or

transgression (as does 'la fete') is therefore a portrayal which

also assumes the presence of barriers and even depends on them.

As such it i8 a portrayal which tells us nothing of the essence

of Chaos, but merely depicts Chaos in terms whose relevance is

limited to the nature of order. Chaos in 'la fête', in fact,

appears merely as the opposite of, or a negation of order.

Hence Bataille's conclusion that:

Ainsi le déchaînement de la fête est-il en définitive, 
sinon enchaîné, borné du moins aux limites d'une réalité dont 
il est la négation. ^

The same reasoning may be applied to the 'éphémère' and 

the happening. For as has been demonstrated, those actions in a 

performance such as Mélodrame Sacramental whose formlessness and 

gratuity reflect the nature of 'la confusion', also perform the 

dramatic function of violation. The spectator's perception of 

the nature of 'la confusion' is consequently conditioned and 

severely restricted by the fact that it is portrayed solely as the 

negation of normality. Thus, despite an ostensible suitability, 

the 'éphémère', resembling, as it does, the 'fête', must ultimately 

be adjudged an inadequate dramatic vehicle for the expression of 

the philosophical ideas underlying 'panique' theory.^
«

The above discussion reveals not only this primary philo

sophical objection, but also a disturbing paradox whereby the 

dramatic efficacy of the 'éphémère' may be questioned. For, as 

implied, if the depiction of Chaos is bounded by the limits which 

characterise the notion of order, then it depends for recognition 

upon the spectator's familiarity with, and existence within, a frame

work of order. In other words, to understand what is being portrayed 

the spectator must needs be familiar with the terms of its portrayal,
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which in this case are the terms by which order exists. Thus 

there is implicit in the terms by which 'la confusion' is 

depicted an assumption of the rationality of the spectator.

We have also seen, however, that while the depiction does not 

transcend the limits of order, 'la confusion' is here presented 

specifically as the opposite of, or a negation of order. Such a 

portrayal, therefore, while assuming the rationality of the audience 

on the one hand, at the same time specifically underlines the 

separation of 'la confusion' (as represented by the events 'on 

stage') from that rationality. If separate from rationality, 

moreover, the 'confusion' of the events depicted in no way 

challenges or modifies the position of the spectator, nor conversely, 

does that'confusion make the concession to his rationality necessary 

for the establishment of a point of contact or identification between 

the two domains. In short, stage and audience are related only 

through total opposition. The rationality of the spectators, 

while a sine qua non of their perception of 'la confusion' also 

conditions their reaction to it.^ And in as much as the essence 

of order (or rationality) lies in the rejection of those elements 

whose 'confusion' threatens its stability, that reaction is largely 

predictable and even inevitable. In "Une Prise de Conscience"

Ariane Mnouchkine sums up her reservations about a certain category 

ef contemporary drama in the following terms, which seem eminently 

fitting to our present discussion of the limitations of Mélodrame 

Sacramentals

Je n'adhere pas a sa forme aggressive.. .Je pense que les 
spectateurs répondent a l ’aggression en la refusant, en 
retrouvant leur fauteuil. ?

For ultimately the dependence upon the notion of violation which 

derives from the coalescence of objective and the means used to
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realise it suggested in Artaud's theories, and which characterises 

the 'éphémère panique' is responsible not only for the philosophical 

shortcomings of the 'éphémère' but also (since in form and content 

it emphasises the factor of separation) for its dramatic deficiency.
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3 "UNE PROFUSION QUI CACHE UNE ORDONNANCE TRES RIGOUREUSE"

The foregoing discussion has traced the failure of the 

'éphémère' to the consequences of the coalescence between objective 

and method suggested by certain of the equations proposed in Le 

Theatre et son Double. The most significant of these consequences, 

and a decisive factor contributing to the dramatic inefficacy of 

the 'éphémère' is constituted by the ambiguous situation of the 

spectator: on the one hand the proposal to incorporate him into 

the spectacle gives rise to the introduction of an element of 

violation which assumes his rationality, while, on the other hand, 

that same rationality conditions the terms of his reaction to, and 

determines his rejection of, a portrayal which presents violation as 

synonomous with the 'confusion' of reality. Thus the central 

dramatic problem disclosed by the failure of the 'éphémére', and the 

problem to which the complex notion of 'Le Theatre Baroque' was 

effectively proposed as a solution, is that of how to express a 

formless reality without thereby effecting the alienation cf the 

spectator.

Prom what has already been said, we may deduce that the 

problem outlined above hinges principally upon the apparent 

incompatibility between the nature of the message that is to be 

conveyed (i.e. the notion of violence as previously defined) and 

the position of the spectator to whom it is to be conveyed (for 

it may reasonably be assumed that he exists within a framework of 

rationality, the nature of which is opposed to that of violence). 

However adept a presentation of his philosophical ideas, an Arrabal 

play may be adjudged dramatically effective only in so far as it 

resolves this incompatibility and bridges the gap between the 

'confusion' of the message and the rationality of the soectator.
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The formulation of the problem in this manner, moreover, suggests 

an instructive parallel, for ultimately all drama functions as a 

resolution of a strikingly similar problem. Drama indeed consists 

in the deliberate presentation of an imaginary world to a real 

audience, and the essence of the dramatic process is the provo

cation of an identification between audience and the situation 

depicted through a reduction of the gap which separates real and 

imaginary:

toute l'essence du theatre est contenue dans le rapport qui 
s'établit entre le personnage et l'acteur, entre le spectateur 
et 1 'acteur, et par la médiation de ce dernier entre le per
sonnage imaginaire et le spectateur réel.60

While the terms of our inquiry must needs be somewhat more generalised 

than those of 'personnage' and 'acteur' used here by Alfred Simon, 

and while the notions of 'reel' and 'imaginaire' need the most 

careful qualification when applied to Arrabal's drama, it is never

theless evident that there is a significant similarity between the 

problem which faces Arrabal in his desire to establish some form of 

identification between the rationality of the spectator's universe 

and the irrationality of the universe, characterized by the notion 

of 'la confusion', presented on stage, and that which faces any 

dramatist, who has to bridge a similar gap between the reality of

the spectator's immediate surroundings, and the imaginary nature of
69the illusion presented on stage. Central to our present

discussion, moreover, is the fundamental contention that there is a 

parallel to be drawn not only between the two problems themselves, 

but also between the solutions adopted in either case. For, as 

will be confirmed by what follows, 'Le Theatre Baroque', i.e. the 

process employed by Arrabal to provoke an identification between 

the rational spectator and an illusion characterized by 'la confusion'
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i8 built on principles exactly analogous to those imolicit in 

the dramatic process, i.e. in the process adopted by any dramatist 

to provoke an identification between the 'real' universe of the 

spectator and the imaginary world of the stage.

A brief consideration of the dramatic process in its most 

straightforward context thus furnishes an insight into the principles 

which underlie 'Le Théâtre Baroque'. Central to that process, as 

suggested by Simon's definition is the position of the actor who 

mediates between the real and the imaginary through the creation 

of an illusion. The terms of that illusion, moreover, are crucialt 

to be valid it must differ from the terms of the spectator's immediate 

reality sufficiently to provoke a recognition of its imaginary 

nature, yet at the same time to be believable it must reflect the 

terms of the spectator's existence in some way. Styan sums up 

this eurhythmy as follows:

it is indispensable to have a measure of departure from, 
yet a likeness to, a real standard of behaviour that we, 
the contemporary audience set 70

and he incidentally lays correct emphasis upon the fact that both 

criteria of the terms of the illusion are dictated by the nature of 

the spectator. The illusion, then, is imaginary and is seen to be 

so, but reflects reality, and is taken to be so by the spectator.

The terms of the illusion thus lend to the actor a certain 

duality already implied by his function as a mediator. He exists, 

as it were, on two levels; he is both real and imaginary. As 

Alfred Simon points out later in his article, however, this duality 

does not affect the actor alone, but is also reflected in the attitude 

of the spectator:

la conscience spectatrice s'accompagne d'un sentiment 
complexe de réalité et d'irréalité.
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For though on the one hand the familiarity of the terms of the 

illusion promotes in the spectator the belief that the illusion is 

real, its deviation from his own immediate reality at the same time 

confirms his belief that the illusion is not real. The concept of 

the spectator's belief thus calls for some qualification, for it is 

not an absolute belief, or at least his belief in the illusion is 

achieved only at the expense of his belief in a more immediate 

reality. In fact, he can believe in either level, but only through 

a denial of his belief in the other level, there is no way 

in which he can believe in both levels at once. In other words, 

the illusion commands belief only in a context of unbelief.

Thus, on even the simplest level, in provoking the 

spectator's acceptance of an illusion, the dramatic process occasions 

in the spectator the coexistence of two opposed and mutually 

exclusive attitudes. 'La conscience spectatrice' comprises, as 

it were, two distinct and warring factions, one of which believes 

in the illusion, and the other in the spectator's immediate reality. 

Their opposition, moreover, is highlighted by the fact that while 

either level of belief may effectively be suspended to allow the 

dominance of the other, it is impossible for the spectator to 

believe in both levels at once. These, however, are theoretical 

considerations, which rarely impinge upon the spectator's awareness 

in practice. For while the best realistic drama contrives to 

dissolve any distinction between the two processes, the spectator's 

acceptance of the illusion is in fact only a prelude to, and one 

facet of, his interpretation of the events depicted on stage.

Having once accepted the illusion the spectator subsequently 

orientates himself and formulates some kind of stance vis a viB
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the illusion, through the process which Styan describes as followsj

The audience is continuously busy, whether consciously or 
not, making personal comparisons with what it sees and 
hears on the stage.

Thus, having courted the soectator's acceptance through its likeness 

to his own 'standard of behaviour' the illusion facilitates an 

interpretation through bringing into play the second necessary 

criterion of its formulation noted previously, i.e. through its 

departures from that standard. In a realistic play, however, they 

are 'departures' in a limited sense only. For, as implied by the 

suggestion of comparison put forward by Styan, there must exist 

some yardstick of measurement common both to the world of the 

illusion and the world of the spectator, against which that 

comparison may be made. And in the normal course of events the 

yardstick is, of course, that of rationality which governs both 

domains alike, and therefore allows the spectator to take up a 

position in the illusion according to the same criteria whereby 

his immediate reality is ordered. While the duality of the 

spectator can never be wholly expunged, it is, in effect, thus 

rendered unobtrusives it is reflected in practice only in the 

initial dramatic choice which confronts the spectator, who, quite 

simplyf either accepts the illusion or does not. In the former 

case, however, the common convention which governs both the spec

tator's own reality and that of the illusion precludes any further 

intrusion of his duality upon the process of his philosophical 

interpretation. Indeed, in the spectator who 'believes',the 

possibility of rational philosophical interpretation acts as a 

bulwark against the effects of the duality implied by his dramatic 

leap of faith.

The dramatic process according to which the bulk of
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realistic or naturalistic drama functions may thus be reduced to 

two complementary stapes which normally po hand in hand. There are 

produced in 'la conscience spectatrice' two distinct and opposed 

attitudes which are subsequently reduced to a point of contiguity
71by virtue of the convention common to both illusion and spectator.

A central concern of Arrabal's methodology in early plays, however, 

is to accentuate rather than to attenuate an awareness of the duality 

of 'la conscience spectatrice' which constitutes the first stage 

of this process. For, as has previously been demonstrated, the 

objective of those early plays is the expression of an opposition 

of coexistent contingencies almost exactly analogous to that embodied, 

albeit unwittingly, by the spectator in this first stage of the 

dramatic process. We have seen that the stuff of the illusion in 

early plays is the philosophical opposition between rational and 

irrational, and, as will now be demonstrated, it is apparent that 

this compounds the dramatic opposition of real and imaginary in 

such a way as to effect an emphasis and reproduction of the duality 

of the spectator's attitude, and the opposition it reflects, not 

on the level of the spectator's immediate reality (i.e. in the 

theatre, as in the dramatic process per se) but on a 'higher' 

level, as part of his belief in the illusion. In other words, 

while the primary opposition of belief and unbelief remains un

resolved as in any realistic play (the spectator has, as always, 

the choice of believing, or disbelieving the illusion) the effect 

of the construction of Arrabal's early plays is actively to foster 

a like opposition in the attitude of the spectator who doeB believe 

the illusion, and thereby to give rise in the spectator to a 

reaction exactly commensurate with the message of the plays.
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This seemingly complex proDosition Is amply illustrated 

in early works by Arrabal which ostensibly reflect little variation 

from the formlessness of a piece like Mélodrame Sacramental. The 

hallmarks of the universe in which Le Labyrinthe J\956/^^ is set, 

for example, are the absurd actions, nonsensical logic and apparently 

gratuitous malevolence of Micaela, Justin and the judge,which seem 

to suggest that this play, like the 'éphémère', transposes 'la 

confusion' directly onto the stage. This, however, is not the case, 

for the constant presence of Etienne in Le Labyrinthe provides 

precisely the sort of concession to the spectator's own 'standard 

of behaviour* which was absent from Mélodrame Sacramental. For 

the spectator's bewilderment at the 'confusion' portrayed in the 

actions of Micaela, Justin and the judge is echoed as part of the 

illusion, and indeed is personified by Etienne, with whose 

plaintive protests!

Cet homme m'a conduit sans motif dans ce parc et m'a 
fait enfermer au milieu du labyrinthe dans ces cabinets 
immondes et auprès d'une espèce de cadavre vivant.
Et tout cela sans aucun motif

the spectator can identify exactly. The character of Etienne thuB

furnishes the spectator with a point of entry into the illusory
7 6world which Le Labyrinthe depicts. The 'normality' of his 

reactions, in other words, and the parallelism between these and 

the spectator's own assessment of the situation constitute a 

persuasive incitement to believe in the illusion.

Etienne'8 'normality', however, is more than just a 

convenient foothold in the play for the spectator. It also forms 

an important aspect of the philosophical opposition which the play 

presents, and as such an accessible basis for the spectator's 

interpretation of, and orientation within, the illusion. Thus the
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spectator, having once accepted the illusion on the strength of 

Etienne's normality, will further surmise not only that Etienne is 

rational, but as has already been suggested, that the others 

are irrational, or at least extraordinary. Because of his 

familiarity with the system upon which they are based, the spectator 

accepts the rational arguments put forward by Etienne in answer to 

the accusations of guilt raised against him. Part of Etienne's 

defence, for example, lies in trying to establish the cruelty of 

Justin by referring to the marks on Micaela's back, and this is 

only one of several attempts by Etienne to substantiate his 

innocence, which,being a product of his own rationality, conform 

exactly to the spectator's own view and thereby not only reinforce 

his belief that the illusion is 'real' but also underline his 

participation in that illusion and confirm the likely interpretation 

that points to Etienne's innocence.

This, however, is only half the story. The illusion 

depicts not only the rational Etienne, whose normality makes him 

'real' to the spectator, but equally the irrational world of 'la 

confusion' into which he has somehow stumbled and which is just as 

'real' to him. As previously implied, the spectator's interpreta

tion of the illusion initially classifies that part of the illusion 

constituted by Micaela, Justin and the judge neatly under the rubric 

'irrational', much as if dealing with the appearance of a lunatic 

in a naturalistic play. As Le Labyrinths progresses, however, it 

becomes increasingly apparent that, for all that the spectator has 

accepted the illusion, that illusion (or the world it depicts) is 

not governed by the same terms of reference as those which rule his 

immediate reality. Etienne's rationality, for example, while a 

comforting indication of his reality^as another and more sinister
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aspect as a facet of the plot. In the world which the illusion

depicts his rationality is simply no good to him. Indeed, not

only does his rationality turn out to he a useless form of defence

(the marks on Micaela's back for example, show scant regard for

the apparent pood sense of his arguments and mysteriously disappear

at the crucial moment - for the spectator who believes in the

illusion, moreover, it must be stressed, those marks do not merely

seem to disappear, they 'really' vanish) but it even constitutes

a prime criterion of his guilt. For, ultimately, having first

made clear the irrelevance of Etienne's rational explanations:
77Votre système ne vous avance rien 

the judge states quite categorically that Etienne is convicted not 

only for what he has (or has not) done, but also by the nature of 

his defence:

Il n'est pas nécessaire d'en savoir davantage: vos attaques 
et vos insultes diriges contre lui suffisent à prouver 
votre culpabilité.7°

Thus, not only is the .judge oblivious to Etienne's supposed 

rationality, but he even seems to suggest that in the world over 

which he, the judge, presides, it constitutes some form of 

violent malfeasance.

These considerations highlight a fundamental problem which 

emerges from the interpretation of Etienne's role in Le Labyrinthe 

and which underlines the opposition between the two warring factions 

of 'la conscience spectatrice'. In the first place, of course, 

as in any other play, the spectator is open to believe or not to 

believe in the illusion. In this case, however, a pursual of the 

first course does not lead to a dispersal of the duality which that 

choice implies. For if, as through the mediation of Etienne is 

highly probable, the spectator accepts the illusion presented by
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Le Labyrinths, then he accepts not only the single character of 

Etienne, hut also the terms of reference which govern the world 

which the illusion depicts. These latter, however, seem in direct 

contradiction to the terms of reference which govern the world of 

the spectator's immediate reality. By the latter criteria Etienne 

is clearly reasonable and presumably innocent; by the criteria 

of the world of the illusion, however, he is unreasonable and 

unequivocally guilty. And for the spectator who believes the 

illusion there is no possibility of rejecting one interpretation 

in favour of the other. For that spectator exists, as we have 

already explained, on two levels; he exists in both worlds and 

thus both explanations are equally true. While on an 'absolute' 

level of reality Etienne is easily categorised as 'rational', it 

is clear that on the level of the illusion he is in fact 

'irrational' in his protestations of innocence (for the facts do 

not bear out his arguments) and for the spectator who believes in 

the illusion, that illusion is as 'real' as reality.

Arrabal gives some indication in this play of the 

extraordinarily rigid structure to be developed in later works by 

taking pains to suggest that the corollary to the above findings is 

also true. The actions of Micaela, Justin and the judge are 

extraordinary or irrational, but their irrationality,like Etienne's 

rationality,is discernible on one level only. From outside the 

illusion (i.e. in the view of that aspect of 'la conscience 

spectatrice' which clings to immediate reality) both they and the 

world they inhabit must certainly be judged absurd and chaotic.

In the equally 'real' terms of the illusion, however, there are 

indications of a definite method in their madness« when Micaela 

rimrs a bell, for example, a servant appears; the judges, according 

to Justin, hear their cases in strict chronological order.

Indeed ultimately it is clear that, though seemingly chaotic from
I
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without, the labyrinth is in fact (in the terms of the illusion) 

governed by a minutely ordered system instigated by Justin. Thus, 

once again, an interpretation according to the terms of the spec

tator's immediate reality, which would categorise Micaela, Justin 

and their labyrinthine universe as irrational, is at loggerheads 

with his acceptance of the illusion,in accordance with which the 

order of that universe must be admitted. While the order of 'la 

confusion', moreover, is nerhaps less strikingly portrayed in 

dramatic terms tha»v, the 'irrationality' of Etienne's rationality, it 

is nonetheless clear that Arrabal is at pains to stress that this 

half of the philosophical content of the illusion also serves to 

emphasise the duality and opposition in 'la conscience spectatrice'.

In this context the terms put into Micaela's mouth to describe 

the order of her father's system are a masterly summation of the means 

by which Arrabal has produced in the spectator a reaction exactly 

commensurate with the message of the play, for while, on one level 

they sum up Etienne's situation within the illusion of the play, 

they seem equally to be aimed directly at the spectator and to sum 

up his own situation vis à vis the 'confusion' which that illusion 

portraysi

voilà pourquoi les choses ici peuvent offrir l'apparence du 
désordre, ce qui ne fait que mettre en relief l'existence d'un 
ordre supérieur beaucoup plus complexe et exigeant que celui 
que nous pouvons imaginer.79

In many ways this statement is also a pertinent comment on 

Arrabal's construction of the play and as such may be viewed as 

an early definition of 'Le Théâtre Baroque'. The structure of 

Le Labyrinthe is indeed 'complexe et exigeante' but it is equally 

deliberately ordered and rigid. The illusion imposes the philo

sophical opposition of rational and irrational UDon the dramatic 

opposition of real and illusory with mathematical symmetry.
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The illusion depicts Etienne as rational, but where the illusion 

is real, his rationality is illusory« on the other side the reality 

of the illusion is suggested by the irrationality of Justin and Co., 

but in the 'real' world of the illusion that irrationality reflects 

a minutely ordered system of organisation. The two facets of the 

illusion are perfectly matched, for either way the effect is the 

same: the opposition which the play expresses is reflected exactly 

in the attitude of the spectator.

This necessarily intricate explanation may be extended to
02

embrace other early works. Le Tricycle ^1953/ for example, 

reflects a construction similar to that of Le Labyrinthe and is 

probably the most successful of Arrabal's early plays. For nowhere 

in the first phase of Arrabal's work is the opposition which his 

illusions depict more emphatically reproduced in the attitude of 

the spectator. Basically Le Tricycle, like Le Labyrinthe, 

expresses the philosophical opposition of rational and irrational, 

order and confusion, though this central issue is deliberately 

clouded by the questions of morality, justice and social organisa

tion, which the play also raises. On to the bare bones of a 

simple plot - a group of down-and-outs murder a wealthy businessman 

and are subsequently apprehended by the police - Arrabal grafts the 

same ambiguities as discerned in the previous example. According 

to the terms of his own immediate reality, the spectator categorises 

Climando, Apal, Mita and the old flute player as irrational and 

violent, while the logical outcome of their actions is the arrival 

of the police, representatives of order. The spectator's belief 

in the illusion, however, provides also an opposite interpreta

tion: for in the world that the illusion depicts, the apparent 

incoherence of the existence of Climando and the others is, in
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fact, governed b,y a strict order which is superbly logical. 

Climando's watchword is:

Il faut avoir un ordre, un chemin droit, rationnel, il 
faut trouver la meilleure conduite

and his ostensibly nonsensical arguments with the old flute player:

CLIMANDO: 
LE VIEUX: 
CLIMANDO: 
LE VIEUX:

CLIMANDO:

LE VIEUX:

CLIMANDO:

LE VIEUX:

CLIMANDO:

Il y a peut-etre un défilé.
Non,parce que dans les défilés il passe des tanks. 
Mais il peut y avoir aussi un défilé sans tanks. 
Impossible. Les tanks sont nécessaires pour 
aplanir le sol.
Non,pour aplanir le sol dans les défilés ils 
ont des drapeaux.
Jamais, ils ont des drapeaux pour cacher les 
grands soldats.
Les grands portent des habits courts pour qu'on 
ne s'aperçoive de rien.
C'est encore faux. Les habits courts on les 
donne aux soldats qui n'ont pas de poils aux 
jambes. g.
C'est pas vrai ... 5

are in fact conducted according to a set of rules which reflect a 

stringent order based on rationality. Climando 'wins' these argu

ments for no other reason than that he is better able to reason 

than his elderly opponent:

tu raisonnes mieux que moi et £..J  la raison triomphe
toujours. ^

While this 'disorder' is (in the terms of the illusion) supremely 

rational, moreover, the corollary is also true. For when the 

policeman arrives in act two as the logical consequence of the 

crime committed at the end of act one, nobody (despite the fact 

that he is supposedly the representative of a rational order) 

can understand a single word he says.

There is, then, once again, a rigid construction, the 

terms of which throw into relief the opposition inherent within the 

spectator's attitude in each of the philosophical domains which 

the illusion depicts. Le Tricycle, however, differs strikingly 

from the example already considered in the strength with which the
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spectator is brought to accent the unfamiliar reality of the world 

of the illusion. In Le Lab.yrinthe the spectator is wooed to an 

acceptance of the reality of the order of 'la confusion' (in other 

words of the order which governs the existence of Justin, Micaela 

and the ,1udge) because events within the illusion prove the reality 

of that order to Etienne, and he, in turn, is inescapably 'real' to 

the spectator. In Le Tricycle, on the other hand, it is not 

through such an intermediary that the spectator is made aware of 

the validity of the terms of reference that govern Climando and 

the others, but by the sheer dramatic power of the constituent 

elements of Arrabal's depiction. In the first place Climando,

Apal, Mita and the old flute player exist not solely (as do Justin, 

Micaela and the judge) as the representatives of an unfamiliar 

order, but are carefully-drawn dramatic characters in their own 

right. They exude a consistently appealing naivety and straight

forwardness, which is strongly supported by the simple lyricism 

of the play's language, and which goes a long way towards reducing 

the gap between themselves and the spectator which their irrationality 

implies, by eliciting in the latter a sympathy which at times 

borders almost upon collusion. This is particularly apparent at 

the end of the play when, prior to being led away to their death, 

Climando and Apal distribute the few possessions they have between 

Mita and the old man. Apal's final action, moreover, has a truly 

tragic dimension that even the policemen acknowledge!

MITA: Donne-moi la veste, allez.
APAL: Ma veste?
MITA: Oui.
APAL: Je vais avoir froid. C'est l'hiver.
MITA: BahJ II te reste si peu de temps a vivre .
APAL: Bon.
II enleve sa veste et la donne a Mita. Les agents cessent
de parler.®5
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The careful drawing of the characters of the four 

down-and-outs also has a hearing on the moral questions which their 

actions raise and which e dge the central philosophical opposition 

throughout the play. Although, on one level of interpretation 

their arrest and the ultimate death of Climando and Apal may he 

seen as a fitting and logical consequence of the crime they commit, 

the circumstances and implications of that crime are far from 

unambiguous. The victim of the murder (who significantly never 

appears) loses the sympathy of the spectator, as well as his life, 

as the direct result of his attempts to buy Mita's favours. At 

the same time it is made quite clear that Climando and the others 

perform the murder not for any unequivocally reprehensible reasons, 

but solely to provide a solution to immediate problems and to 

allow the continua&ioi of their own impoverished existence:

CLIMANDO: On lui prendra ce qu'il faut pour payer l'échéance
du triporteur.

MITA: Seulement?
CLIMANDO: On peut aussi prendre quelque chose pour acheter

quatre sandwiches, un pour Apal, un pour le 
vieux, un pour toi et un pour moi.°”

Thus while their crime is apparently an indication of their 'violent'

nature (and thus implies their separation from the spectator's own

immediate reality) this philosophical violence is contradicted by

a 'lack of violence' on the moral level. Indeed,while ostensibly

alienated from the spectator by their crime, the circumstances of

the crime produce in the latter some measure at least of equivocation,

and arguably also a sympathy or understanding which throws the

supposed logicality of the final outcome open to question.

Thus there are at least two clear indications of the way 

in which the dramatic force of the illusion in Le Tricycle induces 

in the spectator a firm conviction of the validity and reality 

of an unfamiliar universe. In this context it might further be
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indicated that there is a sense in which the 'rules' which govern 

the arguments between Climando and the old flute player are com

prehensible not only within the terms of the illusion (i.e. to the 

old man and Climando themselves) but also to the spectator. For 

while these arguments have, of course, no absolute meaning, there 

is nonetheless a discernible pattern which underlies them and which 

is governed by an order that is at least rigid enough to provoke 

one critic to attempt a rational analysis:

/les jeux de langage/ utilisent une formule fixe dans 
laquelle on change systématiquement un mot, généralement 
sans se soucier du sens.®?

While the information conveyed in this analysis is unremarkable, 

the use of the word 'systématiquement' to describe the operation 

of 'la confusion' seems nonetheless a fitting measure of the 

success of Le Tricycle. For this play underlines, perhaps more 

strikingly than any other early work, the opposition inherent in 

'la conscience spectatrice' simply because it convinces the spectator 

more completely than any other early play of the reality of 'la 

confusion'. In Le Tricycle that reality is not merely spelt out 

to the spectator (as in Le Labyrinthe) but is directly experienced
Q Q

through the sheer dramatic power of the illusion. °
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4 GAME

The philosophical objective of early plays by Arrabal has 

elsewhere been defined as the portrayal of the opposition between 

order and chaos, rationality and irrationality. The examples here 

studied, moreover, give a clear indication of the methodology 

adopted by the playwright to convey this opposition to the spectator, 

and since one half of the opposition is constituted by the irra

tionality of 'la confusion' they also indicate the first step in 

the process of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' which seeks to convey an irra

tional reality to a rational audience. Although the depiction of 

'la confusion' in these plays appears initially to differ little 

from the formlessness of the 'éphémére', the alienation of the 

spectator, to which the latter gave rise, is here counteracted by 

a modification of the dramatic structure. Accordingly the portrayal 

of 'la confusion' constitutes one part only of the illusion which 

the drama creates, and is complemented by an element of rationality 

which courts the spectator's acceptance of that illusion, which 

convinces him, in short, that the illusion is 'real'. The 'reality' 

that the spectator thus accepts, however, is governed not by the 

rational element which has prompted his acceptance, but by the 

irrational element to which it is opposed, and as such his attempts 

at orientation within,- and interpretation of, the illusion are «
confounded. An interpretation based on the criteria governing 

the spectator's acceptance of the illusion (i.e. on the terms which 

govern his everyday familiar reality) stancte in stark contrast to an 

interpretation based on the terms which govern the illusion he has 

accepted. As has been demonstrated, the latter reveal that 'la 

confusion' is not, as initially assumed, irrational and chaotic, 

but that it has an inherent logic of its own, while the supposed
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rationality of the former is belied at every turn by the 

evidence of the illusion.

Both elements of the philosophical opposition which the 

illusion presents, in other words, contain a duality which reflects 

the admixture of real and unreal inherent within what Simon has called 

'la conscience spectatrice' in the first stage of the dramatic 

process. They are so contrived as to effect a divorce of the 

criteria which determine the spectator's acceptance of the illusion 

from the criteria which govern his interpretation of the illusion, 

considerations which, in the normal course of events, go hand in 

hand. Hence, not only is the spectator faced with the straight

forward choice of either accepting or rejecting the illusion, but 

the opposition inherent in either course of action, being reflected 

in the construction of the illusion, is reproduced and accentuated 

in the complementary business of interpretation of the illusion.

We have suggested, for example, that the spectator at Le Labyrinths 

is likely to accept the illusion presented as a result of his 

identification with the 'rationality' of the central character, 

Etienne. The criteria which govern this choice, however, (i.e. 

Etienne's rationality) are contradicted by the criteria of the 

interpretation which that choice implies, since, quite simply, if 

the illusion is 'real' then Etienne is irrational, as the illusion 

demonstrates. The spectator's interpretation of the illusion in 

Le Labyrinthe thus confounds, rather than, as in a naturalistic 

play, confirms the terms of his acceptance of that illusion.

Indeed, the business of interpretation, far from substantiating the 

choice which engenders it, throws up instead a further choice which 

reproduces exactly in the spectator's attitude the opposition which 

the play expressesi either Etienne (and 'the illusion as a whole)
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is 'real', in which case his irrationality is invalid or Etienne 

is rational, in which case the illusion (including Etienne) is 

invalid.

Both these levels of interpretation are equally 'true'.

At the same time, however, they are mutually exclusive. The 

spectator at Le Labyrinthe cannot believe both at once any more 

than the spectator at any play can believe that what he sees is 

simultaneously both real and illusory. Indeed it is fundamental 

to the success of the plays we have considered in conveying the notion 

of opposition that there exists no point of contact between the two 

levels of interpretation we have identified. Thus Etienne, for 

example, is 'irrational' only according to the terms which govern 

the illusion: there is nothing whatsoever to suggest that he is 

irrational according to the terms which govern the spectator's 

immediate reality i.e. according to the terms upon which his accep

tance of the illusion is based. Correspondingly the terms of 

Justin's 'rationality' are confined solely to the limits of the 

illusion, and there is nothing in either him, his daughter or the

judge which would suggest rationality according to an objective
89assessment. Following the opposition in early plays, however,

the philosophical objective of Arrabal's subsequent works lay, as 

previously explained, in the reduction and ultimate transcendence 

of the opposition. The conveyance of this to the spectator, 

moreover, implies a similar reduction of the opposition between the 

two levels of interpretation identified in the course of our 

previous considerations. Indeed, having here shown how there is 

reproduced in early plays an opposition in the spectator^ attitude 

analogous to that which constitutes the first stage of the dramatic 

process, the parallel drawn between 'Le Théâtre Baroque' and the
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dramatic process may now be extended and confirmed by demonstrating 

how the second stage of the former process reduces the opposing 

elements to a point of contiguity analogous to that effected 

by the second stage of the latter. For just as the second stage 

of the dramatic process effectively annuls the spectator's 

awareness of the duality of his own attitude by depicting the 

'imaginary' illusion in terms commensurate with those of reality as 

the spectator knows it, so the conveyance of the contiguity of the 

two sides of the philosophical opposition is achieved by the further 

modification of the dramatic structure so as to provoke two 

coexistent levels of interpretation, belief in one of which does 

not negate (as in the earlier plays which express opposition) but 

remains commensurate with the terms governing the other.

In essence this implies a presentation of 'la confusion' 

which demonstrates not only that it is 'rational' in the terms which 

govern the illusion, but whereby it appears also in a form which 

may be reconciled with the rationality of the spectator's immediate 

reality. It will be recalled that in his assessment of Le Tricycle 

Daetwyler referred to the apparently nonsensical arguments between 

Climando and the old flute player as 'jeux de langage'» it was 

indeed upon the convenient rationalisation of their presumptive 

incoherence provided by notion of 'jeux' that his subsequent identi

fication of their inherent logicality was based. As such, moreover, 

his terminology also suggests the means of approaching the device 

adopted by Arrabal further to modify the structure of his drama 

in an attempt to reproduce the contiguity of philosophical opposites 

within the attitude of the spectator. For the second stage of 

'Le Theatre Baroque' is characterised by the insertion into the 

illusion which Arrabal's plays create, of a ludic element aimed at



reducing the gap between the two levels of interpretation which 

early plays accentuated, by the depiction of 'la confusion' in a 

'rationalised' form which reflects the terms of a reality familiar 

to the spectator.
QOIn Homo Ludens, Johan Huizinga defines the game7 asi
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a free activity standing quite consciously outside 
'ordinary' life as being 'not serious', but at the same time 
absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity 
connected with no material interest, and no profit can be 
gained by it. It proceeds within its own proper boundaries 
of time and space according to fixed rules and in an orderly 
manner. It promotes the formation of social groupings which 
tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to stress theirQ-. 
difference from the common world by disguise or other means.''1

Prom this formulation of the characteristics of the game, Huizinga

cogently argues the parallel in nature which exists between the 

'field of play' and the site of sacred activity. He points out that 

both are areas which exist within the 'ordinary' world, but which 

are deliberately marked off to set them apart from that world.

Within the area thus delineated in each case are acted out according 

to a preordained but apparently arbitrary order a series of symbolic 

gestures which express a mystical or at least 'extra-ordinary' 

reality. These observations in turn lead Huizinga to the funda

mental premise upon which his thesis is based, the equivalence 

between the notions 'ludic' and 'sacred', an equivalence, moreover, 

which he supports by reference to the sacred practices of primitive 

cultures and modern religious creeds alike.

Whether one accepts Huizinga's equation wholesale or takes
9 2issue (as do Roger Caillois and Adolf Jensen for example7 ) with 

the intransigent objectivity which it appears to reflect, Homo Ludens 

presents a summation of the characteristics of play which remainB 

without serious challenge. While, in other words, some of the 

inferences which Huizinga draws are ODen to criticism, the 

observations upon which his assertions are based remain valid.93
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As suggested above, moreover, the premises upon which his argument

is built lie in his recognition of the two essential features of

play. Play is first and foremost irrational:

We play and we know that we play, so we must be more than 
merely rational beings, for play is irrational'^

but this irrationality is complemented by the propensity to create

ordert

Inside the play-ground an absolute and peculiar order 
reigns.. .^play/ creates order, is order.95

Huizinga expands on both sides of this duality, firstly by his 

assertion, according to the criteria enumerated above, that the 

irrationality expressed in play is of a nature fundamentally analo

gous to the sacred, and secondly by proposing that the order which 

play creates is reflected in the order which characterises the 

civilization within which it exists. Indeed, the body of Homo 

Ludens comprises a minute examination of virtually all aspects of 

civilization, aimed precisely at demonstrating the ludic element 

inherent within them, and leading to the conclusion that»

real civilization cannot exist in the absence of a certain 
play-element, for civilization presupposes limitation and 
mastery of the self, the ability not to confuse its own 
tendencies with the ultimate and highest goal, but to 
understand that it is enclosed within certain bounds
freely accepted.96

Even if one modifies the definition to make allowance for 

the objections raised by Caillois and Jensen, the game thus emerges 

from Homo Ludens as an expression of some extra-ordinary reality (or 

the ’sacred' as Huizinga would have it) in terms which reflect (or 

which, according to Huizinga are reflected in) the order of the 

civilization in which it exists. Recalling the terms of our pre

vious discussion, it may now be seen, then, how exactly the notion 

of play corresponds to Arrabal's philosophical objectives, and in 

particular to the necessity of presenting the irrationality of
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'la confusion' in terms commensurate with those of a 'reality' 

familiar to the spectator. There is moreover every indication

that Arrabal's fascination, both in personal life and in his drama
97with the concept of play was more than merely coincidental.

For as Daetwyler points out elsewhere in his informative chapter 

entitled "Le jeu - ou la spontanéité structurée" it is with precisely 

these connotations, i.e. as the expression of violence in the context 

and terms of 'reality' that the game aonears as an element of 

'Le Théâtre Baroque':

Il ne faut pas perdre de vue que le contexte dans lequel 98ces jeux s'insèrent est celui du «réalisme de la confusion:».

While these considerations, and the indication of the 

philosophical purport underlying the concept of play which they 

provide, are highly significant as a demonstration of the appli

cability of the game to Arrabal's objectives, we are nevertheless 

here primarily concerned to examine the game as an aspect of the 

playwright's methodology. We need, therefore, as has already been 

indicated, to complement our discussion of the philosophical bases 

of play with a consideration of the formal properties of the game, 

as used in the plays by Arrabal, and in particular, of its function 

and effect vis à vis the spectator in modifying the structure of 

the drama. The phrase "as used in the plays by Arrabal" is 

important in this context, moreover. For while the philosophical 

significance of the notion 'game' may be gauged by reference to the 

characteristics of game outlined by Huizinga, and accepted by 

subsequent commentators to be common to all forms of game, Caillois 

has justly criticized Huizinga for failing to analyse sufficiently 

the various different concepts which are included under the word 

'game', and has pointed out that the formal characteristics of 

game vary from one type of game to another. Caillois' own most 

significant contribution to the theory of games, indeed, was his 

attempt to classify games into four categories77 which, though



interrelated (precisely by their common possession of the 

philosophical characteristics discussed above) were nonetheless 

distinct.

The formal characteristics of frame in Arrabal 's plays 

mpy thus be established only in the light of an identification of 

the type of game used by the author. Though of vital importance, 

however, such an identification is not difficult to make. For 

it is immediately apparent that the game most consistently played 

by Arrabal's characters, and the game which is repeatedly used by 

the author to modify the dramatic structure of his plays is that of 

role-playing.*^ Throughout Arrabal's work, the characters he 

has created display a consistent and often bewildering propensity to 

play-act, to adopt r3les other than 'their own', and to pretend that 

they are 'someone else’. RSle-playing, moreover, is a clear 

example of the category of games designated by Caillois by the term 

'mimicry't

k On se trouve alors en face d'une série variée de manifestations 
qui ont pour caractère commun de reposer sur le fait que le 
sujet joue à croire, à se faire croire, ou à faire croire 
aux autres qu'il est un autre que lui-même. Il oublie, 
déguise, dépouille passagèrement sa personnalité pour en 
feindre une autre. Je choisis désigner ces manifestations 
par le terme de mimicry ..

and, as Caillois specifies at the end of his section on mimicry,

the most significant feature which distinguishes this category of

games from others is the fact that mimicry is ordered not, as are

other categories of game, by the adherence of the participants to

a predetermined and obligatory set of rules which differ from

those of reality, but by the adherence of the participants to an

artificially created illusion which reflects the terms and order
102of reality though it is not, in fact, real.
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Toutefois la soumission continue à des règles 
impératives et précises ne s'y laisse pas constater.
On l'a vui la dissimulation de la réalité, la 
simulation d'une réalité seconde en tiennent lieu*
La mimicry est invention incessante. La régie du jeu 
est uniques elle consiste pour l'acteur à fasciner le 
spectateur en évitant qu'une faute conduise celui-ci 
à refuser l'illusionj elle consiste pour le spectateur à 
se prêtera l'illusion sans récuser de prime abord le décor, 
le masque, l'artifice auquel on l'invite a ajouter foi 
pour Yg^temps donné, comme à un réel plus réel que le 
réel.

The notion of illusion is thus fundamental to mimicry. And

the effect of the game, as used by Arrabal (as an aspect of 

Arrabal's dramatic methodology) is precisely to compound the levels 

of illusion which his plays present. It was noted that in early 

plays the illusion was divided into two philosophical domains.

While this division is retained in subsequent works, the use of the 

game imposes a further modification dividing the illusion also 

into the categories of 'real' and 'illusory'. The game, in 

other words, denotes the creation of a second level of illusion 

aimed at making the distinction between real and imaginary fluid 

within the play.

This process is most amply illustrated by reference to 

L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie A 9 6 6 7 . ^ ^  In this play, as 

in the others previously considered, the spectator is presented 

with the illusion of a world divided into the two domains of a 

familiar philosophical opposition. Once again the rationality 

of the spectator provokes in him the assumption of a definite 

stance vis a vis the illusion. According to the terms of his own 

immediate reality he categorises the Emperor as 'civilized' and the 

Architect, who at the outset cannot even speak, as barbaric or 

'chaotic'. The mark of the Emperor's civilization in the play, 

moreover, is the sunreme power which his position confers upon
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him and which he wields mercilessly over the hapless Architect.

It is this very element, however, which points to the fact that 

belief in the illusion implies an alternative and contradictory 

level of interpretation. For in the terms which govern the illu

sion and which pertain on the Architect's island, it is he who 

possesses absolute power and not the Emperor. The Architect is 

able to command nature, to govern daybreak and nightfall, to 

command the birds to run errands, and even to move mountains.

The Emperor, by contrast, cannot even get the ants to work for 

him, and as is repeatedly demonstrated, his supposed omnipotence 

is in reality impotence in the world which the illusion creates 

and into which his aircraft has crashed. Indeed the reality of 

this ostensibly extraordinary situation is confirmed (to the 

spectator who believes in the illusion) by the fact that the Emperor 

(who is the spectator's point of access into this unfamiliar 

universe) is himself only too painfully aware of its implications:

L'EMPEREUR: Majestueusement, tandis qu'il s'assied sur
son trSnet- OiseauJ Oui toi, celui qui se 
tient sur cette branche, va me quérir sur-le-champ 
un cuissot.de chevreuil. M'entends-tu?
Je suis l'Empereur d'Assyrie.

Il attend dans une pose de grand seigneur. Inquiet:
Comment? Tu oses te révolter contre mon 
pouvoir illimité, contre ma science et mon 
éloquence souveraine, contre mon verbe et 
ma superbe?10*

Thus, according to initial appearances the play seems to 

promote an opposition within the spectator's attitude similar to 

that effected by Arrabal's earlier work. The Emperor has unlimited 

power according to one level of interpretation, but is powerless 

in the reality of the illusion. This, however, is only a beginning. 

Within this universe divided into two there exists another imaginary 

world, a second level of illusion carefully contrived to effect a
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reduction in the opposition between these two conflicting points 

of view. Even according to the terms which govern the spectator's 

immediate reality the rationality and power of the Emperor are by 

no means consistent. For he repeatedly lends himself to the 

wilful creation of illusions within the illusion, the function of 

which is to act out a series of situations in which not he but the 

Architect en.ioys the dominant role. The two characters, in other 

words, play a series of 'games' in which the nature of the Architect's 

role puts him in a position of superiority which reflects exactly 

that of the Emperor in 'real life'. The point is strikingly 

conveyed by the following words?

A présent il faut servir Monsieur sur l'heure.
Aussitôt dit, aussitôt fait 106

which, significantly are spoken not by the Architect, but by the 

Emperor in the course of one of their games. At certain points then 

the Emperor is seen to be without power, not only according to the 

'unfamiliar' terms which govern the Architect's world, but also, 

in a sense at least, according to the familiar terms which govern 

the spectator's world and which the Emperor 'normally' reflects.

Such interludes are, however, at the same time, avowedly 'unreal'.

They are the result of deliberate and undisguised 'play-acting' 

by the two protagonists, and as such their content does not seriously 

challenge the interpretation (i.e. that the Emperor is powerful, 

rational) which they seem to contradict if taken at face value.

Such games actualise the order of things in an unfamiliar universe, 

but in as much as this actualisation is effected through the creation 

of a second level of illusion, it remains reconcilable with the 

order of things in the universe which the spectator inhabits.

The Emperor's impotence in no way undermines his power as long as 

he is 'only playing'.

!
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Thus the creation of a second level of illusion portrays 

the reality of the Architect's world ('la confusion') in terms 

commensurate with the reality of the spectator. Certainly this 

effects a reduction in the opposition between contrasting levels of 

interpretation but they are thereby rendered contiguous in a limited 

sense only. For, though commensurate with the terms of the spec

tator's reality (by virtue of the very fact that they are games), 

the games played by the Architect and the Emperor in the first part 

of the play in no way reflect the terms of the spectator's reality, 

save by total opposition. Their effect is thus limited by the 

fact that there is neither rhyme nor reason to the games, nor any 

logical connection between them save the constant factor of the 

Architect's superiority. Though their insertion into a wider and 

ostensibly rational dramatic framework obviates the likelihood of 

their rejection by the spectator, the early games played by the 

Architect and the Emperor are essentially similar in nature to the 

'fête' discussed earlier» they are representations of 'la confusion' 

which convey its formless nature through the vehicle of formless 

drama.

Accordingly this second level of illusion comes to a 

turning point which brings the terms of its games closer to the 

rationality of the spectator. Midway through Act 1 the Architect 

carries out his threat to disappear, and the Emperor is left to 

play alone. The position he adopts is consistent with the sub

servience he has shown in previous games, but since he can demon

strate subservience only in relation to another, he dresses a scare

crow in his own clothes to replace the absent Architect. In what 

follows the Emperor again assumes a number of differing roles, but
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the performance as a whole revolves around one central figure whom

he depicts and whose life story he relates in the first person.

The Emperor 'plays' a minor and insignificant office worker:

Et bien, les derniers temps, j'avais un bon salaire, il 
ne faut pas croire. Comme ma femme a été contente quand
on a fini par m'augmenter.' Si j'avais continue j'aurais 
pu monter dans l'ascenseur principal...*0?

who once dreamed he would become the Emperor of Assyria, and whose

subservience to the Emperor/Scarecrow is more than coincidentally

reminiscent of the Architect's relationship with him in 'real life'i

Humblement à 1 'épouvantaili
Ne me gronde pas, je sais bien que cela fait un an que tu 
m'apprends a parler et je ne sais pas encore prononcer le 
's' convenablement. °

Essentially this is just another game which actualises the order

of things on the Architect's island: the Emperor'B power is as

unreal as the obstinately mute scarecrow who here wears his clothes,

the Emperor is really as powerless as the office worker he here

portrays. As a game, moreover, it is all unreal: indeed the

Emperor sporadically reverts to his 'normal' persona:

quel salaud, avec sa petite pirogue à la con... Que 
sait-il de la vie?109

For all its unreality, on the other hand, the creation of this 

character and the story he recounts lends to this game an air of 

reality, and to the second level of illusion a coherence which 

brings it a Significant step closer to the terms of the spectator's 

reality. It is an unfamiliar universe reduced to familiar terms, 

a representation of 'la confusion' where 'la confusion' displays 

a distinguishable and disturbing order.

The suspicion of order and rationality in the second level 

of illusion thus engendered is crystallised in the second act of 

the play. Once again the reality that pertains in this 'unfamiliar'
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universe (i.e. the Architect's power and the Emperor's lack of

it) is 'acted out' in one long but oft interrupted 'game', in which,

as is consistent with previous 'games'(the Architect occupies the

dominant position. This 'game' moreover, reflects the terms of

the spectator's reality exactly. Par from the frenetic incoherence

of the characters' earliest games, this 'game' is logical in the

extreme, even to the point of having an identifiable plot«

Le jeu de la justice enferme les deux hommes qui ne 
retrouveront jamais la liberté d'improvisation dont ils 
jouissaient a l'acte précédent.

Indeed the wheel has turned full circle, for the 'unfamiliar' 

order of 'la confusion' is here presented with more than a 

semblance of familiarity. The Architect plays a judge, the rep

resentative and upholder of order, the exact rôle held by the 

Emperor in 'real life’. On trial before him is the office worker 

played, as in the previous game by the Emperor, accused of the 

most horrible matricide and exuding precisely the irrationality and 

violence which the spectator connects with the Architect in 'real 

life'. The world, as depicted by the second level of illusion 

is divided into two opposing philosophical domains, a rational 

interpretation of which (i.e. an interpretation based on the same 

premises as that which promoted the view, held hitherto, that the
4

Emperor is rational and the Architect irrational) actually 

endorses the terms of reference which belief in the first level 

of illusion implies (i.e. the superiority of the Architect) by 

readily categorising the judge/Architect as rational and the 

defendant/Emperor as chaotic.

Thus, by depicting 'la confusion' (i.e. the order of things 

in the Architect's world, exemplified by the Architect's superiority) in
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the logical and rational terms which characterise the world of the 

spectator, the final game allows the rational spectator an identi

fication and acknowledgment of that order which not only exists 

within hut is based upon his own terms of reference. As such, 

moreover, the differing levels of interpretation, the oppositidn 

between which was our starting point, are reduced to a point of 

contiguity. For while it will be recalled that the Emperor appeared 

powerless or irrational and the Architect omnipotent according to 

one level only of interpretation, i.e. according to the terms 

governing the world created by the (first level of) illusion, 

they are now also demonstrated to be so (rather than vice-versa 

as originally) according to the terms governing the spectator's 

immediate reality.

The latter interpretation is valid,at least,as long as 

the Emperor is a murderer and the Architect his judge, where both 

exist in other words on the second level of illusion. The 

contiguity which the game achieves iu thus subject to an important 

condition. For in the final analysis, despite the air of reality 

lent by its logical construction the trial is still 'only a game'.

In as much as the Architect and the Emperor are, and are seen by 

the spectator to be,playing (they make use of deliberate disguise 

and changes of voice) there is still a sense in which the second 

level of illusion is logically 'unreal'. In other words, while the 

opposition between conflicting levels of interpretation is reduced 

to a point of contiguity, the ultimate aim of transcendence remains 

as yet unfulfilled, since they depend upon different premises. 

According to one level, the Emperor may be interpreted as irrational 

only in light of the belief that he is, in fact, the Emperor, while 

on the second level he may be interpreted as irrational only on the 

basis of the assumption that he is not the Emperor at all.
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We have attempted to demonstrate how, by the creation of 

a second level of illusion within the play, the game was adopted by 

Arrabal as a dramatic vehicle which facilitated the expression of 

'la confusion' both in the context of, and in the terms which 

governed, the 'rational' reality of the spectator. The possibility 

of seeing the terms of 'la confusion' portrayed, through the game, 

in a fashion reconcilable to his own assessment of reality thus 

provided a further safeguard against the spectator's rejection of 

its formlessness and unfamiliarity. As was suggested towards the 

end of our consideration of L'Architecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie, 

however,there is one significant limitation attached to the use of 

the game as an expression of 'la confusion',in as much as while it 

provokes in the spectator an acknowledgment of the 'order' of 'la 

confusion' which accords with the terms of his own reality, that 

acknowledgment is only partially supported by belief. For, 

as was exemplified by the incidents in L'Architecte et l'Empereur 

d 'As-syrie at which we looked, the game (in a dramatic sense) exists 

only as the result of a deliberate creation of illusion, the process 

of which is admitted both by the participants and by the spectator. 

Even in the trial scene, as was indicated, the spectator is a 

witness to this procedure, as the Architect and the Emperor perform 

the business of dressing up and changing rolesj however convincing 

their execution of those rôles, in other words, the spectator is 

continually reminded that they are 'only playing'. There is, 

moreover, only a limited sense in which one can believe in what one 

knows to be an illusion. It was previously stated that the 

illusion created by a naturalistic play commands the spectator's 

belief only in the context of unbelief. Similarly, in this case,

5 RITUAL
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for the spectator who believes in the first level of illusion, 

belief in the Emoeror as a criminal and the Architect as judge 

(i.e. belief in the second level of illusion, which expresses the 

order which governs the first level) is achieved only in a context 

of unbelief.

Consequently, whilst the primary significance of the 

game lies in its promotion, according to the process we have traced, 

of contiguity between ostensibly opposed levels of interpretation, 

its ultimate importance resides in preparing the way for a further 

modification of the dramatic structure which aims at effecting the 

subsequent transcendence of that opposition through the definitive 

annulment of the distinction between real and imaginary. In this 

context it is significant that no play by Arrabal expresses 

contiguity alone, but that contiguity (as expressed through the game) 

is consistently linked to the wider objective of transcendence.

As was suggested in a previous chapter which examined theories of 

religion in relation to Arrabal's work, transcendence in a philo

sophical sense is achieved through r i t u a l , t h e  climax of the 

philosophical process which his plays embody. Ritual may be viewed, 

however, not only as the expression of a philosophical concept, but 

also as the dramatic structure through which that expression is 

effected, as a facet of the playwright's methodology as well as 

of his objective. Indeed ritual not only expresses the trans

cendence of philosophical opposites, but equally furnishes a dramatic 

vehicle for that expression which effects the analogous trans

cendence of the opposition inherent witcin'ia conscience spectatrice '. 

As such, moreover, it constitutes not only a culminating point in 

the 'panique' system elaborated previously, but also a third stage
1 •! f t

of 'Le Theatre Baroque'.
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An important part of Huizinga's attempt to establish an 

equation between the notions of ludic and sacred in the early part 

of Homo Ludens lies in his indication of the similarities between 

game and rituals

The ritual act has all the formal and essential characteristics 
of play which we enumerated above, particularly in so far as 
it transports the protagonists into another world.

He even cites the authority of Plato in support of this assertion,

claiming that the latter unreservedly recognised "the identity of

ritual and play ... as a given fact.""*^ Huizinga's attempt to

demonstrate the sacredness of play, in other words, depends upon

the fundamental assumption that ritual is a sacred activity. While,

as has been indicated, reservations have been expressed as to the

validity of Huizinga's final thesis, nowhere do we find challenged

the assumption from which it proceeds. The sacred properties

which Huizinga seeks to claim for play are freely admitted to be

characteristic of ritual. For ritual, like game, provides

a formal structure whereby the expression of something that is

essentially irrational (be it sacred or not) may be effected in the

context of everyday reality:

Rituals...provide the formal structure for freedom and 
fantasy, and the organ by which fantasy can feed back into 
the 'fact world 'J!5

Ritual, in short, corresponds as closely as does game^^ to

Arrabal's objective to express a formless and chaotic reality in

terms commensurate with the order of a rational audience. Indeed,

as S.H. Hooke points out, it is in trying to solve precisely such

a problem that the roots of ritual as a Dhilosophical concept lie".

... the origin of such actions as may be classed as ritual 
lies in the attempt to deal with or control the unpredictable 
element in human experience.!!?
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Viewed as an aspect of dramatic structure, moreover, the

formal properties of ritual display striking affinities with those

of mimicry (i.e. of that category of game used by Arrabai in his

plays.) Poi; like the latter, ritual is characterised in this

context by the notion of acting;

Ritual thus becomes a vent of pent-up emotions and activity, 
the desire to act discharging itself on the efficacious 
symbol with which the performers identify themselves. To 
complete this identification they disguise themselves as 
the thing represented and behave as though they were actually 
that which they impersonate

and the deliberate creation of a second level of existence within 

the normal world. There is, however, one fundamental formal 

difference between ritual and 'mimicry', which is highly significant 

to our present study of Arrabal's use of each to modify the dramatic 

structure of his plays. It is indeed upon the perception of just 

such a difference that a number of Caillois' and Jensen's criticisms 

of Huizinga's contentions are based. As Jensen points out, Huizinga 

himself hints at the existence of an essential difference between 

game and ritual when he says;

Passing now from children's games to the sacred performances 
in archaic culture, we find that there is more of a mental 
element11^ 'at play' in the latter, though it is excessively 
difficult to define 1^0

but he fails to follow up the idea of a 'mental element'.

Jensen's own attempt to elaborate by stating that "there is a deeper
121and more fundamental relationship to reality" in sacred performances 

is only marginally more helpful perhaps, but it does at least point 

in the right direction. For the creation of a second level of 

existence in the ritual does not depend upon representation, as in 

the game or, more specifically, as in 'mimicry', but upon metamor

phosis;
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L'acteur primitif ne porte pas le masque pour se déguiser 
c'est a dire changer d'apparence mais pour se métamorphoser, 
c'est à dire changer de nature-

The participant in the ritual thus does not play a role, but becomes 

a role. The ritual works not by the creation of a network of 

illusion, which commands partial belief only, as does the game, but 

by the elevation of illusory elements to the status of a network 

of symbols which command absolute belief. While such symbols 

express an 'otherworldly' or 'higher' reality, however, they are 

valid as such only in so far as they exist, and are acknowledged to 

exist,in the 'real' world. The necessary total identification of 

the performer with the role he incarnates must therefore be balanced 

against an unceasing awareness of himself as an individual. Indeed 

the efficacy of ritual is entirely dependent upon the promotion in 

both participants and spectators of an absolute belief in the reality 

of two levels of existence simultaneously. For the participant 

in the ritual is at once both individual and symbol, exists at 

once in both this world and another, and has (as does the 

spectator who believes) equal faith in the significance of both.

It is, moreover, in the light of precisely this charac

teristic that the relevance of the ritual as a dramatic form to the 

desire to achieve the transcendence of conflicting attitudes within 

'la conscience spectatrice' may be assessed. Our consideration of 

L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie began with the identification 

of opposing levels of interpretation within the spectator's attitude« 

according to the terms of reference of the spectator's immediate 

reality the Emperor was categorised as rational, the Architect as 

irrational; according to the terms of reference in operation on 

the Architect'8 island, and thus governing the (first level of) 

illusion, the opposite was the case. We subsequently traced the 

reduction of that opposition through the creation of a second level
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of illusion allowing the spectator to infer the Architect's supre

macy or rationality (i.e. the 'order' of 'la confusion') according 

to the rational laws of his own immediate reality. The 'rational' 

depiction of 'la confusion' in the form of games thus produces two 

identical interpretations. As was also indicated, however, each 

of these interpretations is based upon a different premiset an 

identification of the Emperor's irrationality according to the 

rational terms of the spectator's immediate reality depends upon 

an assumption of the reality of the second level of illusion, 

while an identification of the Emperor's irrationality according 

to the terms of the (first level of) illusion naturally depends 

upon an assumption of the reality of the first level of 

illusion. Belief in either level of illusion thus inevitably 

invalidates that level of interpretation which depends upon the 

other level of illusion being real. Only, indeed, where both 

levels of illusion are real at the same time, may the transcendence 

of the conflicting levels of interpretation within 'la conscience 

spectatrice' be successfully effected.

The possibility of transcendence, in other words, depends

upon the assumption by the drama of exactly those formal properties

which characterise the ritual: the simultaneous embodiment of two

levels of existence, both of which are unquestionably real, and in

the significance of both of which the spectator has equal faith.

And as has already been suggested, the principal import of the game,

as exemplified in our consideration of L'Architects et l'Empereur 
d 'Assyrie lies in its preparation for the ultimate achievement

of that goal by a process which aims at the definitive annulment

of the distinction between real and imaginary. The game gives

rise in the spectator to a growing inability to distinguish with
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certainty between real and imaginary, particularly in the trial 

scene, where, of course the 'part played ' by the Emperor seems 

eminently more plausible than his supposed reality. The games 

played by the Architect and the Emperor thus pave the way for the 

final step: in the process, which has yet to be considered, this 

being the further modification of the dramatic structure by the 

revelation that the two protagonists themselves are divided on 

the question of what is real and what is illusion. This revelation 

occurs only at the end of their final 'game*, when the Architect, 

having already passed sentence (in his râle of judge) on the Emperor 

at last begins to suspect that for the Emperor the trial is not the 

'game' which he, the Architect, assumes it to be. His suspicion 

is confirmed when his desperate protestations

Ce n'était qu'une farce de plus: ton jugement, ton procès...

is met by the Emperor's unequivocal denial;
121Mais aujourd’hui nous ne jouions pas.

The importance of the implications of this exchange is 

attested by the author himself, when, in his conversations with 

Alain Schifres, he urges:

... mais n'oubliez pas qu'à certains moments l'Architecte 
croit que l'Empereur joue alors qu'il ne joue pas, et vice versa.

It reveals that the second level of illusion is both real and

unrealt it is real to the Emperor, who believes in it? it is

unreal to the Architect who assumes it to be a game. If this is

so, moreover, the first level of illusion (as suggested by Arrabal's

addition of the phrase 'et vice versa') reflects a similar admixture

of reality and illusion. For if the Emperor believes himself to be

the murderer whom he incarnates during the trial, he must equally

know his imperial persona to be a sham, while the Architect, on
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the other hand, assuming that the Emperor is 'only playing' 

during the trial, believes still that his companion really 

is the Emperor of Assyria. It thus now becomes clear that the 

play is so structured as to present not two levels of illusion, one 

of which is more real than the other, but, in fact, two alterna

tive and equally valid assessments of reality. For the Emperor 

the dealings between the accused and the .iudge are reality; for 

the Architect the dealings between the Architect and the Emperor 

are reality. As such, moreover, each of these views incorporates 

one half of the belief necessary to effect the transcendence of 

opposing interpretations inherent within the spectator's attitude. 

While each of these views is equally 'true' however, at no point 

up until the revelation made by the Emperor and cited above do the 

two coincide, for there is always one of the two characters who is 

'only playing'. There is, in other words, no incident which 

expresses both realities simultaneously, which both the Architect 

and the Emperor believe to be real. The ritual death of the 

Emperor and his subsequent consumption by the Architect, however, 

reoresents the fusion not only of opposing philosophical ideas (as 

was discovered in a previous chapter) but also of the two levels 

of reality here identified. For the first time in the play this

action is real to both protagonists at once. Arrabal is indeed at
125pains to underline the essential J fact that neither party is, nor 

believes himself to be, playing:

Mais mourir n'est pas un jeu comme les autres;
c'est irreparable^

and further, that each party participates, in the ritual on his own 

terms, as a result of his own assessment of what is real and what 

imaginary. For the Emperor, who believes himself to be a murderer, 

views his death as the logical consequence of his crime:
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%Condamne-moi a mort, je sais qua je suis coupable.
Je sais qua ,ie la merite*^

while the Architect, who, in line with his own view of reality, is 

used to carrying out the Emperor's orders, kills the latter not 

because he isn't the Emperor (i.e. to execute the dictates of

justice) but precisely because he ij3 the Emperor, and has so
.  ̂ 128 commanded.

The process of the reduction of the gap separating 

reality from illusion culminates, therefore, in the ritual death 

and consumption of the Emperor/murderer by the Architect/judge, 

which is unequivocally real to both parties. The two views of 

reality, represented in the structure of the play by differing 

levels of illusion, belief in each of which is the necessary 

condition of the transcendence of the opposition inherent within 

the spectator's attitude thus coalesce in this single action which 

unites the two levels of interpretation identified at the outset of 

our consideration of the play. On the one hand the Emperor's 

death is the logical outcome of a rational interpretation of the 

play based on the terms of the spectator's own reality« the 

Emperor dies as the direct and merited outcome of the awful crime 

he has committed. At the same time, however, his death is also 

the culminating point of an interpretation based on the terms of 

the (first level of) illusion« the Architect kills the Emperor 

as the ultimate expression of the order of things on the Architect's 

island, of his (the Architect's) supremacy, of 'la confusion'.

In short, the ritual death of the Emperor expresses 'la confusion' 

in the terms which govern the rationality of the spectator.

In a play in which, as is true of all the works so far 

considered, the illusion is divided into the opposing philosophical 

domains of rational and irrational, an interpretation based upon
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the rational terms which govern the spectator's reality clearly 

depends upon a measure of identification hy the spectator with the 

rational element within the illusion. An interpretation based on 

the terms governing the illusion (where the illusion depicts an 

irrational universe) however, depends upon a measure of identifica

tion by the spectator with the irrational element of the illusion. 

Following our detailed analysis of L'Architecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyria 

we may summarise the achievement of the dramatic construction of 

the play as a production of the transcendence of these opposing 

levels of interpretation through the simultaneous solution of both 

aspects of the essential problem facing the author in his desire to 

express the irrationality of 'la confusion' to the rational spectator. 

On the one hand, the spectator's identification with the rational 

element of the illusion engenders the necessity for some form of 

logical .-justification for the ultimate particiDation of that 

rational element in the irrational act through which 'la confusion' 

is expressed. On the other hand, the spectator's acceptance of 

the reality of the irrational element of the illusion engenders 

the necessity fbr some form of .justification for the participation 

of that irrational element in the rational structure through which 

'la confusion' is expressed. The modifications of structure which 

are brought to the play through games, and which lead to the ritual 

death of the Emperor fulfil both these conditions, moreover, since 

on the one hand they provide a logical explanation of the (osten

sibly) rational Emperor's willingness to lend himself to an irrational 

act, while, on the other hand, they allow the spectator to infer the 

symbolic (or 'confused') significance of the irrational Architect's 

'rational' action.

It is indeed these considerations which make of L'Architecte 

et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrle the most outstanding example of the fulfilment
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of Arrabal's desire to achieve rigidity of structure. It is not, 

however, the only play which presents the climax of the philo

sophical process of transcendence through the medium of ritual.

The climax of Le Lai de Barabbas /l9647.*^ for example, is the 

ritual which effects the passage of the central character Giafar 

from order to 'la confusion'. The construction of this play is 

largely reminiscent of Le Labyrinthe.the illusion being divided, 

as in Le Labyrinthe, into the opposing realms of rational and 

irrational. As in the earlier play, moreover, according to the 

terms of the spectator's immediate reality, the hero is categorised 

as rational, in contrast with all those with whom he comes into 

contact. Like Etienne, however, Giafar suffers a series of 

unnerving challenges to his rationality (at one point Giafar attempts 

to demonstrate Sylda's cruelty to Arlys by reference to the marks 

on Kardo and Malderic's backs, just as, in Le Labyrinths Etienne 

attempts to demonstrate Justin's cruelty to the judge by asking him 

to look at the marks on Micaela's back. As in the earlier play, 

moreover, the marks have mysteriously disappeared when Arlys comes 

to verify his assertion) which demonstrate that, in the unfamiliar 

world which surrounds him, and according to the terms which 

govern the illusion, his rationality is illusory. As suggested, 

however, Le Lai de Barabbas proceeds beyond the opposition depicted 

in Le Labyrinths to a point where philosophical opposites are 

transcended in the ritual of Giafar's initiation. As demonstrated 

in a previous section of this thesis, the process by which this 

transcendence is achieved is perfectly viable from a philosophical 

point of view, but from a dramatic point of view it lacks the careful 

preparation effected by the modifications of structure in L'Architecte
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et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie. At the climax of Le Lai de Farahhas the 

ostensibly rational Giafar lends himself (apparently quite willingly) 

to an irrational action in exactly the same way as the ostensibly 

rational Emperor in L 1Archi tecta et l'Empereur d'Assyrie. In this 

case, however, there is no preparatory modification, such as is 

provided by the Emperor's games, of the spectator's view of Giafar's 

rationality! there is nothing, in other words, to suggest that he 

is anything but wholly r a t i o n a l . R i g h t  up to the moment when 

he fails asleep shortly before the ritual Oiafar acts in a 

consistently logical fashion, reacting precisely as the rational 

spectator himself would react to the absurdities which surround him. 

There is subsequently, it is true, one attempt by the author to 

justify Giafar's ultimate participation in the chaotic ritual of 

his initiation, which, interestingly, seems to announce the 

methodology later to be successfully adopted in L'Architecte et 

l'Empereur d'Assyrie. Whilst Giafar is asleep, Sylda's mother 

disguises herself as Giafar's mother, appearing at his bedside when 

he awakens and instructing him to participate in the ritual being 

prepared for himl

LA MEREi Fais ce que l'on te dira, sans resistance, sans 
arrière-pensée. Je te délivrerai ensuite.

GIAFAR! Que va-t-on me faire?
LA MEREi Rien de mal. C'est ta mère qui te l'affirme.  ̂

There are thus introduced two of the ingredients identified in 

L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie! a second level of illusion 

is created by Sylda's mother dressing up, and Giafar takes the 

appearance of his mother to be reality when it is, in fact, illusion. 

In Le Lai de Barabbas, however, this almost self-conscious attempt 

to justify Giafar's disturbingly sudden change of attitude is 

wholly unsuccessful. Quite apart from the fact that the
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spectator is exceedingly unlikely to endorse Giafar's blind 

adherence to his mother's extraordinary advice anyway, the spectator 

is a witness to the deliberate artifice which precedes the appearance 

of 'Giafar's mother' and thus does not, for a moment, take her to 

be real. The spectator is, in other words, at a crucial moment 

divorced from his identification with Giafar, which throughout the 

play, has been the condition of his acceptance of 'la c o n f u s i o n ^ ^  

Not only is the only logical .justification of the rational Giafar's 

participation in an irrational action the particularly flimsy 

pretext that his mother has advised him of the sagacity of the 

action, but even that putative vindication of his unwonted behaviour 

is based on an assumption seen by the spectator to be erroneous.

Arrabal's failure to provide any acceptable logical 

justification of the participation of the rational element (Giafar) 

in the irrational action which expresses 'la confusion' places a 

a severe limitation upon the dramatic efficacy of Le Lai de Barabbas. 

In a later play Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs £1969/^^ 

(written three years after L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie) 

on the other hand, it is the complementary aspect of the problem 

which proves a stumbling block. The play makes copious use of 

the devices employed to modify the structure of L'Architecte et 

l'Empereur d'Assyrie and, through a series of games which contain 

elements both of reality and i l l u s i o n , s e e k s  like that play to 

present two interpretations of reality. A rational interpretation 

of the events of the play suggests that it depicts the arrival of 

Tosan in a (presumably) Spanish jail*^ and his subsequent condem

nation and execution at the hands of the Authorities, while on a 

symbolic (or 'confused') level, and according to the prisoners' 

own interpretation of what is real, the play depicts the advent,
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derisory trial and death of a Christ-like figure, the Messiah of 

an oppressed race and harbinger of a new era of liberty. It is 

clearly Arrabal's intention, moreover, to suggest that these two 

interpretations are equally real, and that the two levels of reality 

they represent coalesce in the ritual death of Tosan/Christ which 

constitutes the climax of the play. The author, however, fails to 

provide any rational demonstration of the reality of the terms of 

the second interpretation: Christ appears only as the result of a 

deliberate artifice on the part both of Tosan, who embodies Christ, 

and of the other prisoners who embody the people with whom Christ 

comes into contact. There is, in other words, no element within

the episodes depicting the appearance of Christ, which is real
117according to the rational view of the spectator. Equally,

there is no attempt by the author to suggest that the reality of 

the first interpretation is, in fact, illusory. Although the 

irrationality of the laws of the Authorities is convincingly brought 

home to the spectator, it is nevertheless those laws which govern 

the world in which the play is set. The effect of both these 

omissions, moreover, is clearly to suggest that the only reality 

of the play is that of prison. Despite various levels of illusion

and reality at work in the play, Arrabal fails on these two comple-
*

mentary counts definitively to annul the distinction between real 

and imaginary as he had done in L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie. 

He consequently also fails in Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs 

to engender in the rational spectator the belief in the second 

symbolic interpretation of the events of the play, necessary to 

effect his total identification with the prisoners it depicts.

The death of Tosan, indeed, is real on one level only, and the 

symbolic significance of his subsequent resurrection all too likely
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to be lost beneath the spectator's justifiable assumption that 

this, in common with "le commencement d 'un époque nouvelle" which 

it heralds,is merely a figment of the prisoners' fertile fantasy.

An arguably more effective treatment of a similar theme 

is. to be found in Le Ciel et la Merde /Î970 ? 7 ^  a rational 

interpretation of which suggests that it depicts the execution by the 

Authorities of a band of assassins and their leader Erasme. Through 

a series of games acted out by Erasme and his disciples in the course 

of the play, however, it becomes clear that the assassins themselves 

interpret events differently. For them, their imminent death 

(like that of Tosan in Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs) 

signifies the onset of a new era, embodied by the child whose 

advent is eagerly awaited throughout the play, and to whom Ribla 

gives birth at the moment of her own death. The execution in this 

play, however, is preceded by a crucial scene which provides pre

cisely the indications of the rerlity of Erasme's terms of reference 

that were lacking in Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs.

Erasme and his followers are brought to a situation of direct 

confrontation with the Authorities by whose hand they are condemned.

In this scene, moreover, there is no element of disguise or play* 

neither party is 'acting', the situation is presented to the spec

tator as unequivocally real. Nevertheless, there is here re

produced in reality the same confused 'order' hitherto witnessed by 

the spectator on an illusory level in the various situations acted 

out by the five assassins. The suDposed rationality of the 

Authorities is revealed to be illusory, as indeed it was previously 

depicted in games, while the 'miracles' hitherto performed by 

Erasme et al. on an illusory level are here repeated in realityi
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ERASME» Votre civilisation fait des choses, qui ne nous
intéressent pas; nous, nous pouvons en faire 
d'autres ... je peux dire au dossier qu'il 
vole dans les airs.

Le dossier vole dans les airs. - ...
Tous les cinq le suivent du regard, fort amusés. **

It i8 thus demonstrated that the universe depicted in Le Ciel et

la Merde is governed not by the terms of a familiar rationality

such as is represented by the Authorities, but by the terms of an

unfamiliar order such as that of the 'confusion' expressed by 
141Erasme. As such, moreover, this scene engages the spectator's

credence both in the 'games' which have gone before, and, more 

importantly, in the symbolic significance of the ritual which 

follows.

While the degree of dramatic efficacy achieved by Arrabal 

in Le Ciel et la Merde is thus greater than that of Et ils passèrent 

des Menottes aux Fleurs, both these plays remain interesting and 

instructive examples of the technique adopted by the playwright 

to express the irrationality of 'la confusion' to the rational 

spectator in the most recent phase of his work. A significant 

number of later plays are characterised by the creation, through a 

manipulation of differing levels of illusion and reality, of two 

coexistent assessments of reality, one of which accords with the 

rational terms governing the spectator's immediate reality, and 

the other of which reflects the 'confused' terms of reference 

which pertain in the universe in which the plays are set. These 

are subsequently united at the climax of the plays by a single 

action which expresses the reality of both interpretations 

simultaneously, being at once logically Justifiable and symbolically 

significant in light of the events which give rise to it.

The point is clearly illustrated by a consideration of 

one of the most extraordinary and effective of these later plays,
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La Tour de Babel, written by Arrabal in 1976 and performed for

the first time in Brussels, in October of that year,under the

direction of the author. La Tour de Babel may usefully be analysed

along the same lines as L'Architecte et L'Empereur d'Assyrie and,

like the latter, it proceeds from the presentation of an illusion

clearly divided into two domains. The central character of the

play is Latidia, the blind inhabitant of the majestic, isolated

castle of Villa Ramiro, torn between the golden memories of a former

age of glory, whose reinstatement she craves, and the growing

desperation engendered by what she feels are the unpalatable

realities of the age in which she livess

Nous chanterons le fameux couplet 
<<Du passé, faisons table rase 
Poule esclave, debout, debout!
Le monde tremble sur sa base
Nous ne sommes rien, soyons tout.'ĵ 1̂

In the second scene of the play Latidia is confronted by the

Marquis de Cerralbo, who has come to tell her that she must

leave her home, since the castle is to pass into the hands of the

Count and Countess of Ecija as payment for debts owed to them by

Latidia. The latter's response is to appeal (through the window

of the castle) for assistance in defending the castle,and in the

fifth scene each side of the opposition depicted in scene 2 is

augmented by the arrival, on the one hand, of the Count and Countess

of Ecija themselves and, on the other hand, of three down-and-out

beggars who come in answer to Latidia's appeal.

As is the case with L'Architecte et L'Empereur d'Assyrie 

the rationality of the spectator determines his initial assessment 

of the illusion presented and divided into two domains in the 

manner outlined above. The two domains indeed represent the 

familiar philosophical opposition of rational and irrational.
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Latidia herself is a bizarre character who is seen in the first

scene of the play conducting a conversation with a donkey from

Mars, who, we learn, carries out nightly ceremonies with a doll 
144and a glass of blood, and who has a disturbing habit of eating 

small insects, while the behaviour of her three new-found 

assistants immediately suggests that of the trickster figure 

discussed (as a symbol of 'la confusion') in a previous section 

of this thesis. According to the terms which govern the immediate 

reality of the spectator, then, the four are readily categorised 

as irrational or 'chaotic', while, according to the same terms, the 

Marquis, the Count and the Countess, whose behaviour is clearly 

determined by a more familiar set of rules with which the spectator 

may identify, are equally readily categorised as rational or 

'civilized'. As is the case with the Emperor in the earlier 

play , moreover, the mark of their civilization is the power which 

they hold in the situation depicted and which they wield over 

Latidia and the three beggars. It is indeed, as Arrabal signi

ficantly points out, a power invested in them by one representative 

of civilizations

Voici le document légal officiel. Pour payer les dettes 
envers les comtes d'Ecija, le Tribunal a décidé que, dorénavant, 
le château ne t'appartient plus, mais qu'il est leur 
propriété14^

and supported by others:

Que ces messieurs et cette dame ne nous obligent pas à 
prendre une mesure aussi radicale que celle d'appeler 
la police.146

Again, however, the notion of power which is a mark of the 

'civilization' of the Marquis, the Count and the Countess according 

to an interpretation based on the terms which govern the specta

tor's immediate redity indicates the fact that belief in the
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illusion implies an alternative and contradictory level of 

interpretation. For, like L'Archltecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie,

La Tour de Babel is set in an unfamiliar universe which hears 

little resemblance to the comfortable and rational world inhabited 

by.the spectator. And, according to the terms of the world of 

the illusionjthe potential power possessed by Latidia, aided as she 

is by the limitless capabilities offered by the martian donkey, far 

outweighs that which may be mustered by her opponents. The world 

of the illusion is, indeed, a 'confused' world of miracles and 

wonderment, in which Latidia can move from one century to another 

merely by walking up and down the stairs: according to the terms 

which govern the illusion it is she, and not the Marquis, the 

Count or the Countess who holds the upper hand.

La Tour de Babel, therefore, promotes an opposition 

within the attitude of the spectator in exactly the same way as 

L'Architecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie. According to one level of 

interpretation power lies with the Count and his associates, and 

yet within the reality of the illusion Latidia possesses potentially 

boundless power. Again in common with the technique employed in 

L'Architecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie the 'order' of the second of 

these interpretations is subsequently presented in terms which 

reflect those which determined the first, through the creation of 

a second level of illusion. On a second level of illusion, in 

other words, Latidia's power is depicted rationally. In her 

blindness Latidia mistakes each of her 'guests' for someone else: 

she thinks for instance that the Count is Goya, that his wife is 

Dona Chimen©, that the legless cripple is Cid Campeador, and 

so on. Each, moreover, has his or her own reasons for temporarily
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not wishing to point out the mistake and all thus lend them

selves voluntarily to the game implied by that mistake, by acting 

out the roles assigned to them by Latidia. And, as already 

suggested, the game actualizes the order of things in Latidia's 

unfamiliar universe, for not only does it secure complete control 

for Latidia herself, but it also gives the three beggars the 

opportunity to dominate the Marquis, the Count and the Countess, 

reversing the order which previously pertained. Indeed the blind 

man's words to the Count and Countess in an exchange in scene 7, 

which illustrates that domination, are more than coincidentally 

reminiscent of the words spoken by the Count himself in scene 5* 

and quoted above:

BORGNE: emphatique et concluant: Si monsieur et madame la 
Comtesse refusent de prendre part a la défense du 
château, qu'ils s'en aillent.

COMTE: effrayé par la tournure que prennent les événements:
Non, non, absolument pas, nous sommes avec vous.

Not only does the game actualize the order of things in Latidia's

universe, moreover, but in as much as each of the players has a

constant and recognizable character, and (when playing) acts

consistently in accordance with that character, the game also
149possesses a strong element of rationality. Like the 'game'

of judge and accused played by the Architect and the Emperor, 

indeed, it constitutes a representation of the order of things in 

an unfamiliar universe in familiar terms, which are commensurate 

with and, to some extent at least, reflect the order of things in 

the spectator's universe.

Hence,through the game, the opposing facets of the 

interpretation of the spectator are rendered contiguous. Latidia 

is seen to possess ultimate power both according to the terms which 

govern the illusion, and (on a second level of illusion), according 

to the terms which govern the spectator's immediate reality. As
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however, one further step is necessary before the opposition 

within 'la conscience spectatrice' may be transcended, before, 

in other words, the spectator may be effectively convinced of the 

reality of 'la confusion'. Por the second level of illusion, 

despite its air of rationality, remains logically unreal to all 

concerned (with the exception of Latidia). To achieve transcendence 

of the opposition inherent within 'la conscience spectatrice', 

the spectator needs not only to recognize the rationality or order 

of 'la confusion' as presented on the second level of illusion, 

but also to believe in that second level of illusion, to be con

vinced that it is no less 'real' than the first.

It is in fulfilling this requirement that Arrabal deviates 

most noticeably in L a  Tour de Babel from the technique used in 

L'Architecte et 1 'Empereur d'Assyrie. As we have said, the game 

provides the beggars with the opportunity to dominate the Marquis, 

the Count and the Countess, and an important facet of the presen

tation of that domination is a series of scenes which in their 

(conventionally) repulsive nature vividly recall the striking and 

'shocking1depictions of 'la confusion' in other, earlier plays.

In scene 9» for example, the blind man (playing the part of 

Che Guevara) makes homosexual advances to the Count (Goya), while 

in the following scene the legless cripple takes advantage of his 

r3le as Cid Campeador to force the Countess (Doîia Chimène) to make 

love to him. This enforced descent to the depths of depravity, 
moreover, proves strangely fascinating to the Count and his 

associates, as scene 10, in particular, illustrates:

CUL-DE-JATTE, gifle - Dis-moi des mots tendres...toujours.
__ (il cogne)

COMTESSE, apres une longue pause - Mon coeur.' (Elle semble 
convaincue) Je suis folle d'amour pour toi.'

CUL-DE-JATTE - Chienne.' Continue.'
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COMTESSE, fascinée - Tu me bouleverses.' Tu me rends
folle.' C'est la première fois de ma vie que ,1e 
me sens femme.' Tu me plais.' Je t'aime à la folie.

For all that she may be acting a part, the Countess becomes subjected

to the power of the cripple in a very real sense, and not just as

a result of the terms of the illusion which is being created.

Indeed when the Marquis, the Count and the Countess revert

temporarily to their original personae in order to discuss how the

control of the situation, which is gradually slipping away from

them, may best be regained, they find that the power of the three
V *

beggars, which began as a game, has acquired an unsuspected dimension

of reality, and pertains even when they are not playingi

MARQUIS:
COMTE:
COMTESSE:
MARQUIS :

Il faut aussi éliminer les trois mendiants. 
Le Borgne, pourquoi? C'est un violent, mais 
au fond je suis sûr qu'il a un coeur d'or.
Le Cul-de-jatte est un homme qui a souffert, 
qui dans sa vie n'a connu que (tes déboires.
Je vois, chacun veut garder son << mec». -)1

Game has thus begun to turn into reality, and the two continue to

merge until Latidia's guests finally cease to play the rôles she

has ascribed to them, and actually become those rôles

Le Comte (Goya), la Comtesse (Chiméne), Le cul-de-jatte 
(Le Cid), le Borgne (Che Guevara), le Marquis (Valle Inclan) 
Mareda (Thérèse d'Avila), le Tueur à gages (Zapata), 
la Pocharde (Don Juan) se sont déjà complètement identifies 
au personnage que Latidia leur a attribué.^53

It thus appears that Arrabal seeks to convince the spectator of
the reality of the second level of illusion by building on the 
primary identification made by the spectator with the civilized 
element of the first level of the illusion. The Marquis, the 
Count and the Countess shift position, as it were, from adherence 
to their own assessment of what is real, and ultimately come to 
share Latidia's (i.e. the 'chaotic' element of the first level of 
illusion) assessment of what is real. In so doing they also,
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incidentally, change from being the representatives of civilization 

and join the renresentatives of 'la confusion'. And the 

implication is that because the Marquis, the Count and the Countess 

are the spectator's original point of reference in the play the 

spectator will shift position with them, coming to a belief in the 

reality of the second level of illusion himself, because they 

believe in it. At the same time, however, Arrabal skilfully 

maintains the spectator's awareness of the reality of the first 

level of illusion by the introduction of a new element, the voices 

from outside which, through a loudspeaker, urge the inhabitants of 

the castle to surrender their position, and which are first heard, 

significantly, at the moment of the definitive assumption by those 

within of the roles Latidia has attributed to them.

In this way, through the manipulation of differing levels 

of illusion and reality, Arrabal establishes and maintains two 

coexistent views of reality. On one level La Tour de Babel 

depicts the siege of the crumbling castle of Villa Ramiro; 

such is the initial assessment of the Marquis, the Count and the 

Countess, and the reality of which the voices from the outside are 

a part. On a second level La Tour de Babel depicts a band of 

revolutionary and other heroes concerned to re-establish a former 

age of glory, and in the words of their leader Latidia, which link 

the play most strongly to the author's philosophical purposes, to 

"racheter le sepulcre de la deraison"^^^. Such is Latidia's 

belief all along, and the reality of which the Marquis, the Count 

and his wife ultimately become convinced. These two views of 

reaLity,simultaneous belief in both of which is necessary to effect 

the transcendence of the opposition inherent in 'la conscience 

spectatrice' merge, moreover, at the climax of the play, when the 

old castle crumbles in ruins. On one level this is the logical
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conclusion of a process which has been aoparent throughout

(from the beginning we have heard the termites gnawing at the main

buttress), it marks the end of the siege, and,as the voice from

outside informs us, a victory for the forces of civilizations

En un sens c'est un dénouement heureux. Il va y avoir un 
terrain idéal pour les promoteurs immobiliers. La chaîne 
Hilton veut construire un magnifique motel cinq étoiles.
Enfin, grâce à la collaboration internationale,cette région 
va sortir de son isolement ancestral pour entrer dans notre 
siècle de progrès et d'efficacité.

At the same time, however, on another level, the same event denotes

a victory for Latidia and the realisation of her desire to

re-establish a former era. For the devastation of the castle

provides the inhabitants with the important discovery of the plans

for the Tower of Babel, as well as with the materials and workforce

(the termites turn their talents to construction rather than

destruction) with v/hich to erect a magnificent monument to 'la

confusion'. Both levels of reality are united in a triumphant

conclusion which is, indeed, both logically .justifiable and

symbolically significant in the light of the events which precede

it.

La Tour de Babel, then, is an instructive example of the 

technique adopted by Arrabal to present 'la confusion' to the 

rational spectator in his later plays. As has been suggested, 

the ingredients of this technique, exemplified also in Le Ciel et 

la Merde and Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs, as well
156as in other recent plays which have a similar 'two tier' structure, J 

are the methodological devices identified in L'Architecte et 

l'Empereur d'Assyrie which may be seen as a blueprint of the 

methodology of 'Le Théâtre Baroque', and it is perhaps in La Tour 

de Babel that Arrabal comes closest to repeating the achievements 

of L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie. Even against La Tour

!
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de Babel, however, certain question marks remain: whether the 

spectator can in fact he convinced by the rather too fluent 

seduction of his points of reference, the Marquis, the Count and 

the Countess, into an acceptance of the reality of the second level 

of illusion is particularly open to debate, and there lingers also 

the suspicion that, in his manipulation of the roles of the three 

beggars for example, Arrabai here replaces with a certain amount 

of jiggery-pokery the perfect balance and dextrous management of 

opposing philosophical (rational and irrational) and dramatic 

(real and illusory) elements in evidence in 'L 1Archltecte et 

l'Empereur d'Assyrie, which play indeed remains the most outstanding 

example in Arrabal's work of the successful marriage of philoso

phical and dramatic theories.
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6 'Le Théâtre Baroque'

Central to the instructive elaboration of the principles
157of Baroque art ¿riven by Eugenio d'Ors in du Baroque is a 

consideration of the opposition between the Baroque and Classicism. 

D'Ors demonstrates how the stability and regularity of form which 

characterised the latter were superseded by the morphology and 

dynamism of a Baroque style characterised in turn by the adoption 

and proliferation of what he calls "les formes qui s'envolent".

He goes on to claim, moreover, that the contrasts thus identified 

derive from and reflect the opposition between the respective

origins of the two movements:

... si le précurseur du Classique se nomme Antiquité, celui 
du Baroque s'appelle Préhistoire. Le rationalisme, l'étatisme, 
le cercle, le triangle, le contrepoint, la colonne, les 
procédés de l ’esprit qui imite l'Esprit, tout ceci appartenait 
dé,1a, certainement,à la civilisation de la Grèce et de Rome.
Mais le p a n t h é i s m e , l e  dynamisme, l'ellipse, la fugue, 
l'arbre, l'esprit soumis aux lois de la nature, se retrouvent 
intégralement dans le monde primitif et préhistorique.*59

The stability of Classicism, in other words, is based on the model

of civilization itself, while the fluidity of form demonstrated in

Baroque style has its roots in the inconstancy of a prehistoric

era:

Le style de la civilisation se nomme classicisme. Au style 
de la barbarie, persistant, permanant dessous de la culture, 
ne donnerons-nous pas le nom de baroque?^^®

The terms of d'Ors' discussion thus revolve around the familiar

opposition between civilization and chaos which also lies at the

heart of 'panique' theory. As such, moreover, they underline the

applicability of the term 'baroque' to the nature of Arrabal's

objectives and may indeed be cited as a justification of the

adoption by the dramatist of the label 'Le Theatre Baroque' to

describe his work. For, just as we know the objective of
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Arrabal's plays to be an expression of 'la confusion', the chaotic 

reality latent beneath the restrictive forms of civilization, so, 

in d'Ors'words 'le baroque est secrètement animé par la nostalgie 

du Paradis P e r d u and seeks through an exuberance, which

stands in stark contrast to the sobriety and regularity of
lé?Classicism, to re-create the reality of a former era.

There is thus a clear parallel between the philosophical 

concerns of Arrabal's work, as discernible from the theoretical 

writings of the 'panique' movement, and the philosophical back

ground of the notions upon which is based the concept of 'Le 

Théâtre Baroque' which constitutes the playwright's dramatic 

methodology. We have here, moreover, attempted to provide some 

amplification of the often laconic and invariably enigmatic indi

cations of dramatic technique given by Arrabal, by means of a detailed 

analysis of the function and stages of development of 'Le Théâtre 

Baroque'. The failure of the 'éphémère panique' which, apparently 

following the equation between 'le théâtre' and 'la vie' proposed 

by Artaud in Le Théâtre et son Double.sought to transpose Arrabal's 

philosophical ideas directly on to the stage, expressing the formless 

reality of 'la confusion' through the medium of a formless drama, 

threw into relief the fundamental methodological problem facing the 

dramatist in his desire to convey the philosophical concerns 

adumbrated in 'panique' theories through the vehicle of theatre.

And it is as the solution to the central problem of how to present 

the irrational and chaotic reality of 'la confusion' to the spectator 

who exists within the rational framework of civilization, without 

provoking the alienation of the latter, that the various facets of 

Arrabal's methodology have here been considered. The function of 

'Le Theatre Baroque' may, indeed, be summed up as the achievement
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of a reconciliation of the opposition between the irrationality 

of the illusion constructed on stage and the rationality of the 

spectator to whom that illusion is presented.

Our analysis of 'Le Theatre Baroque', moreover, was based 

upon an identification of the similarity between its function, as 

summarised above, and the function of the drama itself, the effect 

of which depends upon the reconciliation of an analogous opposition 

between real and imaginary. The dramatic process consists of two 

complementary and, in the normal course of events synonomous, stagesi 

it proceeds from an opposition of real and imaginary (the specta

tor is 'real' and the world on stage is imaginary) to a point where 

real and imaginary are contiguous (the events on stage are imaginary 

but purport to be real and are accepted as such by the spectator).

The reduction of the opposition and the achievement of contiguity, 

moreover, depends upon the presentation of the imaginary world 

through the medium of a game (or drama) the form and terms of which 

reflect, or may at least be assimilated to, the form and terms of 

the spectator's reality. There thus exists in the theatre a 

convention common to both sides of the footlights, adherence to which 

lends a certain reality to the illusion created on stage, or

allows the drama to exist as it were on two levels, being actually
«

imaginary and yet in a sense also real. This in turn promotes 

in the spectator's attitude an effective reduction of the opposition 

between real and imaginary or a 'suspension of disbelief'.

The nature of the illusion (the objective of which is to 

express the 'panique' notion of 'la confusion') in plays by Arrabal, 

however, is such that it clearly falls outside the scope of the 

convention which covers both audience and illusion in the case of a 

naturalistic or realistic drama. With such plays, therefore, the
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second stage of the dramatic process (i.e. contiguity between real 

and imaginary) may be achieved only as the result of the internal 

modifications of dramatic structure which we have considered,and 

which together constitute 'Le Theatre Baroque'?^ This second 

process, which effects a reduction of the opposition between the 

rationality of the spectator and the irrationality of the illusion 

may best be understood, moreover, as has been suggestedjin the light 

of the dramatic process itself as we have outlined it above, which, 

in the manner shown, effects a reduction of the analogous opposi

tion between the reality of the spectator and the unreality of the 

illusion. For Arrabal's plays reproduce as part of the illusion 

itself an opposition between rational and irrational exactly 

analogous to the opposition between real and imaginary which 

exists in the theatre during the performance of a naturalistic 

drama. Through the division of the universe of the illusion in 

his plays into thesa opposing philosophical domains, moreover, the 

playwright actively fosters in the spectator who accepts the illusion 

the awareness of an opposition between conflicting views inherent 

in his attitude: that part of the illusion that is rational in 

his own terms is irrational according to the terms of reference 

the validity of which is implied as a result of his acceDtance of 

the illusion. Following the dramatic process exactly, the second 

stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' consists in a reduction of these 

opposing views to a point of contiguity by the presentation of the 

irrational element through the medium of a game (or here,of play 

within the drama) the terms and form of which reflect the terms and 

form of reality according to the spectator's own rational 

assessment. The illusion thus exists on two levels: 'la confusion*
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terms of the spectator.

The first two stapes of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' are thus 

exactly analogous to the two stapes of the dramatic process 

outlined above. Even at this point, however, there remains in 

Arrahal's plays a significant limitation upon the rational 

spectator'8 acceptance of, and belief in, 'la confusion'. For 

if the spectator accepts the first level of illusion, as has been 

our assumption, then the 'rational' presentation of 'la confusion' 

(i.e. 'la confusion' in his own terms) is itself an illusion.

For Arrabal's plays to reach the second stape of the dramatic 

process (i.e. contiguity between real and imaginary) in the theatre 

it is therefore necessary to extend the analogous process of 'Le 

Théâtre Baroque' within the play one further stage beyond that of 

contiguity. 'La confusion' must be seen by the spectator, in 

other words, not only to be rational but also to be 'real'. 

Accordingly the effect of the third stape of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 

is to unite the two levels of illusion previously identified in a 

single action which expresses the reality of both simultaneously. 

'La confusion' is expressed through the medium of ritual which 

exists on two levels at once, lending it not only a rational form 

but also an undeniable reality.

Our examination of Arrabal's methodology depends heavily, 

as is here reiterated, upon an assumption of the essential 

affinity between the terms 'baroque' and 'dramatic'. Accordingly, 

it is interesting to find that a similar parallel is proposed by 

Jean Rousset in La Littérature de 1 'Ape Baroque en France.

Rousset sums up the message of the baroque age in the following 

terms s
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Circe et ses semblables ... proclament ... que tout est 
mobilité, inconstance et illusion dans un monde qui n'est que 
théâtre et décor 1^5

and points out how closely this 'message' is linked to the function 

of drama itselfs

C'est un message analogue qu*. diffuse la tragi-comédie où 
tout le monde est masqué, où personne n'est ce qu'il paraît, 
où se joue d'un bout à 1 'autre le jeu des transformations et 
des fausses apparences. 1^6

In light of this equation, moreover, he goes on to comment not 

only that the theatre is the obvious and perfect medium for baroque 

art, but further, and more significantly, that the very basis of the 

latter lies in an extension to their ultimate extremes of the 

principles of the theatres

Il est naturel qua cette époque qui s'exprime par le théâtre 
et qui exprime tout, jusqu'à son angoisse et à ses 
interrogations, en termes de théâtre, achemine a ses 
extrêmes conséquences le principe de tout théâtres le masque 
et le décor, et en vienne â faire du théâtre lui-même l'objet 
de son théâtre en multipliant le théâtre sur le théâtre et 
la pièce sur la pièce.

There may thus be found in the words of Rousset a firm justification 

of the terms of our own analysis of Arrabal's dramatic methodology. 

For it is precisely as a technique animated by the fundamental 

principles of the theatre that we have here sought to elaborate 

what is meant by 'he Theatre Baroque'.
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7 ccREvptnr

It should be stressed that the three stages of *l>e Théâtre 

Baroque' which we have here considered are directed only towards 

the goal of bringing Arrabal's drama to the second stage of the 

dramatic process, as outlined above. There are two levels of 

existence in the theatre, one real and the other imaginary, both 

of which are made equally believable by the structural modifications 

which we have examined. The effect of the latter is to present

the imaginary and intrinsically irrational world of 'la confusion' 

in the terms which govern the spectator's existence, whereby it 

appears commensurate with the spectator's rationality and thus real. 

But, of course, at the same time it is not realt the reality of 

the situation consists in a group of actors,each of whom plays a 

part and who together deliberately construct a network of credible 

illusion, just as in any realistic play. In the course of our 

earlier consideration of the dramatic process, moreover, it was 

indicated that while the drama exists on two levels either of which 

is believable (a situation brought about in the case of Arrabal's 

plays as a consequence of the successful functioning of the internal 

process of 'Le Théâtre Baroque') belief in either level is achieved 

only at the expense of belief in the other. It was indeed stressed 

that the simultaneous belief in both levels is an impossibility.

Nevertheless the third stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 

itself consists in the achievement of just such an impossibility.

The promotion of contiguity between the two levels of reality 

in the theatre (achieved by the process of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 

as a whole) depends in Arrabal's work upon the unity of the two 

levels of reality within the illusion (achieved by the third stage 

of the process). To bring his drama to the second stage of the
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dramatic process, in other words, Arrabal 'performs the impossible' 

within the play, proceeding from a point where opposing views are 

contiguous (i.e. from a point analogous to the second stage of the 

dramatic process) to a point where the opposition is transcended, 

and where both levels of existence are simultaneously real. There 

thus exists in the third stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' at least the 

basis of a suspicion that the dramatic process itself may be 

extended beyond a point of contiguity and into the realms of the 

'impossible'. Accordingly it is perhaps of little surprise to 

discover that, following the criteria which have enabled him to 

achieve transcendence within the illusion, by a modification of 

the internal structure of his plays, Arrabal also brings to bear 

upon his work a number of devices designed to modify their external 

structure, and clearly directed at the effectuation of an 

analogous transcendence within the wider framework of the theatre.

Recalling the terms and function of the third stage of 

'Le Théâtre Baroque' it may be ascertained that the achievement of 

this aim depends upon the promotion in the spectator of an equal 

faith in the simultaneous reality of both levels of existence 

obtaining in the theatre. The spectator must therefore believe 

that the actor is the character he depicts, but at the same time 

believe that he is 'really' A the actor. He must believe that he 

is (say) in a Spanish jail, but at the same time believe that he 

is in such and such a theatre. And not least he must believe not 

only that he is a spectator at a play, but that as such he is at 

the same time also playing a part in that play. In short, both 

spectators and actors must participate in the spectacle, on a 

completely equal footing: the two levels of reality they represent
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must coalesce in actions which express the reality of the world

depicted on stage and the world represented in the auditorium

simultaneously. The drama in other words must be elevated to the
169status of ceremony.

The means by which Arrabal seeks to transcend the 

opposition between real and illusory in this wider context, however, 

are for the most part neither original or convincing. In 

Cérémonie pour un Noir Assassiné /l956/1^° and Le Jardin des Délices 

/Î9677^\ for instance, the central characters, Jérôme and Vincent 

in the former play and Lais in the latter, are all actors. In 

Le Ciel et la Verde the actors are introduced to the audience by 

name, prior to assuming the roles they are to fulfil in the 

illusion. In Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs the 

spectators are guided to their seats by the actors in character 

before the performance begins, and are subsequently twice 

invited to improvise scenes with the actors/characters as part of 

the illusion. These almost self-conscious devices may be seen as 

an attempt by the author to suggest to the spectator that the 

people before him are in the illusion exactly what they are in 

reality, that the role they play on stage is exactly that which they 

fulfil off it. A similar device is employed, and a similar 

suggestion implied in Jeunes Barbares d 'Au.jourd'hul /î.9757.^^

The setting is a theatre and the action opens with the curtain 

still down:

Ecila chante d'une fagon étrange et prodigieuse devant le 
rideau d'un théâtre... /elle/ continue à chanter pendant 
que les spectateurs emplissent la salle. C'est une salle 
de theatre sans aucun luxe.

The stage is thus a stage in reality, and also a stage in the world 
of the illusion. By extension the spectator not only is a SDectator
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illusion (at whatever performance ensues when the curtain does 

go up).

These devices, and others like them, are strongly re

miniscent of certain experimental plays by Pirandello, though 

Arrabal's use of them is far more tentative and arbitrary than the 

Italian's. They may, however, be criticised on the same grounds 

as those adduced to assess the limitations of Pirandello's experi

ments. By making his central characters into actors, by estab

lishing direct contact between his characters and the spectators 

ostensibly before the commencement of the Derformance, or by 

setting a play in a theatre, Arrabal is clearly trying to lend 

reality to the illusion which his plays present by equating the 

terms of the illusion with the terms of reality. The equation, 

however, is wholly false. For, even if we cam accept that they 

are not pretending to be characters, the actors (in Ceremonie pour 

un Noir Assassiné, for example) ARE pretending to be actors. The 

fact that we encounter the characters in Et ils passèrent des 

Menottes aux Fleurs as soon as we set foot in the theatre does not 

hide the fact that they are actors, nor does it convince us that we 

are really entering a Spanish jail, and not a theatre at all. 

Similarly, though the stage in Jeunes Barbares d'aujourd'hui is 

in all senses and on both levels a stage, it still retains both a 

real and an illusionistic aspect: either it is the stage of a 

disused theatre in which the three cyclists seek refuge for the 

night, or it is the stage of the Théâtre Mouffetard in Paris 

upon which a play by Arrabal is being performed, but it is not 

both at once. Indeed, far from transcending the opposition between
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real and imaginary which exists in the theatre, such devices 

seem rather to underline it. For in attempting to provide an 

external framework of reality, Arrabal in fact stresses precisely 

those criteria according to which we ascertain that what we see 

is.illusory. We know that drama is unreal because it is acted; 

its unreality is confirmed for as long as we remember we are in a 

theatre, and as we have seen, it is of these very considerations 

that Arrabal's devices serve to remind us.

An alternative modification of the external structure 

is effected by the construction of certain plays according to a 

deliberately circular pattern. Le Lai de Barabbas and L'Architecte 

et l'Emnereur d'Assyria, for example, not only contain elements 

of ritual but are themselves constructed like a ritual, ending 

exactly as they begin. This may be seen as a further attempt 

to promote the spectator's total belief in the illusion by suggesting 

that what he sees is but a part of an endlessly repetitive and thus 

symbolic process. Again, however, the playwright fails to take 

full account of the implications of the convention within which he 

is working, for, rather than raising the illusion to the status 

of symbol, this technique merely serves to underline a further 

indication of the illusory nature of the drama. We know that
*

drama is an illusion because it is acted, and because we are in a 

theatre, but its illusory nature is further attested by the fact 

that it returns repeatedly to the same point, that tomorrow's 

performance will be the same as today's.

There is, nevertheless, at least one example of Arrabal's 

successful achievement of 'the impossible', and of the effective 

destruction of the gap separating real from imaginary, actor from 

part acted, in his work. It arises, moreover, not as the result
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o^ the type of self-conscious device the limitations of which we 

have assessed above, but in a moment of sheer theatricality, the 

mechanics of which defy explanation, but invite description. It 

occurs at the climax of Sur le Fil f \ ^ l ^, which play was first 

read in public during the Avignon Festival in 1?74, end subsequently 

performed in Paris in October of the following year with Pierre Constant 

in the rôle of Tharsis, an erstwhile juggler, who arrives with his 

companion, the Duc de Gaza, in the deserted New Mexico mining town of 

Madrid, after twenty years of exile from his native city, Madrid in 

Spain. There he encounters the sole surviving inhabitant of the New 

Mexico town, Wichita, from whom he learns that, though now a ghost 

town, Madrid, New Mexico was previously a centre of glory, prosperity 

and international renowns

Madrid était la plus extraordinaire, la plus belle, la plus 
captivante ville du monde, c'était un cite pour princes mineurs, 
pour marquis de scories, pour chevaliers de charbon.^ 5

Wichita in fact attempts a re-creation of the golden age of Madrid, by

trying to walk the tightrope, as he had done to widespread acclaim

so often in that bygone era. The attempt fails, for Wichita is now

too old to perform the tricks of his youth, but nevertheless his

enthusiastic reminiscences serve to provoke in Tharsis a deliberation

of the terms of his own exile. His own Madrid too is, in a sense, a

ghost town "qui pour le moment vit bâillonné comme un peuple fantôme",1^  
and he has left it, as is attested in the 'game' in which Tharsis takes

on the rôle of Theresa of Avila, with the sense of embarking on some 

form of mystical missions

nous avons grandi avec la seule idée de quitter Madrid, l'Espagne, 
comme Sainte Thérèse d 'Avila, pour conquérir la gloire.

In Wichita, moreover, he recognizes the possibility of giving substance

to that mission, which has hitherto existed only as a vague notion
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in his imagination. For in the art of the tightrope-walker lie the 

qualities of which he has always dreameds

age of glory of Madrid, New Mexico, Tharsis will himself re-create

the former golden age of liberty in Madrid, Spain, returning in triumph

to liberate his people from their present bondage. The achievement

of this goal is eventually facilitated as the result of the sacrifice

of Wichita and the assumption by Tharsis of the tightrope-walker's

former powers. The final scene of the play thus unites all the levels

of illusion developed throughout the play. Tharsis walks the

tightrope, high above the Puerta del Sol in Madrid, Spain, returning

his belôved homeland to its former liberty. At the same time, however,

he is also in Madrid, New Mexico, re-creating "Madrid.' tel que
179l'aimait Wichita", and on a third level he is Saint Theresa of 

Avila fulfilling the promise to "conquérir la gloire".

At the moment when Pierre Constant mounted the wire in

the execution of this final scene, moreover, there was a very real

sense in which he was no longer acting. In fact he was acting, for

his only reason for mounting the wire in the first place was that

he was 'playing' Tharsis, but he could only 'act' Tharsis walking 

the tightrope by performing the considerable feat of walking it 

himself. The successful execution of the final scene of Sur le 

Fil, in other words, as well as the liberty of Spain, the 

re-creation of the splendour of Madrid, New Mexico, and the mystical 

conquest of glory all depend not upon Tharsis, nor even on the 

power which is his legacy from Wichita, but solely upon the 

virtuosity of the actor. The actor and the rôle he plays , in

THARSIS: J'ai toujours rêvé d'être funambule.
WICHITA: Pour être funambule il faut avoir des yeux qui

-A. -, ■ ____1_________ _________ 1 ____  -1 »regardent l ’inxini et l'univers enclos là, au

In the same manner as Wichita has attempted to re-create the former
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short, are united. As such, moreover, the last scene of Sur le 

Fil not only unites the various levels of illusion within the play, 

but also effectively achieves ’the impossible' for a moment at 

least, annulling the opposition between real and illusory in the 

theatre by Dutting reality and illusion both literally and 

metaphorically in the balance.
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both these problems together. Indeed his resolution of the 
problem irndied by his desire to portray 'la confusion' is a 
necessary prerequisite to the successful resolution of the problem 
which confronts him as a dramatist. For as a dramatist he can 
only bridge the gap between the real spectator and the imaginary 
illusion in the immediate context of the theatre, in as much as
he also and at the same time creates, on a higher level within 
the illusion, an identification between the rationality of the 
spectator and the irrationality of the universe on stage. The 
spectator can only accept what he sees as real, in other words, in 
as much as he also accepts it as rational, in as much as he 
accepts first that it could feasibly be real. The relationship 
between the dramatic process itself and 'Le Theatre Baroque' 
in Arrabal's work is thus a highly complex one but the fundamental 
point should immediately be grasped that the three stages of the 
latter, as described and discussed below are together (in 
Arrabal's case) subordinate to and indeed geared towards the 
successful functioning of the former.

70 STYAN, J.L. The Eléments of Drama. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge 1967, p.234.

71 SIMON, Alfred "Le Théâtre le Mythe et la Psyché", p.821

72 STYAN, J.L. op.cit., p.235*

73 We have here identified two stages of the dramatic process,
stating that "there are produced in 'la conscience spectatrice' 
two distinct and opposed attitudes which are subsequently reduced 
to a point of contiguity", and we have also noted that the 
dramatic process contains one important limitation implicit in 
the notion of contiguity: the opposition between the two 
attitudes produced cannot be transcended, nor can the duality of 
'la conscience spectatrice' be unconditionally annulled, since the 
spectator cannot hold both attitudes at once: he believes either 
in the reality of his immediate surroundings or in the reality of 
the illusion. This elaboration of the dramatic process, i.e. 
of the solution normally adopted by playwrights confronted by 
the problem of bridging the gap between real and imaginary, 
enables us to amplify our previous important assertion of a 
parallel between the dramatic process and 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 
(i.e. the solution adopted by Arrabal, confronted by the analo
gous problem of bridging the gao between rationality and irra
tionality) as well as to indicate the terms in which our attempt 
to explain the latter by reference to the former may be justified. 
For 'Le Théâtre Baroque' may be considered in three separately 
identifiable stages, and in what follows it will be demonstrated:
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that the first of these stapes consists in a production and 
emphasis of an opposition in the spectator's attitude exactly 
analogous to that inherent in the first stage of the dramatic 
process.

that the modifications to dramatic structure occasioned by 
the second stape of 'Le Theatre Baroque' subsequently reduce 
the conflictinp elements of that opposition to a point of 
contiguity similarly analogous to the contiguity inherent in 
the second stage of the dramatic process.

that the effect of the third stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque* is 
to surmount a limitation, implicit in the notion of contiguity 
which characterizes the second stage (of 'Le Théâtre Baroque') 
and exactly analogous to the limitation which we have noted 
in the dramatic process, since, through the modifications of 
dramatic structure occasioned by the third stape of 'Le 
Théâtre Baroque', the conflicting elements within the spec
tator's attitude are not merely rendered contiguous, but the 
opposition between them is transcended.

We shall show, in other words, not only that the first two 
stages of each process are exactly similar, but also that 'Le 
Théâtre Baroque' goes one significant step further in bridging 
the gap between rational and irrational than does the dramatic 
process in bridging the gap between real and imaginary. The 
third stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' indeed facilitates a co
existence of opposing attitudes analogous to that which we have 
previously (in our discussion of the dramatic process p. 258) 
suggested is impossible.

74 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Labyrinthe ^.956/, in Theatre II
Christian Bourgois, Paris 19^* pp.44-102.

75 ibid., p.96.

76 The same technique is used by Ionesco, in Tueur Sans Cages /Î9577, 
for example. Here the spectator identifies with the bewilderment 
of Bérenger, who, like Etienne, is at a loss to understand the 
peculiar universe which surrounds him, the "cité radieuse" into 
which he has strayed by chance.
(IONESCO, Eugène, Tueur sans Gages in Theatre II, Gallimard,
Paris 1958, PP*59-172.)

77 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Labyrinthe, p.92

78 ibid., p.99.

79 ibid., p.56.

80 cf. the definition given by Arrabal in Entretiens avec Arrabal, p.60»
"pour moi baroque veut dire très exactement une profusion 
qui cache une ordonna»«*. très rigoureuse."

81 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Tricycle /5.9537 in Théâtre II.
pp.103-169.

a)

b)

e)

82

83

I

ibid., p .153

ibid., p.134
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84 ibid., p.135.
The 'rationality' of these arguments is reminiscent of Ionesco's 
technique of 'anti-logic', as apparent, for example, in the 
celebrated eDisode of^the doorbell in La Cantatrice Chauve 
(IONESCO, Eugène, Theatre I, Gallimard, Paris 1954, pp.35-40).

85 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Tricycle, p.168

86 ibid., p.l?6.

87 LAETWYLER, Jean-Jacques Arrabal. Editions L'Age d'Homme, Lausanne,
Switzerland 1975* p.105.

88 It is interesting to note the similarity between the technique 
which we have discussed here and that employed by Arrabal in those 
plays which seek not to elucidate the nature of 'la confusion'
nor to represent the opposition between 'la confusion' and 
civilization, but to convey the repressive nature of civilization 
itself. For such plays present civilization in heavily ironical 
terms, and thereby also provoke the simultaneous existence of 
conflicting attitudes within the spectator. This is most clearly 
illustrated in Les Beux Bourreaux /Ï956/* where the central character 
Françoise is motivated by the desire to preserve at all costs the 
stability of the family unit and to do always what is best for 
her children. As such, moreover, Françoise is presented as the 
upholder of an order which is familiar to the spectators its terms 
closely reflect the terms which govern the spectator's existence 
and, indeed, on the basis of her stated aims at least, the 
spectator can readily identify with Françoise.
Whether or not the statement of these aims represents conscious 
hypocrisy on Françoise's part, however, her words are certainly 
contradicted by her actions. "To maintain the stability of her 
family" she has her husband arrested, tortured and cruelly put 
to death. Now we have said that, in the light of the criteria 
which govern his own (rational) existence, the spectator identifies 
with the order which Françoise represents, or purports to represent. 
In the light of precisely the same criteria, however, when it 
comes to the business of interpreting the events oflhe play the 
spectator readily endorses Maurice's outraged protestations 
against the cruelty of Françoise, and lines up, as it were, on 
the opposite side of the fence. The stance assumed by the 
spectator as a result of his interpretation of the play (a 
stance, of course, into which Arrabal has deliberately pushed him) 
contradicts the stance implied by his identification with the 
order which the play depicts. And it is in the contrast between 
these two attitudes, which coexist within 'la conscience spec
tatrice' that the message of the play is made manifest to the 
spectator. Just as in Le Labyrinthe and Le Tricycle the 
opposition which is conveyed is reflected in 'la conscience 
spectatrice, so in Les Deux Bourreaux the message of the play 
is reflected in the equation between 'civilization' and 'repression' 
which is provoked in 'la conscience spectatrice' through the use 
of irony.
Two later plays, Bella Ciao J1 9 7 and La Grande Revue du XXe 
Siècle /I97I/ also seek to convey the repressive nature of 
civilization, and though these plays are arguably less subtle and
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ultimately less powerful than Les Deux Bourreaux, they operate 
according to broadly the same principles. In either case is 
presented an order which, through its familiarity, evokes some 
measure of identification by the spectator, but which at the same 
time, through the specific terms of its expression also elicits 
his disdain. Each, therefore, again uses the deliberate promotion 
of conflicting attitudes within 'la conscience spectatrice' as 
a means of conveying its philosophical message.

89 Such a statement might seem to be contradicted by the terms of 
our examination of Le Tricycle. While in the course of the 
latter, however, it was demonstrated how the power of the illusion 
brought the spectator to an acceptance of the reality of 'la 
confusion' by promoting in him a sympathy with and understanding 
of the 'chaotic' element of the illusion, such considerations do 
not in any way modify the essential irrationality of that 
element. The spectator's sympathy for the irrational does not, 
in other words, render it rational.

90 Arrabal uses the game as a dramatic vehicle for the expression of 
a specific philosophical idea. In dealing with the notion of 
game, therefore, it is essential to maintain the distinction 
insisted upon at the outset of our consideration of 'Le Théâtre 
Baroque', between philosophical significance on the one hand, and 
dramatic significance on the other. It will be recalled that
we have undertaken to examine the elements of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' 
(and hence to examine game) from two points of view, showing 
first their appropriateness to Arrabal's philosophical objectives, 
and subsequently assessing their dramatic effectiveness. 
Accordingly, we shall here first consider the philosophical 
essence of the concent 'game' in order to show that it is a valid 
vehicle for the portrayal of 'la confusion', before evaluating 
the formal properties of game, as used in the plays by Arrabal, 
in order to indicate its value and effect as a facet of dramatic 
structure.

91 HUIZINGA, Johan Homo Ludens ^1938/ Temple Smith, London
1970, p.32.

9? Caillois' critical analysis of Homo Ludens may be found in
"Jeu et Sacre", published as one of three appendices in L'Homme 
et le Sacré, Collection Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1972, pp.199-213. 
Jensen discusses Huizinga's theories in Myth and Cult among 
Primitive Peoples (trans. Choldin and Weissleder) University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago 1963, pp.46-58.

93 This is acknowledged by both Caillois and Jensen.
cf. CAILLOIS, Roger, "Jeu et Sacre", in L'Homme et le Sacré, 
p.206t

"On voit que je suis le premier k reconnaître les connexions 
qu'il est possible d'établir entre le ludique et le sacré."

JENSEN, Adolf E. op.oit., p.49:
"I believe that ethnology can accept Huizinga's ideas without 
the slightest reservation. The most sacred acts are play. 
Play is a contest for something or a representation of

I
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something. These are the two basic aspects under which 
we may describe cultic acts in terms of play. ’

94 HUIZINGA, Johan op.cit., p.22.

95 ibid., p.?9.

96 ibid., p.239*

97 it is interesting, and, in the light of our précis of Huizinga's 
ideas, significant, that play as a philosophical concept is 
repeatedly connected in Arrabal's work with the notion of repression 
and the restrictive forms of civilization. Lasca and Tiossido, 
the athlete and trainer in Le Cimetière des Voitures /Ï957/» for 
example, appear as policemen at the end of the play, to effect
the arrest of Emanou. The subjection of snort to commercial 
interests is dealt with in Bella Ciao A972?, the reDressive 
aspect of the French national sport is exposed in Jeunes Barbares 
d 'Aujourd'hui /Î9757, and in La Grande Revue du XXe Siècle the 
Olympic Games provides the setting for the arrest of Landru.

98 DAETWYLER, Jean-Jacques op.cit., p.109.

99 The four categories identified by Caillois were!
a) agon: games involving competition or contest, carried out

under artificial conditions specifically designed to 
reduce the element of chance to a minimum, e.g. 
particularly all sporting competitions.

b) alea: games of chance, e.g. dice, raffles, etc.
c) mimicry: games involving pretence and/or imitation, e.g.

cowboys and indians, games with dolls, etc.
d) ilinx: games designed to provoke pleasure through the experience

of (often vertiginous) physical sensation, e.g. 
tobogganing, fairground rides, etc.

100 As already mentioned (in note 97), other types of game may be 
found in Arrabal's drama. As suggested, however, their 
appearance is of primary philosophical significance. It is only 
in the form of role-playing that the games played by Arrabal's 
characters are designed to modify, and have the effect of 
modifying the dramatic structure of the plays. It is only this 
type of game, in other words, which may be seen as an aspect of 
'Le Théâtre Baroque'.

101 CAILLOIS, Roger Les Jeux et les Hommes ^1958/ Collection
Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1967, p.6l.

Drama itself is also an obvious example of mimicry, of course. 
Indeed our identification of mimicry as the sDecific type of game 
which constitutes the second stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' further 
reinforces the parallel we have drawn between this process and the 
dramatic process. For just as in the second stage of the 
dramatic process the opposing elements of real and imaginary are 
brought to a point of contiguity as a result of the presentation 
of the imaginary world through the medium of a game (the play) 
the terms of which reflect those of the real world, so in the 
second stage of 'Le Théâtre Baroque' the opposing elements of 
rational and irrational are brought to a point of contiguity
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102

103

104

105

106

107

as a result of the presentation of the irrational world through 
the medium of a game (r&le-playing within the play) the terms of 
which reflect those of the rational world.

The idea of unreality is implicit in the notion of illusion.
Caillois correctly stresses the very important fact that the 
participant in games which fall under the heading of mimicry 
retains throughout (as does the spectator) full awareness of the 
■fact that he is playing, and the ability to distinguish between 
reality and the illusion which he seeks to creates

"Le plaisir est d'etre autre ou de se faire passer pour un 
autre. Mais comme il s'agit d'un jeu, il n'est pas 
essentiellement question de tromoer le spectateur ... L'acteur 
... ne cherche pas à faire croire qu'il est«pour de vrai»> Lear 
ou Charles Quint. Ce sont l'espion et le fugitif qui se 
déguisent pour tromper réellement, parce que eux ne jouent pas." 

CAILLOIS, Roger Les Jeux et les Hommes, pp.64/5*

ibid , p.67.

ARRABAL, Fernando L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie
/1966/in Théâtre Panique.Christian 
Bourgois, Paris 1967, PP-75-197- 

The creation of a second level of illusion within the play is 
also, of course, an important characteristic of the drama of 
Genet. There is, indeed, much in our present discussion of 
Arrabal's methodology which recalls Genet. The creation of two 
levels of'reality' in Genet's plays, however, is not designed as 
the means of conveying a specific philosophy but as the basis of 
the drama itself. Genet, in other wcrds, does not seek to 
convince the spectator that one level is 'more real than' or 'as 
real as' the other, but insists instead that each is both 'real' 
and (at the same time) 'unreal' and uses the dynamic conflict 
between the two as the source of what he calls 'poetry'.

ibid., p.102.
There is in fact only one instance in the whole play of the Emperor 
having a measure of real power over his companion. This occurs 
when the Emperor disappears into the hut for a period of mediation, 
and the Architect is left believing, with mounting anxiety, that 
he has been abandoned (pp.114-117). Significantly, in the light 
of what is to follow in our considerations, the success of this 
move (from the Emperor's point of view) lies in his having convinced 
the Architect that in this instance he is not playing!

L'ARCHITECTE! C'est un nouveau jeu.
L'EMPEREUR! Non, c'est la vérité. (p.H4)

The deception misfires badly, however, for eventually the Architect 
responds by walking out himself, countering his companion's 
play-acting with a reality that the latter finds totally unpala
table!

L'EMPEREURi Architecte.' Architecte.' Viens, ne me
laisse pas seul. Je suis trop seul. 
Architecte* Archi... (p.118)

ibid, p.9 7.

ibid, p . 120
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108 ibid.

109 ibid, p.131.

110 GILLE, Bernard Arrabal. Collection Théâtre de tous les
Temps (no.12). Seghers, Paris 1970, p*94. 

It is also noticeable in the second Dart of the play, that as 
the 'games' become more ordered, the interludes in the trial 
(i.e. the moments when the Architect and the Emperor are 
ostensibly 'not playing') take on a more frenetic aspect.

111 The ritual of sacrifice in particular.

112 As was the case with game, we shall consider ritual from two 
points of view, following a brief discussion of ritual as a 
philosophical concept (designed to show the applicability of the 
concept to Arrabal's philosophical objectives) with an evaluation 
of the formal properties of ritual, as used by Arrabal as an 
aspect of dramatic structure.

113 HUIZINGA, Johan op.cit., p.37.

114 ibid.
115 COX, Harvey The Feast of Fools Harper & Row,

Harper Colophon edition, New York 1970,
p.80.

116 It should not be inferred that we are here suggesting that game 
and ritual are philosophically identical concepts. There are, 
indeed, important philosophical differences between game and 
ritual, but a discussion of these falls outside the scope of our 
present considerations, since we seek here to show only that 
each is a philosophically viable vehicle for the presentation of 
'la confusion'. And, as we have seen, this may be done by 
reference to those broad philosophical properties which game and 
ritual do possess in common, i.e. in effect by showing that each 
constitutes a formal structure for the expression of something 
which is essentially irrational within the context of an everyday 
rational reality.

117 HOOKE, S.H. (ed) Myth and Ritual. Oxford University
Press, London 1933, P»4*

118 JAMES, E.O. Comparative Religion ^938/ University
Paperbacks, Methuen, London 1961, p.79*

119 A notion presumably corresponding to that referred to as 'l'attitude 
intime de l'officiant et des fidèles" by Caillois in "Jeu
et Sacré" (L'Homme et le Sacré, p.21l).

120 Quoted in JENSEN, Adolf E. op.cit., P.50.

121 JENSEN, Adolf E. op.cit., p.53.

122 SIMON, Alfred "Le Theatre, le Mythe et la Psyche"
Esprit. Vol.XXXIII, May 1965, p.822.
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123 ARRABAL, Fernando L'Architecte et l'Emoereur d'Assyrie, 
p.184.

124 SCHIFRES, Alain op.cit., p.1 5 1.

125 Essential because, of course, it is this factor which distinguishes
this action (the *ritual') from previous 'games'. Here both 
levels of existence created within the play are simultaneously 
real. In the Drevious 'games' one of those levels was always 
perceived as, and acknowledged to be,illusory by each of the 
participants,

126 ARRABAL, Fernando L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie,
p . 1 8 5 .

127 ibid., p.182.

128 As is indicated by the Architect's somewhat resentful attitude 
as he carries out these orders:

"Le tuer ... le manger ... Et moi, ici, tout seul" (p.187)

129 Or at least an acknowledgment of the reality of that element 
and some measure of understanding of the terms of its 
existence.

130 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Lai de Barabbas /I9647 in Théâtre IV
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.21-166.

131 Such is also the case with Etienne in Le Labyrinthe but in the 
latter instance this is consistent with the more limited nature 
of the play's message.

132 ARRABAL, Fernando. Le Lai de Barabbas, p.159»

133 For, as was the case with Etienne in Le Labyrinthe, the reality 
of 'la confusion' is suggested to the spectator through the 
mediation of the central character, who in either case is 
undeniably 'normal'.

134 ARRAEAL, Fernando Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs
/1969/, Théâtre VII (Théâtre de Guérilla)
Christian Bourgois, Paris I969, pp.ll— 106.

135 In as much as in the majority of the games in this play at least 
one of the characters involved 'plays' himself, while the others 
take on adopted roles.

136 The play was written as a result of the author's first-hand 
experience of a Spanish jail in 1967, the circumstances of which 
are described by Bettina L. Knapp and Kelly Morris in The Drama 
Review, Vol.XIII, no.l, January-March 1968, article entitled 
"L’Affaire Arrabal EspaKol" (pp.87-8). This article also 
gives the text (in translation) of a letter, which, prompted
by his experiences, the author sent to Le Monde, and which was 
published in that newspaper on October list, 1967.
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137 Such an element is essential to the dramatic efficacy of the play, 
at least as long as one accepts that the religious climate of our 
society is such that Christianity no longer has the inherent 
power necessary to inspire intense irrational belief, end thus
to transcend the dictates of the snectators' rationality. It 
is our view, however, that Arrabal does come close to provoking 
that kind of irrational belief in this play by the depiction of 
deliberate sacrilege. Even in a period when Christianity has 
unquestionably lost the influence it once nossessed, it is 
considered unlikely that such scenes as that in which Falidia 
is portrayed performing fellatio with Christ will leave audiences 
unmoved. And such a scene, of course, only shocks the spectator 
in as much as he believes (at least momentarily) that the character 
before him is 'really' Christ.

138 It may be objected that Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs 
does promote a very real measure of identification between the 
spectator and the prisoners therein portrayed. This is undeniable, 
but it should be clearly understood that such an observation 
cannot be adduced as an indication of the success of the play
in conveying the philosophical notion of 'la confusion' but is 
rather a confirmation of the play's failure in this respect.
For the spectator's identification with the prisoners is provoked 
not by the function of the latter as the embodiment of the 
Dhilosophical notion of 'la confusion' but by their position in 
the realistic socio-political situation which Arrabal portrays 
in the play, and which he seeks to use as a vehicle for his 
philosophical ideas. In other words the author here uses a 
framework of realistic images to express a philosophical message, 
but the spectator's identification is made only with the reality 
of the imagery, rather than with the philosophical notion which 
that imagery is designed to express. It is an identification 
based upon an exclusively socio-political interpretation of the 
play.
Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs indeed, is interesting 

as an illustration of the dangers and shortcomings inherent in 
the practice adopted by Arrabal in certain plays of trying to 
combine social or political comment with an expression of the 
philosophical notion of 'la confusion', or more precisely of 
trying to put the former in the service of the latter. Such 
dangers stem from the fact that the fundamental opposition around 
which such plays revolve has a clearly identifiable political or 
social significance, and is set, moreover, in an equally identi
fiable and specific political or social context. In this play, 
then, the familiar opposition between irrational and rational 
appears to have been replaced by an opposition between oppressed 
and oppressor. The setting is not, as usual, some secluded 
corner of a puzzling and unfamiliar universe but a recognizable 
areaof a familiar world, a specific location within the aegis 
of a particular kind of political administration. These 
alterations, however, engender an important modification of the 
position of the spectator vis à vis the illusion. Where, as 
in the previous cases considered, the opposition presented 
is that between irrational and rational, the identification of 
the spectator is made, aB we have seen, with the rational element
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of the illusion, precisely because the spectator is, himself, 
rational. It is through this predictable and largely predeter
mined identification, moreover, that the spectator is brought into 
contact with the 'confusion' of the universe within which the 
illusion is set, and more importantly still, it is upon the 
basis of this primary identification that he is ultimately led, 
through the modifications engendered by the various stages of 
'Le Theatre Baroque' which we have traced;to an acceptance of, 
and belief in, the reality of 'la confusion'. In this case, 
however, the primary identification made by the spectator depends 
upon different criteria altogether. For a French or British 
audience at least Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs 
presents a specific political situation in which they have no 
predetermined or inevitable involvement. With regard to that 
specific situation, in other words, the spectator is neither 
necessarily oppressed nor necessarily oppressor. For all that 
the situation is realistically identifiable, it lies essentially 
outside the scope of the spectator's immediate political 
experience. The spectator is thus in a position to make a 
completely objective assessment of the opposition which the 
play depicts, rather than (as is the case where the opposition 
depicted is that between rational and irrational) being 
motivated by his own inherent rationality. It is highly likely, 
moreover, as we have already implied, that in such a position, the 
(British or French) spectator will be convinced by the strength 
of the author's political polemic, recognizing the injustice 
of the Authorities as portrayed in the play and conceiving an 
unequivocal sympathy with the prisoners.

It is indeed on this basis that the strong measure of identi
fication between the spectator and the prisoners to which we have 
referred arises. And this is all very well, as long as the only 
message of the play is a political one. Indeed, as an attack 
on the injustices of a particular political system Et ils passèrent 
des Menottes aux Fleurs is both a powerful and à persuasive piece. 
It is clear, however, that each element of the opposition portrayed 
in the play has not only a political significance but is also an 
image for the conveyance of a particular and familiar philoso
phical notion. Arrabal seeks as it were to superimoose the 
fundamental philosophical opposition of civilization and chaos, 
or order and violence on to the socio-political opposition of 
oppressor and oppressed which his imagery implies. The 
prisoners, for example, are not only oppressed but are also seen 
(by the author) as the embodiment of the philosophical concept 
of 'la confusion'. The authorities, likewise, have a philo
sophical as well as a political significance: not only are they 
politically oppressive, but in a philosophical sense they are 
designed to represent the notion of civilization, whose repressive 
and restrictive characteristics they share.
Arrabal's attempt to put socio-political imagery to a philoso
phical end thus implies an equation between civilization and the 
oppressors on the one hand, and between chaos and the (politically) 
oppressed on the other. These equations are untenable, however, 
from the point of view of the spectator who is on the one hand
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(politically) antagonistic towards the specific type of 
political régime portrayed, and on the other hand, (philoso
phically) a rational being. The identification which has been 
made with the prisoners has been made SDecifically on account of 
their political reality, because they are oppressed. It leaves 
out of account the philosophical oosition ascribed to them by 
the author and is made irrespective of their significance in the 
philosophical schema. Such, moreover, must be the case, for the 
philosophical qualities ascribed to the Drisoners, as represen
tatives of 'la confusion', precludes the possibility of immediate 
philosophical identification between them and the 'rational' 
spectator.
The achievement of such an identification (i.e. between the 
rational spectator and between the irrational element of the 
illusion, here the prisoniers) depends as we have learnt from 
previous examples upon the modifications of structure effected 
by the process of 'Le Théâtre Baroque'. These in turn depend, 
as we also know, upon a primary identification which is made 
between the rational spectator and the rational element of the 
illusion (bringing the former into contact with and ultimately 
to a belief in the reality of the irrationality of 'la confusion'). 
This fundamental step too is precluded in Et ils passèrent des 
Menottes aux Fleurs by the nature of Arrabal's imagery. For 
the philosophically rational element of the 'illusion' is 
precisely the element of the political opposition which the 
spectator has rejected. The spectator cannot, in other words, 
make the necessary identification with the implied philosophical 
rationality of the Authorities where he is completely and utterly 
opposed to the Authorities on a socio-political level. The 
achievement of Arrabal's philosophical objective is stymied at 
the first step (of the process of 'Le Théâtre Baroque') by the 
nature of the imagery employed.
It thus emerges that the attempt to combine social or political 
comment with a portrayal of 'la confusion', as Arrabal tries to 
do in Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs leads only to a 
confusion of objectives. The terms of the imagery used by 
Arrabal in this play are simply inappropriate to the philosophical 
uses to which he attempts to put them. It is indeed impossible, 
as we have seen, for the spectator to make the transition from 
the easily identifiable political reality which those images 
depict, to the philosophical reality of the message which 
purportedly lies behind them. Where that transition cannot be 
made, moreover, the philosophical import of the play is lost 
and the play can be interpreted only on a socio-political level.
We arrive again at the conclusion that the only reality of the 
play is that of prison. Indeed, as has been shown it is the very 
success of the play in powerfully presenting this immediate 
political reality, which marks its failure to convince us of the 
reality of the alternative philosophical interpretation.
John Frazer's comments seem to sum up the irony of a play which 
failed to convey violence in a philosophical sense, by being 
perhaps too masterly a depiction of violence in a political sense*.

"the real shocks in it come from the accounts of
tortures and defilements that had actually occurred in
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139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

Franco's prisons, anti from the harangues by dignitaries 
in which one heard authentic Falangist or Spanish-clerical 
rhetoric about the Nation, Duty, Obedience, etc. The 
nudity and artificial blood on the other hand were wholly 
undisturbing, and the context made clear why." FRAZER, John, 
Violence in the Arts, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1974, 
p.4o.

As we have already implied Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs 
is not the only play in which the presentation of 'la confusion', 
clearly intended by the author, is obscured by his use of imagery 
which suggests the possibility of a socio-political interpretation. 
The comments we have here made may be applied also to Guernica 
/19527 anri to Jeunes Barbares d 'Au.iourd 'hui /Ï97¿/. In either
case the central characters are subjected to cruel and unjust 
suffering which leads the spectator to a close identification 
with them on a social or political level. In either case, 
however, the same characters are also intended as representatives 
of 'la confusion' (the old couple in Guernica have all the familiar 
hall-marks of Arrabal's presentation of 'la confusion' in early 
plays, while the optimism with which Jeunes Barbares d 'Aujourd'hui 
closes is only comprehensible if the cyclists in that play too 
represent 'la confusion'). And in either case the identification 
of the spectator on a social or political level precludes the 
possibility of his achievement (through the process of 'le théâtre 
baroque') of an identification on a 'higher' philosophical level.

ARRABAL, Fernando Le Ciel et la Merde / Ï 9 7 0 i n  Théâtre IX
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1972, pp.19-96.

ibid, pp.88-9.

This assertion might be expressed in the terms of our discussion 
of L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie by saying that the first 
level of i Ilusión is belatedly introduced at this point.

ARRABAL, Fernando La Tour de Babel A 9767 Théâtre XI
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1976, pp.15-74.

ibid, p.21.

Behaviour reminiscent of the conduct of Cavanosa in the earlier 
play Le Grand Cérémonial /Ï963/.

ARRABAL, Fernando La Tour de Babel, p.27.

ibid, p.40.

The Marquis, the Count and the Countess are anxious to avoid a 
scandal: "ici la seule solution pour le moment, c'est de garder
le statu quo. Je ne veux pas de scandale, que dirait la 
noblesse" (ibid, p.38), whilst the three beggars, of course, 
realize how they can profit from the situation by complying with 
Latidia's wishes.

ARRABAL, Fernando La Tour de Babel, p.48.
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149 This is illustrated particularly in the conversation involving 
Latidia, the Marquis and the hired killer he brings to the castle 
with him, in the third scene of the play.

150 ARRABAL, Fernando La Tour de Babel, p.58.

1 5 1  ibid., p.65.
152 cf. the distinction we have earlier drawn between the formal

properties of 'mimicry' and those of ritual (p. 289f. )

153 ARRABAL, Fernando La Tour de Babel, p.71.

154 ibid., p.6 4 .

155 ibid., p.72.

I56 Such a description is reminiscent of many of the more successful 
works of Expressionist dramatists in Germany, which also function 
on two levels: cf. STEFFENS, Wilhelm Expressionistische Dramatik, 
Friedrich Verlag, Velber bei Hannover, Germany 1968, p.70:
(writing of Expressionist drama)

"Sein Held ist in vielen Fällen ein Monologist, der mit 
dem Bauch im fetten Schlamm der Erde steckt, während der 
Oberleib mit Flügeln durch den Kosmos rauscht".
(its hero is, in many cases, a monologist stuck fast up 
to his belly in the cloying mire of the earth, and from 
the waist up soughing on wings through the cosmos)

The suspicion of a possible comparison between Expressionism and 
'Le The&tre Baroque' is strengthened by reference to Samuel and 
Hinton-Thomas' study Expressionism in German Life, Literature 
and the Theatre (pub. Heffer, Cambridge 1939) in which it is stated:
TpT231

"The problem that faces the Expressionist is two-fold; he 
must not merely define the true nature of life as infinite, 
but he must also find the means of expressing it in finite 
terms "

and again later in the same work where we read: (p.134)

"Baroque literature has been described as the embodiment of 
antithetical experience, and it is precisely this ability 
to pass from one extreme of experience to another that 
constitutes one of the fundamental features of Expressionism".

While there is certainly a comparison to be made, however, the 
essential difference between Expressionist dramatic technique and 
'Le Théâtre Baroque' lies in the setting of the illusion in either 
case. Expressionist drama seems to make less of the theatrical 
medium by Dresenting illusions firmly rooted in an easily recog
nisable reality; their starting point at least is the world in 
which we live. Arrabal's work, however, (with the exception of 
those plays discussed in note 138, which do have a recognizable 
political or social/ dimension) presents illusions set not in our 
world, as we have seen, but in an irrational universe, the 
reality of which is conveyed to the spectator not by its familiarity 
but through the power of the dramatic devices we have here 
examined.
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157 d 'ORS, Eugenio du Baroque (trans. Rouart-Valery) /Ï93527 
Nouvelle édition Illustrée. Collection 
Idées-Arts, Gallimard, Paris 1968, 222pp.

158 The link between the terms 'panique' and 'Baroque' is made plain 
by d'Ors' declarations (p.112)

"Pan, dieu des chamDS, dieu de la nature, preside à toute 
oeuvre baroque authentique".

159 d'ORS, Eugenio
160

du Baroque, p.131. 

ibid, p.18.

161 ibid, p.35

162 cf. Arrabal's own description of baroque art in SCHIFRES, Alain, 
op.cit., p.65:

"Face a un art froid, cohérent, répressif, se dresse l'art 
baroque, expression du«principe de plaisir»> , base de la 
contestation de toute société aliénante".

163

164

See note 69 to this section.

ROUSSET, Jean La Littérature de l'Age Baroque en France
pub. Corti, Paris 1954, 312pp.

165 ibid , p.229.

166 ibid , p.230.

167 ibid.

168 See page 258.

169 Arrabal himself claims that his plays should most accurately be
described as ceremonies. We use the term here without implying 
a desire to comment on the debate as to the differences in nature 
between ritual and ceremony. (See for example GLUCKVAN, Max (ed.) 
The Ritual of Social Relations, Manchester University Press, 
Manchester 1962, pp.20-23). Space does not permit us here to
question the validity of Arrabal's preferred terminology, but 
neither do we vouch for its appropriateness, save to suggest that 
the term is relevant to our present considerations in as much as 
ceremony is, of essence, a public performance and thus implies 
a greater emnhasis upon the position of the spectator than either 
game or ritual, neither of which is rendered less effective by 
being carried on in isolation. Cf. GORMAN, Clem The Book of Cere
mony pub. Whole Earth Tools, Cambridge 1972s

(p.ll) "A ceremony ma.v be devised by one person, but it can 
only be realised by a community".

(p.15) "The ceremony must be passed through publicly, i.e. 
ceremonially, so that the community can bear witness that 
the subject has indeed Dassed to the higher state".

I
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170 ARRABAL, Fernando Cérémonie pour un ttolr Assassiné /Î95§] 
in Théâtre III. Christian Bourjois, 
Paris 1969, pp.145-??0.

171 ARRABAL, Fernando Le Jardin des Délices A9677 in Théâtre VI 
Christian Bourjois, Paris Î969, pp.13-128.

172 ARRABAL, Fernando Jeunes Barbares d ' Au.lourd'nui A  9757 
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1975» 46pp.

173 i b i d p.7.

174 ARRABAL, Fernando Sur le Fil ou la Ballade du Train Fantôme 
¿1974/. Christian Bourgois, Paris 1974 
(118pp. includes Spanish version).

175 i b i d p.16.

176 ibid., p.21.

177 ibid „ p. 71.

178 ibid , p. 12.

179 ibid ., p.58.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has presented two parallel interpretations of 

the drama of Fernando Arrahal. In Part One it was shown that the 

fundamental opposition identified at the heart of Arrahal's oeuvre, 

i.e. the opposition between the individual and some form of authority 

which confronts him, reflects the terms of the author's perception of 

the most significant influences of his own biography. The meaning of 

that opposition was then elucidated by a comparison of the terms of 

its presentation, in the form of violence, with the description, given 

by Freud, of the subconscious facets of the individual psyche. It 

was demonstrated that Arrabal's work might be understood in the light 

of Freud's elaboration of the opposition between the psychological 

notions id and super-ego, and the implicit conclusion of our invest

igations was that Arrabal's plays express the nature of the 

individual.

In Section 1 of Part Two it was shown that the same central 

opposition discernible in Arrabal's work is a reflection not only of 

the terms of the author's biography, but equally of the fundamental 

tenets of his 'panique' philosophy. The formulation of the second 

and complementary interpretation of Arrabal's drama given in Part Two 

of the thesis thus proceeded from an examination of 'panique' philosophy, 

which was elucidated in the light of a comparison made with the various 

'religious' systems elaborated by Caillois, Durkheim and Bataille. It 

was shown that the central 'panique' notion of 'la confusion' corres

ponds to Caillois' concept of 'chaos', Durkheim's 'le sacré' or 

Bataille's 'violence', each of which terms is used to denote some 

form of 'total reality'. In as much as Arrabal's averred objective 

is to portray 'la confusion' in his drama, moreover, it was concluded^ 

that Arrabal's plays seek to represent totality by a liberation of

I



'chaos'/'le sacre'/'violence' from the strictures imposed by 

its opposite, 'civilization'/'le profane'/'reason'.

From the outline given above it may be discerned that the 

two conclusions reached reflect two slightly different perspectives 

from which our examination of Arrabal's work has been made in either 

case. Indeed the difference of oerspective is summed up succinctly 

in our use of the term violence. In the first part of the thesis vio

lence was considered as a form of expression: violence was studied as 

"the expression of something". Or, to state the same process in 

different words, we gauged "what was expressed" by laying the 

accent of our investigation on the form in which it was expressed in 

the drama. The nature of the individual was expressed, in short, 

in the form of violence. In the first section of the second part 

of the thesis, however, violence was considered not as "the expression 

of something", but, itself, as "what is expressed". The focus of 

attention, therefore, was clearly shifted to the content of the drama.

As such neither of the interpretations can be held to be properly 

complete in itself, and this much was indicated in the body of the 

thesis. Firstly, at the end of Part One we noted the difficulty of

understanding the endings of a number of Arrabal's later plays in the
olight of the Freudian interpretation developed up to that point.

Secondly, at the beginning of Section 2 of the second part of our thesis, 

we underlined the fact that in Section 1 of that second part violence 

had been treated solely as an abstract philosophical concept, and that 

its position in Arrabal’s drama had merely been identified on the 

limited basis of its opposition to reason, rather than elaborated and 

evaluated in the light of the terms of its manifestation in the drama.^ 

The relationship between the two interpretations is indeed 

highly complex. In one sense they appear, as it were, complementary,
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for the weakness (as outlined above) of each one seems to indicate the 
strength of the other. The plays which fail to fit neatly into the 
first interpretation, for instance, do so because their endings indi
cate a content beyond the notion of the individual. Violence is 
treated in the second interpretation as an abstract concept only 
precisely because the essential characteristic of violence is the 
absence of form. In another sense, however, the interpretations are 
opposites: according to the first Arrabal's plays express something
which is individual and finite, according to the second they express 
something which is collective and infinite. And against this 
suggestion of opposition must be weighed in turn the fact that both 
interpretations are reached, of course, as the result of the considera
tion of a single oeuvre. In yet another sense, then, the two are 
similar: there is at least a pattern common to both, the pattern which 
characterizes the construction of the plays themselves.

The complexity of the relationship, moreover, is most 
informative,for, interestingly, it suggests the existence and terms of 
a similar relationship between the apparently unrelated theories 
against which Arrabal's work was measured in reaching the conclusions 
upon which the two interpretations are based. Like those interpre
tations, indeed, the theories of Freud on the one hand, and of Caillois, 
Durkheim and Bataille on the other are underlaid by a common pattern 
(which is, of course, reflected in the construction of Arrabal's plays). 
Each first postulates an antithesis and subsequently traces the 
procedure from that antithesis towards the transcendence of its 
opposing factors in the pursuit of a specific goal  ̂ (Nirvana in 
Freud's schema and the rediscovery of totality, or entry into the 
sacred in the 'religious' schema ). In each case, moreover, one factor 
of the original antithesis is characterized by the absenca of restraint, 
and the other is said to have developed out of it as a result of the
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re-channelling of its 'unrestreined' energy. Thus, for Freud the 
super-ego evolves as a redirection of the 'violence' which characterizes 
the id, whilst for Caillois civilization evolves through the redirection 
of the violence which characterizes chaos. There is therefore a 
marked and fundamental similarity between the two theories, as the 
terms of our inquiry (i.e. the assertion that Arrabal's drama reflects 
both) imply. Like the difference between the two interpretations we 
have given, moreover, the difference between Freud's theories and the 
'religious' theories of Caillois, Durkheim and Bataille is a difference 
of emphasis. Though the former have a collective implication in as 
much as Freud claims that his findings are applicable to all individuals, 
the focus of the psychologist's investigations is the single and of 
course finite individual. Caillois, on the oth=r hand, deals in 
collective terms and is concerned to elucidate the nature of an 
infinite totality. Unlike Freud, Caillois considers the individual 
only in as much as he constitutes a facet of the collectivity, only, 
in other words, as a representative of his species. Here again, 
moreover, the specific emphasis of each of the theories effectively 
renders each incomplete. For Freud, the transcendence of opposing 
factors is attainable in theory only, precisely because he is dealing 
in finite terms: Nirvana, or the absence of tension brings with it 
the destruction of the individual, the destruction of the very ob.iect 
of his study. Equally, for Caillois, the primary antithesis is only 
theoretically valid: because Caillois is dealing in infinite terms 
one half of his fundamental opposition is not and cannot be defined, 
except, that is, in the theoretical terms of its opposite.

Consideration of the terms of the relationship between the 
two interpretations we have given, therefore, informs us of the possibly 
largely unsuspected affinity between the two theories in the light of 
which were reached the conclusions upon which those two interpretations
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were based. Consideration of this latter relationship, moreover, in 
turn points the way to a yet more significant inference which may be 
drawn from our study for it suggests that on the one hand the object 
of Freud's concerns, i.e. the individual, and on the other hand the 
object of the concerns of Caillois et al., i.e. totality, are also, 
while remaining, as we have indicated, in one sense opposites, in 
another and very real sense closely related. For Freud defines the 
ego (i.e. the finite individual as perceived by others) as the 
product of two opposing forces, one characterised by the notion of 
freedom,the other by the notion of restraint. Caillois postulates 
an exactly similar opDosition as the basis of his realization of an 
infinite totality; he states that totality is a consequence of the 
transcendence of two opposing forces, one characterized by the 
notion of freedom, the other by the notion of restraint. The two 
concepts, the finite individual and an infinite totality thus have 
a common base« the former is a product of the opposition of those 
factors whose transcendence effects the realization of totality.
It appears then that the individual, though a finite entity, in some 
way 'contains' totality, or denotes at least the potentiality of the 
realization of totality. The essence of totality is reflected in 
the make-up of the individual. The latter may be seen as a manifes
tation, in finite form, of the infinite content of the former.

It is, moreover, precisely this relationship, between the 
individual and totality, which lies at the heart of the third theory 
against which we measured Arrabal's drama, the theory of Analytical 
Psychology expounded in the works of C.G. Jung. Once again it is 
interesting to note that Jung's theories reflect the same basic 
pattern that is common both to Freud's theories and those of Caillois, 
Durkheim and Bataille. He posits a fundamental antithesis between
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conscious and unconscious, and traces the oath from that antithesis 
towards the goal of Individuation, which denotes a realization of 
totality through the transcendence of the opposition of conscious and 
unconscious. Jung's theories, however, reflect not only the basic 
pattern common to Freud and Caillois but also both the emphases which 
separate them. Jung was, like Freud, first and foremost a doctor, 
dealing with individual patients;and his theories, like those of Freud, 
are geared specifically to the cure of individuals. Like Caillois, 
on the other hand, Jung couched his theories in collective terms and 
he differed most radically from Freud in his statement of the view 
that the unconscious was a collective phenomenon. Jung's theories 
thus seem to combine the theories of the other two. Indeed, Jung's 
schema not only traces the transcendence of the opposition common both 
to the theories of Freud and those of Caillois but also provides, as 
it were, a synthesis of the opposition between them. He not only 
unites conscious and unconscious, but in so doing also unites personal 
and collective, finite and infinite. For in Jung's schema the 
conscious is essentially a personal or individual phenomenon (though 
significantly it can be represented collectively ^.n the persona/in terms 
which reflect exactly Caillois' description of civilization) whilst 
the unconscious is essentially a collective Phenomenon(though signi
ficantly it also has a personal manifestation ¿the personal shadow/ 
exactly reminiscent of Freud's description of the id). The trans
cendence of the opposition between conscious and unconscious, moreover, 
is effected through the mediation of the archetypes. And the archetypes 
are defined as collective trends which are essentially unconscious, 
but which also determine the nature of individual behaviour and, most 
importantly are manifested in individual consciousness in symbolic form.
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The symbols of the archetypes are therefore representations in finite 
form of collective and infinite trends, and in as much as those 
trends together constitute the collective unconscious, or totality, 
we may say that totality itself finds finite representation in 
individual consciousness. The concept, in other words;which denotes 
man's individual and finite nature also reflects the infinite nature 
of totality. Thus, for Jung, not only are the concepts individuality 
and totality closely related, but man is very definitely a manifes
tation of both. Man is indeed the finite form in which is expressed 
an infinite essence. The point is perhaps difficult to elaborate 
conceptually, but it is most strikingly summed up in Jung's archetype 
of the Self, attainment of which is the goal of the Individuation 
Process. The Self denotes the realization of totality, through the 
transcendence of the opposition between conscious and unconscious. 
Significantly, however, it is a 'personalised* representation of 
totality: totality appears in individual guise. In the Self, indeed,
are united not only conscious and unconscious, but also the finite 
and the infinite, the personal and the collective, form and content.

Within Jung's schema, then, there appears to be contained a 
synthesis of the differences between, on the one hand, the psychological 
theories of Freud, and, on the other hand the 'religious' theories 
of Caillois, Durkheim and Bataille. Jung fills in the gaps inherent 
in Freud's schema and in Caillois' schema respectively, by indicating 
the intimate relationship between the finite nature of the individual 
and the infinite nature of totality. It is, moreover, in the light 
of Jung'b theories that we may fill in the gaps inherent in each of the 
interpretations we have formulated. Just as Jung's schema reflects, 
as we have indicated, both the emphases which spear to separate Freud 
from Caillois, so the consideration of Arrabal's drama made in the
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light of that schema in the second section of the second oart of our

»V

thesis reflected both the emphases which senarate the two inter
pretations we have made. The accent of that consideration, in 
other words, was neither on form nor on content, but it sought to 
combine the two factors by assessing the validity of form as an expression 
of content. This exercise, in effect, constituted a re-examination of
the form of Arrabal's drama, which had already been the focus of our

5attention in the first part of the thesis. And from that re-examina
tion we learnt that a given image expressed not only the Freudian 
notion of id or super-ego, as had previously been suggested, but 
that it also adequately symbolised a Jungian archetype, i.e. that it 
also adequately represented 'a part of totality'. The images used 
by Arrabal, having previously been shown to be expressions of the 
constituent elements of individual consciousness, or of the ego, 
were shown to be also symbolic representations of an infinite totality.
The sum of those images, therefore, i.e. the plays as a whole, not 
only expressed those factors which together determine the finite
nature of the individual but also expressed the infinite nature of
totality. Throughout the present study, indeed, we have sought to
suggest that the two interpretations which we have formulated are not
mutually exclusive, but that both are valid. And this is precisely
the point. Arrabal's drama should not be viewed either as an expression
of the individual or as an expression of totality, but it is an expression
both of the individual and of totality.

In the light of this duality, moreover, it appears that there 
is discernible in Arrabal's work an answer to, or development of, the 
ideas which characterized the earlier "Theatre of the Absurd" in France.
For it was on the basis of an identification of those factors which 
determined the finite nature of the individual that the assertion of
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meaninglessness, fundamental to "The Theatre of the Absurd" was 
substantiated. Man's existence was absurd, ultimately, precisely 
because it was finite. A number of Arrabal's characters, moreover, 
particularly in the early part of his work, faced with the indications 
of their own finite nature, or, in the terms of our interpretation, 
caught between the conflicting demands of id and super-ego, seem to 
reflect the 'angoisse' of earlier 'absurd' heroes. For Arrabal, however, 
those same factors, as we have demonstrated, also indicate the nature 
of totality: thus the 'angoisse' of earlier plays is replaced by, 
or more exactly evolves intoj exaltation in later works. Arrabal seems, 
a3 it were, to go along with "The Theatre of the Absurd" in the identi
fication of meaninglessness, but does so, in fact, only as a way of 
indicating the existence of meaning. Thus death for instance, which 
for "The Theatre of the Absurd" was the ultimate and most powerful 
indication of the absurdity of existence, signifies for Arrabal not 
only a testimony to man's finite form, but also an expression of his 
infinite essence. Death, indeed, is but a necessary prelude to rebirth, 
to transcendence, and to the realization of totality.

We have stated that Arrabal's plays express the nature of 
the individual and of totality. As we have seen, moreover, it is in 
the light of Jung's theories that such a statement may be most fully 
understood; it is indeed as a dramatic reflection of Jung's schema 
that the philosophical achievement of Arrabal's theatre may be most 
concisely summed up. To a statement of this Dhilosophical achievement, 
however, must be added, in any final evaluation of Arrabal's work, a 
reminder of the playwright's considerable theatrical achievement in 
successfully presenting (in a number of olays at least) an irrational 
and indeed 'infinite' message to a rational and 'finite' audience in 
the theatre. This achievement was primarily the fruit of Arrabal's
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elaboration of a 'system' of his own, that of "le Théâtre Baroque" 
which, we would suggest, constitutes the most original facet of his 
work, and which we have explained and discussed in considerable 
detail in the last section of this thesis. We would here add, however, 
that this achievement too may be concisely summed up by reference to 
Jung's theories. "Le Théâtre Baroque", through which are united 
simultaneously real and imaginary, rational and irrational, may itself 
be seen as the application to a specific context of the fundamental 
principles of Jung's schema, in which are simultaneously united 
personal and collective, conscious and unconscious. For at the heart 
of Jung's theories, as has been demonstrated, lies the essential notion 
of the representation of the infinite in finite form. And the 
formulation of the theory of "le Théâtre Baroque" is motivated pre
cisely by a belief in the necessity and possibility of representing 
the infinite in finite form. "Le Théâtre Baroque", indeed, informs 
us how the infinite may be represented in the specific finite form 
of dramatic structure.

The philosophical achievement of Arrabal's drama, which may 
be summed up as a dramatic reflection of Jung's schema, is complemented, 
therefore, by a theatrical achievement, which may be summed up as a 
methodological application of Jung's schema. While the form of 
Arrabal's plays is characterized by the notion of violence and suggests 
the exDression of the nature of the finite individual, and while the 
content of Arrabal's plays may be defined as violence and suggests 
the expression of the nature of an infinite totality, the plays 
themselves are an expression of the intimate relationship between the 
finite individual and an infinite totality, which exploits the affinity 
between finite and infinite in the creation of 'panique' theatre.
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WPTES TO CO>TCLHSION

1 In Section 2 of Part Two, we examined the form in which 'la confusion' 
appeared in Arrabal's drama, by measuring that drama against a 
further 'philosophical' schema, that of Jung. In Section 3 of
Part Two we demonstrated the theatrical structure of 'la confusion' 
by elaborating Arrabal's own schema of 'Le Théâtre Baroque'. The 
interpretation of Arrabal's drama given in Part Two of the thesis, 
therefore, depends UDon a comparison of that drama with, in all, 
three different systems (as opposed to the interpretation given in 
Part One, which compares the drama to one system only) which elu
cidate content, form and theatrical structure respectively. The 
considerations of Sections 2 and 3» however, are clearly dependent 
on the findings of Section 1, and, indeed, serve to confirm those 
findings. They are subordinate to the 'conclusion' of the 
investigation carried out in Part Two of the thesis, which is 
reached in the course of Section 1, namely that Arrabal's drama 
expresses 'violence' or the nature of totality.

2 See note 237 to Part One (p.129).

3 See pp.171-173.

4 Each, in other words, reflects the fundamental Hegelian dialectic 
of thesis, antithesis, synthesis.

5 Cf. Part Two, Section 2, note 2.
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author of this thesis free access to his personal collection 
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of a large amount of bibliographical material in addition to that 
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volume is due to appear in January or February 1979 and contains 
the most complete bibliography of Arrabal 's work, and of criticism 
and comment pertaining to that work yet to be compiled.
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1 Arrabal's Works

a) Plays

All French editions of Arrabal’s plays are listed here. For 
details of the publication of Arrabal's plays in Spanish see the list 
which apDears in the bibliographical appendix (Annexe III) to 
BERENGUER, Angelí L'Exil et la Cérémonie. Le Premier Théâtre d 'Arrabal 
Coll. 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.1128 Union Générale d'Editions, Pari s 
1977» p.372. To the list given there should be added Pic Nic,
El Triciclo, El Laberinto, published as one volume. Col. Letras 
Hispánicas, Ediciones Cátedra, S.A. Madrid, 1977» 267 pp.

Plays are listed here in chronological order of first performance.
Where first performance was in a language other than French, details 
of first performance in French are given separately.

The dates of composition given here differ in some cases from those 
given in the Bourgois edition of Arrabal's plays, but are based on 
information supplied by Arrabal himself.

Le Tricycle

First performed publicly as Los Hombres del Triciclo. ?9 January 19S8, 
Madrid, Teatro Bellas Artes, by the company Dido Pequefto Teatro, 
directed by Josefina Sanches Pedreno.

First performed in French 15 February 1961, Paris, Théâtre de Poche, 
Montparnasse, directed by Olivier Hussenot.

Written 1953.

First published in Théâtre II, Juillard, Paris 1961, pp.99-173.
In Théâtre II, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.103-170.
In Guernica, Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.920. Union Générale 
d'Editions, Peris 1975,pp.83-132.

Pioue Wicue en Campagne

First performed 25 April 1959, Paris. Theatre de Lutèce, 
directed by Jean-Marie Serreau.
Written 1952.
First published in Les Lettres Nouvelles, Paris, March 1958.
In Théâtre II, Juillard. Peris 1961. pp.175-203.
In Théâtre II,Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.171-196.
In Guernica Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.920. Union Générale 
d'Editions, Paris 1975, pp. 133-152.

Fando et Lis

First performed 21 September 1959, Liège, Théâtre expérimental de 
la Cambre, directed by Paul Andrieu.
(First oerformed in France 4 March 1964, Paris, Théâtre de Lutèce, 
directed by Claude Cyriaque.)
Written 1955-6.

I



First published in Theatre I Juillard, Paris 1958, pp.53-12 5.
In théâtre I. Christian Eourgois, Paris 1968, pp. 61-122.
In Le Cimetière des Voitures Collection 10/18 (Bourjois) no.735- 
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 197?, pp.45-9 6.
Filmed as Fanrio y Lis Produciones Panicas(Mexico ) 1969, directed 
by Alexandro Jodorowski.

Les Peux Bourreaux
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First performed as The Two Hangmen 15 May i960,New York, Jazz Gallery, 
directed by Lawrence Arrick.
First performed in French as nart of the oropramire entitled 
Le Cimetière des Voitures 15 June 1966, Dijon, Nouvelle Salle du 
Palais des Congrès, directed by Victor Garcia.
Written 1956.
First published in Theatre I, Juillard, Paris 1958, pp.29-52.
In Théâtre I. Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.35-60.
In Le Cimetière des Voitures Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.735.
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1972, pp.25-44.

Guernica

First performed May i960, Celle, West Germany, Schlosstheater, 
directed by Hannes Razun. The same production opened in Paris, 
Théâtre du Vieux Colombier. 16 June 1961.
First performed in French, 21 April 1967, Paris, Théâtre Espagnol 
de la Sorbonne (institut Hispanique) directed by Carmen Compte.
Written 1959.
First published in Théâtre II Juillard, Paris 1 9 6 1, pp.13-46.
In Théâtre II Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.7-42.
In Guernica Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.920. Union Générale 
d'Editions, Paris 1975» pp.11-38.

Dieu Tenté par les Mathématiques (Orchestration 'Théâtrale)

First performed as Orchestration Théâtrale October i960, Paris, 
Alliance Française, directed by Jacques Polieri.
Written 1957» as Orchestration Théâtrale.
Revised 1968-9, in conjunction with Jean-Yves Bosseur.
Published as Dieu Tenté par les Mathématiques (Orchestration 
Théâtrale) in Théâtre VIII Christian Bourgois. Paris 1970, pp.89-189.

Le Cimetière des Voitures

First performed as The Automobile Graveyard 13 November 1961,
New York, 41 Street Theater, directed by Herbert Machiz.
First performed in French 15 June 1966,' Dijon, Nouvelle Salle du 
Palais des Congrès, directed by Victor Garcia.

Written 1957.

First ^published in Théâtre I. Juillard, Paris 1958, pp.127-217. 
In Théâtre I Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.123-218.
In Le Cimetière des Voitures Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois), no.735. 
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1972, pp.97-181»
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Strip-Tease de la Jalousie (Ballet en un acte)

First performed 10 October 1964, Paris, Centre Américain directed by 
Jacques Seiler.

Written 1963.
Published in Théâtre Paninue (Théâtre V) Christian Bourgois, Paris 
1967, pp.59-61.

Le Lai de Barabbas (Le Couronnement)
First performed as Le Couronnement 10 January 1965, Paris,
Théâtre Mouffetard, directed by Ivan Henriques.

Written 1964«

First published as Le Couronnement in Théâtre IIl/lV. Juillard,
Paris 1965, pp.5-172.
Published (felightly revised) as Le Lai de Barabbas in Théâtre IV, 
Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.21-166.

Les Amours Impossibles

First performed 24 May I965, Paris, Centre Américain in the 
programme entitled Le Groupe Panique International présente sa 
Troupe d'Eléphants, directed by Alexandro Jodorowski.

Written 1957.

Published in Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V) Christian Bourgois. Paris 
1967, pp.29-50.

Oraison

First performed as Bas Gebet July 1965, Berlin, Galerie Biogenes, 
directed by Gunter Meisner.
First performed in French in the programme entitled Le Cimetière des 
Voitures, 15 June 1966, Bijon, Nouvelle Salle du Palais des Congrès, 
directed by Victor Garcia.

Written 1957.

First Published in Théâtre I, Juillard, Paris 1958, PP.7-28.
In Théâtre I, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.19- 34.
In Le Cimetière des Voitures, Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.735. 
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1972, np.13-24.

Le Grand cérémonial

First performed 18(ÿ ) March 1966, Paris, Théâtre des Mathurins, 
directed by Georges Vitaly.
Written 1963.

First^published in Théâtre IIl/lV, Juillard, Paris 1965, pp.173-326. 
In Theatre III Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.23-144.
Filmed as Le Grand Cérémonial. Productions Alcinter 1968, directed by 
Pierre Alain Jolivet.



/ / /Ceremonie pour un Noir Assassine

First performed May 1966, by students, Festival de Nancy, directed 
by Angel Facio.

Written 1956.

First published in Théâtre ITl/lV, Juillard, Paris, 1965, pp.400-470.
In Théâtre III. Christian Bourjois, Paris 1969, pp.145-220.

La Communion Solennelle

First performed in the programme entitled Le Cimetière des Voitures,
15 June 1966, Dijon, Nouvelle Salle du Palais des Congrès, directed 
by Victor Garcia.

Written 1958.

First published in La Brèche no.4, Paris, February I963.
In Theatre Panique (Théâtre V ) Christian Bourgois, Paris 1967, 
pp.19-27.

Une Chèvre sur un Nuage

First performed in the programme entitled Saint Benoît dans la 
Baignoire, 19 June 1966, Paris, Théâtre du Bilboquet, directed by 
Jorge Lavelli.

Written 1966(7).

First published in Les Poquettes Volantes, no.11. Daily Bul.,
La Louvlère, Belgium 1966.
In Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V ), Christian Bourgois, Paris 1967, pp. 40-46. 

La Bicyclette du Condamné

First performed in Japan. No details.
First performed in French, September 1966, Paris, Place de la 
Contrescarpe (as part of the "Festival de l'U.N.E.F.") directed by 
Robert OnhLgian.

Written 1959*

First published in Théâtre II, Juillard, Paris, 19 6 1, pp.205-238.
In Théâtre II Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp,197-?38.
In Guernica Collection lo/l8 (Bourgois) no.920. Union Générale 
d'Editions, Paris 1975» pp.153-186.

Concert dans un Oeuf
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First performed 19 November 1966, Bordeaux, Théâtre Français, 
directed by Georges Peyrou.
Written 1958.

First published in Théâtre IIl/lV. Juillard, Paris 1965, pp.325-399. 
In Théâtre IV Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.167-261.
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Le Labyrinthe

First performed 15 January 1967, Vincennes, Théâtre Daniel-Sorano, 
directed by Jerôme Savary.

Written 1956-

First published in Théâtre II, Juillard, Paris 1961, pp,47-97.
In Théâtre II, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.43-102.
In Guernica, Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.9?0. Union Generale 
d'Editions, Paris 1975, PP.39-82.

La Jeunesse Illustrée

First performed 11 February 1967, Vincennes, Théâtre Daniel-Sorano 
(Séances«Théâtre à la Carte») directed by Pierre Peyrou.

Written 1966.

Published in Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V ) Christian Bourgois, Paris 
1967, pp.47-54.

L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie

First performed 15 March 1967, Paris, Théâtre Montparnasse-Gaston-Baty, 
directed by Jorge Lavelli.

Written 1966.

First published in Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V ) Christian Bourgois,
Paris 1967, pp.75-19 7.
In L'Avant-Scène, no.443, Paris, 15 February 1970, pp.11-34.
In L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) 
no.¿34/635« Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1971, pp.15-15 3.

Bestialité Erotique

First performed March 1968, Paris, Théâtre Alpha, directed by 
Ramon Lameda.

Written 1968.

Published in Théâtre VI Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969» pp.129-146.

Une Tortue Nommée Dostoievskl

First performed March 1968, Paris, Théâtre Alpha, directed by 
Ramon Lameda.

Written 1968.

Published in Théâtre VI Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.147-184.
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L'Aurore Rouge et Noire

First performed 26 December 1968, Brussels, Théâtre de Poche, 
directed by Pierre Alain Jolivet.

Written 1968.

First published anonymously in Le Théâtre 1969? X (ed. ARRABAL) 
Christian Bourjois, Paris 1969» pp.ll-65.
In Théâtre de Guérilla (Théâtre Vil) Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, 
PP.Ï07-1Ô1.
In L'Architecte et L'Empereur d'Ass.vrie, Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) 
no.634/635» Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1971* PP.259-318.

Le Jardin des Délices
First performed 5 March 1969* Amsterdam "De Bakke Grond" Theatre, 
directed by Lodewijk de Boer.
First performed in French 30 October 1969, Paris, Théâtre Antoine, 
directed by Claude Regy.

Written 1967.

Published in Théâtre VI, Christian Bourgois, Paris I969, pp.13-128.

Et ils passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs

First performed 26 September 1969, Paris, Théâtre de 1 'Epée-de-Bois, 
directed by Arrabal.

Written 1969.

First published in Théâtre de Guérilla (Théâtre Vil) Christian 
Bourgois, Paris 1969, pp.9-106.
In L'Architecte et l'Empereur d'Assyrie, Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) 
no.¿34/635* Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1971, pp.161-258.

Bella Ciao. La Guerre de Mille Ans

First performed 25 February 1972, Paris, Théâtre du Palais de Chaillot, 
directed by Jorge Lavelli.

Written 1972.

Published as Théâtre X ,  Christian Bourgois, Paris 1972, 87 pp.

La Marche Royale

First performed in the programme entitled En Hommage aux Prisonniers 
Politiques Espagnols, 14 April 1973* Paris, Palais des Sports, 
directed by Jerome Savary.

Written 1973.

Published in Théâtre XI Christian Bourgois, Paris, 1976, pp.75-88.
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Sur le Fil ou La Ballade du Train Fantôme

Read publicly during the Avignon Festival (Théâtre Ouvert) 3 August 
1974 under the direction of Pierre Constant.
First performed October 1975» Paris, Theatre de l'Atelier, directed 
by Jorge Lavelli.

Written 1974.

Published by Christian Bourgois (bilingual edition, includes Spanish 
version) Paris 1974, 118 pp.

Le Ciel et la Merde

First performed as Celestial Crap, November 1974, by students,Arts 
Centre, University of Warwick, Coventry, directed by Mick Martin.
No known performance in French.

Written 1970?

Published in Théâtre IX Christian Bourgois, Paris 197?» PP»19-96. 
Jeunes Barbares d ‘Au.lourd'hui

First performed 23 May 1975» Paris, Théâtre Mouffetard, directed 
by Arrabal.

Written 1975-

Published by Christian Bourgois, Paris 1975* 46 pp.

La Gloire en Images (Ballet chanté)

First performed as Bilder des Ruhrns 11 January 1976, Bremen, 
Stadtoper, directed by Peter Stoltzenberg and Hans Kresnik.
No known performance in French.

Written 1975.

Published in Theatre XI, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1976, pp.97-117. 

La Tour de Babel

First performed 20 October 1976, Brussels, Théâtre de Poche (Théâtre 
Expérimental de Belgique), directed by Arrabal.

Written 1975-6.

Published in Théâtre XI, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1976, pp.15-74. 

Vole-moi un petit Milliard

First performed 30 January 1977, Paris, directed by Michel Berto. 

Written 1976.

Published in Théâtre Bouffe (Théâtre XII) Christian Bourgois. Paris 
1978, pp.3-84.
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Les Quatre Cubes
No known performance.
Written i960?

Published in Théâtre Paniaue (Théâtre V ) Christian Bourjois, Paris
1967, pp.62-73.

Dieu, est-il devenu Fou?
No known performance.

Written 1966.
Published in Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V ) Christian Bourgois,
Paris 1967, 54-56.

Ars Amandi (Opéra Panique)
No known performance.
Written 1967-8.

Published in Théâtre VIII Christian Bourgois, Paris 1970, pp.7-88. 

La Grande Revue du XXe Siècle 

No known performance.

Written 1971.

Published in Théâtre : X. Christian Bourgois, Paris 1972, pp.97-180. 

Une Orange sur le Mont de Vénus 

No known performance.

Date of composition unknown but given as 1968 in Théâtre XI. 

Published in Théâtre XI, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1976, pp.89-96. 

Le Pastaga des Loufs ou Ouverture Orang-outang

No known performance. •
Written 1977?
Published in Théâtre Bouffe (Théâtre XII) Christian Bourirois.
Paris 1978, Dp.85-16 5.

Punk et Punk et Colégram

No known performance.
Written 1977?
Published in Théâtre Bouffe (Théâtre XII) Christian Bouro-ols.
Paris, 1978, pp.167-237.
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b) Films

Listed in chronological order.

Viva la Huerte 1971*

Text of the film published in L 'Avant-Scène du Cinfema, no.116, 
Paris, July 1971* pp.10-38.

J*irai comme un Cheval Fou 1973.

L'Arbre de Guernica 1975*

c) Publications edited by Arrabal

Listed in chronological order of publication.

Le Théâtre 1968: 1. Le Théâtre Baroque, Christian Bourgois,
Paris 1968, 208pp.

Le Théâtre 1969s 1. La Contestation, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969*
288pp.

Le Théâtre 1969! 2. Le Grand Guignol, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1969, 
304 pp.

Le Théâtre 1970: 1. Le Théâtre en Marge* Christian Bourgois,
Paris 1970, 208 pp.

Le Théâtre 1971»1. Les Monstres, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1971.

Le Théâtre 1972;!. Bob Wilson, Christian Bourgois, Paris 1972.

Le Panique Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) no.768. Union Generale 
d'Editions, Paris 1973* 188 pp.

d) Non-dramatic works published in book form

Listed in chronological order of publication. Includes 
Spanish editions.

Baal Babylone (novel )

First published by Juillard, Paris 1959* ?08 pp.
Published as Viva la Muerte Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) no.439.
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1969, 192 pp.
Published in a new edition by Christian Bourgois, Paris 1971*
172 pp.
First published in Spanish in a translation by Ramiro de CASASBELLAS 
(as Viva la Huerte) Ediciones de la Flor, Buenos Aires I973, 174 pp. 
Spanish edition published (as Baal BabiIonia) in Col. Grandes 
Narradores, CUPSA, Madrid, 1977, 13^ pp.
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L'Enterrement rie la Sardine (novel)

First published by Juillard, Paris l°6l, 188'pp.
Published by Christian Bourjois, Paris 1970, 194 PP*
Published in Collection 10/lfi (Bourjois) no.734.
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 197?, 19? PP*

Le Pierre de la Folie (livre panique)

First published as Textes Paniques in La Brèche no.l.,
Paris, September 1962.
Published by Juillard, Paris 1963, 136 pp.
Published by Christian Bourjois, Paris 1970, 136 pp.
Published in Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) no.1162. Union 
Générale d'Editions, Paris 1977, 133 up.

Fête(s) et Rite(s) de la Confusion (Collected texts)

First published as Arrabal celebrando la Ceremonia de la Confusi6n, 
Alfaguara, Madrid I966.
Published as Fete et Rite de la Confusion, Editions Le Terrain 
Vague, Eric Losfeld, Paris 1967, 186 pp.
Published as Fêtes et Rites de la Confusion, Collection 10/l8 
(Bourgois) no.907* Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1974, 186 pp.

Selbstdirstellung in Wort und Bild (with Alexandro JODOROWSKl)
Joseph. Melzer Verlag, Darmstadt, W. Germany 1970.
Sale and display of this book was banned shortly after 
publication.

Lettre au Général Franco (written 1971)
Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.703 (bilingual edition, contains 
Spanish version). Union Generale d'Editions, Paris 197?, 187 PP*

Le Wew York d 'Arrabal (Collection of photographs with written 
commentary). Editions Balland, Paris 1973, 11? PP*

Arrabal sur Fischer: Initiation aux Echecs 
Editions du Rocha*. Paris 1974, 180 pp.

Lettre aux Militants Communistes Espagnols

Published by Christian Bourgois (bilingual edition includes 
Spanish version) Paris 1978, 174 pp.
Spanish edition published by Actuales S.A. Barcelona (as 
Carta a los Militantes Communlstas Españoles) 1978, 112 pp.

e) Other Kon-dramatic Writings« Essays, Documents,
Articles etc.

A selected list, omitting in particular a number of minor 
articles written in Spanish and published in obscure Spanish 
reviews. Listed in chronological order of publication.

"Se preocupa Vd. por los Escritores?" Estafeta Literaria (Madrid) 
17 Dec. '960.
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"Gironella" Papeles de San Armadans no.72 (Palma de Mallorca)
March 1962.

"Cinco R elatos en Contrapunto a la Obra pictórica de Gironella" 
Indice. Vol.XVII, no.159, April 1962.

"Relatos Pánicos (teoriay práctica)", Indice, Vol.XVIII, no.170, 
March 1963-

"Juan Romero", Exhibition Notes. Galerie du Tournesol, Paris 1964.

"Lettre du 16 septembre" Bulletin du Théâtre de la Croix Rouge, 
no.l (Lyon), October 1965 (Edition devoted to Fando et Lis), p.5.

"Siete Relatos pánicos de P. Arrabal", Insula, no.232, March I966,
p.16.

"A propósito de 'Solo de Trompetta'", Papeles de San Armadans 
(Palma de Mallorca), August 1966.

"La Piedra de la Locura", Indice, Vol.XXI, no.205, February 1966. 
repr. in Primera Piano, no.248 (Madrid), 26 Sept. 1967, pp.64-5.

"Biographie d'André Breton, poète", La Nouvelle Revue Française.
Vol.XXIX, no.172, 1 April 19 6 7, pp.627-8.

"Lettre à propos de mon Procès", Le Monde, 31 Oct. 1967, p.5»
Text of letter reproduced in English in KNAPP, Bettina and 
MORRIS, Kelly "L'Affaire Arrabal Español", The Drama Review, 
Vol.XIII, no.l (T.41) 1968, pp.87-8.

"Presentation des Dessins de Topor", Albin Michel, 31 October 1967.

"Fernando Arrabal Ruiz, mon Pere" (written in prison 19 6 7).
First published in Les Lettres Nouveltes, Oct/Nov. 1967.
pp.115-117.
Repr. in Les Lettres Françaises. 19 Feb. 1969, pp.14-16.
Repr. in Appendix to Entretiens avec Arrabal, SCHIFRES, Alain, 
Editions Pierre Belfond, Paris 1969, PP.I8I-I8 3.
Repr. in Arrabal, GILLE, Bernard, Collection Théâtre de Tous 
les Temps (no.12) Seghers, Paris 1970, pp.125-127.
Repr. in Viva la Muerte, Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois), no.439.
Union Genérate d'Editions, Paris 1971* pp.9-12.
Translated as "Le Mani di mió Padre", Rinascita, 9 Feb. 1968, p. 32. 
Translated as "Mein Vater», Zeit (Hamburg), 16 Feb. 1968, p.18. 
Translated as "Fernando Arrabal Ruiz, mi Padre" in Viva la Muerte, 
Ediciones de la Flor, Buenos Aires 1973, pp.11-14.

"Imágenes de la Confusion (anti-aforismos)", Los Esteros (Madrid) 
1967, pp.23-4.

"Notas sobre un Teatro pánico y no", Los Esteros (Madrid) 1967, p.25. 
Repr. in Primer Acto, no.139 (Madrid), December 1971.

"In Connection with Samuel Beckett" (translated by John CALDER) 
in Beckett at 6 o> A Festschrift. Calder and Boyars, London 
1967, p.88.
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"Le Théâtre comme cérémonie Panique". First Dublished in
Théâtre Panique (Théâtre V ), Christian Bourjois, Paris 1967,
PP.7-9.
Repr. in Spécial Arrabal (SuDploment to Public no.3) (St. Etienne), 
Jâfl— X9T0#
Repr. in L'Architecte et 1 Empereur d Assyrie, Collection 10/l8 
(Bourjois) no.634-635. Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1971* 
pp.7-9»
Repr. in Le Panique (ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 (Bourgois), 
no.768. Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1973, pp.97-100. 
Translated as "¿mi teatro? ni moderno, ni nuevo, ni vanguardisto, 
ni absurdo, solo libre", Excelsior (Mexico), 23 Nov. 1969.

"Dos Cartas y una Aclaración de F. Arrabal", A.B.C. (Madrid)
16 Jan. 1968.

"Gide vu par Arrabal", Magazine Littéraire, no.14, January 1968, 
p.23.

"Quatre Jeunes Ecrivains Jugent le Surréalisme" (ARRABAL and others), 
Magazine Littéraire no.16 (Special Issue devoted to Surrealism), 
March 1968, p.?2.

"Renaissance du Théâtre" in Le Théâtre 1968¡ l.La Théâtre Baroque 
(ed. ARRABAL), Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, pp.9-10.

"Declaration de Fernando Arrabal", L'Humanité, 20 Feb. I969, p.8.

"Arrabal" (in a collection of articles written by exiles living 
in France) Lui. June 1969, p.49*

"Botéro" Exhibition notes. Galerie Claude Bernard, Paris,
September 1969.

"Saura" Exhibition notes, Galerie Staedler, Paris, 2 Nov. 1969.
Repr. in Arrabal GILLE, Bernard, Collection Théâtre de Tous les 
Temps (no.12) Seghers, Paris 1970, pp.123-4.

"Concert dans un Oeuf", Appendix to Entretiens avec Arrabal,
SCHIFRES, Alain, Editions Pierre Belfond, Paris 1969, pp.173-176.

"Un Fait divers" Appendix to Entretiens avec Arrabal
SCHIFRES, Alain, Editions Pierre Belfond, Paris ’969, pp.177-179.

"Voici Bob Wilson" L'Express no.1107, 25 Sept. - 1 Oct. 1972, p.100.

"Le Scandale des Subventions" Pariscop no.235* 25 Oct. 1972.

"Témoigner Dignement" Les Nouvelles Littéraires, no.2354, 6-12 Nov.
1972, p.16.

"Nous sommes tous des Météques Scatalogiques" Gulliver, no.2 (n.D.) 
December 1972.

"Carta de F. Arrabal" Primer Acto no.153 (Madrid), February 1973,
pp.7-9*

"Des Zozos mystiques de la Chair" Pariscop no.255, 7 Feb. 1973.
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"L'Homme Panique" Text of Lecture delivered at the University of 
Sydney (Australia) August 1963. Published in Le Panique 
(ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) no.76?H Union Genérale 
d'Editions, Paris 1973. PP.37-53*
Extracts of lecture first published in Spanish as "El hombre 
pánico" Indice, Vol.XXI, no.205» February 1966, pp.20-22.

"Olivier 0. Olivier: Peintre Panique" (written 1968) in Le Panique 
, (ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/l8 (Bourgois) no.768. Union Générale 
d'Editions, Paris 1973, pp.124-126.

"Topor Peintre" (written 1969) in Le Panique (ed.ARRABAL) Collection 
10/l8 (Bourgois) no.768. Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1973, 
pp.141-143.

"Je ne fêterai pas cette Mort" (Comment on the death of Franco)
Le Monde, 22 October 1975«

Preface to TOPOR, Roland: Rêves de Jour: Dessins 64-74.
Editions du Chêne, Paris 1975-

"Con Perdón" Cambio 16, no.252, 4 October 1976, p.6l.

"Le Nouveau <c Nouveau théâtre/)" in Théâtre XI, Christian Bourgois, 
Paris 1976, pp.7-10.
Repr. in Modern Drama, Vol.XX 1977, pp.215-217 with translation 
into English by Laura Riese, pp.219-221.
Translated as "The New New Theatre", Gambit Vol.VIII. no.30 (n.d.), 
pp.24-26.

"L'Entropie et Ses Ravages" (Extracts of lecture given by Arrabal 
in Tokyo, 30 Nov. 1974) in Théâtre XI, Christian Bourgois,
Paris 1976, pp.11-14.

"Salud Amigos" in Programme of El Cementerio de Automóviles, Teatro 
Bercelo, Madrid, April 1977« This was the first time that 
Arrabal's work was seen in a commercial theatre in Spain. The
production was directed by Victor Garcia, and like his 1966 
Dijon Droduction it included the performance of Oraison, Les Deux 
Bourreaux and La Communion Solennelle as well as Le Cimetière des 
Voitures. The programme, which also contains a biography of
Arrabal and articles on Arrabal and Garcia is thus of considerable 
historical significance.

"Spain: The Burial of the Sardine" (translated Cynthia Haft-Levine) 
in "Most Unusual Performances"The Drama Review, Vol.XXII. no.2 
(T.78) June 1978, pp.76-7.

f) Published Interviewe
Listed in chronological order of publication.

"Arrabal, ou quand le Jeu devient sérieux" /with Geneviève SERREAU/ 
L'Observateur Littéraire. 20 November 1958.

"Dialogue with Arrabal" /éith Anne M0RRISET7 Evergreen Review no.15. 
Nov-Dec. I960, pp.70-75»
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"Arrabal answera" The Bulletin (Sydney, Australia),
24 August 1963» P»3»

"Arrabal: Je suis un Auteur panique" /with Jean CHALON/” Le Figaro 
Littéraire no.942, 7-13 May 1964, p.18.

"Entretien avec Arrabal" /with Monique BOUYER/ Les Langues Modernes 
Vol.LIX, March-April 1965* pp.48-53.

"Entrevista con F. Arrabal" /with F. HENRTQUES/ Yorick no.15 (Barcelona), 
May 196/Ÿ67, p.6.

"Interview d 'Arrabal et Savary" ^irith Nicole ZANl/ Le Monde,
7 January 1967.

"Le Mystère Arrabal" interview with Colette GODARD/
Les Nouvelles Littéraires, Vol.XLV, no.2061, 2 March 1967, p.13.

"Anotaciones a un Festival de Teatro y una Conversación con 
Arrabal" £with Egea J. CORRALES/ Insula, March 1967* pp.14-15«

"Tour d'horizon espagnol avec Arrabal" /interview with
Jean Michel FOSSEY/ Tribune Socialiste (Paris), 15 June 1967.

"Interview with Fernando Arrabal" /with Bettina L. KNAPP/
First Stage, Vol.VI, no.4 (indiana) Winter 1967-8.

"Auto-Interview" (translated by Bettina L. KNAPP and Kelly MORRIS)
The Drama Review. Vol.XIH, no.l (T.41) 1968, pp.73-76.

"Entretien avec Arrabal" ^ i t h  Françoise ESPINARSE/ Plexus, no .1 9  
(Paris) December 1968, pp.102-9.
Repr. in Théâtre III* Christian Bourgois,Paris 1969, pp.3-22.

"Entrevista con Arrabal en Paris" El Heraldo, no.167 (Mexico)
19 January 1969.

"Merde à Dieu" /with Tim MABY and Mapie MOINE/ Isi3, no.1570 
22 January 1969, p.24.

"Pan" /with Françoise TRAVELET/ Le Fait Public, no.5 (Paris),
April 1969, p.66.

"Arrabal par Arrabal" /with Nicole ZAND7 Le Monde, 29 Sept. 1969.
P.19.

"Arrabal: 'Qu'ils nous donnent une Piscine, un Garage'"
^ i t h  E.C¿/ Les Lettres Françaises, no.1305, 22-28 October 1969, 
p.14.

Entretiens avec Arrabal: SCHIFRES, Alain, Editions 
Pierre Belfond, Paris 1969* 186 pp.
Extracts reproduced as "Les Obsessions de, mon Enfance"
Les Nouvelles Littéraires, 20 February 1969.
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Dialogue avec Arrabal" /with G.M. AMAT/ Les Lettres Françaises, 
no.1318, 21-27 January 1970, p.22.

"Arrabal conteste et attaque à son Tour", Pariscop .
27 January 1970.

"The Emperor of Make-believe", The Guardian, 2 February 1971.

"L'Ane et la Flute" /with Guy BRAUCOURT/ Les Nouvelles Littéraires, 
no.2280, 4 June 1971, p.31.

"Rencontre avec Fernando Arrabal" Unpublished, UER 
d'Etudes Ibériques de Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle,
5 February 1971.

"Arrabal, en toute Liberté", Pariscop . 23 June 1971.

"Plus loin avec Arrabal", L'Express, 16-22 August 1971, pp.68-7 5.

"The Writer as Artistic Suicide" /with Arthur SAINE]?/
The Village Voice (New York), 7 October 1971.

"Conversación con Fernando Arrabal" ^i t h  Alberto YEBENES/ Cuadernos 
para el diálogo, no.101, January 1972, p.45*

"Arrabal» Je suis le Clown de cette Société" ^ith Remy LILLET/
Les Nouvelles Littéraires, no.2319, 12 March 1972, p.24.

'"Genius of Times' tells Theory" ^vith Steve BEVITT/ New Vistas,
18 March 1972, d .3-

"Interview: Le Theatre comme l'Amour" ̂ »ith Françoise TRAVELET/
La Rue, no.15 (Paris) 1 er Trimestre 1973-

"Entrevista con Arrabal" Resena, no.67, July-August 1973, 
pp.52-55.

"La Folie est trop grave pour 'être confiée aux Psychiatres - 
Entretien avec Arrabal" /with Jean KAMINSKl/
Magazine Littéraire, no.79/80, September 1973, pp.78-9.

"Family Executioner" /with Nicholas de JONG!!/ The Guardian,
12 September 1973, p.8.

"Arrabal defiende al Ajedrez las Muyeres y la Pornografía",
La Opinion (n.p.), 28 November 1973-

"Interview" ^»ith students and staff at Cornell University/ 
Diacritics, Vol.V, no.2, Summer 1975, pp.54-60.

"Arrabal" in KNAPP, Bettina Li Off-stage Voices. Interviews 
with Modern French dramatists. Whitston Publishing Co.,
New York 1975, pp.78-95.
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"Entretien avec Arrabal, Cinéaste et Metteur en Scène" in 
DAET'.VYLER, Jean-Jacques: Arrabal Ed. L ’Ape d'Homme.
La Cité, Lausanne 1975* up.131-135.

"The future of the Cinema belongs to Poets: An Interview with 
Fernando Arrabal", Cinéaste. Vol.VII, no.? 1976, pp.??-?5.

"L'Autre Joue d ’Arrabal" /with Ernesto Gonzales BERMEJO/ Politique 
Hebdo, no.?5?, ?l-27 February 1977, PP-37-39«

""Tuve la Suerte de no tener padre': Entrevista con Arrabal"
/with Ernesto Gonzales BERMEJ07 Cuadernos para el Piáloffo,
5 March 19 7 7, pp.50-53.
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2 Secondary SourcsP! Criticism and Comment devoted to Arrabal

Included in this list are selected items of general criticism 
relating to Arrabal's drama, and also, where indicated, selected 
material pertaining to certain of the asnects of Arrabal's bio
graphy dealt with at the beginning of Part One of this thesis. 
Criticism of Arrabal's non-dramatic writing and items devoted to 
individual plays or productions are not included.

ANDERSON, Irmgard Z. 

ANON

ANTEBI, Elizabeth

ANTONELLI, Geneviève 

ARMES, Roy

ARROYO, José-Fernandez 

AUDOUIN, Jean

BAECQUE, André de 

BENOIT, Roger W.

BERCOFF, A.

BERENGUER, Angel

"From Tweedledum and Tweedledee to 
Zapo and Zepo". Romance Notes, Vol.XV, 
1973/4, pp.217-220.
"Conferencia en el Ateneo sobre 
F. Arrabal", Arriba, 30 October 1966.

"69 - L'Année Arrabal", Magazine Littéraire, 
no.23, November 1968, pp.40-41.

"Arrabal, barbe bleue de poche" L'Exnress,
24 February 1969*

"L'Affaire Arrabal". Magazine Littéraire, 
no. 10, September 1967"j PP735-3S-^on 
Arrabal's arrest and imprisonment in Spain/

"Ritual Re-enactments", London Maga
zine, Vol.XIV, no.2, June/July 1974,
pp.112-116.

"El Teatro de Fernando Arrabal", Yorick, 
no.8 (Barcelona), October 1965» pp.6-7 .

"Avec Fernando Arrabal pour un Theatre 
Libre" Pourquoi, no.43 (Paris), March 
1968, pp.94-98.

"Nous jouons notre Avenir", Les Nouvelles 
Littéraires, no.2024, 16 June 1966, p.15*

The Grotesque in the Theater of Arrabal 
Dissertation Abstracts Vol.XXXVI (1975/6) 
no.3747A. Thesis (unpublished)
University of Kansas 1975» 218 pp.

"Arrabal mobilise ses Fantasmes"
L'Express, 5 October 1969, pp.46-47.

L'Exil et la Cérémonie. Le Premier 
Théâtre d 'Arrabal. Collection 10/l8 
Bourgois) no.1128. Union Genérale d'Editions, 
Paris 1977, 388 pp. (Bibliography 
PP. 369-385).
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BERENGUER, Angel (cont.)

BERGASA, Francisco 

BERNARD, René 

BEVITT, Steve

BISHOP, Tom 

BONDY, François

BORING, Phyllis

BOUVARD, Phillipe

BRAUCOURT, Guy

I

"Crono-biografiá de Fernando Arrabal" 
in ARRABAL, Fernando: Pic Nic, El Triciclo, 
El Laberinto. Col. Letras Hispánicas, 
Ediciones Cátedra S.A. Madrid 1977, 
pp.1 3- 3l/This is the most complete and 
also the most up-to-date biography of 
Arrabal available/.
Reproduced, slightly abbreviated in 
the programme to El Cementerio de 
Automóviles, Teatro Barceló, Madrid,
April 19 77.

"El Primer Teatro de Fernando Arrabal", 
in Pic Nic, El Triciclo, El Laberinto, 
pp.32-43.

"Genesis postita del primer Teatro de 
Fernando Arrabal" in Pic Nic, El Triciclo,
El Laberinto, pp.44-54.

"Arrabal en su Exilio" in Pic Nic, El 
Triciclo, El Laberinto, PP«55_57.

"Teatro primero de Arrabal" in the programme 
to El Cementerio de Automóviles, Teatro 
Barcelo, Madrid, April 1977-

"Solo de Arrabal". La Estafeta Literaria, 
no.359» 17 December 1966, p.6.

"Arrabal fête dix Ans de Théâtre",
Elle, 24 February 1969«

Fernando Arrabal: Towards a Theater 
of Images,Ph.D. Dissertation (unpublished), 
University of Berkeley, California (n.d.)

"Arrabal: Panic Plays", Vogue, Vol.CLV, 
no.32, 15 March 1970, p.32.

"Kritik in Kurze". Die Zeit, 1 May 1970 
£on publication of Selbstdarstellung in 
Wort und Bild7-
"Arrabal's Mother Image" Kentucky 
Romance Quarterly, Vol.XV no.3* 1968 
pp.285-292.

"Les Mordus du Théâtre" Le Figaro, 10 
December 1969 /on production of Et ils 
passèrent des Menottes aux Fleurs which 
was forced to close following complaints 
from the public/.

"Phantasmes en Chair, en Os. et en Images. 
Ionesco et Arrabal", Les Nouvelles 
Littéraires no.2407, 12 November 1973, p.20.
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CHABRIER, Hortense "Arrabal: au Théâtre son Nom rime avec

Scandale". Arts-Loisirs no.fiO (Paris) 
5-11 April 1967, p.10.

CHESNEAU, Albert "La Notion de«Seme dormant»"
Semiótica 11:4» 1974, pp.335-345*

COE, Richard N. "Les Anarchistes de Droite: Ionesco-
Beckett-Genet-Arrabal" Cahiers Renaud- 
Bar r au lt no.67, September 1968, pp.99-125»

COPFERMANN, Emile 

CORVIN, Michel 

DAETWYLER, Jean-Jacques

"Arrabal" Les Lettres Françaises no.1305, 
22-28 October 1969, p.14.

Le Théâtre Nouveau en France «Que Sais-je» 
sériés. P.U.F. Paris 1974, pp.76-80.

Arrabal. L'Age d'Homme,la Cité 
Lausanne 1975, 164 PP*

DEL0NG-T0NELLI, Berverly J. "Bicycles and Balloons in Arrabal's
dramatic Structure" Modern Drama, Vol.XIV 
no.2, September 1971, pp.205-209*

DIAZ, Janet Winecoff "Theater and Theories of Fernando Arrabal"
Kentucky Romance Quarterly, Vol.XVI, 1969,
pp.143-154*

DOMENECH, Ricardo "Teatro de Arrabal" Insula, Vol.XXI
no.232, March 1966, p.16.

DONAHUE, Francis

DONAHUE, Thomas J.

DRAKE, Sylvia

DUTOURD, Jean

"Arrabal and 'Panic'" West Coast Review 
(Simon Frazer University) Vol.VIII 
no.l 1973, PP.35-43 (Bibliography 
pp.40-43.)

Three Stages on Arrabal's Way. Disser- 
tation Abstracts Vol.XXXIV (1973/4) 
no.5372 A.
Thesis (unpublished) University of 
Pennsylvania 1973, 253 PP*

"Hispanic Theory and Theater and the 
Avant-garde" Journal of Spanish Studies 
Twentieth Century Vol.III no.2 1975, 
pp.101-113*

"Arrabal, a Spanish Beelzebub among 
the French" Los Angeles Times 
25 October 1970, p.30.

"L'Affaire Arrabal" Les Nouvelles 
Littéraires no.2083, 3 August 1967, 
p.2 ¿On Arrabal's arrest and imprisonment 
in Spain/.
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EDER, Richard "For Arrabal, Spain is still in the 
1950s" New York Times, 26 May 1976, 
p.24.

EMILI, Ennio 11 Teatro di Arrabal. Ed. Un ana. 
Trieste 1973.

ESCARPXT, Robert "Au ,iour le .jour. Hommages" Le Monde, 
27 July 1967, P-1 /in connection with 
Arrabal's arrest in Spain/.

ESSLIN, Martin The Theatre of the Absurd. Revised and 
Enlarged Edition, Pelican Books, 
Harmondsworth 1968, "Fernando Arrabal",
pp.249-255-

FARMER, R.L. "Fernando Arrabal's guerilla Theater"
Yale French Studies no . 46 1971. pp.154-166

FAVALELLI, Max "Le Monde d'Arrabal" Midi Libre 
(Montpellier) 10 March 1968.

FENOUILLET, Jacques Personnes et Personnages dans le Théâtre 
d'Arrabal, Mémoire de Maîtrise (unoub- 
lished) n.p., 1974.

FRANKLIN, Roland "Spanien kontra Arrabal" Svenska Dag- 
bladet, 28 September 1967 fon Arrabal's 
arrest and imprisonment in Spain/.

"Arrabal" Teaterrond en no.8 (Stockholm} 
1967, p.102.

GIBERT, Lucien "Arrabal" L'Omnipraticien Français, Vol.XV 
no . 5 (Paris) May 1965, pp.379-381.

GILLE, Bernard Arrabal. Collection Théâtre de Tous 
les Temps (no.12) Seghers, Paris 1970, 
192 pp. (Bibliography pp.168-174. 
Biographical Chart pp.184-191).

GODARD, Colette "L'Amour fou" Les Nouvelles Littéraires, 
16 January 1969.

"Arrabal saute le pas" Les Nouvelles 
Littéraires, 11 September 1969. o.ll.

"Arrabal, Topor, Jodorowski - Comment 
peut-on être panique?" Le Monde 
(hebdomadaire) no.1288. 2b June-4 Julv 
1973, P.13

GODDARD, J.R. "Arrabal, Enfant Terroriste" The Village 
Voice (New York). 11 May I960.
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GOLDSBOROUGH, James "One Act of Defiance now Drama in Spain" 
New York Times, 31 July 1967 /on Arrahal's 
arrest and imprisonment in Spain/.

"Arrabal ponders his Spanish Auto-da-fé" 
Herald Tribune (Paris), 23 November 1967 
/on Arrabal's arrest and imprisonment 
in Spain/

GOUHIER, Henri "Théâtre populaire! le Cas Arrabal"
La Table Ronde no.23? (Paris). Mav 1967.
pp.122-128.

GREENBAUM, Prances D. The dramatic world of Arrabal. Chance 
Conflict and Confusion. Dissertation 
Abstracts Vol.XXXVI (1975/76) no.311 A. 
Thesis (unpublished) Syracuse University, 
309 pp.

GREENE, Kathleen W. The Theater of Cruelty in Spain, Valle*.In&lan 
Garcia Lorca and Arrabal.
Dissertation Abstracts Vol.XXXVII (1976/7) 
no.1592 A- Thesis (unpublished) University 
of Kentucky 1976, 312 pp.

GUICHARNAUD, Jacques "Forbidden Games! Arrabal" Yale French 
Studies no.29. 1962. pp.116-120.

Modern French Theatre (Revised edition) 
Yale University Press, Yale, 1967, 
pp.184-187.

HAUBRICH, Walter "Warum darf Arrabal nicht in seine 
spanische Heimat zurûckkehrenï" Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung no.274. 4 December 1976. 
p .25 /on the announcement that Arrabal 
was amongst those to whom the amnesty 
allowing political exiles to return to 
Spain did not extend/.

HOPE-WALLACE, Philip "Arrabal" The Guardian, 4 February 1971.
p.8.

IONESCO, Eugene "Arrabal" Theatre Programme (Theatre 
Montparnasse), March I96.7 .

ISASI, Angulo "Der ProzŒs der Literarisieruiv: und 
Neutralisierung des Ich im Theater von 
Fernando Arrabal" Neophilologus LIX 
(Amsterdam) 1975, pp.223-241.

JOLY, A. "Toutes les Obsessions qui font d'Arrabal 
ce qu'il est" Nord-Matin (Lille).
10 March 1971.

JOYET, Michel P. La Dialectique du Réel et de l'Imaginaire 
dans l'Oeuvre théâtrale d'Arrabal. 
Dissertation Abstracts Vol.XXXIII (1972/3) 
no.6914 A. Thesis (unpublished) University 
of California, Santa Cruz.
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KERR, Walter 
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"Doesn't this Playwright want us to care?" 
New York Times, 30 April 1972, Section 2,
p. 1 .

"Selbstdarstellunff in Wort und Bild" 
Frankfurter Allpemeine Zeitung, 22 August 
1970 /on publication of Selbstdarstellunp 
in Wort und Bild7.

"Arrabal and Surrealism" Modern Drama 
Vol.XIV no.2, September 1971, pp.210-223.

Les Elements oniriques dans l'Oeuvre de 
Fernando Arrabal. Mémoire de Maîtrise 
(unpublished). Université de Paris III,
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"L'Affaire Arrabal Espalîol" The Drama 
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pp.87-88. /bn Arrabal's arrest and 
imprisonment in Spaing.
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d'Arrabal M.A. Dissertation (unpublished) 
McGill University, Montreal, 1971.

Fernando Arrabal D.E.S. Thesis (unpublished) 
Université de Rennes, 1968.

"Arrabal, Imitateur doué de Beckett"
Les Lettres Françaises, 8 January 1959»
p.6.
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PP.30-31.
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Reflexión 3-4 1974/5, pp.189-205.
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«Idées», Gallimard, Paris 1966, pp.153-154.

"Arrabal ou l ’Indignité" Revue Générale 
Belge no.l, January 1969, pp.276-279.

Le Theatre d ’Arrabal. Dissertation 
Abstracts. Vol.XXXVI (1975/76) no.6739 A. 
Thesis (unpublished) University of Cali
fornia, Los Angeles 1975, 236pp.

"Kleiner Narziss" 13 July 1970 /on 
publication of Selbstdarstellung in Wort 
und Bild?.

"The Childhood World of Arrabal". South 
Central Bulletin, Vol.XXTV, no.l,
February 1964. d .16.
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"Une fête somptueuse" L'Avant-Scène 
no.443, 15 February 1970, p.8.

Fernando Arrabal: The Correlation 
between his Childhood and Theatrical 
Experiences. M.A. Dissertation (unpublished ' 
Columbia University, New York, n.d.

"Fernando Arrabal" La Revue Nouvelle 
(Tournai) 15 April 1968, d p . 456-461.

"Fernando Arrabal and the new Theater 
of Obsessions". Modern Drama, Vol.XIII, 
no.?, September 1970, pp.17/1-183.

"Fernando Arrebalj pour un Théâtre de 
Ceremonie", Pas à Pas, No.182 (Paris)
March 1968, p.23.

"Fernando Arrabal". French Review Vol.XLIII 
no.4, March 1970, pp.726-727.

"Fernando Arrabal", French Review, Vol.XLIV 
no.2, December 1970, pp.406-407.

L'Esthétique de la. Cruauté. Editions 
A.G. Nizet, Paris 1972. "Fernando Arrabal :
La Structure Circulaire du Mythe", 
pp.126-146.

"Ma chi siete Fernando Arrabal ?"
Ali Baba (Milan) December 19 6 7.

"Element! antitetici nel linguaggio di 
Arrabal" Studi di Letteratura Francese 
Vol.III (Florence) 1974, pp.157-181.

"De panische Werld van Arrabal"
Litterair Paspoort, Vol.XXI, no.193,
February 1966, pp.40-41.

"Panic Theatres Arrabal's mythic Baroque" 
Bulletin of the Rocky Mountain Modem 
Languages Association no.25, September 
I97Ï, pp.98-101.

The Movement from Introversion towards 
Commitment in the Theatre of Arrabal 
Ph.D. Thesis (unpublished) University of 
Durham 1974/5*

"War es ein Schlag unter die Gurtellinle?"
25 September 1970 ¡On publication of 
Selbstdarstellung in Wort and Bild7

A Critical Study of selected Plays of 
Fernando Arrabal. Ph.D. Thesis (unpublished ) 
Bowling Green State University 1969.
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W3 Psychology, Psychoanalysis and Religion 

a ) Primary Sources

All entries under FREUD, Sigmund refer to The Standard Edition of 
the Comdete Psychological Works of Freud (24 Volumes, abbreviated 
here as S.E.)* translated from the German under the general 
editorship of James Strachey, in collaboration with Anna Freud, and 
assisted by Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson, published by the Hogarth 
Press and The Institute of Psychoanalysis, London. Dates of Dub- 
lication of S.E. given in round brackets. Dates in square brackets 
refer to comoosition.

Except where otherwise indicated all entries under JUNG, Carl G. 
refer to The Collected Works of C.G. Jung (19 Volumes, abbreviated 
as C.W.) translated from the German by R.F.C. Hull and published by 
Routledge &■ Kegan Paul, London. Dates of publication of C.W. given 
in round brackets. Dates in square brackets refer to composition.

All other entriest dates in square brackets refer to original 
publication.

BATAILLE, Georges La Part Maudite £.94^/ Coll. Points
Seuil/Minuit, Paris.I967, 280 pp.

L ’Erotisme £l95lj Collection 10/l8
(Bourgois) no.??l, Union Générale d'Editions
Paris 1972, 306pp.

La Littérature et le Val ^1957/ Collection 
Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1972, 248pp.

Théorie de la Religion (written 1948) 
Collection Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1973,
160 pp.

CAILLOIS, Rop-er L° Mythe et l'Homme /Í938/ Collection
Idées, Paris 1972, 189pp.
L'Homme et le Sacré /1939] Collection 
Idées, Paris 1972, 244 pp.

"Jeu et Sacré" /Í94¿/ in L'Homme et le 
Sacré, Collection Idées, Gallimard,
Paris 1972, pp.199-213.

Les Jeux et les Hommes f\95&J Collection 
Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1967, 388 pp.

DOLLARD, J., MILLER, N.E., Frustration and Aggression Yale 
VOWRER, O.H., DOOB, L.W., University Press, New Haven 1939* 209pp. 
SEARS, R.R.
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DURKHEIM, Emile

ELIADE, Mircea

FLÜGEL, J.C.

FREUD, Sigmund

Les Formes Elémentaires de la Vie Religieuse 
¿191?/* Fourth Edition, Bibliothèque de 
Philosophie Contemporaine, P.U.F., Paris I960, 
647pp.

The Sacred and the Profane /Le Sacré et le Profane 
first published in German translation 1957/« 
trans. TRASK, Harcourt Brace and World Inc.,
New York 1959, 254 pp.

Methodological Remarks on the Study of Religious 
Symbolism in The History of Religions (ed~
ELIADE and KITAGAWA) University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1959* pp.86-106.

Birth and Rebirth /Naissances Mystiques 19527* 
trans. TRASK, Harvill Press, London 1961, 190pp.

Myth and Reality /Aspects du Mythe 196 37, trans. 
TRASK, George Allen A- Unwin, London 1964, 204pp.

The Psychoanalytic Study of the Family , 
International Psycho-analytical Library, The 
Hogarth Press, London, 1939, 259PP*

The Interpretation of Dreams ¿1900J 
S.E. Vols. IV and V (published 1953).

Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality ¿ 1905~J 
S.E. Vol. VII (published 1953) pp.125-245.

Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-year-old Boy 
/1909/ S.E. Vol. X (published 1955) pp. 3-149«

Totem and Taboo ¿1912-137 S.E. Vol. XIII 
(published 1955)* pp.1-162.
The Claims of Psychoanalysis to Scientific 
Interest /1913/ S.E. Vol. XIII, pp.1^5-190.

On Narcissism: an Introduction ¿19147 
S.E. Vol. XIV (published 1957), pp.67-102.

Instincts and Their Vicissitudes ¿191^7 
S.E. Vol.XIV, pp.109-140.

The Unconscious ¿19 1 ¿J S.E. Vol. XIV, pp.159-215*
Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis 
/lqlH-17/ S.E. Vols. XV and XvTI 
(published 19^3)

Beyond the Pleasure Principle j_ 1920J  
S.E. Vol. XVIII (published 1955). pp.1-64.
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Group Psychology and the Analysis of
the Ego /1921 7 S.F. Vol.XVTTri 
.ft bS- »#>•
The Ego and the Id S.E. Vol.XIX,
(fvW-iAed i j l l )  p .  I - ( A  .
The Economic Problem of Masochism ^1924/ 
S.E. Vol.XIX, pp.157-170.

The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex 
/'19247 S.E. Vol.XIX, pp. 173-179.

An Autobiographical Study 71925]
S.E. Vol.XX (published 1959). PP.1-74.

Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety [1926]  
S.E. Vol.XX, pp.75-174.

The Question of Lay Analysis [\926j,
S.E. Vol.XX, pp.179-258.

The Future of an Illusion
S.E. Vol.XXI (published 19 , ,..1-56.

Civilization and its Discontents /19307 
S.E. Vol.XXI, pp.57-145.

Female Sexuality /Î.931] S.E. Vol.XXI 
pp.223-243.

New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis 
71933/ S.E. Vol.XXII (published 1964),
pp.1-182.

An Outline of Psychoanalysis /1938/
S.E. Vol.XXIII(published 1964J. pp.141-207.

sur la Nature et la Fonction du Sacrifice 
I8987 English translation by W.D. HALLS, 
Cohen and West, London 1964, 165pp.

Paperbacks, Methuen, London 1961, 334 pp.

Myth and Cult among Primitive Peoples 
/Mythos und Kult bei Naturvölkern 19517 
Translated by Madanna Tax CHOLDIN, and 
Wolfgang WEISSLEDER, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago 1963, 350 pp.

HUBERT, H. and MAUSS, M. Sacrifice, its Function and Nature /Êssai

HUIZINGA, Johan Homo Ludens ¿1938/ Temple Smith, London
1970, 251 PP.

JAMES, E.O. Comparative Religion /Ì93§/ University



JUNG, Carl G. Symbols of Transformation [V)\7j C.W.
Vol.5 (published 1956), 567 pp.

The Structure of the Unconscious 
C.W. V0I.7 (published 1953), pp.263-292. 
Revised Version, including material which 
came to light after Jung's death, in 
The Collected Works of C.G. Jung, V0I.7. 
(Second Edition) Bollingen Series XX, 
Princeton University Press 1966, pp.269-304.

On the Psychology of the Unconscious /Ï9177 
C.W. Vol.7, pp.3-117«

Marriage as a Psychological Relationship 
/19257 C.W. Vol.17 (published 1954), 
pp.187-201.

The Relations between the Rgo and the 
Unconscious /1928J C.W. Vol.7, pp.119-239.
Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious 
/19347 C.W. Vol.9 Part 1 (published 1959). 
pp.3-41.

The Concept of the Collective Unconscious 
/I9367 C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.42-53.
Concerning the Archetypes, with Special 
Reference to the Anima Concept /19367 
C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.54-72.

Psychological Aspects of the Mother 
Archetype /19387 C.W. V0I .9 Part 1,
PP.75-110.

Conscious, Unconscious and Individuation 
719397 C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.275-289.

Concerning Rebirth /Î9407 C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, 
pp.113-147-

The Psychology of the Child Archetype /Î9407 
C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.149-181.

The Psychological Aspects of the Kore 
719417 C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.181-203.

The Phenomenology of the Spirit in 
Fairy-tales £194^/ C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, 
pp.205-254.

The Fight with the Shadow ^946/ C.W. Vol.lO 
(published 1964)» pp.218-226.

Concerning Mandala Symbolism /Ï9507 
C.W. Vol.9 Part 1, pp.355-384

I
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JUNG, Carl G. (cont.)

(ed.)

JUNG, Emma 

LEIRIS, Michel

b) Secondary Sources 
ARCHER, John

BENNET, E.A.

Psychology and Religion; West and East 
(Various papers 1928-1950) C.W. Vol.ll 
(published 1958).

Synchronlclty: An Acausal Connecting 
Principle /19507 C.'V. Vol.8 (published 
I960) pp.417-519.

On Synchronic!ty /l95l7 C.W. Vol.8,
pp.520-531.

On the Psychology of the Trickster Figure 
/1954/ C.W. V0I.9 Part 1, pp.235-272.

The Undiscovered Self /1957/ C.W. Vol.lQ 
pp.228-305.

Flying Saucers. A Modern Myth /l958/
C.W. Vol.lO, pp.307-443.
Man and his Symbols ^1960-61^7 Aldus Books, 
London 1964,320 pp. Contains: Approaching 
the Unconscious, by Carl G. JUNG, pp.16-103? 
Ancient Myths and Modern Man, by Joseph 
HENDERSON, pp.104-1575 The Process of 
Individuation by M-L von FRANZ, pp.158-229* 
Symbolism in the Visual Arts by Aniela 
JAFFE, pp.?30-271; Symbols in an Individual 
Analysis by Jolande JACOBI, pp.272-303}
Science and the Unconscious by M-L von 
FRANZ, pp.304-311.

Memories, Dreams and Reflections. Recorded 
by Aniela JAFFE, Translated into English 
by Richard and Clara WINSTON. Published 
in Great Britain by Collins and Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, London 1963.

The Anlma as an Elemental Being /l95¿7* 
trans. NAGEL, in Animus & Anima, The Ana
lytical Psychology -Club, New York, 1974, 94pp.

"Le Sacre dans la Vie Quotidienne"
7*9387 in Change No.7 (1970) Seuil, Paris, 
pp.63-72.

"The Psychology of Violence" New Society, 
Vol.XLII no.784, 13 October 1977,
pp.63-66.
What Jung Really Said. Macdonald & Co., 
London 1966, 185 pp.

I
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BERKOWITZ, L. (ed.) The Roots of Agression: A Re-examination 
of the Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis. 
Atherton, New York 1969, 136 pp.

BERNE, Eric A Layman's Guide to Psychiatry and 
Psychoanalysis /first published as The 
Mind in Action 19477 Penguin Books, 
Harmondsworth 1971, 429 pp.

BOUSQUET, Alain Roper Caillois Coll. Poetes d 'Au.iourd 'hui 
Seghers, Paris 1971, I85 pp.

BROWN, J.A.C. Freud and the Post-Freudians, Pelican 
Edition, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth 1961,
2?5 PP.

COX, Harvey The Feast of Fools /l9697 Harper and Row 
Harper Colophon Edition, New York 1970, 
204 pp.

EHRMANN, Jacques "Homo Ludens revisited" Yale French 
Studies'no.41 1968, pp.31-57.

EVANS, Richard I. Conversations with Carl Jung. D. van 
Nostrand Co. Inc., Princeton (NJ) 1964, 
173 PP.

EVANS PRITCHARD, E.E. Theories of Primitive Religion. Oxford 
University Press, Oxford 1965 (Sociological 
Theories pp.48-77).

FORDHAM, Frieda An Introduction to Jung's Psychology /19537 
(Third Edition) Penguin Books, Harmonds
worth 1966, 158 pp.

FROMM, Erich Psychoanalysis and Religion /19507 
Bantam edition. Bantam, New York 1967, 
115 PP-

The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness 
71970/ Penguin Books, Harmondsworth 1974,
680 pp.

GLUCKMAN, Max (ed.) Essays on the Ritual of Social Relations, 
Manchester University Press, Manchester 
1962, 190 pp.

GORMAN, Clem The Book of Ceremony. Whole Earth Tools. 
Cambridge 1972.

HOOKE, S.H. (ed.) Myth and Ritual Oxford University Press. 
London 1933, 204 pp.

JACOBI, Jolande The Psychology of C.G. Jung (Seventh 
Edition) Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
London 1968, 200 pp.
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JONES, Ernest The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud 
/first Dublished in three volumes by 
Hogarth Press 1953-7/ Abridged edition 
Penguin Books, Harmondsworth 1964, 670 pt>.

LAPLANCHE, Jean 
PONTALIS, J.P.

and Vocabulaire de la Psychanalyse P.U.F. 
Paris 1973, 525 PP*

LORENZ, Konrad On Aggression /Das Sogenannte Rosa 196x7 
Methuen, London 1966, 273pp.

MACINTYRE, Alasdair The Unconscious. Routledge and Kegan Paul. 
London 195^» 100 pp.

MANNONI, Octave Freud: the Theory of the Unconscious 
/Freud. Editions du Seuil, Paris 19687 
English translation by Renaud BRUCE, 
Pantheon Books, London 1971» 217 pp.

MORENO, Antonio Jung, Gods and Modern Man A 9701 
Sheldon Press, London 1974, 284 pp.

MURDOCK, George P. Our Primitive Contemporaries, Macmillan, 
New York 1934, 614 pp.

PRATT, Jane Consciousness and Sacrifice Analytical 
Psychology Club of New York 1967, 72 pp.

SCHAER, Hans Religion and the Cure of Souls in Jung's 
Psychology. English translation by 
R.F.C. HULL. Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
London 1951» 226 pp. .

STAFFORD-CLARK, David What Freud Really Said A 9657 Pelican 
Edition, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth 
1967, 218 pp.

STEINER, Franz Taboo A9567 Pelican Edition. Penguin Books 
Harmondsworth 1967, 156 pp.

STORR, Anthony Human Aggression A 9687 Pelican Books« 
Harmondsworth 1970, 173 pp.

Jung Fontana Modern Masters Series. 
Fontana/Colli ns, London 1973, 124 pp.

STRACHEY, Jajnes Editor's Introduction to The Ego and the 
Id, FREUD, Sigmund, S.E. Vol.XIX, pp.3-11.

Editor's Introduction to Civilization and 
its Discontents, FREUD, Sigmund,
S.E. Vol.XXI. pp.51-3.

TURNER, Victor The Ritual Process A9697 Pelican Books, 
Harmondsworth 1974, 204 pp.
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VAN GENNEP, Arnold Les Rites de Passage /l9097 Coll, des 
Rééditions. Puhl, de la Maison des 
Sciences de l 'Homme (Mouton) Paris 1970, 
317 po.

WAELDER, Robert Basic Theory of Psychoanalysis. Schocker 
Books, New York 1964, 274 pp.

WOLLHEIM, Richard Freud Fontana Modern Masters Series. 
Fontana/Collins, London 1971, 240 pp.
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4 Miscellaneous 

ARTAUD, Antonin

AUDOUIN, Jean

BECK, Julian

BRETON, Andre

BROOK, Peter

BRUSTEIN, Robert 

CORVIN, Michel

Evergreen Review no.13, 
"What is ’Patanhysics?" 
Simon Watson Taylor.

FRAZER, John 

GAUTIER, Jean-Jacques 

GROTOWSKI,. Jerzy

JODORO'.VSKI, Alexandro

Le Théâtre et son Double /i93§J 
Collection Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1964,
246 pp.

"Avec le Living Théâtre« un Théâtre pour 
une Revolution" Pourquoi no.42, February 
1968, pp.98-101.

"Theater in diesen harten Zeiten"
Theater Heute. Vol.IX, Heft 5» May 1968, 
pp.13-14.

Manifestes du Surréalisme /Ï924, 1930/ 
Collection Idées, Gallimard, Paris 1972,
188 pp.

The Empty Soace /Ï968/ Pelican Edition 
Penguin Books, Harmondsworth 1972,
158 pp.
The Theatre of Revolt University 
Paperbacks, Methuen, London 1965, 435 pp.

Le Théâtre Nouveau en France «Que 
sais-je?» series P.U.F. Paris 1974,
128 pp.

New York i960. Special edition entitled 
edited by Roger Shattuck and

Violence in the Arts Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge 1974, 192 pp.

Le Theatre d 1 Au.lourd 'hui Juillard,
Paris 1972, 384 pp.

Towards a Poor Theatre /Î968/ ed. BARBA, 
Eugenio. University Paperbacks, Methuen, 
London 1969, 218 pp.

Mélodrame Sacremental Unpublished MS 1965.

"A Mass changes me more" interview with 
Sergio GUZIK7 The Drama Review, Vol.XIV 
no.2 (T.46)~1969, pp.70-76.

"Panique et Poulet Rôti" Le Panique 
(ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 Union 
Gênlraled'Editions, Paris 1973, po.55-74.
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JODOROWSKT, Alexandre 
(cent.)

"Vete 1'Ephémère Panique ou Sortir le 
Théâtre du Théâtre" Le Fanique (ed.
ARRABAL). Collection 10/18. Union Cénérale 
d'Editions, Paris 1973» pp.74-92.

"Conversations with Jodorowski" in 
El Tono (ed. Ross EIRESTONE) Calder and 
Boyars, London 1974, pp.95-172.

G. Livingstone LEARMOUTH) New Writers 4 
Calder and Boyars, London I967, pp.13-45*

1968:1 (ed. ARRABAL) Christian Bourgois, 
Paris 1968, pp.119-12 6.

Series, P.U.F. Paris 1967» 136 pp.

Histoire du Surréalisme Editions 
Seuil, Paris 1964, 1 9 0 pp.

ROUART-VALERY. Nouvelle Edition Illustrée. 
Collection Idées-arts, Gallimard, Paris 
1968, 222 pp.

204 pp.

"Sounding the Drum ^Interview with 
Bettina L. KNAPP/ The Drama Review 
Vol.XV no.1 (T.49) 1970, pp.92-99*

"Unterhaltung mit JerSme Savary" 
view/ Theater Peute Vol.XITI Heft 4 
April 1972, p.43.

KIRBY, Michael Happenings Dutton, New York I966
288 pp.

KNAPP, Bettina L.

LEBEL, Jean-Jacques

Antonin Artaud, Avon Books. New York 1969
255pp.

"Theory and Practice" (translated by

MNOUCHKINE, Ariane "Une Prise de Conscience" Le Théa*tre

MOUNIER, Emmanuel Le Personnalisme ¡19^)0] «ÇQue sais-.-je?»

NORES, Dominique ajid 
GODARD, Colette

d'ORS, Eugenio

Jorge Lavelli Christian Bourgois, Paris
I97Ï, 284 pp.

du Baroque ^ 9 3 5 Translated by

ROOSE-EVANS, James Experimental Theatre Studio Vista Books, 
London 1970, 176 pp.

ROUSSET, Jean La Littérature de 1 'Age Baroque en France 
Corti, Paris 1954, 312 pp.

SAMUEL, Richard and 
HINTON-THOMAS, R.

Expressionism in German Life, Literature 
and the Theatre. Heffer, Cambridge 1939»
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TEMKINE, Raymonde 

THOMAS, Hugh 

TONELLI, Franco 

TOPOR, Roland
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"Nos Fêtes" (written 1969) Le Panique 
(ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 (Bourgois) 
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1973, 
pp.155-164.

"Actuals: Primitive Ritual and Performance 
Theory" Theatre Quarterly, Vol.l no.2,
April 1971, pp.49-66.

The Dramatic Conceots of Antonin Artaud.
Uni versity of Chicago Press, Chicago 1968,
190 pp.

"Le Theatre, le Mythe et le Psyché" Esprit 
Vol.XXXIII, May 1965, pp.818-823.

Dictionnaire du Théâtre Français 
Contemporain. Librairie Larousse,
Paris 1970, 255 PP*

Les Signes et les Songes Editions du 
Seuil, Paris 1976, 285 pp.

Expressionistische Dramatik. Fredri ch 
Verlag. Velber bei Hannover, W. Germany 1968,
166 pp.

The Elements of Drama- Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge 1967, 306 pp.

Grotowski Editions l'Age d'Fomme.
La Cité Lausanne, Switzerland 1970, 250 pp.

The Spanish Civil '.Var Eyre and Spottis- 
wode, London 1961, 720 pp.

L'Esthétique de la Cruauté- Editions 
A.G. Nizet, Paris 197?, 156 pp.

Panlç City Lights Books, San Francisco 
1965, 48 pp.

"Petit Memento Panique" (written 1965)
Le Panique (ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 
(Bourgois) Union Générale d'Editions,
Paris 1973, pp.66-72.

"Topor" (written 1965) Le Panique
(ed. ARRABAL) Collection 10/18 (Bourgois)
Union Générale d'Editions, Paris 1973,
PP-94-95-
"Qu'est-ce que le ... Panique?" (written 
1969) Le Panique (ed. ARRABAL) Collection 
10/l8 (Bourgois) Union Générale d'Editions, 
Paris 1973, pp.102-107.
"Le Besoin de Vivre" Le Théâtre 1968 - 1 
(ed. ARRABAL) Christian Bourgois, Paris 1968, 
PP.53-60.
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